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Success is relative: It is what we can make of the mess we have made of things.1 

In most things success depends on knowing how long it takes to succeed.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 T. S. Eliot, The Family Reunion (1939 pt. 2, sc. 3) 
2 Montesquieu, Pensées et fragments inédits, vol. 1 (1901, no 630 XV)  
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 There’s something rotten… 
IT (information technology) plays an increasingly larger role in modern organizations and investments in IT 

seem to follow an ever-increasing trend (see e.g. Weill, 1992, p. 308, and Schwalbe, 2014, p. 2). In Europe 

alone over 2.26 trillion DKK were spent on information technology in 2010 (The European Commission, 

2012). On a company level, the LEGO Group employs 4603 full time IT personnel as well as a number of 

external IT partners who handle IT operations and development and – including licences and cost of hardware 

etc. – the IT department is responsible for the significant expenditure of approximately 600 million DKK a 

year. It is thus safe to say that investments in IT are substantial. 

A significant part of the IT budget in the LEGO Group is spent on projects. In 2014 the department of Corporate 

IT at the LEGO Group worked on 107 different projects4, each estimated to cost a minimum of 120 thousand 

DKK in man-hours alone – some projects included budgets of up to several hundred million DKK – and 

together they consumed approximately 35 % of the department’s time5. This picture is not a unique feature of 

the department since it is estimated that on a global basis around a quarter of the world’s GDP is spent on 

projects (Schwalbe, 2014, p. 3, and Turner et al., 2013, p. 4). This may be a token of projects and the project 

portfolio being the most important ingredient in implementing strategy (Meskendahl, 2010, p. 807, and Morris 

& Jamieson, 2005, p. 5). The organizational strategy describes the road to a desired future state and as a 

consequence implementing the strategy implies a change in the organization (Hrebiniak, 2006, p. 14). Projects 

are often mentioned as the way to introduce change (Office of Government Commerce, 2009a, p. 4, and 

Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, p. 3), and following this, one of the main contributions of an IT department to strategic 

success of the organization as such is succeeding in conducting IT projects efficiently as well as effectively, 

that is, by doing projects right but also by doing the right projects (Jugdev & Müller, 2005, p. 20, Crawford et 

al., 2006, p. 38, and de Reyck et al., 2005, p. 524). 

Thus, IT projects are extremely resource consuming and have great potential for affecting an organization, and 

following this, the obvious question to any organization is “Do your IT investments target enterprise wide 

strategic priorities – or does your firm squander resources on diverse tactical initiatives?” (Weill & Ross, 

2004, p. 1) In fact, the trend is that investments in complex IT systems are increasingly being met with a 

demand for visualizing their value creation (Gable et al., 2008, p. 378, and Stewart, 2008, p. 203). It should, 

therefore, be obvious for the top IT management of the LEGO Group to ask “how is [our] organization doing 

with its projects?” (Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, p. 5) and get in control of the IT projects of the organization, or at 

least of their outcomes. In order to get in control of an entity you have to be able to measure it (DeMarco, 

1982, p. 3). A fortunate side effect of measuring is – at it is stated famously by Kaplan & Norton – that ”what 

you measure is what you get” (1992, p. 71), and measuring will not merely provide overview and control but 

actually affect the outcome. In other words, if projects are measured and evaluated according to their degree 

of success it will affect the degree of success.   

Unfortunately, the outcome of or degree of success of IT projects is often not measured in a structured way 

(Stewart, 2008, p. 203) that allows for control and is likely to have a positive effect. In fact, in a study by 

Thomas & Fernández one third of the companies were found not having formally defined the concept of 

success (2008, p. 736). This tendency matches the situation in the IT department of the LEGO Group: “We do 

                                                      
3 The number of employees in Corporate IT, January 2015.  
4 No. of active projects in first half of 2014: 97, in second half: 59. 
5 In January 2015 25,600 hours were registered as time spent on projects in the department. 
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not at all measure what the customer [internal production or marketing department] gains from it”6, “I get no 

feedback on whether it was a success [in the business]”7, and “I am afraid that … no one keeps track of the 

effect success criteria”8 are the general responses to questions of whether the organisation tracks the outcome 

of the projects. The LEGO Group does have some ex post information on projects’ status on some crude, short-

term measures of success, such as adherence to time schedule, budget adherence, and quality or scope. The 

focus is thus on the tactical rather than the strategic performance (Samset, 2009, p. 20), but as Petter et al.  

(2012, p. 354) suggest this is not an adequately comprehensive evaluation technique. Having no formalized 

procedure for measuring long term benefits is a characteristic the IT department of the LEGO Group shares 

with more than 70 % of other companies (Thomas & Fernández, 2008, p. 738, and Jugdev & Müller, 2005, p. 

22) and the problem permeates projects in many other sectors besides IT, such as in the infrastructure sector 

(see e.g. Flyvbjerg, Holm & Buhl, 2005, p. 131). It leaves the evaluation process to chance and in the risk of 

being high-jacked, in severe cases where for instance the measures for evaluation are constructed post hoc so 

that they will constitute a result that has already been decided on (Wilson & Howcroft, 2002, p. 238). 

Consequently this will have unforeseen impacts on the organization: “If men define situations as real, they are 

real in their consequences.” (Thomas & Thomas, 1928) 

Another significant consequence of the unstructured approach to project evaluation is that it makes it difficult 

for the organization to compare projects and do thorough portfolio management, as well as aggregate results 

and learn post hoc from the tendencies across projects in the portfolio. To be able to group and compare projects 

has been stated by e.g. Morris (2009, pp. 31-34) to be a cost-efficient way of collecting relevant information 

to be used in early project selection and planning phases, since successes and failures tend to repeat themselves 

in similar projects. To use information from previous projects to inform new projects is the outside  view as it 

is proposed by e.g. Flyvbjerg (2006) who suggests that by studying data from similar projects – a reference 

class – it is possible to attain information that can significantly increase the quality of the estimates of new 

projects by minimizing cognitive bias and strategic (i.e. willed) misinterpretation.  

Consequently, prioritization of and learning from projects are vital elements in the process of retaining 

competitive advantage (see also Shenhar et al., 2001, p. 703, Jugdev & Müller, 2005, p. 20, and Crawford et 

al., 2006, p. 39). But why is the evaluation of project – and in particular IT project – success inadequate and 

so unstructured, then? There are several probable explanations to this conundrum. Firstly, people perceive the 

practical task of measuring the success of IT projects as being difficult for various reasons (Petter, et al., 2012, 

p. 353). It is difficult to identify what elements and hence what measures constitute success (Thomas & 

Fernández, 2008, p. 738). Secondly, some concepts such as benefit and value are less tangible and difficult to 

operationalize into measures as a consequence (Jugdev & Müller, 2005, p. 20, and Morris, 2013, p. 83). As 

one of the informants from the LEGO Group put it, measuring and capturing benefit is “alluring” and “in 

theory the right thing to do but in practice very difficult”9. Thirdly, it is costly to do measuring (Petter, et al., 

2012, p. 353) because certain measures are measurable only at a certain point in time after the project has been 

terminated and an evaluation of these measures will ‘trap’ resources and strain the organization. The 

consequence of this perception is that the organization may try to mitigate this challenge by focusing on 

measures that are more convenient (Jugdev & Müller, 2005, p. 22) or basing evaluation on gut feelings (Petter, 

et al., 2012, p. 354). Fourthly, the measuring is in itself perceived as being costly or “heavy”10, since the process 

is complicated and requires input from many resources. Fifthly, managers may display a lack of personal 

                                                      
6 (Interview E, p. 1, l. 13) 
7 (Interview E, p. 1, l. 26-27) 
8 (Interview C, p. 16, l. 11-12) 
9 (Interview H, p. 7, l. 3-4) 
10 (Interview C, p. 5, l. 29-30) 
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motivation to evaluate projects caused by reluctance to acknowledge failures in projects that they may be held 

accountable for (Thomas & Fernández, 2008, p. 734) either due to a general unwillingness to be linked to 

failures (Standing, et al., 2006, p. 1150) or due to the unpleasantness of a process that is sometimes is described 

as an outright witch hunt (Nelson, 2005, p. 36). 

Practitioners do request useful and applicable approaches for evaluation (Ahlemann, et al., 2013) to be utilized 

in the ex-ante selection of projects to the portfolio as well as post hoc assessment of project performance. The 

insufficiency of current evaluation methods thus poses a severe challenge in many organizations. The obvious 

solution to overcome this is an adequately detailed and profound framework for evaluating success in IT 

projects. However, no such framework is made available by academia nor in practice11. This dissertation is a 

contribution to finding a solution, and outline a framework for evaluating success in IT projects while allowing 

for the grouping of projects in reference classes. The framework developed in the dissertation for evaluation 

of IT projects is called The 4x5 Framework12, and the framework for characterising IT projects for defining 

reference classes is called the Extended Diamond Approach13. In the following, when not specified, the term 

‘the framework’ refers to both frameworks as a whole.  

In the following sections of Chapter 1, I will, however, begin by taking a step back and firstly elaborate on 

what I believe to be one of the main causes of the persistent problem: the fact that the key concepts of success 

and IT project are not defined in adequate detail (1.1 – Non-defined concepts). I have labelled this challenge 

the issue of non-defined concepts since it is a fundamental argument for the overall approach of my research: 

if a concept is not defined in adequate detail it cannot be scrutinized, measured, or evaluated. After having 

outlined the issues arising from poorly defined concepts the research objective of the dissertation (section 1.2 

– Research objective) as well as the scope of the research (section 1.3 – Scoping the research) are presented. 

 Non-defined concepts 
One of the main issues pertaining to the evaluation of success in IT projects, at least in academia (see e.g. 

Thomas & Fernández, 2008, p. 733, Prabhakar, 2008, p. 3, Gable et al., 2008, p. 378, Ahlemann et al., 2013, 

p. 44, and Shenhar et al., 2001, p. 699) but also in practice14 is the general issue of concepts not being 

adequately defined and understood: they are non-defined concepts. By non-defined concepts I mean concepts 

that are 1) used in everyday life or in an academic setting, and which are 2) not explicitly defined either 

semantically or constitutively. By the former, I mean by comparison to other terms at the same level of 

abstraction (‘this term is similar to another term, X’) or, the latter, defined by other terms at different levels of 

abstraction (‘this term consist of term X and Y’).  

Not defining a concept before studying it is dangerous for several reasons – for one, you may find, that the 

concept is not really a concept. As Wittgenstein states then just because two entities – he uses the example of 

games but the same applies to projects – are similarly labelled you cannot infer that they must have something 

in common. Instead you must look and see whether and what they have in common (1958, pp. 31-32e, § 66). 

You may find nothing that is common to all, but perhaps similarities, relationships, and sub-series of the 

concept, and find that it is a complicated network rather than a clear structure of commonalities for all (ibid.). 

                                                      
11 See Chapter 10 – Success. 
12 For more information on the 4x5 see section 10.5 – The 4x5 for a theoretical outline of the framework, section 11.2 – The 4x5 for 

the operationalization of the framework, and the Instruments (2) appendix for the specific data collection instrument. 
13 For more information on the EDA see section see section 9.2.2 – The Extended Diamond Approach for a theoretical outline of the 

framework, section 11.1 – The Extended Diamond approach for the operationalization of the framework, and the Instrument (1) 

appendix for the specific data collection instrument. 
14 See also section 11.2 – The 4x5. 
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Wittgenstein describes the process as spinning a thread of fibres (commonalities) and that the structure is not 

strong because of one thread running through the entire structure but because of the overlapping of many fibres 

(ibid., § 67). Without pursuing any identification of facts15 I will also in relation to these ideas draw on the 

ideas of Durkheim and his methodology for studying social facts (1951 [1897], p. 42): we have to look for 

“common qualities objective enough to be recognizable by all honest observers, specific enough not to be 

found elsewhere and also sufficiently kin to those commonly called [concept or term] for us to retain the same 

term without breaking with common usage.” 

Transferring this to the concepts of IT projects and success this means that 1) we need to look and see whether 

and what something is in common across instances, and 2) be prepared to find that there may be commonalities 

and similarities, but that these are more likely to come in sub-series (different types of IT projects and different 

definitions of success) than as having one overarching thing in common. And if the case is, that there is no 

common feature or attribute linking a group of projects labelled IT projects together, but several different 

attributes, linking sub-series of types of projects with an element of IT together, then we must act accordingly. 

Wittgenstein puts it this way: “… if someone wished to say: ‘There is something common to all these 

constructions—namely the disjunction of all their common properties’ – I should reply: Now you are only 

playing with words. One might as well say: ‘Something runs through the whole thread – namely the continuous 

overlapping of those fibres’.” (Wittgenstein, 1958, pp. 31-32e, § 67) Thus, we may get more out of paying 

attention to the fibres and their overlapping – i.e. treat different types of IT projects and successes as different 

– instead of insisting on pooling them together, trying to simplify what is actually complex. In the spirit of 

Durkheim’s methodology we must isolate what is unique to IT projects and/or sub-groups of IT projects and 

do this by understating the common understanding of the term.  

The questions that must be posed are: 1) is it meaningful to treat IT projects as a group of projects sharing 

some commonality?, and 2) should the same definition of success and hence the same method for evaluation 

apply to all projects? If research cannot exist without comparison (Ragin, 1987, p. 1), then in order to do 

research, we must define the attributes on which the units are to be compared: we need to understand whether 

their units are actually comparable and how. A disclaimer is at its place at this point in time, because the 

argument above may lead to the misunderstanding that it is possible to actually describe the true definition of 

a concept, that one definition is more correct than others. This is not the argument that I am making and it is 

not the argument of Wittgenstein. A term is not wrong or right, it is either useful or not. James asks: “What 

shall we call a thing anyhow? It seems quite arbitrary, for we carve out everything, just as we carve out 

constellations, to suit our human purposes.” (James, 1995 [1907], p. 69) If it is not useful to treat all IT projects 

as one homogeneous group then we should not. The question is not, whether a group of projects (labelled IT 

projects) are truly a group, but whether we benefit from defining them as a group. 

In everyday life, detailed definitions are often not essential since a common-sense definition is adequate for 

successful interaction to take place. A certain level of assumptions or presuppositions is necessary in any 

situation since if we contest every concept we meet or require clarification of all assumptions that we make, 

we will never be able to progress, and luckily some assumptions “are so ‘pivotal’ that it would normally be a 

meaningless speech act to even state them” (Putnam, 1995, p. 58). In practice and in academia, however, key 

terms and concepts ought to be defined (Roskam, 1989, p. 239), since if they are not then successful interaction 

is not likely to take place. In the case where key concepts and terms are not adequately defined, interpretations 

of the concept, its attributes, and its value are likely to differ, leading to misunderstandings or resistance. The 

problem is one of reliability: it is difficult to operationalize for instance the concept of success and get high 

                                                      
15 “Facts” should not be understood here as objective truths but as warranted assertions, cf. 6.1 – Pragmatic truth.  
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quality in the measure if success is not defined (DeLone & McLean, 1992, p. 61). It is difficult to assess if 

what is measured actually corresponds to what is intended if we are not clear about what is intended. Thus, 

there can be no solid theoretical grounding (Gable, et al., 2008, p. 378) if the concept is not defined adequately.  

Gable et al. have shown that there is seldom an explicit logic controlling the process of defining and justifying 

the definition of success in academic studies of success in projects (ibid. p. 79). This leads to poor measurement 

and is a common source of errors in, for instance, survey instruments (e.g. Seddon et al., 1999,  and Ballantine 

et al., 1996, p. 9). I emphasise ‘key’ in key terms, since the more prominent position of the concept, the greater 

possible negative impact of non-definition has on research quality and validity and the greater the risk of 

misinterpretations and misalignment in practice. 

The sometimes rather ambiguous and unstandardized definitions of success have another downside: if there is 

no agreement on the definition of success it is difficult to compare success across projects (Gable et al., 2008, 

p. 379, Wateridge, 1998), since different measures are used, and as a result empirical data on the subject 

remains inconclusive (Sabherwal, et al., 2006, p. 1849) – we are not able to really learn anything about the 

phenomenon. The argument may very well be that different definitions are relevant in different projects 

(Myers, et al., 1997, p. 7) and it is likely that not all success elements or criteria are equally relevant in any 

given project (Morris, 2009, p. 46). But an unstandardized approach is a problem in academia, since it disables 

aggregation of results from different studies (Gable, et al., 2008, p. 379) as well as in practice since 

organizations have no possibility of benchmarking their projects against each other (ibid., p. 377), which is a 

serious challenge in the portfolio management processes, for instance. 

 Research objective 
The question to be asked is how it is beneficial to investigate a concept called success across a group of projects 

labelled IT projects? Many frameworks for assessing success of either IT projects16 or IT systems have been 

probed and tested (see e.g. Shenhar et al., 2001, Atkinson, 1999, Wateridge, 1995 and 1998, and DeLone & 

McLean, 1992), so why is further research necessary? The main, general reason is that none of these 

frameworks have succeeded in defining success in a way that is generally accepted – there is still no consensus 

in the field (Ahlemann, et al., 2009).  

This PhD dissertation will contribute to the discussion with a new framework by taking a different approach 

to evaluating success in IT projects. This contribution can be illustrated by the use of a distinction made by 

Sauer (1993, p. 2) who identified three fundamentally different issues in the studies of success and failure in 

information systems (IS) research: an empirical approach looking into cause and effect, a conceptual approach 

focusing on the nature of the concept, and finally a normative approach of creating tools for improving success. 

Wilson & Howcraft found that in current literature on the subject of success in IT projects the focus is on 

developing normative guidelines and practical tools rather than on conceptually understanding the concepts 

(2002, p. 236). What have characterized previous frameworks for evaluating success is how they do not 

profoundly establish the definitions of the key concepts – very seldom is the concept of IT projects or software 

development projects defined at all17. It is also evident from, for instance, the DeLone & McLean Model for 

Information Systems Success and the vast literature on critical success factors (see for instance Pinto & Slevin, 

1987, and Pinto & Prescott, 1988) that emphasis is also placed on the empirical issue of establishing cause and 

effect of factors leading to success. 

                                                      
16 See also section 10.3 – Parameters for a more detailed outline of selected frameworks.  
17 See also Chapter 9 –  IT projects for a fuller discussion of definitions in the literature.  
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This dissertation contributes to the discussion by weighing the emphasis of the three issues differently. My 

focus is first and foremost on the conceptual issue of understanding the nature of the concepts of success and 

IT projects18. Secondly, I propose a framework for measuring success (The 4x5 Framework) and distinguish 

between IT projects (the Extended Diamond Approach)19, i.e. take what Sauer labels a normative approach, 

albeit the frameworks do not at all prescribe methods or actions. The frameworks are applied on a case 

organization20, the IT department of the LEGO Group21. Finally, I do not devote attention to the empirical 

approach of identifying causes of success. Regarding the latter, that is, not engaging in the search for causes 

of success, I believe that the search for factors of success and optimization of projects deserves a great deal of 

attention. However, I do not believe that it is possible to discuss what leads to success before we understand 

and have adequately defined the concept of success.  

My intention is to provide a basis for further research to address the empirical issue based on an exploration 

of the conceptual and the normative issues. The logic behind having this dual focus is that neither of the two 

alone will enable progress. Purely conceptual findings and discussions are difficult and resource consuming to 

translate into practical actions and will hence have little chance of impacting praxis. Such findings are to a 

large extend not applicable and therefore in a pragmatic optic22 of very little value, since 1) they have very 

little purpose but to add to an academic, theoretical discussion, and 2) the usefulness of the findings cannot be 

assessed, if they cannot be applied and the validity of the findings is therefore very uncertain. Therefore the 

conceptual level has to be supplemented by application of the theory. On the other hand, a fundamental and 

conceptual discussion of the nature of the concepts and their complexity is necessary for acquiring the 

necessary knowledge of the concepts in order to operationalize and apply them23. We must define the objects 

we are studying if we are to have any expectations of improving efficiency within the field in practice. 

It is deliberately that I use the term framework and not, for instance, tool when I refer to the normative part of 

my research. The frameworks are not intended to be neither decision-making tools for selecting and controlling 

projects nor prescriptive guidelines for defining specific success criteria for projects. With regards to the latter, 

I emphasize this reservation since it is important for me to acknowledge that “’one size does not fit all’ [and] 

different success dimensions 24  are relevant to different types of projects, and in different degrees of 

importance.” (Shenhar, et al., 2001, p. 704). Projects are different and require different sets of success criteria. 

Instead the intention is for it to enable comparison of different sets of success criteria. With regards to the 

former, the framework is intended to be used as input in deliberation and discussions that will lead to people 

making decisions. The objective of the research is stated below. 

                                                      
18 See also Chapter 9 and Chapter 10. 
19 See Chapter 11. 
20 See also 2.3.2 – The case. 
21 See a detailed description of the case in section 2.3 – The LEGO Group. 
22 The dissertation is based on a pragmatic philosophy of science, see also Chapter 4. 
23 See also the discussion of the role of tools in simplifying the complex in section 6.2.2 – Achieving the overall purpose. 
24 The concept of success dimensions is not defined by Shenhar et al. but is used as a means of grouping success criteria; examples of 

dimensions are “specified project goals”, “customer benefits”, and “benefits derived by the performing organization” (2001, p. 703-4). 
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The objective of the research is to conceptually define the concepts of 

‘success’ and ‘IT project’ and normatively create a framework by 
operationalizing the definitions allowing for cross-project comparison of 

success of an IT project to a reference class. 
 

Research objective 

It is, in other words, the objective to contribute on a conceptual level, by adding to the existing knowledge of 

the concepts, as well as on a normative level, by providing a theoretical framework that enables a standardised 

method for evaluation of IT projects and comparison to a reference class, regardless of the specific success 

criteria. 

1.2.1. Contributions 

On the basis of a case, the research objective is from a conceptual as well as normative perspective to propose 

a solution to the current challenges of evaluating success in IT projects. The PhD dissertation has contributions 

on a theoretical and empirical level, while also intending to contribute indirectly on a practical level, as it is 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Research objectives and contributions  

 

Theoretically, the project will contribute to the scientific discussion of the challenges of 1) defining the 

concepts of  success and IT projects, and 2) operationalizing the concepts into a framework. Firstly, the 

primary theoretical contribution is the detailed analysis of the concept of success. The research contributes to 
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current literature with a novel, generic definition of the concept and a thorough investigation of the nature of 

it by drawing on a broad range of relevant theory from primarily the fields of project management and 

information systems25 but also from contingency theory (see section 10.2.1), organizational theory (see section 

10.2.2), software development theory (i.e. see section 10.2.3). The concept of IT projects is covered less 

extensively, focussing primarily on discussing what (and if) there is a common feature connecting to IT 

projects that also separates them from other projects. Secondly, the dissertation contributes with theoretical 

input to the research field by providing two frameworks for measuring success in IT projects while allowing 

for comparison across projects and reference groups, respectively. This contribution is constituted by the 

operationalization of the concepts of success and IT projects specifically for the LEGO Group.  

The contributions to the discussion of definitions are different from the contribution to the operationalization 

into frameworks, since the former is focussed on comprehensively covering the nature of the concepts and 

illustrating how it is truly a complex task to evaluate success, almost to a degree where the complexity 

paralyzes our ability to evaluate and compare. The latter contribution is, on the other hand, about converting 

complexity into a simpler form, a framework that is loyal to the complexity of the concepts while being 

applicable and thus allowing for comparison of success across projects. This is illustrated in Figure 1 as the 

research beginning with the theoretical contributions of understanding the complexity of definitions of 

concepts (conceptual issue) and moving on to decreasing complexity as the definitions are operationalized into 

frameworks (normative issue), indicated with triangles.  

Empirically, the dissertation provides input for the normative issue of how to evaluate IT project success by 

including 1) an pilot or validation of the theoretical contribution (the frameworks) as well as 2) a contribution 

to the current discourse of project success through specific statistical data of IT project success in the LEGO 

Group. With regards to the former, the concept of ‘pilot’ should be understood as a test in the sense that it is 

“used to test how good [the framework] is before introducing it” (Cambridge English Dictionary) “more 

widely” (Oxford English Dictionary). Pilots are implemented as small scale tests to indicate whether the 

method could work on a larger scale (Thabane, et al., 2010). This is a pivotal notion for the dissertation as this 

demarcates that the Application section of the dissertation is not supposed to be a generalizable, representative 

picture of IT projects in the LEGO Group as such but rather illustrate whether the overall idea of the framework 

could work (see more on this in section 8.2 – Research strand two – quantitative phase).  

With regards to the latter, there is an ongoing discussion of apparently poor success statistics in IT projects. 

An important key source in this discourse are the recurrent Chaos Reports from the Standish Group (e.g. 1994, 

2006, 2009), which are widely cited also in academic research on IT project success as proof of the depressing 

state of affairs (see e.g. Bernroider & Ivanov, 2011, Berssaneti et al., 2012, and Mahaney & Lederer, 2011). 

This PhD dissertation, however, contributes to the discourse with a significantly more positive story of success 

rates in the IT projects of the case organization, and discusses the findings while relating them to the overall 

discourse in the field.  

Finally, there is a practical contribution of the research. The pilot of the theoretical frameworks provides 

practitioners with specific data on IT project performance that they do not possess today. The intention is to 

inspire the LEGO Group in particular and other organizations in general to reflect on the data, and induce a 

learning process based on useful, well-founded information about the daily operations of the organization. 

Information, that enables the organization to answer normative questions such as how do we perform in our IT 

projects today?, and under which circumstances are there room for improvement? Other studies have shown 

                                                      
25 See also section 5.1 – Research field. 
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that organizations who do measure their success rate in projects effectively are more successful (Thomas & 

Fernández, 2008, p. 739), which may be a logical consequence from research also showing that organizations 

who do measure are more confident in their own ability to produce benefits (ibid. p. 736). In other words, you 

get assurance and uncertainty is reduced – meaningfulness is created (we know that what we do matters) which 

may – finally, again increase performance in the organization. This contribution is, however, not in scope of 

the research process itself but is considered a potential, indirect effect. 

1.2.2. Research questions 

With the research objective in mind - to define and operationalize the concepts of success and IT projects into 

a framework that allows for division of projects into reference classes and for cross-project comparison of 

success – it is possible to deduct the central research questions (Creswell, 2003, p. 105). As has been touched 

upon before, it is necessary to thoroughly define and operationalize the key concepts, and this conclusion leads 

us to pose two research questions. Firstly, it is necessary to define the phenomena that is an IT project by 1) 

figuring out if this is a group of projects that are significantly different from other types of projects, while 

sharing a commonality, and 2) by identifying project characteristics that can be used for identifying reference 

classes. The first research question is described below: 

 
What characterizes an IT project? 

 

RQ1 

The findings following this research question may reveal that there is no one group of projects that we may 

distinguish as IT projects but that we may benefit from looking at sub-groups of projects that with different 

characteristics can be said to belong to a population of IT projects even though no great thread or characteristic 

binds them together. The research question is answered in Chapter 9 – IT projects, where the commonality is 

defined in section 9.1 and the characteristics setting the projects apart are outlined in section 9.2. 

When the concept of an IT project is defined we can move on to investigate how can we then evaluate the 

success of such a project in a standardized way that allows for comparison of success across projects. The 

second research question is answered in Chapter 10 – Success and is listed below: 

 
What characterizes success in an IT project? 

 

RQ2 
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The third research question focuses on combing the findings from the two previous questions to achieve the 

research objective: 

 
How can we design a framework for evaluating success in IT projects that 
allows for definition of reference classes and comparison across projects? 
 

RQ3 

The final research question is answered with two frameworks and a pilot of these frameworks. This is done in 

the Application segment of the dissertation, i.e. Chapter 11 – The frameworks, and Chapter 12 – Results, 

respectively. 

 Scoping the research 
The objective of the research is closely linked to the problem statement that initiated the introduction section: 

that IT projects are important building blocks in organizational strategy but that the evaluation of the success 

of the efforts put into the strategy through IT projects is poorly executed resulting in a very limited basis for 

optimizing, learning and improving. There are several approaches to address this challenge, and by necessity 

this dissertation cannot undertake them all. I have chosen an approach which enables me to provide some 

answers to the challenge, but other questions of interest related to the problem cannot be answered. In the 

following I will outline a few important demarcations of the dissertation and argue for the choices I have made. 

The first demarcation is the focus on success criteria and the exclusion of success factors (section 1.3.1). The 

second demarcation regards the scoping of the research with regards the phases of the project life cycle (section 

1.3.2). The third demarcation is about the research emphasising an aggregated level (section 1.3.3), and the 

final demarcation is highlighting the emphasis of projects as opposed to daily operations (section 1.3.4).  

1.3.1. Success criteria – not success factors  

There are several different approaches to evaluating success in projects, and an important distinction is to make 

clear whether you evaluate how a project succeeded or failed or why a project succeeded or failed. The former 

has to do with the project result not meeting expectations and the latter is about explaining what went wrong 

during the project process. The two questions require different approaches and provide very different answers. 

The former – the how – is categorized by success criteria while the latter is categorized as success factors, or 

in the literature primarily discussed as critical success factors (CSFs): factors which are “the limited number 

of areas in which results, if they are satisfactory, will ensure successful competitive performance for the 

organization. They are the few key areas where ‘things must go right’ for the business to flourish.” (Rockart, 

1979, p. 85) A large amount of studies have been done on this particular subject (see Pinto & Slevin, 1987, 

Pinto & Prescott, 1988, Procaccino et al., 2005, and Doherty et al., 2012) – explicitly, as the research done by 

e.g. Thiry (2004) and implicitly such as broadly focussing on ‘the recipe for success’, which is common in the 

literature on project success (Wilson & Howcroft, 2002, p. 238, and Crawford et al., 2006, p. 43). 

As it is pointed out by Prabhakar (2008, p. 3) it is important to distinguish between success criteria and success 

factors, since success factors cannot be used to measure the degree of success – they are though highly popular 

since they in theory are indicators of success (de Wit, 1988, p. 164) and can help explain why a project was a 

success or failure (ibid., p. 166). However, focusing all efforts on the question of why results in a number of 

important questions being downplayed with great negative impact on the field (Söderlund, 2004). Success 

factors are truly relevant, but a prerequisite for analysing success factors are well-defined and -understood 
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success criteria which are not available at this point in time. The PhD dissertation will, therefore, focus on 

defining success criteria – not identify success factors. 

1.3.2. Comparing assessments – not inducing learning  

Following from the first demarcation it is not the objective of the research to focus on the why, that is, how to 

accomplish a successful project, but rather to be able to identify whether a given project was a success. The 

focus of the dissertation is not on the process of doing the project but rather on an evaluation of the specific 

points in time during the project life cycle where the actual or estimated project outcome needs to be assessed. 

Stewart suggests that there are three essential modules to the IT project life cycle: a selection phase, an 

implementation phase, and an evaluation phase  (2008, p. 203). The selection phase includes the assessment 

of potential outcome and here the decision of initiating the project or not is made. The implementation phase 

includes the project process and recurrent assessment of progress during the project, while the final phase, the 

evaluation phase, regards assessment of the project product. The three phases are sequential but inform each 

other, whereas the final phase of evaluation of one project provides insights into the first phase of selection of 

a new project, see also Figure 2.  

Figure 2. The IT project life cycle management processes 

 

Idea adapted from Stewart (2008, p. 204).  

The dissertation is a comparison of project outcome in all three phases, i.e. it includes the assessment of 

potential project outcome (selection phase), changes to potential project outcome (implementation phase), as 

well as the actual outcome (evaluation phase), and it focuses on how to improve all three phases by scrutinizing 

the outcome progress from phase to phase, i.e. uses retrospectives (Nelson, 2005). The idea is that by creating 

a structured and standardized framework for defining and measuring success (potential as well as actual), the 

framework will enable organizational learning on both the project level as well as the project portfolio level.  

For the framework to provide value it is necessary 1) that the framework enables a comparison of different 

projects, and 2) that the organization reflects on the comparison, learns and uses this as a basis for making 
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decisions regarding the strategy for improving the phases. With regards to the former, this is in scope: the 

dissertation is to compare a group of projects to reflect on the usability of the framework. The aim is to visualise 

how he framework, which provides unique information on overall trends in projects and thereby highlights 

risks which could be put to use by the case organization in the project portfolio process of determining which 

projects should be given priority or be removed from the portfolio based on their characteristics (De Reyck, et 

al., 2005) as well as in the estimation process on the project specific level. 

With regards to the latter, however, it is not in scope to implement the framework in the case organization or 

in other ways to induce learning actively in the case organization, as it was also stated in section 1.2.1. It is 

recognized that the latter is a paramount element in the effort of creating actual value with the framework, and 

the primary reason for not including this in the scope is the result of merely a practical concern for time and 

resources in the case organization.  

1.3.3. Statistics – not particularities  

Following from the second demarcation, it must be highlighted that the framework is intended to be applied 

on a project level, that is, the definition and measurement of success will be done on particular projects, but 

that the intended effect of the framework is minded on an aggregated level. It is intended that the framework 

should enable a better basis for comparison of project ideas when doing project portfolio prioritization (the 

selection phase), and that post hoc learnings are to consist of patterns in aggregated project data (evaluation 

phase).  

The main reason for focusing on the aggregated level is not that an in-depth analysis of particular projects is 

not of great interest or that it will not contribute to learnings. Indeed, in-depth case analysis is vital to 

understand how the project process can be improved. However, in-depth approach to learning has some 

disadvantages since building on this kind of in-depth knowledge in the selection phase is often biased by 

various psychological errors as described in the work of Kahneman and Tversky on prospect theory, that is, 

people being overly optimistic in their project planning, (1979a), and the theory of planning fallacy, that is, 

ignoring distributional data and focussing on the specific details of the project when assessing the outcome 

(1979b, p. 2.2). The overconfidence in the project is caused by the optimism bias – a systematic and predictable 

error of judgment, which is equally strong in experts and laymen, and which is not diminished by awareness 

of the bias (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979b).  

The systematic, structured approach where data from past projects is aggregated, on the other hand, has the 

benefit in the selection phase that it does not rely on attempts to predict the outcome of the project based on 

fictive scenarios, imagined events etc. The advantage of this approach is that we cannot make false assumptions 

of scenarios and events since no assumptions are made (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 9). All other things being equal, 

this approach that builds on statistics in the evaluation phase is more likely to produce a realistic estimates 

(ibid.)26 and as a result improve the selection phase. The objective is not to be able to predict the outcome of 

any given project, but to learn from tendencies. 

This statistical approach can be said to follow the logic of Quetelet’s social physics and average man – to say 

that there is such thing as human nature implies that there is a common nature to humans distinct from that 

which exists in the individual (Mosselmans, 2005, p. 565). In the same way, my research is a search for some 

statistical regularity in the masses of IT projects – it is not a search for prediction of particularities. The interest 

                                                      
26 The method will, of course, not be able to predict extreme outcomes (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 9) , or black swans, a concept that Flyvbjerg 

has explored in later works (see e.g. Budzier & Flyvbjerg, 2011), based on the work of Taleb (see e.g. 2007). 
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is not in the particular project – instead we will see the group of projects as where “it appears that this total is 

not simply a sum of independent units, a collective total, but is itself a new fact sui generis, with its own unity, 

individuality and consequently its own nature” (Durkheim, 1951 [1897], p. 46). This does not mean that we 

need to figure out whether correlations are actually facts or merely represent individual states (ibid. p. 51) – 

instead it is about seeking out the success-predispositions of different reference classes of projects. To seek 

out the patterns of mass data can reveal insights that are not clear from looking at the particular instances. 

However, the patterns are not laws that predicts behaviour in any of the given particulars.   

1.3.4. Projects – not operations 

The final distinction that has to be made clear in order to fully appreciate the scope of the research is the 

distinction made between projects and operations. The former indicating the temporary organizations working 

towards achieving a specific objective within a delimited time period27 while the other includes repetitive, 

ongoing activities of hence maintenance etc. of the existing environment (Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, p. 3). There 

are scholars who question the distinction of projects as a separate way of working, such as for instance 

Packendorff (1995), which is an interesting discussion, that however will not be pursued further here.  

In the introduction I mentioned the need for visualizing the value of IT – a need that is not limited to projects 

conducted by the IT department but which permeates the entire function of the IT department, including 

operations (Petter, et al., 2012, p. 352). I recognize that operations are equally important to the survival and 

prosperity of the organization, but focus is on projects, since projects are the key building block to achieving 

organizational strategy (see e.g. Shenhar et al., 2001, pp. 699-700, and Jugdev & Müller, 2005, p. 20), and 

operations are – as far as they are not connected to a project –considered out of scope. Also out of scope is the 

evaluation of the value of IT systems – it is not a part of the project scope unless the IT system is connected to 

a project.  

 A reading guide 
The introduction has outlined the practical as well as theoretical challenges that have motivated the research 

and defined the research objective, questions and scope. Before moving on to the next section which ‘sets the 

scene’ of the research study a brief reading guide is provided here. 

The dissertation is separated into five segments of Introduction, Methodology, Design, Results, and 

Conclusion. The following chapter of the dissertation concludes the Introduction segment and introduces the 

Industrial PhD frame which the research is conducted within (Chapter 2 – Industrial PhD). Then follows a 

segment on research Methodology, covering Chapter 3 to Chapter 8 that outline the underlying philosophy of 

science, the role and purpose of the research, the overall methodological design and descriptions of the specific 

methods applied. This segment is followed by the Design segment, covering the theoretical framework and 

definition of the two key concepts of IT projects (Chapter 9) and success (Chapter 10) where research questions 

1 and 2 are answered. The third research question is answered in the Results segment, which presents the 

operationalized framework (Chapter 11) and the results from the pilot of the framework on the LEGO Group 

projects (Chapter 12). Finally, the dissertation is completed with the Conclusion segment which sums of the 

findings (Chapter 13) and suggests further research.  

  

                                                      
27 See also a definition of project in section 9.1.1 – What is a project? 
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  Industrial PhD 
The research study is conducted within the Industrial PhD framework initiated and supported by the Danish 

government. The Industrial PhD framework is an industrially focused PhD education where the PhD student 

is associated with a university as well as a non-academic organization – in this case the Department of Business 

Communication at University of Aarhus and LEGO System A/S which is a part of The LEGO Group (TLG), 

respectively. The main objectives of the industrial PhD programme is to “educate researchers at a PhD level 

with knowledge about industrially focused research and innovation”, as well as to promote “co-operation on 

research and innovation between universities and Danish privately held companies”, in the words of the 

Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation (DASTI) (2013, p. 2).  

The Industrial PhD framework thus has inherent implications for the research. Firstly, the research is born in 

a setting that emphasises co-operation with organizations outside academia and a setting that focuses on 

innovation in a non-academic context. This for one thing makes the research inclined to be rather applied, and 

it makes it almost obvious for the researcher to interact with practitioners and engage them in the research. In 

section 2.1 – Research implications I will outline how the Industrial PhD frame impacts research design, and 

in section 2.2 – The question of affiliation, independency and engagement I will address the question of the 

independency of the research. Finally, in section 2.3 – The LEGO Group the collaborating organization – 

which functions as the empirical case of the research as well – is described, and the generalizability of the 

findings is discussed.   

 Research implications 
The industrial PhD framework has several implications for the design of the research regarding 1) the 

motivation for initiating the research, 2) the research objective, 3) the view on philosophy of science, and 4) 

the design of methodology. Firstly, the motivation for initiating the project was the lack of information on 

success in IT projects, a deficit which potentially leads to the waste of a significant amount of resources. A 

practical problem which is research worthy has been defined and, following this, the research is problem driven 

(Ellis & Levy, 2008, p. 22). As Ellis & Levy put it, the research is conducted because of something going 

wrong (ibid.) where no adequate solution is available (ibid., p. 23), and hence the research is a search for some 

contribution to a solution – in this case a framework for measuring and comparing IT project success, cf. 

Chapter 1.  

Secondly, the main research objective of the research is not only to increase the base of knowledge but also to 

contribute to the application of knowledge. Research is here understood as defined by the OECD as the 

“increase the stock of knowledge … and the use of this stock of knowledge to devise new applications.” (OECD, 

2002, p. 30) The project has an applied focus28 and the contribution of the project is, therefore, not only 

theoretical but also to a high degree empirical and practical: the aim is to put knowledge to use in practice also.  

Thirdly, the practical and applied approach of the research is mirrored in the philosophy of science foundation 

of the project, the pragmatic philosophy with its emphasis on practical consequences. The pragmatic 

philosophy of science underlying the research is described in section Chapter 4 –  Pragmatism below.  

And finally, the methodological design follows the pragmatic philosophy and is aligned with the inherent 

expectations of applicability of research and the functional goal of the Industrial PhD frame (cf. the mission 

                                                      
28 See also section 5.2 – Applied research. 
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statement from DASTI above). Besides the primary objective of producing academic research results, there 

are inherent expectations in the Industrial PhD frame for the research to produce knowledge or information in 

collaboration with practitioners that can be applied by practitioners. The methodology reflects this by engaging 

practitioners to a high degree, see the next section and section 5.3 – A transformation strategy.  

 The question of affiliation, independency and engagement 

The Industrial PhD setup is funded partly by the Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation and 

partly by the collaborating organization, in this case, The LEGO Group29, and I have been employed by TLG 

as well as worked as an integrated member of the organization throughout the research project. Being closely 

attached to the case organization which provided the empirical data has the obvious advantage of easy access 

to rich sources of data but it also has potential disadvantages, since this potentially puts the researcher in a 

conflict of loyalty and interests which can affect the research objectivity. Below the steps taken to minimize 

the risk of bias are outlined and following this the overall thought underlying the decision of conducting the 

research as an Industrial PhD is discussed: the engaged scholarship approach.  

With regards to the efforts made to minimize the risk of bias this has been a joint effort between the researcher 

and the organization. The key stakeholders of the PhD project in TLG have been very aware that the project is 

primarily research and that it is not within the scope of the project to develop and implement new processes 

in TLG. The company has adhered to the independency of the research procedure and has made an effort not 

interfere with or influence the choice of methods or data collected, nor has the company made any objections 

to the content of this dissertation. No concerns about intellectual property rights or confidential material have 

been expressed from the company’s side and no restrictions have been made with regards to publication of the 

results of the research. 

The company and the company supervisor have from the beginning been very open to and interested in the 

project and have promoted the project as well as enabled it: necessary contact to informants was provided; and 

to support the ‘freedom of speech’ all interviewees and projects in the samples have been anonymized. The 

strategy from the researchers perspective has been to balance between privacy as well as adhering to the 

principle of beneficence, that is, to maximize benefit and minimize harm (Guest, Namey & Mitchell, 2013, pp. 

317-8, and Creswell, 2013, p. 174). 

The Industrial PhD frame was chosen for its positive implications: the framework supports an engaged 

scholarship approach to research. Engaged scholarship is described by Van de Ven as a “participative form of 

research for obtaining the advice and perspectives of key stakeholders (researchers, users, clients, sponsors, 

and practitioners) to understand a complex problem or phenomenon” (2011, p. 388). This approach focuses 

on increasing the knowledge that is obtained by the individual and his individual capability to study a 

phenomenon by including knowledge from stakeholders. Engaged scholarship suggests that seeking the input 

of stakeholders such as practitioners, for instance, will provide a more “insightful and penetrating” knowledge 

compared to working on the problems independently (ibid.). Stakeholders are included throughout the research 

process: in the problem formulation stage, in the theory building, in the research design, and in the problem 

solving phase (Van de Ven, 2007). With regards to problem formulation, the engaged scholar goes beyond 

discovering an academic ‘gap’ – she defines the problem in collaboration with the practitioners who experience 

it in their everyday life. In this case, the problem was discussed with practitioners in the organization and in 

particular the PhD project sponsor in TLG before the project was initiated as well as during the project. This 

                                                      
29 DASTI pays 14,500 DKK of the monthly salary as well as subsidize travel expenses; and The LEGO Group subsidized the remaining 

amount. The guidelines are available at the DASTI home page, see The Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation (2013). 
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input helped formulate and shape the research objectives. With regards to theory building, engaged scholarship 

is about engaging with practitioners when understanding the theory and the context in order to be able to 

develop alternative theories. Interviews with practitioners were conducted and used inductively to understand 

the concepts of IT projects and success and helped the forming of the theoretical framework as well as 

operationalize it.  

With regards to the research design, engaged scholarship is about gathering empirical evidence to test the 

alternative theory. The proposed frameworks and the operationalization that was a result of the theory building 

phase were again discussed with and tested by practitioners in the organization to validate the reliability and 

validity – did the operationalization make sense in their daily work and did their understanding reflect the 

theoretical foundation? Finally, with regards to problem solving, engaged scholarship is about communicating 

and discussing findings with the stakeholder – does it makes sense and does it reflect their every day? The 

findings of the research have been discussed informally with different stakeholders on a daily basis as well as 

formal presentations of the results were done to gain input from the organization as well as to give back value 

to the organization.  

Besides being able to seek input from scholars on the research subject, the Industrial PhD framework has 

provided the opportunity to engage with practitioners in the PhD study and hence to gain an extra dimension 

of being able to work with the problem with an applied approach. Thus, the Industrial PhD frame has overall 

infused new and invaluable input to the process.  

 The LEGO Group 
Having mentioned the case of The LEGO Group now several times it is time to introduce the organization 

properly. In the next sections a short description of TLG is outlined and following this in section 2.3.1 – 

Corporate IT the department of Corporate IT (CIT) is outlined with regards to its organization and project 

work done. Then, in section 2.3.2 – The case, the focus is switched onto the case-aspect and it is discussed 

how the research – which is based on a study of this one organization – can be generalized.   

The research is, as was stated, based on a study done in collaboration with the department of Corporate IT 

(CIT) in The LEGO Group (TLG), one of the largest toy manufacturing companies in the world30. TLG is a 

family-owned, privately held company founded in 1932 producing toys based on the iconic LEGO brick, see 

Figure 3.  

                                                      
30 See e.g. articles Time Magazine (http://time.com/money/3268065/lego-largest-toy-company-mattel/#money/3268065/lego-largest-

toy-company-mattel/) and Wall Street Journal (http://www.wsj.com/articles/lego-becomes-worlds-largest-toy-maker-on-movie-

success-1409820074) in 2014.  

http://time.com/money/3268065/lego-largest-toy-company-mattel/#money/3268065/lego-largest-toy-company-mattel/
http://time.com/money/3268065/lego-largest-toy-company-mattel/#money/3268065/lego-largest-toy-company-mattel/
http://www.wsj.com/articles/lego-becomes-worlds-largest-toy-maker-on-movie-success-1409820074
http://www.wsj.com/articles/lego-becomes-worlds-largest-toy-maker-on-movie-success-1409820074
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Figure 3. The LEGO® brick in 1969 – and today 

 

The company is based with the headquarter in Denmark, with production facilities in Mexico, Hungary, the 

Czech Republic, and China, and with main offices in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Singapore. 

The company has gone through 10 years of consecutive two digit growth and today the company employs 

14,700 employees in 29 countries with a 2014 annual revenue of 28.6 billion DKK – an increase of 13 % from 

the previous year. The profit before tax was 9.5 billion DKK which increased by 15.2 % from the previous 

year, with an operating margin of 34 %  (The LEGO Group, 2015). In other words, the company is an old, 

large, global, and successful organization.  

The company produces physical products (box sets of LEGO bricks) as well as cooperate with external partners 

developing digital products (apps, movies, and computer games). The products are grouped in more than 30 

different product lines such as LEGO City, LEGO Ninjago, and LEGO Friends, and some based on co-

operation with other companies such as Disney where TLG buys the IP rights to produce product lines, such 

as the LEGO Star Wars, see Figure 4. Some product lines are more than 30 years old, such as the LEGO City 

line, but each year new products are developed in each line. Overall 60 % of sales are novelties, new products, 

and the organization thus relies heavily on product innovation. The products are sold in more than 140 

countries, and approximately 20 % of sales are made directly to consumers through a web shop and from 

LEGO owned and operated brand retail stores located in big cities around the globe while the resisting 80 % 

are facilitated through retailers around the world. 

Figure 4. LEGO product lines 
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In Figure 5 the organizational diagram of the LEGO Group is depicted. TLG is organized with a management 

board of five including the CEO and the Executive Vice Presidents of the four business areas or verticals: the 

CFO heading the vertical of Business Enabling (support functions such as finance, legal, and IT), the COO 

heading the Operations vertical (production and logistics), the CMO heading the Product and Marketing 

Development vertical, and the CCO heading the Marketing vertical (including brand retail offices). With 20 

Senior Vice Presidents in the next management level they constitute the top management of the organization, 

Corporate Management. The CIO is the head of Corporate IT and a member of the Corporate Management. 

Corporate IT is organized in a way that reflects the overall organization of TLG in verticals, with departments 

in CIT supporting the different business verticals. These are a department supporting the two marketing 

verticals (CIT Marketing – E-commerce), a department supporting production and logistics (CIT Operations), 

a department that supports the supporting functions of the organization (CIT Business Enabling), and finally a 

department that operates, maintains, hosts, and provides support for end users (CIT Technology & Security).31  

Figure 5. Organization of the LEGO Group 

 

                                                      
31 This structure describes the organization as per August 1st 2015 – the LEGO Group has undergone a restructuring in October 2015. 
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2.3.1. Corporate IT  

Corporate IT handles most IT operations and development of TLG, supporting core processes of production 

of physical products32, product development, logistics, marketing, finance, HR, etc. In 2014 the expenditure 

was approximately 600 million DKK, and the organization included 460 internal employees and around 200 

external consultants. The employees in CIT are concentrated in Billund but also in the US, Hungary and with 

a growing number in the UK, Singapore, China and other locations. The overall IT environment of the 

organization includes roughly 400 IT applications that are either developed or operated to some degree by CIT.  

The organization hosts a large part of the applications in a data center in Denmark, but also has decentralised 

hosting on factory sites and office sites and the organization increasingly utilizes infrastructure-as-a-service 

(IaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions, hosted by externals. The 

organization primarily applies a best-of-suite approach for core systems and best-of-breed approach for other 

important systems, i.e. relies on other vendors of software, but the organization also develops own in-house 

solutions on both areas of high as well of lower strategic importance.  

In 2014 CIT worked on 107 different projects with budgets between 120 thousand and several hundred million 

DKK which is the minimum size for projects that are driven according to the LEGO Project Model (see also 

page 96 in section 9.1.1 – What is a project?). Projects are usually anchored in one of the four departments in 

CIT, and they originate from either the business, IT, or a combination of the two which come up with ideas for 

new projects. The project ideas are introduced to the organizations formalized portfolio management process 

that is run yearly. The priority process is done by the LEGO Priority Group (LPG) consisting of portfolio 

managers from the business, from IT and business relationship managers (BRMs). The portfolio is approved 

by the management team of CIT and by Corporate Management. The project portfolio for 2014 included a 

large variety of projects concerning development of new systems and implementation of of-the-shelf systems; 

some projects were non-technical i.e. pure change management, while others were almost purely technical 

regarding infrastructure changes or upgrades. Projects lasted for months to years where some have the 

characteristics of programmes (being a portfolio of projects or a multi-project organization, see Maylor et al., 

2006, p. 670), some included small teams others larger teams, some were driven with a high degree of 

externally hired consultants others were purely in-house staffed.  

2.3.2. The case 

The LEGO Group was described in the previous sections because the organization constitutes the empirical 

case of the PhD study as has previously been stated. In this section, I will define the concept of case study and 

outline the implications for the research arising from building the research on a case. The section will cover 

defining the case study in the context of the PhD, characterize the type of case, and discuss the generalizability 

of the research.   

There are several different understandings of what a case study is, for instance, focusing on a single measure 

or variable (Eckstein, 2000), being an empirical inquiry into real-life context (Yin, 2003), or denoting in-depth 

understanding of one instance of  a phenomenon (Creswell, 2003). Some researchers define a case study as a 

method or a research design, however, as van Wynsberghe & Khan state, a case study is neither, since 

researchers cannot collect data using a case study, and case studies do not provide researchers with a clear 

guide for research with regards to number of variables, types of controls, and techniques for sampling (2007, 

p. 82). They propose that case studies have seven common features (ibid. p. 83-4): small N, includes contextual 

                                                      
32 Online and other primarily digital consumer oriented products such as gaming experiences are developed and hosted outside 

Corporate IT,  except from the www.lego.com homepage and web shop which is operated by CIT.  
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detail, are conducted in natural settings, are bound in time and/or space, focus on generating working 

hypotheses and lessons learned, require multiple data sources, and function by extending the readers 

experience with the phenomenon studied.  

This definition can be used to describe the PhD study as a case study: 1) it is a study of one organization, 2) 

which includes contextual details such as descriptions of processes as they are designed in the organization 

and excerpts from interviews, and 2) the research is based on scrutiny of the phenomena as they occur in the 

organization. 4) The research is bound in time as interviews with informants were done in the period of 2013-

15 and while it focuses on projects that have ended within a one year period from June 2014 to August 2015, 

and bound spatially, since the research is restricted to the LEGO Group. 5) The research is providing 

information for learning in the organization – and on a broader scale it proposes a basis for learning and 

reflection with regards to success in IT projects in general. 6) Multiple data sources, people, documentation 

etc., are used, and finally 7) the research is intended to add to the readers’ general understanding of the 

phenomenon. 

This defines how the current study can be categorized as a case study. However, when working with case 

studies, it is relevant to identify the type of case study. As Gomm et al. note, “the very meaning of the word 

case implies that what it refers to is a case of something.” (2000, p. 102) It may be unique but it is considered 

an instance of a category, a group, or a population. (Gobo, 2008, p. 199) The question is, what group or 

population is it and how does it relate to this group, i.e. is it an average case or a best case or? With regards to 

the population the case can be viewed as belonging to a population of 1) large, global organizations, 2) in the 

production or toy manufacturing industry, and 3) with an internal IT department developing, maintaining and 

operating the IT environment of the organization. With regards to how the case relates to this  group, the case 

of the LEGO Group may be considered an extreme case (Flyvbjerg, 2010, p. 475) since it is an unusual 

successful organization, or merely an exemplifying case (Bryman, 2004, p. 51) since the case of Corporate IT 

is a suitable case to provide a foundation for answering the research questions.  

Defining the population to which the case belongs and defining how the case relates to this population does 

not, however, necessarily define the universe to which the findings can be generalised (Bryman, 2004, p. 52). 

Generalizability is one of two legs in the concept of external validity, i.e. how a single case can generate results 

that apply to more than themselves. The other leg regards ecological validity, i.e. whether the findings are 

applicable in everyday life. As it will be discussed in great lengths in the next chapters on methodology, the 

ecological validity is high as the researcher goes to great lengths to include practitioners in the entire research 

process33. The generalizability deserves, though, to be discussed here.  

It is sometimes stated that there can be no generalization from a case study to other cases. This is, however, 

not correct. One critique which is often posed in relation to case studies is the lack of representativeness of this 

type of study. Representativeness, however, is related to the sample while generalizability is related to the 

findings and there is therefore not necessarily a link between representativeness and generalizability (Gobo, 

2008, p. 194). Gobo (2008, p. 195) suggests a useful distinction between scientific/distributive generalization, 

estimating the distribution of particular attributes of a population, and analytic/naturalistic generalization, 

focusing on the relation between variables in a sample with a potentially infinite population of relevant 

instances (see also Yin’s distinction between empirical and analytical generalization, 2003). 

Analytical/naturalistic generalization is placed between ideographic, i.e. studying unique features of the case, 

and nomothetic research, i.e. general statements independent of case. The objective is to describe features of 

                                                      
33 See for instance section 5.2 – Applied research and 5.3 – A transformation strategy. 
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the studied phenomenon and not so much produce general conclusions, while recognizing the similarities of 

objects and issues in and out of context and by sensing the natural co-variations of events. (Gobo, 2008, p. 

197) This type of generalization is based on experience – not merely inductively but more broadly and can 

seldom be regarded specific predictions but lead instead to a form of expectation (ibid.).  

The PhD dissertation does not aim to be distributive generalizable, but it is, however, proposed that the 

theoretical framework (see the definitions and discussion in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10) is generalizable in the 

way that it is applicable in a broader setting than the case and that application of the framework in other 

organizations will lead to relevant results. What has limited generalizability is the specific operationalization 

of the theoretical framework to fit the LEGO organization (see Chapter 11) and the results from the pilot of 

the framework (Chapter 12). This is due to the sample being far from representative, see also section 8.2.1 – 

Sampling of cases. For practical reasons, a purposeful sample strategy was chosen over a random, 

representative sample. If the sample strategy had secured representativeness, the results could have been 

generalized, albeit to an unknown population (see also the discussion of defining the population above).   
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You must put your head into the lion’s mouth if the performance is to be a success.34 

 

 

                                                      
34 Winston Churchill. Cited in Langworth, Richard M., (2013) Churchill by himself – the life, times and opinions of Winston Churchill 

in his own words, Rosetta Books (chapter 2 - Maxims, originally from Churchill, Winston, Ladysmith via Pretoria, 1900, p. 388-9) 
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  Ante hoc 
This, the first chapter of the Methodology segment of the dissertation, is an overall introduction to the structure 

and content of the chapters. The segment is initiated by a discussion of the philosophy of science – the PoS –  

underlying the research and pragmatist William James explains why it is necessary to understand and relate to 

the underlying philosophy of science in research: “The whole function of philosophy ought to be to find out 

what … difference it will make to you and me … if this world-formula or that world-formula be the true one.” 

(James, 1995 [1907], p. 55) The PoS permeates everything in scientific research from problem formulation to 

design and methods to problem solving. In general, this segment on Methodology revolves around 

understanding the purpose, design, and methods of research and understanding what knowledge claims can be 

made based on the research. Different philosophical perspectives can be used to understand and achieve the 

research objective, and different approaches will lead to different conclusions. Thus, it is paramount to 

understand the underlying assumptions inherent in the PoS position to comprehend – and to criticise – the 

decisions made with regards to why the research questions have been posed the way they have, and why the 

research has been designed the way it has.  

The majority of studies within the field of Information Systems (IS) research a carried out with a post positivist 

epistemology (Davison & Martinson, 2011, and Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). Facts are acquired through 

observation collected by an objective researcher from the reality ‘out there’ and they are used to describe law-

like behaviour, i.e. theories (Chalmers, 2004). The post positivist philosophy has a deterministic knowledge 

claim and aims at predicting future events (Creswell, 2003, p. 6). Remus & Weiner, however, describe some 

of the dangers of the post-positivist approach in IT project research: findings are ‘oversold’ as objective 

knowledge that can be directly applied for problem-solving. And, as they argue, since even contemporary 

physics have questioned the concepts of causality and objectivity, we should be extra careful in applying these 

terms on social science (2010, p. 26). The PhD research study is instead based on a pragmatic worldview – the 

scientific branch of pragmatism, that is, not the everyday pragmatism of using a hammer instead of a 

screwdriver for striking nails into a wall. In the following sections the pragmatic philosophy of science which 

constitutes the foundation of this research is outlined and throughout the following chapters the methodology 

is built up around the PoS.  

In Figure 6 below, the logic of the structure of the Methodology segment is outlined. The structure is inspired 

by seven levels of research identified by Biesta (Biesta, 2010), discussing on what levels it is possible to do 

mixed methods research: data, methods, research design, ontology, epistemology, research purpose, and the 

practical role of research. Firstly, in Chapter 4 –  Pragmatism, the pragmatic philosophy (i.e. ontology and 

epistemology) behind the research is outlined as is the immediate impact of the choice of PoS on the research 

and the knowledge claims. Then in Chapter 5 –  Practical role, I look beyond the research itself and outline 

how the research affects what is outside the research (labelled ‘society’), i.e. how it will impact – and be 

impacted by – the research field and practice. After that, in Chapter 6 – Purpose, I discuss the research 

questions and how they can be answered. The purpose of research is the fundamental understanding of what 

the research in general seeks to do – to explain or understand. The purpose of research therefore constitutes a 

limit to what research questions are meaningful to pose. In Chapter 7 –  Research design the overall design of 

the research as a mixed methods study is described and the mixed methods approach is discussed. Finally, in 

Chapter 8 – Methods the data collection and analysis methods are described in detail. As Figure 6 shows, the 

first chapter on the pragmatic ontology and epistemology informs all the following chapters. 
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Figure 6. Outline of the structure of the Methodology section 
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  Pragmatism
There is no one pragmatic philosophy, there are several. As it is the case for constructivists (see e.g. Sonne-

Ragans, 2012), the branch of philosophy of science marked pragmatic includes different and in some instances 

conflicting interpretations of what is considered pragmatic ideas. And this may just be an inherent quality of 

pragmatism – even the early pragmatic philosophers such as Peirce and James did not try to define pragmatism 

as a definite paradigm. James at one point warned that we tend to try to simplify matters when we theorize, 

but that there can be no simplification when it comes to defining pragmatism as a philosophy: “there is no 

essence linking all pragmatist writers but rather a series of ‘characters which may alternatively be equally 

important’.”  (Goodmann, citing James, 1995, p.3)  

In the following sections I will bring up some of these characters, not claiming to define pragmatism as such, 

but by drawing up the definition of pragmatism that is the foundation of the PhD dissertation. I base the 

philosophical stance on C.S. Peirce, W. James, J. Dewey and A.J. Ayer, and even though it has been purposed 

by another influential pragmatists, R. Rorty, that the philosophical stance of pragmatism implies that there is 

no use for ontology or epistemology, since the truth is “what is good for us to believe” (cited in Schuh & Barab, 

2007, p. 72), I will use this typology of what is (ontology) and how can we know about it (epistemology) to 

describe my position within philosophy of science. This is necessary because when we use theory as a means 

to understand empirical events we have to pay attention to how these theories understand the world - what it 

is exactly that they point at (Sonne-Ragans, 2012, p. 209). The assumptions of what we are able to know are 

important in understanding the research questions, the methods, the conclusions of the research, and the 

knowledge claims in general. In the two sections on ontology and epistemology below, I will outline the 

research’s world-formula and relate it to how it affects the research directly.   

 Ontology 
The quest of defining the nature of being or what is (Schuh & Barab, 2007, p. 72) or the discipline of 

metaphysics concerned with why or if something can be said to exist (Sonne-Ragans, 2012, p. 210) is rejected 

by pragmatists (Maxcy, 2003, p. 55). This stance is different from both of the other two major branches of 

philosophy of science – constructivism and positivism (Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006) – since in these paradigms 

the question of what is? is answered: reality is either objective or it is subjective, respectively. Either something 

exists independently of the human mind or reality is what is perceived. In the pragmatic view of James and 

Dewey this question is simply not relevant since the dualism is not accepted (Biesta, 2010, p. 106). These 

pragmatists are not interested in the things per se, “das Ding an sich” in the words of Kant, or in the discussion 

of their existence or non-existence. What is in focus are the empirical phenomena (Maxcy, 2003, p. 55), which 

resembles Kant’s “das Ding für uns”, the manifestation of objects through our sensations of these objects. 

Pragmatism may be said to resemble a dialectic materialism: that the world is matter and consists of dynamic 

structures affecting each other (Sonne-Ragans, 2012, p. 225). Pragmatists do not reject the deterministic 

worldview of cause and effect of the post-positivists. Where pragmatism does, however,  differ from dialectic 

materialism as well as from idealism is that from a pragmatic viewpoint, we can sense but not know objects as 

they really are. And as it was pointed out before, this question of how things are in themselves is not a pragmatic 

question. Instead, reality is a construction based on objective matter. James states that if we are to talk of reality 

we must segregate the concept into several parts: “the first part of reality … is the flux of our sensations. 

Sensations are forced upon us… They are neither true nor false, they simply are.” (James, 1995 [1907], p. 66) 

Sensations are objective, but they are merely one part of reality. The second part is the relation between the 

sensations and the copies of these sensations that occur in our minds, and the third part is our previous truths 
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which are the context that the new experience is deposited on top of (ibid. p. 67). Thus, we get a picture of 

objects outside ourselves by input through our senses, but the senses does not stand alone, they are mirrored 

in our minds, reconstructed, and they are understood by us through the previous knowledge we have of the 

world. Things are not passively conceived, they are understood in the context of our previous experiences. 

Reality, or the nature of being, is thereby, in the pragmatic worldview, a composite of sensation, construction 

and interpretation. In Dewey’s words, pragmatism is “the doctrine that reality possesses practical character” 

(Goodmann, 1995, p. 76). Instead of posing the question of an objects true nature or our true conception of an 

object, the object really is what its practical consequences are: “Electricity is what electricity does.” (Ayer, 

1968, p. 55) We do not pose the question of ‘what is a horse’: the version of a horse from the perspective of a 

jokey, a zoologist and palaeontologist will differ and be contradictory but they are equally true. It is the 

experience of a thing which is real. Practical consequences is all there is out there to be known about. There is 

objective matter – there are facts, but several facts and even contradictory facts can be true at the same time 

(Ayer, 1968, p. 53).  

4.1.1. Ontological impact on research 

The pragmatic ontological worldview has significant impact on the research – it defines the core assumptions 

about the subject matter of the research (Sonne-Ragans, 2012, p. 210) and hence regulates the entire description 

and discussion in the Design segment of the dissertation (see page 91 onwards). The three core ontological 

assumptions are 1) experiences are what is real, 2) reality is practical, and 3) there are deterministic yet complex 

structures in the world.  

The first assumption regards what we should accept as real if the question of true nature is off the table. What 

is real is our experience of an object – experiences are facts. The concepts of IT projects and of success are 

real in the way they are experienced, and if different people experience the concepts differently, then the 

different realities are true at the same time. A project can be both a success and a failure at the same time, and 

it can be an IT project and not an IT project at the same time, as I will discuss in later sections (see Chapter 9 

– IT projects and Chapter 10 – Success). The same sensations – work processes, conversations, organizing etc. 

– may be forced upon all people in a given project, but the understanding of these sensations depend on the 

people and will differ due to differences in people’s experiences, their worldviews, their previous truths; 

specifically the culture in their organization, their work tasks, their personality etc. To a representative from 

the business (i.e. not from the IT department) technical issues of an IT system are not as important as the 

usability and utility of the system, whereas a representatives from the IT department will feel otherwise. 

Different representatives’ definitions of a successful project may differ since they emphasize different 

characteristics of the project. And both evaluations are real, even though they may disagree completely. The 

project can, from one person’s perspective, be a failure, and from another person’s, a success. Hence, the focus 

of this research is on peoples’ experience of the concepts of IT project and success, and implicitly it is necessary 

to be prepared for diverging definitions.  

However, secondly, reality is also practical. So, only, if a project being or not being an IT project or a success 

has practical consequences, the distinction is real. Only questions of practical relevance are worth asking. What 

we can do is to gradually explore if and how the concepts have practical meaning. If we only disagree on the 

definition of the concepts on a theoretical or philosophical level, in practice we do not disagree. The challenge 

however is to pin point the practical consequence – does it make any difference to the organization if we apply 

one or the other definition and in case the answer is yes, then what is this difference? Hence, the PhD research 

has to remain focused on the practical consequences of the definitions, operationalizations, and theories.   
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The final assumption regards how reality is characterized by structures, action and reaction, cause and effect. 

This is a key notion on several levels for the study. Firstly, because it raises certain knowledge claims: that it 

is possible and it is commendable to search for structures, causes, to understand correlations. Knowledge is 

knowledge of structures and of cause and effect – of experiences, of action and the consequences of actions 

(this will be explored more thoroughly in the next sections on epistemology). Furthermore, the assumption has 

impact on the understanding of the role of the researcher. The researcher affects reality in his or her attempt to 

investigate it – there is no objective observation. Finally, the assumption also has a progressive edge: claiming 

that research is able to affect the reality of others – to cause a change in their perception of reality, hence a 

positive assumption that it is possible to affect reality.   

Thus, the consequence for research following from the three assumptions are that 1) because experiences 

constitute reality, we need to take experience into account when doing research and to embrace multi-

perspectives and non-singularity. 2) Because reality is practical we have to focus on the practical consequences 

of research. 3) Reality is structured in causes and effects and we can look for these with scientific, thorough 

methods and should also be aware that when we look we also affect. I will return to these discussions in later 

chapters in the Methodology segment. Next, however, we need to understand how we can know about what is, 

in order to fully understand how the pragmatic thinkers are able to get away with being both constructivist 

(reality is what is experienced) and non-constructivists (reality consists of cause and effect – is deterministic).  

 Epistemology 
The definition of the pragmatic epistemology – the basis and prerequisite for how we can come to know about 

reality (Sonne-Ragans, 2012, p. 187) – is not at all an agreed upon convention. As was previously stated, there 

is a branch of pragmatic philosophers who do not believe in even discussing the concept of epistemology or 

ontology – and this ideas does have some ground: it is difficult to separate and clearly define a version of 

pragmatic ontology and epistemology since the two are almost inseparable. Pragmatists do not deny that matter 

exist outside and separate from human awareness but reality is what counts, and reality is a mixture of matter 

and recognition and reflection – of knowing. Thus, ontology and epistemology are very tightly connected in 

pragmatism. In the following I will outline two aspects of epistemology, that will, hopefully, make matters 

more clear on what we can know and how we can know. The first has to do with the pragmatic emphasis on 

practical consequences where the latter focuses on actions as the only means of knowing.  

4.2.1. What can we know 

The epistemic stance of pragmatism – which to some degree rhymes with empiricism but is still different – is 

that knowledge of what is is not knowledge of what is observable (what can we observe) but knowledge of 

what is observed (what do we observe). We do not assume anything about the object of which we try to make 

observations (for instance assumptions about whether we can observe it), instead focus is on what we do 

observe. Consequently, knowledge of concepts, categories, theories etc. are not objective depictions of objects 

or of reality. Pragmatism is freedom from the correspondence theory of truth, that our knowledge of the world 

must correspond to an absolute world (Goodmann, 1995, p. 7). But speaking about truth is misleading. Our 

conceptions are no so much true or false as they are appropriate/functional or not (Schuh & Barab, 2007, p. 

72). This idea of replacing truth with functionality was developed by Bridgman in his The Logic of Modern 

Physics (Bridgman, 1949 [1927]), suggesting how – even in physics – a “concept is synonymous with the 

corresponding set of operations" utilized to measure this concept (ibid. p. 5). We cannot perceive the thing 

and we do not know what we may or may not be observing What we do know is what we observe in practice. 

The pragmatics’ extreme emphasis on practice also has bearings to the ideas on falsification presented years 
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later by the post positivists such as Popper: “… what prevents us from saying that all hard bodies remain 

perfectly soft until they are touched,35 when their hardness increases with the pressure until they are scratched. 

Reflection will show that the reply is this: there would be no falsity in such speech.” (Peirce, 1995 [1878], p. 

44) The perception of an object is not false or true, but the operation of perceiving may be either functional or 

not in that it either enables us to progress or not (Schuh & Barab, 2007, p. 72). Ayer exemplifies it: “We know 

what the effects of electricity are, but we do not know what electricity is.”  (1968, p. 55). Knowledge is, in 

other words, knowledge of practical effects, of consequences.  

And following this, there can be no absolute truth, no objective truth, since we read the same facts, experience 

the same senses, and interpret the same information differently – the example given by James is that of the 

battle of Waterloo: a victory to an Englishman, a defeat to a Frenchman (James, 1995 [1907], pp. 66-67). An 

even more intuition based example is that of the direction of a line: it can be said to run east or west – it is 

equally true (ibid.). The pragmatic epistemic modification is that what we can know about the world is not its 

actual being, but its consequences. Ideas or theories can be true, but only instrumentally true (James, 1995 

[1907], p. 58): truth and falsity are concerned with the relationship between our experience of a thing and our 

possible actions or responses on the other. We approach a piece of paper as if we can write on it, but only when 

we try this theory – act by attempting to write – can we establish it as a fact (Biesta, citing James 2010, p. 110). 

Then our expectation of a piece of paper meaning being able to write on it is confirmed, it is true (ibid.). In 

Rorty’s definition, truth (not capital, absolute Truth) is objective but it is “no more and no less than the best 

idea we currently have about how to explain what is going on.” (Goodmann, 1995, p. 7) Truth relates to 

whether our expectations (a theory) did correspond to the actual consequence. 

The epistemology of pragmatism is quite similar but yet different from that of empiricists. Similar because 

both have sensation as the fundamental ingredient in knowledge – knowledge is aposteoric – but different 

because pragmatists, contrary to empiricists, do not believe that knowledge is sensation – it is more than 

sensation. This has also been suggested in the previous sections: a sensation (an experience) is forced upon us 

and it appears in a copy in our mind where it is interpreted in the context of the knowledge that we have, what 

James labels previous truths.   

4.2.2. How can we know 

Thus, having established what we can know it is time to turn our attention to how we can know. The how and 

the what of the pragmatic epistemology are intertwined. ‘What’ we can know is limited by ‘how’ we are able 

to know. Core in both the what and the how is the role of sensations – or experience – and their interpretation. 

In the following, this is elaborated in a pragmatic theory of knowing, based primarily on the ideas of Dewey, 

with experience as the primary ingredient.   

Experience is in Dewey’s theory of knowing the core. Broadly stated, experiences (sensations) are interactions 

between a living organism and its environment (Biesta, 2010, p. 106). The organism acts according to its own 

structure and as a consequence of this act the environment reacts, and the organism suffers the consequence of 

its own action. This process of action and reaction forms experience. (ibid.) Knowledge, on the other hand, is 

                                                      
35 This statement is humorously elaborated on and illustrated by Ayer: “Thus, if someone says of a diamond that it is hard, he means 

that it is never the case that some substance which is brought into contact wont the diamond scratches it. And the meaning, as opposed 

to the usage, of the sentence ‘this diamond is soft, but becomes hard when it is brought into contact with another substance’ is exactly 

the same. For the acceptance of either statement leads to the same expectation, the expectation that when the diamond is brought into 

contact with some other substance, it will not be scratched. The only difference is a difference in the pictures which accompany this 

belief. On the one hand we have a picture of the diamond lying there, as it were, with its muscles tensed, all ready to repel any attempt 

to scratch it, and the other picture of the diamond lying limp and relaxed, and only putting forth its effort when the emergency arises. 

But he difference in these pictures does not correspond to any difference in the facts.” (Ayer, 1968, p. 51) 
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“concerned with the occurrence of experience” (108). Knowing is in Dewey’s theory “grasping the relationship 

between actions and the consequences” (reaction) (Biesta, 2010, p. 106). Knowing is to identify structures in 

experiences. Peirce emphasizes the role of actions in our conceiving of the world (1995 [1878], p. 43) as does 

Dewey: experience simply is, but our knowledge of it is based on inference and will be fallible because our 

experiences are affected by our ongoing actions. Consequently, knowledge is fallible – it is absolutely not 

absolute truth – because knowledge is systemization and theorizing based on our own experiences.  

Peirce notes how the systemization or structuring of experience accumulates and constitute the previous truths, 

based on our experiences we develop habits of thought and action and it is these beliefs that we use to interpret 

or understand new experiences (Maxcy, 2003, p. 63). Beliefs are means to achieve what we want – to know 

what to expect and to hold such beliefs is thus beneficial (ibid.). If a belief is disturbed, if the consequences of 

an action did not match what we expected, we start to doubt our belief (Maxcy, 2003, p. 64). This is 

uncomfortable to us – beliefs or opinions in the words of James are very conservative and we go through a lot 

of trouble to conserve as many of our beliefs as we can, trying to come up with ideas that will incorporate the 

new experience with the old stock of opinions (James, 1995 [1907], p. 58).  

Knowledge is dependent on experience and the structuring of experiences – both the consequences and the 

conditions under which these consequences occur. However, Dewey puts action at the core by noting how it 

is only possible to discover the structures by testing them through manipulation of different qualities of the 

settings so that the relationships between action and reaction are revealed – to purposefully introduce change 

(Biesta, 2010, p. 108). Consequently, experience is necessary for knowledge, and knowledge cannot occur 

without action. In the traditional epistemology of empiricists knowing regards mirroring the world, in 

pragmatism ‘knowing’ forms and alters the world (Goodmann, 1995, p. 77). In Dewey’s words, “knowledge 

is the most important mode of modification [of the world]” (1995 [1908], p. 80). This is not to be confused 

with constructivism – knowledge has an effect on reality (Hacking, 2000) but this is not the same as saying 

that knowledge of an object affects the object (Dewey, 1995 [1908], p. 81)36. We do not necessarily change 

the object itself when we try to acquire knowledge of it, but we do introduce change. Dewey thus discards 

what he coins the spectator theory of knowledge since our actions (which are necessary in the process of 

knowing) and their consequences gives us an active and not passive, spectating role. We cannot observe the 

world without affecting it. Dewey thereby states that knowledge is constructed but unlike the constructivist 

philosophy of science he suggests that knowledge is at the same time constructed (Walsham, 2006) and real. 

This suggests that his philosophical stand is not constructivist but a form of realism (Biesta, 2010, p. 111). 

This manoeuvre is possible because Dewey replaces the old assumptions of modern epistemology by 

dissolving the mind-world scheme so that there is no dualism between matter and mind (ibid. p. 105). 

This way of viewing knowledge is similar to viewing learning as happening based on experiments (Biesta, 

2010, p. 107). It builds on the assumption that humans can interact and to some degree control this interaction 

with their environment. Learning is the process of establishing and focusing beliefs or predispositions for 

action (ibid.), that is, knowing how to react under given circumstances in order to obtain a certain outcome 

(consequence). The focusing is what separates the process from blind trial and error – humans are able to act 

intelligently, Dewey states (ibid). Knowledge thereby constitutes the ability to intelligently plan our actions 

(Biesta, 2010, pp. 106-7). The result is ever more complex and flexible dispositions for actions, but with no 

guarantee, of course, of control (ibid. s.7).  

                                                      
36  “That knowing, after the event, makes a difference of this sort, few I suppose would deny… But there is a further question of fact: 

just how is the ‘consequent’ action related to the ‘precedent’ knowledge? When is ‘after the event’?” (Dewey, 1995 [1908], pp. 82-

83) 
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4.2.3. Epistemological impact on research 

In the practical optical lens of science, the pragmatic epistemology has several important impacts on the 

knowledge claim, both regarding what we can know about the subject matter, IT projects and the attribute of 

success, but also regarding how we can know it, the methodology. In the following, five consequences for 

research following from the pragmatic PoS, are listed. 

Firstly, we stop assuming anything about reality out there or IT projects as they really are (if they are) and 

what we can observe about them. Instead, focus is on what we actually observe. What is said, what is done – 

not what this may be a reflection of really. This means that the importance of the data collection methods and 

instruments is highlighted – the instrument determines what we observe. A change to the instrument will mean 

a change to what is observed – obviously. But this also takes some of the pressure off because this reflects how 

we can never escape the subjectivism – we can never take an objective stance. We will always approach the 

subject matter with an agenda. 

From this follows the second point: that when we try to observe, when we do research, we introduce change, 

we are not passive. This is not to say that we change the object in itself, necessarily. But we do introduce 

change in some form. For example, data collection through an instrument where we have already made some 

choices which will impact what we collect as well as the way we later interpret the data. This will change data, 

our knowledge of it, anyway, even if it may not have impacted the object. Also, as the study is a study of an 

organization and of people conducted in interaction with the organization, the interaction will most likely affect 

the organization albeit not necessarily change it significantly. 

Thirdly, the pragmatic epistemology suggests that we do observe by the means of our sensations, but that this 

sensation is followed by an interpretation of the data. With this in mind it is clear that science is not based on 

a blank slate and filled with objective facts or data and summed up inductively into a theory. Even the 

observation of data is supported by ‘previous truths and beliefs’, that is formal theory as well as personal 

opinion. All data (when observed) is thus laden with some sort of value, interpreted through a specific lens. 

There is nothing objective about science. However, following the notion of not being free from theory, we 

benefit from theory. It has to be stated that the theory that is our previous truths constitute a positive force. It 

is not admission of failure. It enables us to interpret our surroundings.  

Fourth, the notion that knowledge is the systematization and interpretation of experiences (that is, action and 

consequence) means that knowledge often occurs through a special branch of inductivism: abduction. 

Abduction is induction without the strict logic of inductivism – in inductivism you sample your way to a 

structure: ‘every time I do this, this happens, and consequently there may be a connection’ is the logic. This is 

also the case with abduction, but here, we do not merely seek the correlation, we seek also the explanation. 

The reasoning behind the belief – the intelligent part of knowledge. We ask why do my actions correlate with 

this specific consequence? The outset is thus empirical, but the explanation does not follow logically from the 

data or the experiences. The explanation is the most plausible idea that the person is able to think of. This 

explanation is, then, sometimes testable, but sometimes it is not. The interpretation of data is most often 

abductive, and it is often based on previous truths – either formal theory or personal belief. Especially the 

section on the characteristics of projects that affect the definition of success (10.2 – Three factors affecting the 

applied definition of success) and the section on the framework for measuring success (10.5 – The 4x5) are 

based on an abductive process. The ideas in these sections did not follow straight forward from previous 

research or empirical data, but were rather a product of contemplation, brainstorming and probing, see also 

section 7.3 – Thoughts on what is missing from the description. 
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This brings us to the fifth point, that truth is not knowledge of an objective reality. Truth is related to our 

theories, our beliefs. If they continue to prove functional or appropriate, if the theories and explanations are 

supported and not contradicted by experience, then they are assumed instrumentally true. They make us 

prosper. Truth does not regard any object, but our beliefs regarding the correspondence between action and 

consequence. Our assumption of a given action resulting in a given consequence can be either false or true, 

and we need to continue probing and understanding the result of our actions. Thus, what is true, knowledge, is 

what seems to fit at the time. And this knowledge is fallible because a new test of the expectation of action-

consequence is able to reveal that there is no connection. Then we must adapt our beliefs to this new situation 

and find a new explanation. 

Wolfe notes that it somehow fits “a pragmatic moment that there should be no certainty, not only about what 

pragmatism is, but also what its consequences are.” (Wolfe, 1999, p. 199) I however, disagree. I find it quite 

clear what the consequences of pragmatism are as it is stated above: 1) research focus on what is observed 

instead of what is, 2) research introduces change, 3) research always includes interpretation, 4) interpretation 

is not induction but abduction – the most plausible idea, and 5) theories are at most instrumentally true, when 

they are functional and knowledge is thus fallible. James describes the core of pragmatism as not focusing on 

what he calls “first things, principles, categories, supposed necessities” and instead change focus to “last 

things, fruits, consequences, facts.” (James, 1995 [1907], p. 57) By ‘first things’ are meant such things as ‘a 

priori reasons’, closed systems, assumed absolutes, and scientific habits (ibid. p 55). Instead James encourages 

us to look at what we actually observe, with an open mind – he is an empiricist, but more than that he is 

determined to get concrete, adequate understanding or explanations based on the facts as he experiences them 

(ibid.). And he does not experience passively, but actively. From this brief summary of a small part of James’ 

theoretical works, we can extract some of the core elements of pragmatism, as I interpret this stance: we 

observe and we take action, we question assumptions and habits and we seek facts, and we will settle for 

concrete, adequate understanding of the subject that we wish to know more about. In many ways, this is a 

dramatically different approach from many other philosophical branches, while pragmatism is a radically 

different worldview and the pragmatic approach has consequences for research on several levels.  
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  Practical role 
Having from a philosophical perspective discussed the pragmatic emphasis on practical consequences, this 

chapter focuses more specifically on the practical role which research should play in society. Biesta identifies 

the key aspect of pragmatism to be addressing a problem – not creating a system of theory (2010, p. 97). The 

PoS entails an inherent intention of making research matter beyond the research itself and it is a characteristic 

of many pragmatist scholars that research is seen as a progressive force in society. Ralph Sleeper suggests how 

the philosophy of pragmatism is dedicated to transforming culture in a way that resolve the inherent conflicts 

of society (Maxcy, 2003, p. 54). Pragmatic research must play a practical role beyond academia. 

In the next three sections I will outline the practical role of research by characterizing the research as being 

applied science as opposed to pure science (section 5.2 – Applied research), secondly, by characterizing the 

strategy behind the research as transformative (section 5.3 – A transformation strategy), and thirdly, by 

characterising the impact of the project as primarily technical and secondarily cultural (section 5.4 –  Technical 

and cultural impact). Fourthly, I will devote some attention to the special role of how the close collaboration 

between practitioners and researcher can induce knowledge creation in both camps in section 5.5 – Knowledge 

creation.  Firstly, however, I briefly outline the research field of the study in section 5.1 – Research field. 

 Research field 
Before outlining the perimeters of the research field of the PhD dissertation it is necessary to understand exactly 

what is meant by research field. Several definitions of the concept of field or discipline exists. Here a scientific 

discipline involves specialized knowledge and is concerned with employing this knowledge in everyday life 

in an orderly manner and with some normative direction both with regards to practice and research. A field is 

an area of study or practice that is somewhat narrower than a discipline. (Basden, 2010, p. 14) The research 

field of the PhD dissertation is primarily (and in this section solely) defined by the subject matter of the 

research, i.e. IT projects. In other words, the research field exists as a mix of or in the intersection of the two 

research fields of information systems (IS) and project management, and other related research fields within 

the disciplines that they belong to, primarily within the social sciences.  

The field of IS is within the discipline of computing which can be classified as the systematic study and practice 

of making and using computers as well as the computers themselves (Mitcham, 2004, p. 328). The discipline 

can be defined by “placing the IT artefact at the centre” (Basden, 2010, p. 14), and the fields within the research 

discipline of computing have as common denominator that they revolve around the technology that is 

computers in the broadest sense of the word, thus aimed at comprehending the nature and meaning of the 

making and using of computers (Mitcham, 2004, p. 327). Several fields within the discipline of computing are 

primarily hardware and software centric – they have a technical focus. This includes the fields of research 

within the construction of computer systems (the field of computer engineering), the algorithmic foundations 

or AI behind systems (computer science), the practical use of the technology (information technology), or the 

maintenance and optimization of these systems (software engineering) (Thomas & Fernández, 2008, p. 12). 

Over the last decades the discipline has been expanded with a social aspect – an organizational focus, 

supporting but not replacing the above described materialistic view on computing (Basden, 2010, p. 13). This 

organizational focus is represented by the field that primarily focuses on computing in a legal, ethical, societal, 

and organizational context: the field of information systems.  
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All the research fields within the computing discipline have some relevance to the PhD project but the primary 

field is information systems37. The PhD project has a strong organizational focus since the main objective is to 

scrutinize the organizational processes surrounding  the execution of IT projects rather than focus on the 

technical side of systems development etc. The IS research field is also relatively applied as opposed to the 

other research fields within the discipline of computing. IS research can be described as “the effective design, 

delivery, use and impact of information and communication technologies in organizations and society” 

(Avison & Elliot, 2006, p. 5). As such the field has concerned itself with the relationship between information 

technology and individuals, groups and organizations, as well as the development of information systems. 

Information systems are “any combination of information technology and people's activities using that 

technology to support operations, management, and decision-making” (The Carnegie Mellon Software 

Engineering Institute, 2007). The goal of IS research is to understand how organizations use computer systems 

in order to improve and ultimately create competitive advantage (Thomas & Fernández, 2008, p. 14). The 

agenda is to understand the consequences of IT and the practical question of what works is a primary driver 

within the field (Orlikowski & Barley, 2001, p. 146). Objectives are often to generate explanations and propose 

particular, practical solutions concerning IT in life as such (Orlikowski & Barley, 2001, p. 147).  

IS research does, however, in general draw on other reference disciplines and research fields (Lamp & Milton, 

2005, p. 26), for examples those of engineering, management-, and behavioural decision theory (Baskerville 

& Myers, 2002), and in the case of the PhD dissertation also on the research field of project management. 

Kwak & Anbari also identified project management and IS research to be allied research disciplines (2009, p. 

435) and brought forward the suggestion that project management may be more of a cross-disciplinary research 

field highly integrated with other fields (see also Söderlund, 2004, p. 183-4).  

There are different definitions of the project management research field. The traditional view on project 

management is, perhaps, that managing projects is merely a special type of managing work, operations, or 

production (Koskela & Howell, 2002), i.e. project management is a sub-field within management theory. 

Others perceive project management as primarily belonging to the discipline of engineering and the research 

field of optimization (Söderlund, 2004, p. 183) and argue that project management is merely a specific 

problem-solving method (ibid., p. 184). However, project management has also grown out of the social 

sciences (psychology, organizational theory, etc.) and the academic field thus have a branch that focuses on 

the organizational and behavioural aspects of projects (ibid. p 185). Consequently, the picture of the field is 

not a clear one. As a response to this diversity some scholars have suggested that the research field of project 

management should be understood by dividing it into schools – Söderlund identified seven (2002, p. 22) where 

Turner et al. suggested nine (2013, p. 10) overlapping to a high degree with Söderlunds. From the description 

of the research objective it follows that the PhD project is primarily related to three schools described by both 

scholars. Firstly, the optimization school which focuses on the planning of projects since the PhD project is an 

assessment of estimations and post hoc evaluations (by reference classes). Secondly, the critical success 

factor/success school, since the project focuses on how to measure success (see research question one in section 

1.2 – Research objective), albeit not what factors lead to success (see section 1.3.1 – Success criteria – not 

success factors). Thirdly, the contingency school which focuses on how and why projects differ (see also 

research question two in section 1.2 – Research objective). 

                                                      
37 A debate exists within the community of IS researchers on whether  IS is actually a discipline (see e.g. Baskerville et al. 2002) or a 

field. See e.g. Basden (2006) or Khazanchi & Mukvold (2000) for an example of the discussion. In this dissertation the notion of 

discipline is used as an umbrella term for the grand research field of computing and thereby all fields relating to computing, in 

accordance with the above description. IS is therefore merely a sub discipline, or field, within computing. 
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The PhD project is also related to some of the overall ideas that are prevalent in the Rethinking project 

management scheme initiated in 2003 as a UK government funded research network, see e.g. Winter et al. 

(2006). The rethinking initiative is described by Svejvig & Andersen as a shift from the classical perspective 

on project management with the key concepts being i.e. executability, simplicity, linearity, controllability, and 

instrumentality to a new view concerning instead learnability, multiplicity, temporality, complexity, 

uncertainty and sociability (2015, p. 280). The initiative was described by five directions (Winter et al, 2006), 

out of which the PhD project taps into three. Firstly, direction one, which suggests that projects should not as 

much be viewed as entities fitting a lifecycle model but as complex, non-linear units. Following this, the PhD 

project rejects the notion of ‘one size fits all’ (see section 1.2 – Research objective) and tries to embrace the 

fact that projects are contingencies  (see also Chapter 9). Secondly, direction two suggests that we move from 

viewing projects as instruments and instead view them as social processes. The PhD project acknowledges that 

projects are defined and constituted by people (see section 10.2.2 – Stakeholders) – and success is wholly 

dependent on people, their performance, and their expectations (see 10.1 – Defining the concept of success). 

Finally, direction five, which suggests that we move from looking at project managers as trained technicians 

to reflective practitioners. The objective of the PhD project is to produce a framework for evaluating success 

in IT projects and this framework is supposed to function as input to practitioners when they reflect on their 

own practice (see section 1.2.1 – Contributions and section 5.4 – Technical and cultural impact below), and 

not as a decision-making tool in itself which would have been the ‘before Rethinking’ approach.  

 Applied research 
Having defined the research field we now turn our attention back to the practical consequences of pragmatism. 

Following from the discussion in the beginning of the chapter, it seems that pragmatists are highly in favour 

of an understanding of science that emphasizes its practical impact on the world. Dewey explains the goal of 

natural science as a search for efficiency when he describes natural science as ”… the convenient cataloguing 

and arranging of a whole lot of things with reference to their most efficacious services.” (Dewey, 1995 [1908], 

p. 82) This is, however, not necessarily the common understanding of ‘science’. In the following, I will discuss 

the intended role of science from a pragmatic stance based on the pure/applied science scheme. Often a 

distinction is made of whether science is pure or applied but the distinction is not at all cut in stone. In some 

instances, the distinction refers to the use or non-use of empirical data whereas in others it refers to the 

connection to practice. Sometimes pure is replaced with basic and thus refers to research within new, 

theoretical fields, where applied means building on existing knowledge either by fortifying or rectifying it. In 

order to understand, how we should distinguish between types of science from a pragmatic perspective, we 

should separate the discussion in two: into a discussion of the utilization of empirical data or not 

(empirical/pure) on the one hand, and another discussion of the objective of science (applied/pure) on the 

other. The following is not an attempt to say what type of science is pragmatic and which is not, but it is an 

attempt to show how the pragmatic philosophy encourages a certain kind of research.  

Hempel distinguishes between whether the propositions of a discipline are proved with or without the 

assistance of empirical data. The latter referring to pure sciences such as mathematics and logics and the former 

to other empirical sciences. (1966, p. 1) This distinction is of little value in the pragmatic sense, since it does 

not imply anything about the context – the consequences – of science. Non-empirical science may have 

practical consequences even though theory is not built on empirical data. Instead we should look into the 

schism between applied and pure science. These terms are not parallels to the dichotomy of the empirical-non-

empirical distinction, since pure science can easily be either empirical or non-empirical, and since it is not 

merely the empirical characteristic that makes applied science applied (Feibleman, 1961, p. 305).  
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Feibleman defines the distinction between types of science as pure science being a “method of investigating 

nature … in an attempt to satisfy the need to know” and applied science as the “use of pure science for some 

practical human purpose” (1961, p. 305). Comparing Feibleman’s definition to two other definitions from the 

discipline of computing research, made by Simon (1981) and Betts (2008), respectively, enables us to draw up 

a distinction that is well suited for the purpose of understanding the different research types from a pragmatic 

perspective. I have defined five areas of difference based on these three definitions, distinguishing applied and 

pure science: 1) the driver or motivation of the research, 2) the objective or object of the research, 3) the method 

for research, 4) the subject of research, and 5) the researcher’s role or approach as such. The five areas are 

listed in Table 1 below. 

Table 1. Two types of science 

  
Pure 

 
Applied 

Driver Satisfy a need to know Satisfy practical human need 

Objective New knowledge Change/action 

Method Understand/analyse Apply knowledge/design 

Subject Natural things Artificial things 

Approach Descriptive Normative 

Firstly, what drives different types of research varies. As it was illustrated by Feibleman’s definition, pure 

science is driven by a desire to know, while applied science is driven by a desire to satisfy practical human 

needs. Applied science has a problem oriented focus, and as Betts (2008, p. 127) describes it, applied science 

will often stem from the research question being posed from a practitioner’s or an organization’s point of view, 

aiming at satisfying the needs of practitioners or organizations. Thus, there is a strong link between practical 

concerns and applied academic research. Within the research fields of IS and IT, applied science is often 

closely linked to design science in that it focuses on the creation of things to serve human needs and on products 

being evaluated based on their utility – it concerns the creation of effective artifacts (March & Smith, 1995, p. 

253). From a pragmatic point of view both approaches can work but pure science defined by a need to know 

can be problematic if what is to be known has no practical consequence because such problems are not 

interesting. Also, the implications of design science is more in line with the pragmatic thoughts on science 

being a search for efficiency. A pragmatic researcher would, therefore, prefer an applied approach albeit not 

necessarily reject a pure science approach. In comparison, the PhD dissertation is based on practical questions 

posed by an organization (Corporate IT in LEGO), and the research is therefore driven by concerns of 

satisfying the need of this organization – it is in this aspect applied science.  

Secondly, the objective of the two different research types differs. The objective of the quest of pure scientists 

is to find new knowledge (Betts, 2008, p. 125), of figuring out how things are and how they work (Simon, 

1981, p. 129). Applied scientists however focus on changing situations (ibid.), and taking action (Feibleman, 

1961, p. 305). These two objectives do not necessarily rule each other out, they are often interdependent, but 

the two branches focus on different aspects. The challenge that the objective presents to applied scientists is, 

that there is often a weak link between the academic research and the theory developed on the one hand and 

then the practical application of the theory on the other (Betts, 2008, p. 125). A pragmatist would not oppose 

the quest of acquiring knowledge – he would acknowledge that the pure science approach of understanding 

how things work is a prerequisite to taking action and changing the situation for the better. Thus, a pragmatist 

would oppose the figuring out how things are (he would say: you cannot), but he would endorse a quest for 

figuring out how something works by taking action which is the applied science approach. In the PhD 

dissertation the research focuses on how the frameworks developed in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 can be used 

for changing the current situation in the research field in general but also specifically in the organization. The 
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research is not conducted primarily to figure out the true nature of IT projects or success since with the 

pragmatic PoS we cannot know these things. The research again leans towards the applied science. 

The third difference between research types regards the method, understood broadly, almost as methodology. 

Pure science is about understanding (Feibleman, 1961, p. 305) and analysing (Simon, 1981, p. 7) whereas 

applied science is about designing and composing (ibid.) that is, applying knowledge from pure science in 

practice (Betts, 2008, p. 125). In other words, applied research  concerns how to translate the definitions and 

concepts of our theoretical discussion into something meaningful that can be utilized in an organization by 

practitioners. Pragmatism is also about understanding and analysing, while keeping in mind that our quest will 

not lead us to any Truths (see also Chapter 6). At best we will find a more efficient way of approaching things. 

Pragmatists would thus belong in the more applied end of the scale in this areas as well. The PhD dissertation 

is about understanding and there is a significant amount of analysis included in the research but the main 

proposition of the research is more interactive: it is composes of the core concepts and design of the developed 

frameworks. Again, this makes the research more applied than pure.  

The fourth distinction regards the subject matter of the research. The pure sciences focus on natural things 

while applied sciences focus on artificial things (Simon, 1981, p. 6), where natural is to mean naturally 

occurring and artificial is to mean what is produced by man, in the broadest and neutral sense of the word. 

Applied sciences focus on producing and on improving things that have been produced, while the pure sciences 

seeks to understand the core of a naturally occurring subject matter, such as particles. There is, in other words, 

a clear difference in subject matter of the two research types. The pragmatic PoS would not incline research 

within one or the other types of subject matter: both can be relevant from pragmatic perspective. The PhD 

dissertation is focusing on IT projects and success – man made, artificial subjects (March & Smith, 1995, pp. 

252-253) – and does, thus, again fall within the applied science category.  

Finally, the approach to research and the role of the researcher differs in the two approaches. The pure sciences 

are descriptive of objects and regularities while the applied sciences are normative (Simon, 1981, p. 7). Applied 

sciences is a quest for finding out how things can be optimized and optimization is not objective – it is 

normative. We have to acknowledge that there are underlying or implied ‘oughts’ and ‘shoulds’ even though 

they are not explicitly written. There is always a focus, and the difference is only whether this is explicit or 

merely implicit (Creswell, et al., 2003, p. 222). In the PhD dissertation, when we ask for more efficient IT 

systems or for more user friendly IT systems, we implicitly say how things ought to be (cheap or nice for 

instance). Thus, even though it all looks very objective and ‘scientific’, this type of research really is normative 

In the section on ontology (section 4.1), the pragmatic approach was described as there being no objective 

truth – since different perspectives may be true at the same time. This assumption makes it difficult to do mere 

description since no description is without bias and is as a consequence forced to be normative to some degree. 

Rorty went even further saying that pragmatists seek influence and induce change, they do not merely describe: 

“a pragmatist feminist will see herself as helping to create women rather than attempting to describe them 

more accurately.” (cited in Goodman, 1995, p. 5)  Pragmatism could hence also characterized as applied 

science.  

Concluding, the PhD research is very much applied science since the research is conducted to satisfy a practical 

human need, to introduce change, to apply knowledge and to design and investigate artificial subject matter, 

and do this with a normative approach. Within the specific field of IS, the research can be said to be prescriptive 

rather than descriptive since it focuses on improving performance rather than merely understanding the nature 

of IT  (March & Smith, 1995, p. 252). And this is, as was shown, quite consistent with the pragmatic approach 

to philosophy of science.   
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 A transformation strategy 
Based on the definition of applied science and the description of the PhD project above the strategy for how 

the PhD research will attain a practical role can be outlined. Greene & Carracelli describes research with an 

ideological agenda that focus on restructuring the context and advocate for change as transformative studies 

(Creswell, et al., 2003, p. 222). The transformation can either regard the people participating in the research 

(e.g. interviewees) whose lives are affected by the research as it is conducted or people being affected by the 

changes that the results of the research will bring (ibid.). The main goal of a transformation strategy is to 

introduce change in practice, that is, to be relevant to the community of interest. In the case of the PhD study 

the transformative element is about defining how the organization defines success, about making the 

organization contemplate this definition and about providing the organization with novel information about 

projects and success, and thus introduce change.  

However, approaching research from a transformative strategy perspective is not straight forward. A long-

standing debate exists within the field of management on the alleged gap between rigorous research and 

relevant research, the rigor-relevance gap (Gulati, 2007, p. 775). This relates to whether the research is relevant 

to practice and academia, respectively (Hevner, et al., 2004). The suggestion is that research cannot at the same 

time be methodically sound and relevant to practitioners. Kieser & Leiner, for instance, builds on Luhmann’s 

notion of autopoiesis to suggest that according to this perspective, the academic system and the practice system 

cannot communicate. At most, researchers are able to irritate practitioners and provoke inspiration and vice 

versa (2009, p. 516). It is also suggested that researchers and practitioners cannot collaboratively produce 

research, since researchers must assume a critical role; if the researcher collaborates with practitioners this 

disables him from having the adequate distanced to his research objective (ibid. p. 528). Other researchers, 

such as Gulati (2007) disagree with this conclusion, and so do I for several reasons. 

Firstly, there are several empirical examples of useful and rigorous research that falsifies this theory of research 

being either rigorous or relevant (Hodgkinson & Rousseau, 2009, p. 534). I should hope, that my research is 

such an example. Secondly, there are issues of communication between the practitioner sphere and the 

academic sphere, but these are not necessarily evidence of an insurmountable problem. Science may be in the 

habit of addressing itself as its only audience (Gulati, 2007, p. 775), for instance by writing in a style that is 

inaccessible to practitioners38  (Kelemen & Bansal, 2002, p. 97) but this does not mean that academia is not 

able to address practitioners. I agree that it is a challenge to translate between the two systems, and that – as 

Kelemen & Bansal (ibid.) and Cicmil et al. (2006) notes – in the process of doing so, there is a bias towards 

research being more contextual and less general, but this does not mean that research cannot be carried out in 

a collaborative setting. My research is certainly contextual in that it to a high degree depends on the case 

organization, however, the framework is highly generalizable as it was stated in section 2.3.2 – The case. 

Thirdly, research should be both rigorous and relevant. Of course no compromise must be made with research 

methodology – but I believe it equally important that research is relevant. The uncertainty of whether research 

is actually relevant has existed in the IS research community for a long time (Khazanchi & Mukvold, 2000, p. 

27) with the concern that if we are not relevant we do not matter. Actually, the positivist epistemology’s 

dominance of the IS research field has been a subject for discussion since the early 1990’s (see e.g. Chen & 

Hirsheim, 2004, Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). Davison & Martinson’s (2011) latest contribution to the debate 

points out how quantitative methods are still the preferred tools of IS researchers – a methodological monism 

that, by some researchers, is assumed to result in ineffective, biased studies and hence in making the findings 

                                                      
38 Actually, the reference by Kieser & Leiner (2009, p. 516) above to Luhmann’s rather complex theory of autopoiesis may be a perfect 

example of the challenge of communication between researchers and practitioners. 
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of the academic field redundant in applied practice (ibid. and Lee, 2011). The problem lies within the 

translation of theory into practical application and it is the core of the debate also within contingency theory 

(Betts, 2008, p. 127): the link between theory and practice has not been sufficiently established. Within 

contingency theory this can be boiled down to saying that the theory is defined on too high a level or that 

multiple contingencies exist and that different theories based on these prescribe contradictory actions (ibid.). 

As Betts notices: “It may be that the theories never get back to management in a form that they accept and can 

apply.“ (ibid.) And this has certainly been an issue within project management research as it was stated in the 

Rethinking project management initiative (Cicmil, et al., 2006). 

The fact that there seems to be empirical evidence towards it being possible to combine the two systems of 

practitioners and academics makes it difficult to support the notion that this in theory is not be possible. The 

rigorousness of the PhD project research is established in the following chapters on methodology. The 

relevance of the PhD, however, can only be assumed based on indications. I argue that the PhD study has 

relevance for both academia as well as practice, as it was also stated in section 1.2.1 – Contributions. Firstly, 

the research is likely to be of relevance to practitioners because the project has been conducted in close 

collaboration with practitioners based on the engaged scholarship approach, as described in section 2.2 – The 

question of affiliation, independency and engagement. Discussing the rigor-relevance issue Gulati (2007, p. 

780) proposes an approach similar to Van de Ven’s engaged scholarship (2007, 2011) as the answer to the 

problem: 1) rely on practitioners’ insight when defining the problem and the research questions – especially to 

avoid phenomena of great interest but low representativeness and significance; 2) relate theory to practice and 

specifying theory by application; and 3) appreciate that theory and phenomena should be used iteratively to 

inform each other. This approach avoids issues such as severe discrepancy between the academic definition of 

a concept and the practical definition (Söderlund, 2004, p. 185). In the research process, I have 1) made an 

effort of establishing the impact and relevance of the research questions through discussion with practitioners, 

2) defined the theoretical concepts and verified the definitions through application, and 3) done this in an 

iterative manner.  

Secondly, with regards to relevance in academia, Atkinson suggests that if we redefined success in projects 

which the PhD dissertation does, this would mean a redefinition of project management as such since 

traditionally project management was defined by adhering to the traditional definition including budget, 

schedule, and scope  (Atkinson, 1999, pp. 337-338). Redefining the concept of success thus has the potential 

to have an impact of the definition of the research field itself.  

 Technical and cultural impact 
Finally, having now established that the research is applied and conducted with a transformative agenda, it is 

time to outline how this transformation is to come about. Biesta suggests a dichotomy when it comes to the 

(intended) practical role of the research, that is whether the researcher seeks to provide practitioners with tools, 

means, or techniques, or with understanding of their own practice (2010, p. 104): a technical versus cultural 

dichotomy. The PhD project is primarily aimed at playing a technical role to practitioners, since what is 

developed is a framework for evaluating IT projects. But, as Biesta states, the possibility of a spill-over effect 

from technical to cultural influence is indeed possible if the technical influence is strong enough, since it may 

then provide a basis for practitioners to reflect on their own practices in order to act intelligently in the 

Deweyan sense. The research is, as it has also been stated previously (see e.g. section 1.2.1 – Contributions) 

intended to affect the organization’s understanding of its own practice through the application of the 

framework. In this aspect, the PhD dissertation feeds into the Rethinking project management’s direction five, 

that is, moving from trained technicians who passively understand and comply with standards and frameworks 
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towards reflective practitioners actively learning from experience (Winter, et al., 2006). The framework is 

intended to inspire a reflection on the current situation. March & Smith suggests that technology is not an end 

in itself – it is practical or useful (1995, pp. 251-2), and with this definition in mind, there is little difference 

between the PhD research’s technical and cultural impact – with this definition they are dependent on each 

other, i.e. reflection without the use of technique is impossible and vice versa. The PhD project is thus intended 

to have a technical as well as cultural impact; the technical impact in the form of the framework and the pilot 

study of a set of projects. The cultural impact is more indirect; in the Application segment, the dissertation 

provides reflections about the underlying structures of the results of the pilot, i.e. interpretations of the 

statistical data. These reflections can be used as direct input in the organization in the process of trying to 

understand their own practice – whether they are dismissed as unlikely or accepted as useful, or the 

organization can go through the process of interpreting the data. Regardless of the approach, the tool (technical 

impact) will only manifest in cultural impact if the organization itself engages in reflection of its own practice 

– the researcher alone cannot instigate organizational learning. This has to do with the process of knowledge 

creation which is discussed in more detail in the next section.  

 Knowledge creation 
Concluding this section on how the research plays a role beyond its own boundaries, I will turn the attention 

to the knowledge creation processes embedded in the PhD research process. The research is highly dependent 

on knowledge creation induced by the interaction between the academic research community (represented by 

the researcher and previous research on the subject matter) and the practical community (represented by the 

practitioners and practice in the organization of The LEGO Group). Knowledge creation both on the part of 

the researcher as well as the practitioners in the organization is key for the research to deliver new theoretical, 

empirical, and practical insights (see the stated contribution in section 1.2.1). Knowledge created in either 

sphere is a necessary albeit not sufficient condition for the knowledge to create societal value – the knowledge 

produced must be communicated in a way that enables a utilization of the knowledge (Kastberg, 2007, p. 8).   

Knowledge is observations that are confirmed over time and is therefore a quality of observing the world – not 

of the world itself (Qvortrup, 2006, p. 23). We talk of knowledge asymmetry when two communicative parties 

(such as for instance a researcher and a practitioner) have non-identical knowledge, and often denoting that 

one party has sufficient knowledge while the other does not, suggesting the existence of an imbalance 

(Kastberg, 2011, pp. 138-9). The negative effect of knowledge asymmetry is that it may foster 

misunderstandings and complicate coordination (ibid. p. 137). However, the goal is not necessary that 

individuals must have the same knowledge, since this may not be meaningful (Kastberg, 2007, p. 12), or even 

possible since knowledge is not a substance that can easily be transported between people (Qvortrup, 2006, p. 

18). Knowledge is dependent on context and thus cannot be transmitted (ibid. p. 24) – it is a reflection of the 

world as it is perceived by the subject and is reflected in and affected by what we already know, our ‘previous 

truths’ in the words of James (see section 4.1 – Ontology and section 4.2 – Epistemology).  

In the process of the PhD study, knowledge is sought communicated between researcher and practitioners. 

This is done to manage complexity. The complexity of reality (external complexity) can only be managed by 

seeking to mirror this complexity in what is known about reality (internal complexity) – and knowledge is used 

to manage the complexity (ibid. p. 25). To comprehend reality we must acquire knowledge that matches this 

complexity. The researcher seeks to understand the reality of the practitioner and the practitioner can utilize 

the knowledge of the researcher to understand this reality as well. The specialised knowledge possessed by 

each party is (attempted) transformed into interactions to create value of this knowledge outside itself 
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(Kastberg, 2007, p. 8). In practice this is attempted primarily through two types of communication: interviews 

and interpretation or understanding of research results. The processes are illustrated in Figure 7. 

Figure 7. Primary knowledge creation processes in the PhD study 

 

In the interviews (see section 8.1.2 – Interviews), the researcher encourages the practitioner to elaborate on 

his/her first order knowledge, i.e. factual knowledge about how have he/she defined success in this or that IT 

project, as well as second order knowledge reflecting on the assumptions and for instance compare this 

definition to the overall setup in the organization regarding success in projects (Qvortrup, 2006, pp. 27-29). 

This functions as input to the researcher’s knowledge creation on the subject and enables the researcher to 

approach third order knowledge about the underlying system or paradigm of this knowledge (ibid.). However, 

this process also affects the knowledge creation for the practitioner, because the process of making his/hers 

first and second order knowledge explicit may instigate a reflection on this knowledge. The process of talking 

about knowledge, driven by the questions posed and challenges made by the researcher, may function as input 

to the practitioner’s knowledge creation, and may consequently change this knowledge. The research results 

themselves are communicated to the practitioners and are likely to have a similar function in the knowledge 

creation process of the group of practitioners.  

However, the relationship between the researcher and the practitioner is characterized by double contingency, 

i.e. that the outcome of the communication (whether knowledge is created or not) is dependent not only on 

what one part does, but on both parties (Andersen, 2005, p. 251). Knowledge is not produced unless the parties 

are willing to engage in the new ideas that are presented, and communication – in any form – can only be 

considered good or successful if what is communicated fits the general context of the recipient, and if the 

recipient is willing to receive the message (Kastberg, 2007, pp. 12-13). Thus, to succeed in the process of 

creating new knowledge within both practitioners as well as within the researcher, it is paramount that when 

the researcher communicates he or she is focused on adapting the specialized knowledge to the setting, i.e. is 

aware of how to construct the interview as well as present the results in ways that are meaningful to the 

practitioner. In the research situation, the same effort cannot be expected from the practitioner when he/she is 

communicating to the researcher (this is out of the researchers control), but the researchers can make an effort 

to understand the setting of the practitioner – the formal and informal organizational structure, the history of 

the organization, the organization-specific terms and understanding of general terms etc. – by engaging with 

the organization and the practitioners. The Industrial PhD setting is optimal to support that communication is 

successful in this aspect and therefore in increasing the value of the research as such.  
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  Purpose  
Discussing the practical role of research is discussing research in relation to its surroundings – academia and 

practice. In this chapter we turn our attention inwards towards the research itself. Chapter 5 was about the 

external effect of the research while Chapter 6 is about the research itself – or more specifically, the overall 

purpose of the research. Biesta suggests that we differentiate between research with the purpose of explaining 

causes, factors, or correlations, i.e. explanatory research, on the one hand, and research with the purpose of 

understanding intentions or reasons, i.e. interpretive research, on the other hand (2010, p. 104). The research 

purpose (to explain or interpret) provides the frame for the research objective and the specific research 

questions stated in section 1.2. The PhD study is done with the purpose establishing correlations in order to 

generate knowledge that can be used to influence future events, i.e. it is explanatory in nature. The degree of 

certainty that the correlations are established with is, however, strongly linked to the pragmatic understanding 

of truth, as will be shown in the next section, 6.1 – Pragmatic truth. Here I outline the concept of truth as it is 

understood with the pragmatic PoS, and in 6.2 – Pragmatic questions – and answers, this is followed up by a 

discussion of how the pragmatic philosophy and the explanatory research setting affects the design of the 

research questions and the options for answering them.  

 Pragmatic truth 
As Dewey points out “the theory of knowledge has been systematically built up on the notion of a static 

universe” (1995 [1908], p. 80). One certain consequence of pragmatism is, however, that knowledge is not 

static. We are – at best – able to speak not of truth but of warranted assertions, i.e. declarative statement that 

connects objects with predicates (Saris & Gallhofer, 2004, p. 239). The early pragmatists referred to the 

plasticity of the old truths in mathematics and physics (James, 1995 [1907], p. 60), not unlikely inspired by 

the ideas of relativity introduced by Einstein in 1905. The turbulent course of the history of science made it 

unlikely that there was – or is – one system or philosophy or method that is right and every other wrong (James 

(1995 [1907], p. 65), Dewey, in Maxcy, 2003). Not even in contemporary physics can we operate with the 

concept of objectivity or truth, as it is vividly shown by i.e. Bridgman in his The Logic of Modern Physics 

(1949 [1927]): there is no absolute state of an object of motion or rest, for instance, since this depends on the 

specific definition of the state as well as it is relative to the other bodies that the initial one is compared to (p. 

25-26). The conclusion is that it is obvious that no truths hold. Thus, we may just as well design our 

understanding of truth and science in accordance with this knowledge and understand that “every ultimate fact 

is only the first of a new series. Every general law only a particular fact of some more general law presently 

to disclose itself.” (Emerson, 1995 [1883], p. 26); and consequently, we cannot speak of ultimate truths but 

only warranted assertions for the time being. The universe of Dewey and many other pragmatists is not a 

deterministic universe but evolutionary, where human beings are a creative factor, and in which new things 

can emerge (Biesta, 2010, p. 113). This is not very different from complexity theory stating that there might 

be deterministic causes and effects but that in open systems the complexity grows to a degree where the 

predictability is miniscule (see e.g. Stacey & Griffin’s work on complexity in organizations (2005), and 

Christensen & Kreiner on complexity and project management, 1991). 

Then, what is a warranted assertion? It is “no more and no less than the best idea we currently have about how 

to explain what is going on.’” (citing Rorty, Goodmann, 1995, p. 7). The purpose of research is not to unveil 

truths but to identify and understand structures in the world. It is not to search for objective truth or certainties 

that will never change and are not fallible. This perspective on truth as a temporary assertion emphasises that 

the assertion must be supported by evidence and rigorously tested and probed and, hence, we must identify 
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structures with the best means available. A warranted assumption is “what works best in the way of leading us, 

what fits every part of life best and combines with the collectivity of experience’s demands, nothing being 

omitted.” (James, 1995 [1907], pp. 64-5) Thus, a truth in the pragmatic sense is an idea that is instrumentally 

true (citing James, Goodmann, 1995, p. 7). This way of defining truth highlights the need for research to have 

impact on both academia as well as practice since truth depends on the ability to affect and is therefore linked 

to Chapter 5. Another implication of this is, as Peirce states, that the integrity of a truth is dependent on whether 

the truth is something which anyone would arrive at “if inquiry were sufficiently persisted in” (cited in 

Goodmann, 1995, p 35). This links strongly to the discussion of the transformation strategy and the engaged 

scholarship approach discussed in section 5.3 – A transformation strategy. We can only begin to assume that 

anyone would arrive at the conclusion if we have actually engaged with – if not anyone – then someone in the 

research process. The embrace of plurality challenges the researcher since it increases complexity, but really, 

complexity exists whether we acknowledge it or not and acknowledging complexity is to be preferred rather 

than ignored it. As Wolfe states “pragmatism is (…) a sensibility, a reminder of the impossibility of thinking 

about human beings without putting humans at the centre of the inquiry.” (1999, p. 199) There are inherent 

obstacles for objectivity in humans, for instance a fundamental dislike of change: “The new statement is always 

hated by the old, and, to those dwelling in the old, comes like an abyss of skepticism.” (Emerson, 1995 [1883], 

p. 27) Research is a human contribution, it is built on language – which is created and ever co-created by 

humans – and the beliefs of our predecessors. This heritage determines what we notice and, hence, what we 

do, and truth is therefore largely a matter of human creation (James, 1995 [1907], p. 70). Truth is a human 

opinion, an opinion of human inquiries rather than a property of things as they are themselves (Goodmann, 

1995, p. 7). Dewey suggests that “the worse or evil is a rejected good…. Until it is rejected it is a competing 

good. After rejection, it figures not as a lesser good, but as the bad of that situation.” (in Goodmann, 1995, p. 

14).  

The purpose of the PhD research is thus to enable the identification of correlation of factors in relation to the 

evaluation of success in IT projects, and to enable the generation of knowledge to influence future projects. 

The research is therefore definitely explanatory and not interpretive. However, the purpose is only to make 

warranted assertions about correlations, not to identify true correlations. On the contrary, based on the literature 

on the subject there is historically speaking good reason to believe that the results of this PhD, no matter how 

potent they turn out to be – will be supplemented by new insight from new sources that will yet again change 

the view on IT project success. The project will provide  a suggestion for the best idea currently available on 

how to evaluate IT projects. The hope is that this best idea will be able to carry the case organization in 

particular as well as academia and practice in general prosperously from the current state (of no information 

on project performance) to a new, securer, simpler and more labour saving state (where information provides 

the input for intelligent action in the organization).  

 Pragmatic questions – and answers 
The pragmatic perspective on truth bares significant impact on what questions we are able to pose and how we 

are able to answer them. Traditionally, within the literature on critical success factors, findings have been 

presented as objective knowledge (Remus & Wiener, 2010, p. 27) but the pragmatic PoS does not allow for 

this approach since truth is only at most a warranted assertion as was outlined in the previous section. Thus, 

we will not be able to find some objective truth about what is an IT project or what is success. We are able to 

pose the questions of what characterizes an IT project (RQ1), what characterizes success in an IT project 

(RQ2), and how can we design a framework for evaluating success in IT projects that allows for definition of 

reference classes and comparison across projects (RQ3). Even though the questions have a post-positivist ring 

to them the answers will only be able to reflect a warranted assertion, not a truth. The arguments and the logic 
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leading up to the answers will determine whether the assertions can be considered the best ideas. It was stated 

in the introduction chapter that in order to answer the research questions it is of paramount importance to 

thoroughly define the key concepts of IT projects and success. The phenomena cannot be studied if we do not 

know what they are, and if we want to make any warranted assertions about the phenomena the definition of 

the phenomena has to be well-founded and the logic should be possible to follow. The two concepts are the 

subject of discussion in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10, respectively, but in section 6.2.1 – Conceptualization it is 

described how the two key concepts are conceptualized and operationalized. Finally, in section 6.2.2 – 

Achieving the overall purpose, it is discussed how the overall purpose of coming up with a best idea for the 

evaluation of IT projects is dependent on people, experience, and interpretation to ensure that it is exactly that 

– a best idea.  

6.2.1. Conceptualization 

Having defined the concept of concepts in section 1.1 – Non-defined concepts I will proceed to understand the 

process of defining a concept, i.e. the process of conceptualization. Conceptualization cannot be completely 

separated from the next logical step in the process of studying a concept, operationalization, which regards the 

translation of the theoretical into empirical indicators and ultimately specific measures, i.e. variables. This 

section focuses on explaining the methodological basis for the conceptualization of the two key concepts on 

which section 9.1.1 – What is a project? and 10.1 – Defining the concept of success are built. The process of 

operationalizing the concepts is also touched upon in this section but is further elaborated on in section 8.1.4 

– Operationalization. 

In James opinion, the research community with metaphysical preferences, as he calls it, is characterized by “a 

very primitive kind of quest [for] … some illuminating or power-bringing word or name.” (ibid. P. 56). The 

gem of the pragmatic philosophy is to never let any words close the scientific quest – it must be put to practical 

use and be set to use in the individual’s experience (ibid.). As Peirce (1995 [1878], p. 39) states: “Nothing new 

can ever be learned by analysing definitions” and “there is no distinction of meaning so fine as to consist in 

anything but a possible difference of practice.” (ibid. p. 43) And this notion of a word or concept not existing 

independently from its practical or empirical indicators is key. It leads us to the question of  how do we then 

define a concept? 

A concept is basically a label given to an element of the world that is believed to have common features and 

this label serves as a category of organizing our ideas and observations (Bryman, 2004, p. 65). 

Operationalization denotes the process of specifying the empirical indicators of the concept (Olsen, 2004, p. 

67). Concepts – especially those within social science such as it is the case with the two key concepts39 – are 

not so much verified or falsified as they are discovered and in the process of discovery there are thus no fixed 

rules and concepts are not deemed true or false but instead useful or not useful (de Vaus, 2002, p. 43, Hox, 

1999, p. 47). There is, therefore, a close link between the concept or label and the empirical indications of the 

concept. The empirical indicators may be very closely related to the theoretical concept where other empirical 

indicators are more loosely linked to the concept. There are, however, no pure observations where the empirical 

and theoretical overlap entirely, instead the link between the empirical and theoretical can be viewed as a 

continuum, and where we may regard empirical indicators as very close to the theoretical concept as perfect 

measures of the concept for practical purposes (Hox, 1999, p. 53). Concepts in the close-end of the continuum 

are often concepts-by-intuition, that is, relatively easily and immediately understood and obvious, where the 

other end of the continuum consists of concepts-by-postulation which require a more elaborate definition and 

                                                      
39 See also section 5.1 – Research field for an elaboration on the research field of the PhD project.  
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are based on theory rather than being sensory (Saris & Gallhofer, 2004, p. 235). Where there is great distance 

between the theoretical and the empirical elements it may be necessary to identify a set of sub-concepts or 

constructs (Roskam, 1989, p. 289). For the key concepts of the PhD project (IT project and success) there are 

no apparent pure measures available – they are concepts-by-postulation and therefore a set of constructs are 

identified and it is these which are operationalized into empirical indicators. In Chapter 9, for instance, the 

concept of an IT project is discussed and is broken down into two constructs (IT and project) which are then 

operationalized into empirical indicators in a framework, the Extended Diamond Approach, which is translated 

into specific measures – variables gathered in an instrument (instrument 1) for data collection. This process of 

firstly the conceptualization and then the operationalization is illustrated in Figure 8 below. The concept of 

success has undergone the same process, and was conceptualized into three constructs (that of a parameter, 

the performance, expectations to this performance) in Chapter 10, which are then operationalized into 

empirical indicators in The 4x5 Framework which is again measured with an instrument (no. 2). 

Figure 8. High-level conceptualization and operationalization 

 

Thus, a concept is not meaningful without a link to measures or indicators. No concept or term has actual 

meaning in itself (Olsen, 2004, p. 67, and Roskam, 1989, p. 247), they are created to enable research – or more 

broadly, communication (de Vaus, 2002, p. 43, and Bryman, 2004, p. 65). The concept is the operationalization  

(Bridgman, 1949 [1927], p. 5) and it only fulfils a shorthand function as an abstraction to summarize a set of 

empirical characteristics (de Vaus, 2002, p. 43). We must therefore assure that the concept reflects our 

understanding of the empirical indicators – that we indicate the meaning of the concept by the empirical 

indicators (Roskam, 1989, p. 240), and hence if we change our measure we need to change our understanding 

of the concept (Hox, 1999, p. 50) or to find that the concept only partially correspond or does not correspond 

to what we find empirically (Bridgman, 1949 [1927], p. 5).  

We must distinguish between the concept-as-intended, i.e. what we theoretically wanted to assess, and the 

concept-as-determined, i.e. the empirical indicators, and there is really no way of empirically knowing whether 

the concept-as-determined covers the concept-as-intended (Roskam, 1989, p. 241). This also implies that the 

set of empirical indicators that constitute the concept must be unique, because otherwise  there would be 

ambiguity in practice (ibid. p. 6). This means that the concepts of IT project and success may be discussed 

theoretically, but in practice the concepts are defined by how they are operationalized. It also means the initial 

theoretical definitions and discussion of Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 are trumped by the operationalization of 

Chapter 11. In other words, when analysing the results of the pilot of the framework, we are only able to 

comment on the two key concepts as they are understood through their operationalization. As Bridgman puts 

it, “the true meaning of a term is to be found by observing what a man does with it, not by what he says about 

it.” (1949 [1927], p. 7). Thus, interpretation of results are really not interpretations of the theoretical concept 

but of the operationalized indicators. It cannot be concluded whether a project was a success, but it can be 

concluded whether a project was successful with regards to the specific definition of success. Also, this is 

important because once we have begun measuring and categorizing we force upon the phenomena some 
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attribute category or number which is not something these phenomena already possess (Roskam, 1989, p. 241), 

and we are already affecting what we are trying to measure.   

This does not mean, however, that measures come first. A concept cannot be defined based on just looking at 

observations – in research we must firstly define what is meant by the concept and then develop indicators that 

will fit this definition (de Vaus, 2002, p. 43). As Fowler states, a survey answer is not interesting in itself but 

because of the relationship between the answer and that which it is supposed to measure (1993, p. 69). Also, 

if a concept is not defined well, we cannot use observations to understand it (Roskam, 1989, p. 289). In relation 

to the PhD research, this means that we cannot avoid defining the concept of success or IT project and for 

instance leave it up to the respondents of a survey to decide “whether a project was completed on time” even 

though this has been done several times before, see e.g. Bernroider & Ivanov (2011). We cannot even replace 

“on time” with  “within its original schedule”, as in Mahaney & Lederer (2011), because what defines 

“original”? These formulations leave room for interpretation. Definitions must be made by the researcher or 

otherwise the reliability will suffer greatly.  

When conceptualizing the two concepts two different approaches were utilized. For one process the input was 

primarily collected with a top-down strategy and based on theory (IT projects) while the other was collected 

via a bottom-up strategy and based on empirical data in the form of interview statements (success) (Hox, 1999, 

p. 53). The approach to defining IT project was a dimension analysis while success was defined with a semantic 

analysis (ibid.), as is illustrated below in Figure 9. 

Figure 9. Detailed conceptualization process 

 

The definition of the concept of IT projects was based primarily on a dimension analysis. Dimension analysis 

leads to well-defined constructs that are easily operationalized. The process involves identifying the existing 

theoretical context of the concept and based on this, defining the essence of the concept and defining what is 

not included in the concept (Hox, 1999, p. 53). This approach is well-suited for concepts that are rigorously 

described in the literature, as are the concepts of projects and IT projects. The concept definition of IT project 

is found in section 9.1 – Basic definitions, where the concept is broken down into two constructs, IT and 

project. In section 9.2 the constructs are translated into the Extended Diamond Approach (empirical 

indicators). The concept of success was based primarily on a semantic analysis. The input for this analysis was 

based on the connotation, i.e. the association the concept has in the mind of practitioners, and denotation, i.e. 

the objects to which it refers. With regards to denotation, the strategy was to collect and analyse definitions in 

dictionaries. (ibid. p. 57-8) In section 10.1.2 – A semantic definition of success, success is defined as being 

constituted by three constructs: a parameter (or scale), performance on this parameter, and expectations to the 

performance on the parameter. A discussion of these constructs in section 10.3 leads to the description of the 
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empirical indicators – the 4x5 Framework – in section 10.5. The empirical indicators of both concepts are 

finally operationalized into measures in two collections of variables (instruments for data collection. In section 

8.1.4 – Operationalization this final process is outlined in more detail.  

In conclusion, the first and second research questions regards what characterizes IT projects and success 

respectively, and this section has shown that from a pragmatic perspective, the concepts in themselves are not 

of interest. The concepts are of interest in their connection to their operationalizations, i.e. we must understand 

the concepts based on the conceptualization as well as the operationalization. This process will enable us to 

answer the two first research questions concerning what characterizes IT projects and success, respectively. 

6.2.2. Achieving the overall purpose 

Having outlined how we can answer the first two research questions, we turn our focus to research question 

three: How can we design a framework for evaluating success in IT projects that allows for definition of 

reference classes and comparison across projects? How can we utilize the frameworks resulting from the 

operationalization process? My proposal is, that we cannot do that mechanically. We can propose a design for 

such a framework, yes, but pragmatism requires that this framework is also a best idea that enables us to 

prosper, and to secure this, we need more than a framework. 

If what we are searching for is knowledge about success in IT projects and we approach the acquisition of 

knowledge with Dewey’s understanding of knowledge, then knowledge is about getting in touch with the 

world outside our self – to understand (see section 4.2.2 – How can we know). This, in turn, means that merely 

creating a framework and applying it mechanically to empirical observations is not enough. We must interpret 

the output (information) to arrive at an outcome (knowledge). Knowledge, however, is dependent on 

perspective (Drummond, 2011). As it follows from section 1.2 which outlines the research objective of the 

PhD, the project is not about answering the question of what makes a successful IT project? or even answering 

the question of what is a successful IT project?. The research project is about providing information for 

practitioners to reflect on the latter question and for this reflection to be utilized as input to answering the 

former.  

Measures have traditionally been considered objective, unambiguous, and respectable (Roskam, 1989, p. 241). 

In the literature on critical success factors, the findings have traditionally been oversold as objective knowledge 

that can be directly utilized for solving real-life problems (Remus & Wiener, 2010, p. 27), and in IS research 

techniques for evaluating systems have been perceived as being objective and neutral (Wilson & Howcroft, 

2002, p. 238). The problem is, however, that data and information is often flawed because they are not complete 

– they only reflect what is measured and lack all of which cannot be processed through machines and does not 

included the context (Weick, 1985, pp. 51-52). More intuitive types of potentially relevant information is 

simply filtered out (Drummond, 2011, p. 262). Frameworks standardize data and thus reduces the inherent and 

natural complexity and variety of phenomena (Crawford, et al., 2006, p. 39). And even if we attempted to take 

into account this deficiency we would not be able to construct a framework that would embrace the variety of 

needs and users of such a framework needed (ibid.). In other words, relying solely on this input will make for 

inappropriate decision-making.  

The challenge is denoted metonymy, i.e. a system of notation where the whole is represented by a part. 

Frameworks such as the Extended Diamond Approach and The 4x5 Framework presented in later chapters 

take complex and dynamic objects and reduce them to notations that inevitably will give privileges to a certain 

way of assessing the phenomena – it is only one way of assessing the concepts but becomes the way. There is 

a risk of the frameworks making decision-makers know less rather than more about the concept they are trying 
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to grasp. (Drummond, 2011, p. 259) We are not analysing the concept of success in IT projects – we are 

analysing (alleged) operationalized measures of success and IT projects (Roskam, 1989, p. 242). When 

applying the framework there is a risk of imparting a precision that actually does not exist (Drummond, 2011, 

p. 263). 

Based on this, seemingly quite disconcerting discussion, why would we continue to work with the frameworks? 

The reason is that even though Peirce stated that “nothing new can ever be learned by analysing definitions” 

he also added that “our existing beliefs can be set in order by this process, an order is an essential element of 

intellectual economy, as of every other.” (Peirce, 1995 [1878], p. 39) The substitution of the part for the whole 

is useful – albeit not all-covering – when understanding phenomena (Drummond, 2011, p. 260). The order – 

or the framework – is a necessary element to grasp complexity and to further prosper. As Remus & Weiner 

stated with regards to research on critical success factors (CFS), what must be done is to analyse CFSs with 

respect to the specific context and situation (Remus & Wiener, 2010, p. 27) and managers can make decisions 

based on this information. The frameworks can be used as input to decision-making – or be the output of a test 

– but the outcome or the decisions must include considerations of the context and general experience with the 

phenomena. 

Thus, the output of this PhD project is frameworks that may be used for deliberation on how to understand the 

current situation and how to proceed, i.e. the outcome is that which can be learned from the output that comes 

from utilizing the frameworks. When assessing success in IT projects the frameworks can help provide order 

in the process of conceiving the reality of the projects conducted in the organization. But it cannot make 

decisions – for that, it is necessary to add understanding of the context as well as strategic decisions as well. It 

is only when ‘people’ – or, in other words, practitioners– are added to the equation that the research can provide 

value. The purpose of establishing meaningful correlations within the subject matter relies on people and 

interpretation. 
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  Research design 
The previous sections have discussed how the PhD project and the research study is related to the world outside 

itself as well as the purpose of the research. This chapter describes the research design that enabled the 

fulfilment of the research purpose through engagement with the world. We shift perspective towards the more 

operational elements of the methodology.  

The PhD study was conducted as a mixed methods research study. In Figure 10 the research process is 

illustrated with indications of the actual steps taken and methods utilized. The overall process is illustrated by 

the black arrows and is visualized as being linear (from defining concepts, to operationalization, to piloting the 

frameworks) which it also mainly was, but it was also an iterative process where testing informed the 

operationalization. The boxes in the quan and qual areas of the illustration visualize the utilization of specific 

methods and the milestones or main deliverables during the process are illustrated in the model progress area.  

Figure 10. The detailed research process. 

 

The research process was instantiated by a collection of input through qualitative methods. This was done by 

a literature review40 and in eight interviews41 with seven practitioners at The LEGO Group. Based on this the 

two key concepts were firstly defined and then operationalized into two frameworks, The 4x5 Framework 

measuring success, and the Extended Diamond Approach, characterizing the IT project 42 . The 

operationalization included definition of specific measures 43 , variables, and the first operationalization 

consisted of one instrument for data collection, a questionnaire. Subsequently, the instrument was discussed 

with practitioners in seven new interviews. Two of these interviews were on the general topic of the instrument 

while five interviews were structured as pilot tests where the respondent was asked during the interview to use 

the instrument to collect data for a project into which the respondent had significant insight (but not projects 

that were later used in the statistical sample). The validity and reliability of the instrument was assessed based 

on these inputs and after each interview the instrument were revised. For instance, interview K and L44 helped 

to clarify how to operationalize a number of technical empirical indicators, while another example is that it 

                                                      
40 See section 8.1.1 – The literature review. 
41 See a full list of interviews in appendix List of interviews. 
42 See also Chapter 9 to Chapter 11.  
43 See section 8.1.4 – Operationalization. 
44 See footnote 41. 
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became apparent after interview O that the instrument did not work well for collecting data about the empirical 

indicators of success. After this discovery the instrument was separated into two instruments45. Based on this 

input a revised operationalization was made. After this revision, a sample of nine projects46 was drawn out 

and data was collected for each project in two steps: step one where the researcher used one instrument to 

gather data on success indicators and step two where a respondent was asked to use the second instrument 

collecting data on the specific project while being interviewed by the researcher. The data was then analysed 

statistically47 and the results of the pilot were presented internally in the organization for feedback and in other 

academic and professional forums, such as a project management conference, for feedback informing the 

interpretation of the results48.  

The methods applied, such as for instance the interview process, are discussed in detail in Chapter 8. In the 

following sections, I will elaborate on the mixed methods research design (section 7.1 – The mixed methods 

approach). In section 7.2 – Reflections on mixed methods research the historical criticism of MMR is discussed 

and it is outlined what is mixed and why. Then, in section 7.3 – Thoughts on what is missing from the , this 

chapter is concluded by thoughts on what is hidden behind the apparent linear, structured research design.  

 The mixed methods approach 
Multiple links between the pragmatic philosophy of science and mixed methods research (MMR) have been 

established over time. Some researchers claim that pragmatism is the philosophical foundation for MMR, 

others say it is a foundation (Biesta, 2010, p. 95). I agree that it is a foundation since there are also many 

examples of successful implementation of MMR within constructivist as well as positivist research paradigms 

(Harrits, 2011). The next section, section 7.2, will outline the pros and cons of mixed methods research designs, 

but in the spirit of the PhD dissertation we should begin the discussion by establishing what is a mixed methods 

approach? Johnson & Onwuegbuzie suggest that “Mixed methods research is formally defined (…) as the class 

of research where the researcher mixes or combines quantitative and qualitative research techniques, 

methods, approaches, concepts or language into a single study.” (2004, p. 17) A very broad and bland 

definition, indeed. Others define mixed methods more narrowly as consisting of one core component or method 

supplemented by a different, secondary method (Morse & Niehaus, 2009, p. 23). However, for several reasons 

I take my departure from the former definition.  

Firstly, because it very accurately states the varied nature of the art of mixing methods: it is something that is 

done in very different ways in different studies. It is true, that in some cases it is beneficial to have a core 

method supplemented by another method, for instance, if one seeks to triangulate findings (Remus & Wiener, 

2010, p. 30), but a hierarchy of methods is not necessarily beneficial. It depends on the nature of the research 

and the research questions. Secondly, the former definition illustrates how the mixing can take place in many 

different levels of the research process. In the case of triangulation, this would be in the stage of interpretation, 

but mixing can also take place in the analysis stage (were qualitative data is analysed with quantitative 

methods, e.g.), in the data collection stage (where a questionnaire is used to collect both qualitative and 

quantitative data, e.g.) or in the design stage (where a sample for the qualitative analysis is drawn from the 

quantitative sample). Thirdly, because in the PhD study it is not possible to point out what method is the core 

and what is merely supportive. In this study the purpose of mixing methods is not to double check the findings 

                                                      
45 See also section 8.1.4.1 – Analysis process. 
46 For more on the sample and sampling process, see section 8.2.1 – Sampling of cases. 
47 See also section 8.2.3 – Statistical . 
48 See the discussion in Chapter 12. 
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of one primary method with another but instead to enable one method (the quantitative) by utilizing another 

method (the qualitative).  

Thus, mixed methods design is here defined as a research design involving 1) two or more strands, which is 

defined by Teddlie & Tashakkori as “components ... that encompasses the basic process of conducting 

quantitative or qualitative research: posing a question, collecting data, analysing data, and interpreting 

results based on that data” (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 63), and 2) involving both a qualitative and 

quantitative strand. More specifically, the design of the PhD study is a sequential strategy mixed method 

approach. A sequential strategy is where, firstly, one method is utilized, and following this first strand, a 

second method is utilized (Creswell, 2003). In this case, the process is begun with the qualitative strand and 

ended with the quantitative (QUALQUAN) as it is illustrated in Figure 11.  

Figure 11. The sequential mixed methods design 

 

The design is similar to Steckler et al.’s design, Model 1: qualitative method to develop quantitative measures 

as it is described (1992, p. 4). Model 1 denotes a design where qualitative methods are used initially to help 

develop quantitative measures. Creswell et al. gives a more detailed description this type of research design – 

the instrument design model: “Implementation is a 2-phase project that begins with qualitative data collection 

and analysis and moves to quantitative instrument design and testing. Integration occurs at the data analysis 

stage, when the researchers analyse the qualitative data and use this information to develop an instrument for 

data collection.” (2004, p. 11) Figure 11 illustrates how the definitions are explored and translated into 

measures in the operationalization phase in the qualitative strand, and finally utilized in the quantitative strand 

for the collection and analysis of statistical data.  

 Reflections on mixed methods research 
Now, however, is also the time to make the important point of pragmatism not being a lever of anything goes. 

It has often been put forward as such (Mertens, 2012) but I argue that different knowledge claims will come 

from different research approaches and that a pragmatist approach to science will likewise mean restrictions 

on what goes. As should be clear by now, the philosophical pragmatism as outlined above, is not a parallel to 

what Biesta calls the everyday pragmatism of choosing a screwdriver since it is generally perceived as a better 

tool for fixing a screw than a hammer (2010, p. 96). Taking into account, however, that pragmatism and MMR 

approaches are not the traditional choice within my research field, and since the latter especially has been 

criticised, I now dedicate two sections to the pros and cons of the MMR approach, respectively. In the next 

section (7.2.1), the general critique of mixed methods based on the incommensurability thesis, is outlined, an 
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followed by section 7.2.2 – Reasons for integrating methods on the reasons for integrating quantitative and 

qualitative methods.  

7.2.1. The incommensurability thesis and beyond 

Mixed methods research has been practiced for many years (see for instance the Marienthal study of 

unemployment from 1932, Jahoda, et al., 1972), even though the label and the research community around it 

are more recent (the first issue of the Journal of Mixed Methods Research was published in 200749). The basic 

argument for mixing methods was – and is today – that one method is able to compensate for some of the 

weakness of the other. This seems, on the surface, to be an obvious choice of conducting research and mixed 

methods is also widely used in IS research (Remus & Wiener, 2010, p. 26) where researchers find “it necessary 

to use a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods and two data sets” (Shenhar, et al., 2001, p. 701). 

The approach has, though, been subject to strong criticism, some of it will be discussed in the following in 

order to clarify exactly what is mixed, how it is mixed, and why this is not a problem. Firstly, though, it is 

appropriate to include a short introduction to the heated discussion of the scientific legitimacy of the mixed 

methods approach, starting with an outline of the Paradigm Wars. 

The Paradigm Wars are described by Guba & Lincoln (1994, p. 108) as methods being bound by the paradigm50 

of the researcher. The qualitative and quantitative methods were tied to specific paradigms, the QUAN and 

QUAL paradigms, as they are often abbreviated in the literature. In Table 2 below, a summary of QUAN and 

QUAL is given from a simplified incommensurability viewpoint. The two paradigms diverge on several levels 

from drawing on a certain type of data (unstructured or structured), using certain methods (interpretation 

methods or aggregation methods, for instance), and taking a certain approach to the process (inductive or 

deductive). On a more general level, the two paradigms appear to differ with regards to purpose of research 

(findings new theory versus testing theory), and the role of the researcher (whether he/she is assumed to be 

subjective or objective).  

Table 2. Overview of QUAN and QUAL paradigms 

  
QUAL 

 
QUAN 

Methodological tradition Ethnographic field work Experimental hypothesis testing  

Data Unstructured, non-standardized, such as 
pictures or text 

Structured, standardized, such as numbers or 
categories 

Methods All methods for interpreting, categorizing, 
paraphrasing un-structured data. 

All methods that leads to the summary of data into 
numbers and counting (statistics, e.g.) 

Process Inductive & emergent Deductive & planned 

Design and role of 
researcher 

Subjectivity/interventionalist Objectivity/non-interventionalist 

Purpose Finding new theory. 
Discovering, exploring, understanding of 
unknown cultures and life worlds from the 
viewpoint of the members of this culture 

Testing theory 
Explaining phenomena with rules, often relating to 
a collective 

Sources: Steckler et al. (1992), Tashakkori & Teddlie (1998) 

Different paradigms would not recognize the rationale behind others and, hence, other methods were not 

accepted as scientific. There were absolutists who regarded the other approaches as flawed or wrong; the 

                                                      
49 See http://mmr.sagepub.com/  
50 Paradigm is to be understood in the Kuhnian sense: the ‘world view’ of science, that is, not merely the dominant epistemology but 

also methodology, assumptions etc. of the research community, to which the researcher is bound. Kuhns theory was later challenged 

by i.e. empirical evidence showing how change in paradigms protruded in a less dramatic way, and especially by empirical evidence 

from social sciences which is multiparadigmatic field, see e.g. Toulmin (1972). 

http://mmr.sagepub.com/
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constructivists would accuse the natural sciences of being far from reality (Filstead, 1971), while positivists 

accused qualitative researchers of having insufficient methodological standards (Rist, 1980)51. However, there 

was another variant of views: the relativist. The relativists were not convinced of the existence of one right 

approach and accepted the coexistence of different approaches, but still believed these approaches to be 

incommensurable. To combine approaches was to combine what cannot be combined. The strict 

incommensurability thesis proposed by Kuhn (1996) was, however, later softened and where the relativists 

argued a great potential in incorporating different perspectives (Lincoln & Guba, 2005). Howe (1988, p. 10) 

argued, that “no incompatibility between quantitative and qualitative methods exists at either the level of 

practice or that of epistemology", as did Maxcy (2003). From a pragmatic point of view it is clear, that no one 

approach is the right one, since research “is not a quest to identify that ‘one scientific method’ or some 

indisputable knowledge” (ibid. p. 56, citing Dewey). Feyerabend also discarded this idea of what he called a 

fixed method suggesting that such an approach merely inhibits research (1975, p. 25) and suggested that we 

instead adopt a pluralistic methodology when doing research (ibid. p. 30).  

There may be many influences causing the gradual abandoning of the incommensurability thesis, but it is 

certainly not, that the conflicts between elements of the two paradigms as such have disappeared resulting in 

anything goes. There are still conflicting elements and views within the social science: whether the researcher 

is neutral, whether theory should guide research, whether we are interested in aggregation and generalization 

or deep exploration and understanding. Critics of the QUAL paradigm question the validity, objectivity and 

reliability of such research, while the critics of QUAN question its lack of connection to the empirical field. 

The critique refers to the dangers of the theory thus being of no concern of the people within the field as well 

as the risk of not identifying the theory that is relevant and of concern for these people (see also the rigor-

relevance discussion in section 5.3 – A transformation strategy).  

The division between the paradigms have softened and this is perhaps due to how the idea of QUAN and 

QUAL paradigms as well as the fixed relationship between epistemology and methods have been contested. 

Instead of seeing only paradigms, we should look closer and distinguish between sub-elements of these 

paradigms – and leave out the concept of paradigms (cf. Hammersley, 1997, and Biesta, 2010). Firstly, we 

need to understand, as Biesta very relevantly states, that the discussion of QUAN/QUAL paradigms is fruitless 

if the notions of QUAN and QUAL are not specified: ”research in itself can be neither qualitative nor 

quantitative; only data can properly be said to be qualitative or quantitative” (2010, p. 98). The discussion of 

the QUAN/QUAL paradigms includes several levels (Biesta, 2010, p. 99), and in order to identify what can 

be mixed and under which circumstances, we need to treat these levels separately. If we take our departure 

from Table 2 above, I would like to clarify how the three aspects that may seem problematic can be mixed: 

data, methods, and design. 

Data can either be quantities (expressed in numbers) or qualities (usually expressed in text although numbers 

can be used to stand for qualities as well). The question of mixing QUAN and QUAL – in its strictest sense – 

is, therefore, a question of whether it is possible to have both numbers and text in the same research. There are 

numerous examples of successful mixing of quantitative and qualitative data (i.e. a survey with open and closed 

questions) and this does not entail a practical or philosophical problem from a pragmatic perspective (Biesta, 

2010, p. 101).  

The question of mixing methods is that of whether it is possible to have methods for data collection and for 

data analysis containing numbers as well as text in the same research, and if we then perceive collection or 

                                                      
51 Here the ’War’ is reflected as two-sided to illustrate the argument. The actual landscape of the two main epistemologies is far more 

complex and the variation within the two sides is probably as great as it is between them (Hammersley, 1997, p. 160). 
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measurement as a form of interpretation (which it must be in the pragmatic philosophy) – this is one and the 

same question (Biesta, 2010, p. 101). Again the conclusion is that mixing QUAL data with QUAN methods 

or vice versa or the mixing of QUAN and QUAL methods as such does not per se constitute a philosophical 

problem. It is merely a question of using the adequate method for analysing the given data and research 

purpose. 

Regarding the mixing of design, this is the question of the research being interventionalist (i.e. an experiment) 

or non-interventionalist (i.e. observation). As such, the two approaches are not conflicting – they can coexist 

in the same research. There is, however, a problem with regards to the knowledge claims that arises from the 

two designs (Biesta, 2010, p. 101), because to know something of the consequences of intervention on 

phenomena is different than from knowledge of the phenomena themselves. A pragmatist stance on this 

discussion is that non-intervention is not possible, following from the above discussion of the role of actions 

in knowledge creation (see section 4.2.2 – How can we know). Even if we try to only observe dumb data such 

as statistics, we select an experience from an infinite number of possible experiences (ibid. p. 112).  

Thus, this research is mixed on the level of data, with regards to methods, it takes an inductive and then 

deductive approach with the purpose of finding and testing new theory. The only level where the research is 

not mixed is with regards to the design and the role of the researcher since following the pragmatic philosophy, 

there is no objectivity and research cannot be non-interventionalist.  

7.2.2. Reasons for integrating methods 

Now, possessing the overview of how mixed methods research is utilized in the PhD study in accordance with 

the pragmatic philosophy it is time to relate the general discussion to the specific research field of the study, 

IS research, and establish why the mixed methods approach is chosen. 

The positivist epistemology’s dominance in the IS research field has been a subject of heated discussion since 

the early 1990’s (see e.g. Chen & Hirsheim (2004), Davison & Martinson (2011), and Orlikowski & Baroudi, 

1991). The concern is that the resulting methodological monism will lead to a biased field of study, ultimately 

resulting in the field being redundant in applied practice (Lee, 2011). There is no point disregarding that 

qualitative methods are highly appropriate in social research field such as IS and that these methods are rarely 

used despite the obvious strengths. Sharma (2011) explains the skewed tendency in methodological choice 

with quantitative methods having attained a reputation of being the safe choice with regards to chance of 

getting published, but it is also often the easy choice because scholars and researchers are schooled in applying 

different quantitative methods (Davison & Martinson, 2011) in the field of computer science and continues 

this practice in social science studies. The notion of ease is, though, very arguable and there is a very practical 

problem within IS research methodology today, which is that we (IS researchers) do not fully recognize the 

limitations of the method chosen and apply it judiciously (Ramey & Rao, 2011). We tend to ignore the amount 

of work necessary to conduct a valid and reliable quantitative study, which makes the quantitative approach 

appear more attractive than the average qualitative study. Consideration of ease should not – by any means – 

be the basis of choice of method, and it must be clear that using one or the other method will most likely induce 

the same amount of hard work.  

The method should, of course, be chosen based on appropriateness, not convenience, that is, the method 

utilized should be the one that most efficiently answers the research question. The challenge is, however, that 

all methods – quantitative and qualitative – have their intrinsic strengths and weaknesses. A qualitative 

approach (qualitative methods) is preferable when there is no clear hypothesis or theory available. In the case 

of this research, a thorough and deep investigation into the concepts of success and IT project is paramount 
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and a qualitative approach for such investigation is most likely to give the adequate input, for instance in the 

process of formulating the exact measures (questions for the questionnaire, see Bryman, 2006, p. 106)  than a 

quantitative. On the other hand, the qualitative approach leaves us with the small-n problem – research based 

on small samples – that is, necessary assumptions of ideal circumstances, such as determinism, no errors in 

measurement, and a simplistic causal effect without interaction effects (Lieberson, 1991). These unrealistic 

assumptions limit the use of single case or small sample studies since they do not allow for the statistical and 

systematic analysis (Flyvbjerg, et al., 2005, p. 132). A statistical, systematic analysis enables us to look at 

macrophenomena or structures (Bryman, 2006, p. 106) and consequently to identify tendencies beyond the 

particulars – in this case, trends in the project portfolio. Another strength of the quantitative approach is the 

time and resource perspective: when the instrument exists, collecting data and analysing data is relatively 

simple and structured, and is hence very applicable in a business setting (as opposed to qualitative methods, 

where both data collection and analysis are tedious processes). But creating the instrument, gaining new 

information and creating new theory, is difficult with the statistical approach. Thus, the qualitative method is 

inefficient in standardizing information on projects for the purpose of comparing projects, while the 

quantitative methods is insufficient for defining the core concepts under scrutiny. Using both types of methods 

is a way of offsetting the weaknesses of one method with another. 

 Thoughts on what is missing from the description 
Throughout the chapter I have described the research process as a linear process of studying literature, 

interacting with practitioners, developing concepts and operationalizing them and finally testing the 

frameworks. We may even say that the first qualitative strand of the research is inductive and the second 

quantitative strand is deductive. This description does not, however, visualize the actual process of conceiving 

the ideas which underline the definitions of the key concepts and the operationalization of them and it does not 

include the very iterative process of processing of input and designing output. In other words, we have well-

defined descriptions of what has been labelled the justification of science, i.e. the process we use to test our 

claims for validity etc., but we have very little understanding of the logic of scientific discovery, i.e. the process 

of generating or proposing the claims (March & Smith, 1995, p. 253). As Lakatos frames it, the “deductivist 

style [of writing] hides the struggle, hides the adventure. The whole story vanishes” (Lakatos, 1976, p. 142), 

which suggests that there is something between mechanistic rationalism and the irrationalism of blind 

guessing. Abel suggested that knowledge about this process does not provide actual, new knowledge since the 

method of generating ideas is not scientific (1948, p. 211) but a process that is executed inside a person where 

an observed or presumed connection between phenomena is accepted as relevant or meaningful (ibid. p. 214). 

In The Logic of Scientific Discovery, Popper suggested that the process of conceiving an idea cannot and should 

not be susceptible of logical analysis even though he recognized that this process may be of interest (Popper, 

1959 [1934], p. 31). Especially when we take into account that researchers often utilize heuristics not merely 

to solve problems but also to turn anomalies into evidence that confirm instead of discard their theories 

(Lakatos, 1978, p. 4). 

What is missing from the description of the design of the research is the description of the rules of discovery, 

the heuristics (Kiss, 2006, p. 302). Polya described heuristic reasoning not as final but as a provisional and 

only plausible solution to a problem while comparing it to a scaffolding that is needed when a building is 

constructed (1957, p. 113). The process consists of the researcher searching for signs of progress that he or she 

is working in the right direction by the means of moods and feelings (ibid. p. 183). Heuristics in research is, in 

other words, relying on experience – and thus, it could be added, that as the whole purpose of doing the PhD 

is to support heuristics within the field of research (evaluation of success in IT project), this is actually a key 

aspect of the study. 
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  Methods 
The pragmatic philosophy of science dictates that as we cannot assume to know anything about what is out 

there, so instead we should focus on what we observe. This view limits the research because we cannot say 

anything about how things are. But it sets us free with regards to methods: we can do whatever we want – we 

can be qualitative, we can be quantitative, as long as we seek to understand the relationship between our method 

and the results when we interpret them. Hammersley notes how it is the nature of the research question which 

should decide “what levels of precision, structure, and context are appropriate” (1997, p. 162) with regards to 

data and methods. In other words, different research purposes or questions require the use of different types of 

data and methods, whether these be mono- or mixed methods. As was outlined in the previous section the 

research is based on a sequential mixed methods research design.  

In short, what makes the research in research strand one qualitative is the data (text and sound files), the method 

for collecting data (interview), and the method for analysing data (a process of inductive, abductive theory 

generating thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 81) which resembles some of the elements of grounded 

theory). The second research strand is quantitative and also based on the data (numbers), the methods for 

collecting data (questionnaire and documents), as well as the methods for analysing data (statistical methods). 

However, the second research strand also includes elements of qualitative data as well as methods for data 

collection and analysis: while the quantitative data was collected (questionnaire), a process of collecting 

qualitative data was carried out concurrently (interviews with the respondent during questionnaire completion). 

The quantitative analysis is thus interpreted based on this qualitative input.  

In the following two sections the two research strands and their methods are described with the first strand 

consisting of qualitative methods (section 8.1 – Research strand one – qualitative phase) and the second 

quantitative (8.2 – Research strand two – quantitative phase).  

 Research strand one – qualitative phase 
The objective of the first research strand was to define and operationalize the concepts of success and IT 

projects. The idea was not “to adopt an a priori definition of a project … derived from the academic or 

professional literature” (Molloy & Stewart, 2013, p. 81) but to explore how the terms of IT project and success 

are understood in academia and practice, without presumptions and without taking any definitions for granted. 

Taking a purely academic view on this matter implies a risk of being too far from the reality out there, while 

taking a practitioners view would be too retrospective an approach (Petter, et al., 2012, p. 356). Put bluntly, 

the process is about comparing what is said (academia) with what is done (practice) in order to define and 

operationalize – it is about deconstruction and “challenging the overall understanding of [the concepts’], 

contradictory meanings [and] different interpretations” (Morris, 2013, p. 116). 

For the specific purpose of this first phase which is an explorative study of understandings, meanings and 

interpretations of the key concepts) a qualitative approach is favourable, as was pointed out in section 7.1 – 

The mixed methods approach. A qualitative approach will enable the collection of data that can capture 

understandings, meanings and interpretations better than a quantitative approach. The process of the first 

research strand has been an iterative one based on input gathered from current academic literature and from 

the case organization in the form of interviews as well as formalized documents. The overall process was 

described in the introduction to Chapter 7. In the following three sections, I will elaborate on the methods 

utilized in this phase for data collection: literature search (section 8.1.1 –  The literature review), the collection 

of supplementary documentation from the case organization (section 8.1.3 – Document analysis) as well as the 
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conducting of interviews with interviewees in the case organization (section 8.1.2 – Interviews). The fourth 

section, section 8.1.4 – Operationalization, then describes the iterative process of analysing the input and 

operationalizing the concepts into measurable variables.  

8.1.1. The literature review 

The qualitative strand of the PhD study was initiated with a literature review, as is illustrated in Figure 12 

below. Naturally, relevant literature was consulted throughout the research process, but the majority of the 

literature study was conducted in this early phase. 

Figure 12. Detailed research process - Literature review 

 

To define the two key concepts, success and IT projects, a descriptive and conceptual literature review was 

done to synthesise on the concepts (Jesson, et al., 2011, p. 15). The aim of this process was to conceptualize 

the topics by understanding the broader context of the concepts in the literature. The selection process was not 

strict since it was done using a snowball method. A systematic review such as described by Jesson et al. (ibid.) 

could have been conducted but the method was not considered appropriate in this context of the PhD study for 

several reasons. Firstly, the review served to help understand the different approaches to and definition of the 

concepts in the research field, not to outline the representation of each approach which is the aim of the 

systematic approach. Secondly, since the concepts are vaguely defined in the research field it would prove 

difficult to define a comprehensive set of search terms. Finally, since a systematic literature study is often 

conducted via search engines that search mostly journal articles and leaves out other types of publications such 

as books, a significant part of the relevant literature would be overlooked. For these reasons, the systematic 

approach was not chosen.  

The process of reviewing literature was instead iterative, starting out with a general search for literature on 

‘success in’ or ‘performance evaluation of’ combined with ‘IT projects’, ‘software projects’, ‘software 

engineering projects’, ‘IS’, ‘information systems’, ‘project management’ etc. Relevant journals of a certain 

size or impact were also skimmed for input, such as the International Journal of Project Management, the 

Journal of Information Technology, MIS Quarterly, and Information Systems Management. The findings from 

the processes again led to other relevant literature through a dynamic snowball process. Based on this input 

and supplemented by input from other sources the understanding of the subject was gradually built up and the 

literature search adapted to the new understanding (Creswell, 2003, p. 30).  
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8.1.2. Interviews 

A second and primary source of input to the qualitative phase was interviews. They were the second method 

applied in the research process and the method was applied four times in four separate rounds of interviews 

conducted throughout the study. All interviews were, however, done with practitioners employed in the LEGO 

Group, and a full overview of the 21 interviews is available in the appendix List of interviews, where the 

interviews are listed according to date, interview ID, interviewee number, and the sample category to which 

the interviewee belonged (see more on sample category below). The four interview rounds were conducted as 

is illustrated in Figure 13, and I will elaborate on the first three of them below. The fourth round (the data 

collection interviews) was used in the quantitative research strand and is described in section 8.2.2.2 – 

Completing questionnaires.  

Figure 13. Detailed research process - Interviews  

 

The first two interviews, the pilot interviews (A and B), were semi-structured interviews based on interview 

guides designed to cover research questions one and two. The idea behind the semi-structured interview is that 

the interviewee has a large stock of knowledge and a set of implicit and explicit assumptions about the subject 

matter, which he or she may reveal when answering an open-ended question, such as “what is an IT project”. 

But to help this process, the interviewer may pose additional questions based on the researchers theoretical 

knowledge about the subject and may also encourage the interviewee to reflect on and maybe reconstruct 

his/her assumptions. (Flick, 2009, p. 156) In other words, the interview guide functions as a help to the 

interviewer, not as a structure for the interview as such – the method is flexible (Bryman, 2004, p. 321). The 

guide contains a list of questions that may be useful for guiding  the conversation if needed to help answering 

the research question. The interview guide should, however, be structured in some meaningful order, for 

instance, according to the topic (ibid. p. 324). The two interview guides are available in appendix Interview 

guides. The questions are separated into two sections, one on IT projects and one on success. For each concept, 

a list of topics that were found relevant to cover were listed (see the column Theoretical function of the 

question) and from this topic, a set of questions were designed to cover the relevant aspects. For instance, the 

topic of one section of questions regarding success (2.1) was the assessment of success. The purpose of these 

questions was to figure out “How was the actual assessment of failure/success done?” The objective was to 

get the interviewee to reflect on a specific project and to uncover whether the respondent’s personal as well as 

the customer’s assessment matched the official assessment, and whether the assessment had been ‘political’, 

i.e. that the assessment was not based on performance but other considerations. This was operationalized into 
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the following questions: “Did you evaluate the project as a success or failure? And why?” probing the 

respondent’s assessment, “Did your (the business’) evaluation match the evaluation done by the IT 

department?” probing the business’ assessment, and “What impact did the evaluation have on you, on your 

department, on the IT department etc. with regards to bonus, for instance” to uncover the political aspect.   

To help answer research question one, what characterizes an IT project?, the questions were designed to 

uncover the interviewee’s thoughts on topics such as what characterizes IT projects versus other types of 

projects (between groups), and how IT projects differ (within group). For research question two, what is 

success in an IT project?, questions were designed for the interviewee to reflect on what are the elements of 

success, how do these elements correlate, how is success measured at LEGO, and in the opinion of the 

interviewee how should success be measured? For the next six interviews, the explorative interviews (C to H), 

interview guides were based on this same foundation but were moderated so that the questions were adapted 

to the person being interviewed based on the sample category constituted by the general knowledge area 

(project management, technical) and department (IT or business etc.). For the next seven interviews, the 

validating interviews (I to O), the strategy was similar to this but was instead structured around the instruments 

as they were developed into the revised operationalization. The pilot and exploratory interviews each lasted 

about an hour while the duration of the validating interviews varied from around an hour to half an hour.  

In the next two sections I will outline the sampling strategy and categories for selecting the interviewees in 

more detail (section 8.1.2.1 – Sampling of interviewees) and describe the interview process more thoroughly 

(section 8.1.2.2 –The interview process).  

 Sampling of interviewees 

The sampling strategy for all interviews was to identify a sample of  types of practitioners that would be of 

interest to the research project since they would possess relevant knowledge and input for the process of 

conceptualizing and operationalizing the two key concepts. The next step was to select representatives of these 

types that were motivated to participate in the research study and share their knowledge. 

With regards to sampling, no commitment was made to interview a specific number of people. A theoretical 

sampling as described by Glaser and Strauss (1968) was applied. Theoretical sampling is more than a sampling 

strategy – it is a framework for developing theory, supported by an iterative process of the sampling of 

interviewees. The idea is to do one round of collection, coding, and analysis of data and then, based on this, 

decide what sampling category and which interviewees to collect data from next. The theory is thus iteratively 

developed as it emerges from new input52. The vital parameter for selecting the new interviewees is, therefore, 

the theoretical relevance for the development and clarification of categories, i.e. the building blocks of the 

theory. The strategy for choosing new interviewees can be based on an objective to minimize or maximize 

differences of the data that bear on the categories (ibid., p. 364). The key idea of this approach is that it is not 

just people who are being sampled – it is also contexts (Bryman, 2004, p. 334). The interviewees themselves 

are of less interest than the actual expertise and experiences (Flick, 2009, p. 166).  

The sampling done in the PhD study did not aim to secure representation of the population of a group of 

practitioners at LEGO in order to pursue statistical generalization (Flick, 2007, p. 26). Instead, the interviews 

were chosen purposefully, that is, through a strategic consideration of how the sampling could contribute to 

answering the overall research questions (Bryman, 2004, p. 334). The two interviews in the first round initiated 

the idea generating phase and informed the second round of interviews and all interviews were then coded 

                                                      
52 This process is described in greater detail in section 8.1.4.1 – Analysis process. 
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introducing even more ideas. Finally, the third round became very focused on specific questions and 

formulations in the questionnaire and was terminated as the instrument was considered to be of adequate 

reliability and validity for use. The criterion for when to stop conducting new interviews and collecting data 

was the theory’s saturation. Theoretical saturation is when no new information arises from data collection 

which can additionally clarify the categories. (Glaser & Strauss, 1968, p. 365) The process of theory 

development ends when the categories have well defined properties and boarders and the interrelation between 

categories are established and validated (Bryman, 2004, p. 305). Thus, the explorative phase ended after two 

plus six interviews since the process had covered various different professions and functions (i.e. perspectives), 

and the validation phase ended after seven interviews since the instruments by this time appeared ready for 

use.  

For the sampling of interviewees four categories of practitioners were considered of interest due to their areas 

of expertise. But what is a practitioner? This word is ambiguous, since it can refer to what a person does, or to 

repeated and experimental activities in the search for improvement, but it also somehow contains an element 

of repetition (Shön, 2004, p. 59). I have chosen to utilize Shön’s definition of a professional practitioner as a 

specialist that over and over encounters a certain type of situation (ibid.). When a practitioner has experience 

with a high number of cases within his domain he is capable of practicing his practice. He develops a register 

of expectations and techniques, he knows what to look for and what to do (under the assumption that his 

practice is stable) – he is a specialist in his field (ibid. 59-60). The categories of practitioners were project 

managers (10), project specialists including functions such as business relations (2) and project financing (1), 

and technical specialists (2). In the appendix List of interviews the total sample of interviewees and the 

practitioners is listed. For the pilot interviews the criteria for sampling was that the interviewees should have 

extensive knowledge on projects, i.e. be project managers, and that one should be connected to the IT 

department while the other should be connected to the business side to explore different views (internal and 

external) on the concept of IT projects. For the interviews where the operationalization was validated 

(interview I to O), the interviewees were selected based on the same criteria, though with a primary focus on 

managers and project managers and including technical IT specialists as well.  

With regards to the selection of actual participants, the focus was on identifying the right experts, that is, within 

the right field but also with the right attitude: that of dialogue, contribution and acceptance of the premises of 

the interview and the objective of the research in general (Flick, 2009, p. 167). The researcher’s extensive 

knowledge about the organization enabled the identification of practitioners who matched the specific 

sampling categories. In the process of selecting participants, emphasis was put on whether the potential 

participants shared the understanding of the relevance of the research to maximise the participants motivation 

to participate (Bogner, et al., 2009, p. 2). The potential candidates were engaged in an informal dialogue prior 

to the selection to assess their “awareness of the scientific and/or political relevance of their field of activity 

(…); the desire to help ‘make a difference’ – no matter how small; professional curiosity about the topic and 

field of research; an interest in sharing one’s thoughts and ideas with an external expert.” (ibid.) Some 

interviewees were interviewed both in the explorative, the validation, and the data collection phases to reap 

the benefits of the participants knowledge of the PhD project and previous discussions and reflections, see also 

the interviewee column in the List of interviews appendix for an overview. 

 The interview process 

Engaging with practitioners during the research was key in order to deconstruct the key concepts. As phrased 

by Collins & Evans, I was trying to shift the focus from that of truth to that of expertise and experience (2002, 

p. 236). The primary reason for interviewing, or rather I would prefer to call it engaging in dialogue with, 
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practitioners was that the method is potentially very efficient in the exploratory phase of research (Bogner, et 

al., 2009, p. 2), since the practitioner is a source of both factual information as well as reflective considerations 

on the subject of the research. The interview form was chosen for this theory generating process since it can 

be used for probing for the interpretive knowledge of interviewees. The outset of the interview is, in other 

words, not to uncover a homogeneous body of knowledge from the practitioner (Bogner & Menz, 2009, p. 53). 

The interview is a method for gaining insight into the practitioners’ reflections on their own thoughts and 

actions (Tanggaard & Brinkmann, 2010, p. 33) where the literature review gives access to the academic 

reflections on the subject. 

As previously stated the interview can contribute to gaining information of the perceived reality of 

interviewees, that is, the respondents’ reflection on reality. However, how this information is presented is to a 

high degree affected by the interaction between interviewer and interviewee and precautions were therefore 

taken to facilitate a good dialogue. Firstly, there was the Industrial PhD setup. The researcher (the interviewer) 

was closely associated with the practitioners’ (the interviewees’) organization, officially being an employee 

and physically being located in the same office locations, which again helped foster a shared and common 

background and relevance system which can increase the level of motivation of the interviewees (Bogner, et 

al., 2009, p. 2). Gaining insight into the interviewees’ experiences in their own words requires an emphatic 

interview style (Tanggaard & Brinkmann, 2010, p. 33) which is easier to assume when the researcher is 

familiar with the world of the interviewee which was supported by the Industrial PhD setting. 

Secondly, there was the interview situation itself. To support a constructive and fruitful dialogue with the 

practitioners, the interviews were designed as semi-structured interviews. The interviews are considered semi-

structured since they were conducted based on an extensive body of questions listed in the interview guide, 

but already during the pilot interviews it became evident that the process was much more comfortable as an 

open interview based on topics where the questions merely served as suggestions and the structure of the 

dialogue depended on the direction of the conversation. The relationship between the interviewer and the 

interviewee resembled one of colleagues talking about a common task which created an atmosphere of 

informality and every-day talks, and hence created an open and safe space for interviewees to talk into. Thus 

a very formal and structured setup seemed unnatural and was abandoned for the sake of a more open and 

informal dialogue that was considered the most productive environment for exploratively collecting data on 

the concepts.  

The structured part was mainly that in the beginning of the interview the interviewee was introduced to the 

purpose of the PhD project and the concepts that were to be covered in the interview, and a sense of comfort 

was induced in the interviewee through explicit statements about the purpose of the interview (“you are in 

good hands”), and inform informants about anonymity etc. The dialogue would generally begin with the 

interviewee being asked to share some experience about a project of his/her own choice and this project was 

then used later in the interview when discussing different abstract aspects such as success, in that the 

interviewer asked the respondent to exemplify his or her reflections on that particular project. When 

communicating their knowledge, experts often utilize analogies and examples from previous situations 

(Hoffmann, 1987, p. 57), and using a specific project as anchor was therefore helpful in supporting the 

dialogue. It was a process with narrative elements, where the interviewee was asked to narrate about a project 

in order to provide insight into the more tacit aspects of his/her expert knowledge that he or she might not have 

explicitly reflected on previously (Meuser & Nagel, 2009, p. 32). When statements expressed by an interviewee 

contradicted the expectations based on the literature study or the previously collected LEGO data (interviews 

and documentation) these statements were probed in an attempt to access the argumentation and inherent logic 
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behind the experiences as perceived by the interviewee. The approach for gaining such input was thus active 

and assertive (ibid.). 

8.1.3. Document analysis 

A third method that was utilized for the data collection and the data analysis was document analysis. A 

document is here defined as consisting of written language (and/or other graphics) which has been preserved 

since a given point in time (Lynggard, 2010, p. 138). The latter refers to that if a document changes over time 

then the different versions are considered different documents (ibid.). In practice, this means, that different 

versions of a business case53 are considered different documents even though they may have the same title and 

may describe the same object: the fact that they are different make them different documents. Analysis of 

documents is often combined with both interviews and statistical analysis (Lynggard, 2010, p. 137) and this is 

also the case for this research: document analysis was performed both in the quantitative and qualitative phases 

of the research but with different approaches. This is illustrated in Figure 14 below. In the qualitative phase, 

the overall research approach was inductive and the focus was on understanding the key concepts of IT project 

and success as they occurred in academia as well as in practice, i.e. the LEGO Group. Interviews were used to 

shed light on the latter were different relevant documents from the organization used in different work 

processes. 

Figure 14. Detailed research process - Document analysis (I) 

 

The process of selecting relevant documents was based on a proactive as well as reactive snowballing method. 

Proactively, possibly relevant documents were sought out. The documentation of the internal rules and 

guidelines regarding project management and The LEGO Project Model54, overviews of ongoing and old 

projects and the organization’s evaluation of these projects were inspected and during the search for 

documents, I came across additional relevant information. Reactively, when documentation was recommended 

by someone in the organization or referred to in the collected material these documents were sought out. When 

interviewees referred to certain types of templates or guidelines, these were found on the organization’s 

                                                      
53 A business case is in the LEGO Project Model terminology: “a decision document” representing a summary of the work done, 

reflecting the story line of the project and the financial calculation (USER GUIDE for Business Case development document). The 

PRINCE2 definition is a “mechanism to judge whether the project is (and remains) desirable, viable and achievable as a means to 

support decision making in its continued investment” (Office of Government Commerce, 2009b).  

 

 
54 See also section 9.1.1 – What is a project? 
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intranet or in department folders. In the dissertation, references are made to some of these documents and a 

full overview is available on page 290 in the List of documents appendix. 

In the quantitative phase, documents were used for providing data in a deductive process of measuring the 

concept of success using The 4x5 Framework. This framework identifies changes on certain success criteria 

over time. For this kind of purpose documents are a good data source, since documents reflect the rationale 

behind the document as it was at the time the document was created or modified and is not subject to post-

rationalization (Lynggard, 2010, p. 140) other than the interpretation of the reader. In other words (and related 

to the discussion about knowledge creation in section 5.5 – Knowledge creation), in an interview the 

interviewee will reflect on his/her knowledge and as a consequence change it – the document does not change. 

This is not to say that documents are a better source of data per se, but when the objective is to visualize for 

instance a project changing over time then the document as a source has the advantage of reflecting what it 

reflected at the time it was constructed.  

However, it must also be noted, that even though documents may be fixed in time, they are not neutral 

containers of information. Documents have functions – they affect social interaction (Prior, 2008, p. 822), and 

it is not possible to gain full understanding of or insight into what the author of the document meant or intended 

while writing it (ibid. p. 25). Prior (ibid.) suggests that besides from looking at the content of the document 

there are other interesting considerations that provide useful information about a document: how did the 

content come into being, and how is the document used purposefully as a resource by humans? In section  

12.2.2.2 – Positive, I will discuss the perceived difference between project documents filled in by internal 

project managers and the external project manager, respectively. Un-completed deliverables that should have 

been scored negatively were explained by internal project managers with statements such as “it did not make 

sense to do this” and in this way justified a positive score. The external project manager did not include such 

argumentation and merely scored according to whether the deliverable was completed or not. This may be 

again an indicator that the internal project managers use the document purposefully to get a good project score. 

This example is an indicator that it can be beneficial to interpret the document not merely as a container but to 

understand it in its context. The document analysis was mainly focused on content but was not blind to 

considerations about the purpose of the document.  

8.1.4. Operationalization 

The literature review and the explorative and validating interviews were used in the data analysis phase of the 

qualitative research strand, i.e. in the process of operationalizing the concepts. The process of 

operationalization included the translation of the empirical indicators – the Extended Diamond Approach and 

The 4x5 Framework – into measurable variables. The process’ starting point was considerations about the 

empirical indicators based on the literature review, document analysis, and explorative interviews, that were 

then translated into variables in the first operationalization, illustrated in Figure 15. The validating interviews 

provided feedback to the theoretical definitions and the conceptualization when for instance it became apparent 

that the definition of the empirical indicators was not detailed enough, when data was not available, or when 

constructs were not meaningful in a practical setting. Based on this, the revised operationalization was 

designed. 
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Figure 15. Detailed research process – Operationalization 

 

 

The revised operationalization of the two theoretical frameworks, the EDA and the 4x5, resulted in two 

separate instruments, i.e. tools for collecting the quantitative data in the second research strand. The two 

instruments are available in the Instruments appendix, with instrument 1 reflecting questionnaire used for 

collecting data for the EDA (characterizing the project) and instrument 2 reflecting the systematisation of the 

data collected from project documents used for the 4x5 (characterising success). This iterative process is 

illustrated in Figure 16. 

Figure 16. Operationalization overview 

 

In the following sections, I will outline the process of operationalization in greater detail (section 8.1.4.1 – 

Analysis process). Then, some methodological considerations around the two data collection instruments will 

be outlined. Firstly, in section 8.1.4.2 - Designing the good questionnaire, special attention is paid to 

instrument 1 for characterising success by discussing the importance of and principles for carefully designing 

this questionnaire in order to maximize reliability and validity. Secondly, in section 8.1.4.3 - When the 

questionnaire becomes inappropriate, I will discuss why using documents as the data source for measuring 

success is the appropriate choice for instrument 2.  

 Analysis process 

The process of designing the first operationalization was, as was stated above, based on the literature review, 

the document analysis, and the exploratory (including the pilot) interviews. No formal coding was initially 

made based on the pilot interviews, instead they lead to further literature search and referred me to relevant 
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LEGO documentation (see also section 8.1.3 – Document analysis), and ideas and themes around the key 

concepts slowly emerged. A new round of six interviews was set up (C to H), with the same formula as the 

pilot interviews – interviews structured around an interview guide that was very similar to that of the pilot 

interviews. All eight interviews were recorded and then transcribed, i.e. the sound files were transformed into 

text (Duranti, 2007). The process of transcription is selective in its nature (Duranti, 1997), and it inevitably 

involves the researcher making choices about what to include and what to leave out (Kvale, 1996) since it is 

impossible to include all information of the recording in the text (Davidson, 2009). Transcription practices 

range from naturalistic, including as many details as possible, to denaturalistic where it is the meaning of the 

conversation, i.e. excluding pauses, intonation etc., which is transcribed (Oliver, et al., 2005). The interviews 

were in this case transcribed with a denaturalistic approach, without pauses and intonation but with the 

intention of writing out the conversation word for word also when the interviewee would begin but not finish 

a sentence. This resulted in a fairly readable text of spoken language, with sections such as “And if it’s like I 

feel I have done everything I possibly could to ensure a good process and we then didn’t – and no one intends 

to stick to this process which they have approved, even, then I was a little – now that’s – that’s just not OK”55. 

The transcripts were then printed and a thematic analysis begun (cf. Braun & Clarke, 2006). The transcripts 

were coded with the purpose of finding statements related to three overall themes. These themes were identified 

deductively, i.e. based on prior theoretical understanding, and inductively, i.e. because several statements in 

different interviews seemed to be about the same phenomena (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). The first two themes 

were based on prior theoretical understanding and followed directly from the research questions whereas the 

latter was a theme that emerged during interviews where it became evident that most interviewees tried to link 

current challenges of projects in The LEGO Group to the PhD study and the overall objective of the study. 

Besides these three main themes it was noted when and what specific projects were referred to, and finally 

other topics that seemed interesting but unrelated to the three main themes were marked.  

Expressions or statements in the interviews were connected to themes with a colour code. The major overall 

themes that I looked for were statements about success (yellow), IT projects (green), and challenges in the 

current setup around the project process in the organization (red). The judgement of whether a statement was 

linked to a theme was based on whether the interviewee explicitly mentioned the themes or whether I, the 

researcher, found that the interviewee implicitly related to them. An example of an explicit mentioning is this 

statement coming from an informant while describing a specific project: “The project actually becomes a 

success if we minimize our major incidents”56. An implicit statement example is when an informant tried to 

explain the usual project process in the organization: “It’s overproduction. Now we make an application. It 

starts out as one thing but it can also do this and that. Then you forget what it was meant to do because all of 

a sudden it is able to do what it is supposed to do in five years.”57 I looked for both specific definitions of the 

concepts, such as the definition of success for a given project (cf. the first of the two statements above), as well 

as general abstract considerations about the concepts (cf. the latter). 

It was not a process of the researcher “giving voice” to the interviewees (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 80) but a 

process where the researcher tried to gain a better understanding of the themes. The primary purpose was not 

to phenomenologically understand how the interviewees experiences the concepts of success and IT projects 

(ibid.) albeit this is an important point, but rather to enrich the researcher’s idea generation process and help 

building the framework for evaluating IT projects. The purpose was not to map out the interviewees 

                                                      
55 (Interview A, p. 2, l. 6-7) 
56 (Interview C, p 9, l. 27) 
57 (Interview B, p. 10, l. 23-24) 
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understanding of the key concepts but to outline different perspectives to help the researcher create her own 

understanding of the concepts. In Figure 17 an example is shown of a page of a transcript with colour codes.  

Figure 17. Example of coding – colour marking of instances 

 

After having coded all interview transcripts, a second round of coding was conducted where all the coded 

statements made by interviewees, were grouped in large maps indicating their relationship to the three main 

themes. The maps of success and IT projects are shown in Figure 18 below. The (1) indicates the main theme 

placed in the middle of the map. During the first round of colour coding, a number of sub-themes emerged 

under the three main themes. Related to the theme of success for instance, many statements regarded specific 

definitions of success for specific projects and were grouped around the sub-theme definitions (see below). 

Another theme was the more or less abstract discussion of what constitutes the concept of value, while a third 

recurring theme was how success in projects is related to the bonus program in the organization (grouped under 

KPI) and so forth. During the second round of coding where the statements were placed on the map, these sub-

themes were marked in bold and placed around the main theme – see (2). Some sub-themes did arise already 

during the literature review (deductively) but many emerged during the interviews and the coding process and 

were added organically to the map (inductively). By using different coloured markers for indicating different 

interviews (3), the maps also visualized which respondents talked about what. Sub-themes were in many cases 

again divided into sub-sub-themes (i.e. even more detailed categorization of the theme) and the grouping of 

the instances became more fine-grained – see (4).  
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Figure 18. Maps of success and IT projects 

 

Notes: (1) indicates main theme, (2) indicates a sub-theme, (3) indicates different colours used to mark different interviewees, (4) 
indicates sub-sub-theme – a more fine-grained structuring of the topics.  

Based on the maps, a process was then instigated to conceptually define the concept of success and IT projects. 

It is this process which is discussed in section 7.3 – Thoughts on what is missing from the . Based on all the 

input, the two key concepts were conceptualized in a long abductive/inductive process and finally, the 

concepts, constructs, and a framework describing the empirical indicators had emerged and the frameworks 

were ready to be operationalized into variables. The process resulted in an operationalization where the two 

key concepts were measured with one data collection instrument, a questionnaire. This is illustrated in Figure 

19 below as the first draft of the operationalization. A third round of seven interviews was set up to validate 

this instrument. Practitioners from different sample categories were consulted on the validity and reliability of 

the instrument in general and on different subjects that were particularly difficult to operationalize due to their 

technical nature (I to O). The interviewees were asked to take as their point of departure a project of their own 

choosing with which they were familiar and apply the operationalized framework – the instrument – to this 

project. In other words, they were asked to answer the questionnaire. As the seven validating interviews were 

conducted, the interviewees’ comments and suggestions for improvement lead to incremental changes in the 

instrument.  

The first draft was discussed with a project manager (interview I), and based on the learnings from this 

interview a second draft of the instrument was created. The instrument was then entered into a survey tool58 , 

a process which in itself created new learnings due to the visual experience – questions were shortened, 

additional information added etc. because it became obvious that the questionnaire did not work as intended 

                                                      
58 SurveyXact, an online tool provided by Rambøll Management Consulting, see http://www.surveyxact.dk/.  

http://www.surveyxact.dk/
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when put into practice. This third draft was discussed with a project specialist (interview J), leading to a fourth 

draft. This fourth draft was discussed in two interviews with two technical specialists (interview K and L) with 

special attention to variables measuring deep technical aspects of computing.  

Figure 19. The process from first to revised operationalization 

 

 

The fifth draft was discussed with three project managers (interview M to O), and as a result in the sixth draft 

– the revised operationalization in Figure 15 which was used in the quantitative strand – the instrument was 

separated into two instruments. The two instruments rely on two different data sources. The operationalized 

4x5 Framework – instrument 2 – is based on data that was already available from the organization in the form 

of documentation of the history of the projects. The source was documents and the method used to collect data 

from these documents was a structured collection of information from these documents. This approach was 

utilized since the processes in the LEGO Project Model ensures that a substantial amount of relevant 

documentation is available for all projects, and since the risk of post-rationalization would be significant if the 

data was collected through interviews (see also section 8.1.4.3 – When the questionnaire becomes 

inappropriate). The operationalized EDA – instrument 1 – relies on collection of new data collected through 

a questionnaire. This was done since not much structured data was available from the organization in the form 

of documents and since the risk of post-rationalization was not significant.  

 Designing the good questionnaire 

The frequent use of questionnaires or surveys is by some scholars suspected to be a mistaken belief that 

questionnaires can be easily written by anyone knowledgeable in the topical area (Synodinos, 2003, p. 224). 

What to some extent complicates the use of questionnaires in social science research such as IS research is, 

that there is a relative absence of formal measuring instruments (Heath & Martin, 1997), which may be a result 

of ill-defined concepts (Roskam, 1989, p. 239). In other words, researchers have to come up with their own 

measures – and they must do so on the basis of vaguely defined concepts – a difficult task indeed. Schwarz 

gives a slashing characterization of the average research project based on survey methodology: “Asking a 

researcher what exactly should be measured by a question and for which purpose frequently elicits vague 

answers - if not different answers from different researchers involved in the same project." (Schwarz, 1997, p. 

30) The consequence of such neglect or poor methodological quality is that questionnaires are thrown together 
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with what seems to have been great haste and with severe breaches in reliability, validity as well as 

generalizability (Synodinos, 2003, p. 224). 

A questionnaire is a “structured schedule used to elicit information by means of direct questions from 

informants” (McColl, et al., 2001, p. 4). And, following this, for a questionnaire to be of use in research, the 

questions must be assumed to reflect the concepts that are of interest – it must have high integrity. The notion 

of integrity in survey research consists of two elements, validity and reliability, even though the two are often 

in practice treated as one since it can be difficult to distinguish whether a measurement error is due to validity 

or reliability problems, e.g. due to diffuse formulation of questions (in Olsen, citing Hansen & Andersen, 2000, 

2004, s. 66). Reliability reflects whether measure measures anything at all, while validity is the extent to which 

it measures the intended facet (Ritter, 2010, p. 4). Validity regards whether the measure actually reflects the 

concept in a broad sense. 

A concept must be operationalized so that the measure clearly reflects the concept (Bryman, 2004). This type 

of validity is face validity and revolves around the appropriateness, sensibility, or relevance of the survey and 

its items as they appear to the person answering the test (Weiner & Craighead, 2010, p. 637).  The meaning 

intended by the researcher has to correspond with the respondents understanding of the survey (Synodinos, 

2003, p. 227). In order to secure face validity, Fowler suggests a key principle of wording questions so that all 

respondents are answering the same question (1995, p. 86). If this is not the case, e.g. if respondents understand 

the question differently, their answer may differ because of different interpretations only (Fowler, 1993, p. 74) 

– even though an actual difference does not exist. Two basic rules should be adhered to when designing a 

questionnaire: 1) words and time periods should be unambiguous and definitions provided if necessary; and 2) 

if a concept is complex multiple questions should be asked (Fowler, 1995, p. 86). Specifically with regards to 

the PhD study this means that for instance the measure of a project’s start and end date should be defined 

unambiguously which is surprisingly difficult, and the question of a projects complexity, for instance, must be 

broken down into multiple elements and questions since the question of complexity is simply too complex to 

assess with one variable.  

If these principles are not followed, the respondent is less likely to tap the same facet of the question and the 

respondent will have to try to work out the meaning of the utterance resulting in poor reliability and validity. 

There are several different techniques for modifying this negative effect, such as the researcher testing the 

questions based on a semantic interpretation of the literal meaning of the utterance; or pragmatically deriving 

meaning from the response answers or the general context (Sudman, et al., 1999, p. 58). A pragmatic approach 

is to follow the tacit assumptions of conversation, such as the obvious meaning being the correct one, and this 

way it is not necessary for the respondent to scrutinize for clues and information to clarify (Schwarz, 1999). 

The danger of high-level face validity is, however, that respondents become too aware of the purpose of the 

questions and are tempted to answer in a way that gives them a better self-image (Gravetter & Forzano, 2012, 

p. 78). In order to minimize this effect it is advisable to try to distinguish the purpose of the research from the 

purpose of every single question. Therefore a great deal of time was spent on understating the respondents 

understanding of the questions in the validating interviews and on reformulating the questions and answering 

options. 

Instrument 1 (see the Instruments appendix) was designed according to five specific principles. Firstly, the 

questions should have the same meaning to all respondents. To support that questions were understood 

identically by all respondents, attention was paid to a clear and precise wording of the questions and answers, 

using familiar words and frames of reference, and a simple structure (Synodinos, 2003, p. 227). Efforts were 

put into using as unambiguous words as possible and into providing definitions when necessary (Fowler, 1995, 
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p. 86). Clarifications and examples were added to the questions and answer categories, both general and related 

to the LEGO setting specifically (the latter was indicated with a small LEGO logo). Illustrations were also 

provided in some cases, such as for instance for question 3.2 regarding the impact of the project on the overall 

IT environment at LEGO, labelled the Enterprise Platform in LEGO terms. Here an illustration – provided by 

the organization – was added to clarify the meaning of this word. Also, question 4.3. regarding the organization 

of the project team was illustrated with examples of organizational charts, again borrowed from the 

organization’s guide for filling out business cases59. This approach was taken to both clarify the concepts as 

well as creating a familiar setting for the respondents. Also, the researcher was present when eight out of nine 

questionnaires were filled in and was able to help to clarify the meaning of words etc.   

Secondly, questions were designed in a way that they only regarded one issue at a time (Synodinos, 2003, p. 

227) (Fowler, 1995, p. 86), in order not to put the respondent in a situation where he or she would agree with 

one part of the question and disagree with another part and as a result not be able to answer the question. 

Thirdly, only closed ended questions were used, and for all of these special attention was paid to providing 

exhaustive – and mutually exclusive – response alternatives (Synodinos, 2003, p. 228). Fourthly, questions 

were designed to tap into first-hand knowledge or experience and avoid hypothetical questions and causality 

questions which would force the respondent to guess (Fowler, 1995, p. 87). Finally, a don’t know response 

alternative was only provided in a few cases on technical matters. If a don’t know option is available, 

respondents may be inclined to choose this option out of convenience rather than having to contemplate a 

difficult answer, which is a loss of data that could otherwise have been collected. The intended respondents 

for the quantitative data collection phase were project managers (see also section 8.2.2.2 – Completing 

questionnaires) and could therefore not be assumed to be familiar with the very technical side of the projects, 

therefore for these questions a don’t know category was provided.   

 When the questionnaire becomes inappropriate 

The questionnaire approach was, however, discarded for Instrument 2 measuring success variables. The degree 

of success in a project is a highly loaded and political question in most organizations. In The LEGO Group, 

project team members rely on good results in their projects in order to receive their bonus pay, amongst other 

things. It is therefore evident that the concept should be treated with care and for several reasons the 

questionnaire is not the best way of collecting reliable and valid data of project success. 

Firstly, with the previous statement in mind, relying on respondents statements about success makes the data 

susceptible to manipulation – the respondent may provide incorrect answers (most likely making the project 

seem more successful) more or less deliberately in order to promote his/her own agenda. This may even be 

done for altruistic reasons: to make the entire organization appear more productive and efficient than what is 

actually the case. There is an element of social desirability in the situation (Sudman, et al., 1999, p. 58). 

Fincham suggested that defining a project as a success or failure is a power play, evoking status or stigma in 

an organization (Fincham, 2002, p. 1) 

Secondly, the process of answering a question is actually a complex one. Once the respondent has understood 

the question, he or she will have to summon information from memory in order to be able to either compute 

or recall an answer and many things can affect this process. The preceding questions may affect the process 

of collecting information (Sudman, et al., 1999, p. 82): the cognitive procedure for the previous answer process 

may increase the chance that this procedure is used again; that is, which type of information the respondent 

gets and how it is used. Thirdly, the chance of an opinion being available is already increased with the 

respondent’s personal engagement in the issue since there is a greater chance that the respondent has faced a 

                                                      
59 See document: USER GUIDE for Business Case development. 
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similar question before. This risk of recalled judgments is, on the other hand, that what is recalled might not 

exactly tap the facet (ibid., s. 70). That is, the greater personal experience the greater the risk of not measuring 

the facet of interest, because the respondent’s answer is more likely to be second nature. This can partially be 

due to the fact that respondents do not retrieve all potential information but merely all information perceived 

sufficient to compute an answer (ibid., s. 71), and this convenience principle includes information that has 

been used to answer previous questions. Fourthly, adding to this, the human brain is prone to include 

objectively irrelevant information if it is close at hand. This is called the anchoring effect and denotes when 

people consider a value for an unknown quantity before estimating this value (Kahneman, 2011, p. 119). The 

context effect can boost internal reliability unwarranted; reliability is purely a characteristic of scores (Ritter, 

2010, p. 3) and measures whether scores correlate – and correlation will be boosted when the context effect is 

biasing answers to look alike.  

Thus, to avoid manipulation – and other cognitive interference – resulting in poor validity, the variables in 

Instrument 2 are therefore operationalized in such a way that they avoid attitudes, opinions (how people feel 

about a given project) and beliefs (how successful people think the project actually was), and focus on events 

(what happened) (McColl, et al., 2001, p. 2). Questionnaire may be good for measuring beliefs and opinions 

but it is a challenge to reliably measure events: the included variables used to measure success are highly 

quantitative, referring to cost estimations, specific dates, detailed descriptions of deliverables etc. It is not 

likely that a person has all this information as first-hand experience, i.e. is able to recall this information on 

the top of his head – it is more likely that the respondent will have to guess – to rely on beliefs, and increase 

the risk of measurement error. Therefore Instrument 2 was designed as a template for data, collected from 

official project documents by the researcher instead of as a questionnaire. 

 Research strand two – quantitative phase 
The objective of the second research strand was to do a pilot of the operationalization of the concepts of success 

and IT projects to validate it, i.e. collect data with the two instruments and use this data for evaluating success 

in IT projects by grouping projects in reference classes. The overall objective of this research strand was to 

draw out a sample of IT projects, use the instruments to collect data about these projects, and then analyse the 

data: through Instrument 1 to distribute projects into groups of similar projects (reference classes) and compare 

success (measured through the use of data collected with Instrument 2) across projects. This phase was, as 

opposed to the previous phase, of a much more deductive character and it focussed on testing the theory 

developed in the previous phase through statistical analysis. The process was also much more linear in nature 

than the qualitative strand. This second research strand is thus characterized by a classic QUAN paradigm, cf. 

the discussion of QUAL-QUAN in section 7.2.1 – The incommensurability thesis and beyond.  

The statistical results are presented and analysed in Chapter 12. The statistical data is interpreted by the 

researcher and the conclusions and suggestions presented in the chapter is based on the researchers experience  

(cf. Chapter 4 on pragmatism). This means that the analysis reflects the knowledge of the researcher and is the 

product of knowledge creation within the researcher (cf. section 5.5 – Knowledge Creation). As the researcher 

has spent four years in the organization, getting to know the processes and the culture on a daily basis, the 

researcher has been fully qualified for interpreting the data in the sample and reflecting on organizational 

learning points. However, this approach has two deficiencies to an alternative approach of fully including 

practitioners from the organization in the analysis, e.g. through workshops where the data could be analysed. 

If this alternative approach had been pursued the analysis would not have been more true, since the 

interpretation would still be subjective judgement (jf. Chapter 4), but it would have reflected more perspectives 

and thus would have been closer to the status of a warranted assertion. Secondly, if the alternative approach 
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of formally including practitioners in the analysis phase had been pursued it would have allowed for evaluation 

of the practical usability of the frameworks since it would be possible to assess the pros and cons of the 

framework as perceived by practitioners. The current setup where the researcher has implemented and 

interpreted merely allows for the researcher to evaluate the usability from an academic perspective. Thirdly, if 

practitioners had been included in the analysis phase, the research would be more likely to have cultural 

impact, cf. section 5.4.  

Despite these valid arguments for pursuing a practitioner oriented approach for interpretation this approach 

was not pursued due to resource constraints in the organization. Interpretation of the output of the framework 

is a time consuming task and the relevant resources to undertake it could not be found in the case organization. 

Instead, to approach more perspectives on the analysis, an informal dialogue between researcher and 

practitioners ran through the analysis period which was used to inform the analysis. This process was, however, 

not documented due to its ad hoc and informal nature. The analysis must therefore be considered a pilot where 

the frameworks have been applied to a small and non-representative sample and data has been interpreted by 

the researcher; the pilot is a visualisation or illustration of how the frameworks could be utilized in the 

organization, that is, how data could be collected, statistics computed, and interpretations generated.  

The second research strand was initiated by a sample selection process, where the projects that were included 

in the sample used for testing the two frameworks, the EDA and the 4x5, were selected. This process is 

described in the next section below, section 8.2.1 – Sampling of cases - projects. Then data was collected for 

all projects in the sample with the two instruments, see section 8.2.2 – Data collection, and finally, the data 

was analysed with different statistical methods and the results interpreted. The statistical methods utilized are 

described, in section 8.2.3 – Statistical analyses.  

8.2.1. Sampling of cases - projects 

For the quantitative pilot of the frameworks, a sample of projects was selected. The sample of projects were 

drawn from the population, i.e. the universe of units (Bryman, 2004, p. 87), of IT projects at the LEGO Group. 

In other words, the sample represents a segment of the population which has been selected for investigation 

(ibid.). To define the population of projects is therefore to define the concept of an IT project. This question is 

intensively discussed in 9.1 – Basic definitions, but for the practical purpose of defining the operational 

population we utilize the organization’s official definition. LEGO distinguishes between small projects 

implemented on a daily, operational basis on the one hand, and medium to large strategic and tactical projects 

implementing structural change on a larger scale. The former are handled on a daily basis in a process called 

the change process in the vocabulary of ITIL60 which is not subject to the same project management model as 

larger projects, undergo much less extensive portfolio management processes than larger projects, and are not 

handled by the Portfolio Management Office in CIT. A project is deemed a project in CIT when it is medium 

to large in man hours (above 200 or 600 hours, respectively) or out of pocket cost (above 0.2 or 1 million 

DKK, respectively), involves more than one department as primary stakeholder, and implies structural changes 

(i.e. implementation of new applications or significant change to the existing setup)61. A project in the latter 

definition should be implemented according to the annual portfolio prioritization process conducted by the 

LEGO Project Model and undergo the LEGO Priority Group (see also section 2.3.1 – Corporate IT).  

                                                      
60 ITIL – the Information Technology Infrastructure Library – is an IT service management standard, defining best practice processes 

for IT operations developed by a body under the UK Government, see https://www.axelos.com/best-practice-solutions/itil  
61 See document: Business rules – IT definition of a project. 

https://www.axelos.com/best-practice-solutions/itil
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Thus, only medium to large projects are included in the project portfolio, and the portfolio is, for practical 

reasons considered the population for the purpose of the PhD study: only this portfolio is consolidated and 

relatively easy to access – smaller projects are conducted in the change process but also outside this process62 

and are not easy to get an overview of. Subsequently, the population is for practical reasons defined by how it 

is possible to list a sampling frame, i.e. a complete list of the population (Bryman, 2004, p. 87). It could be 

argued that this way of defining the population is problematic, and that would indeed be correct if the intention 

was to draw a representative sample, because this sampling frame leaves out smaller projects that are – never 

the less – projects (of course depending on the definition of the concept of a project). However, the intention 

of the PhD study is not to induce representativeness in the sample, as will be outlined in the next sections about 

sampling strategy (8.2.1.1 – Purposeful sampling) and the number of cases sampled (8.2.1.2 – A small sample).   

 Purposeful sampling 

The sample of projects for the pilot was drawn as a nonprobability sample, i.e. it is not possible to identify the 

probability of the sample and inference63 is of unknown reliability. This is due to some units being more likely 

to be selected than others as opposed to probability sampling where all units have equal probability of being 

selected (Bryman, 2004, p. 87). The obvious risk of this approach is that it may be a poor representation of the 

population (Agresti & Finlay, 1997, p. 22). The sample was done purposefully, that is, projects were chosen 

based on the projects possessing relevant characteristics (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, p. 173) – the sample 

was drawn in an attempt to maximize the variety with regards to size (here operationalized as total cost), 

purpose (implementation of new applications, infrastructure, or processes, or changes made to existing 

systems, infrastructure, or processes), responsible CIT vertical (MA, OP, BE or TECH), and main stakeholder 

group (Marketing verticals, Operations vertical, Business enabling vertical, or the entire organization). This 

was a form of stratified sampling (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, s. 172-173), albeit the sample was not 

representative for any of the characteristics. Diversity was sought over representativeness in order to be able 

to put the versatility of the framework to a test in the pilot, that is, in order to try the framework on as many 

different types of IT projects as possible.  

The process of selecting the sample was a dialogue between the researcher and an executive in one of the CIT 

verticals who had extensive knowledge about the projects in the sampling frame. The researcher proposed 

projects based on general knowledge about the organization and discussions with interviewees from the 

explorative as well as validating interviews. The CIT executive suggested projects that had had an interesting 

life in the organization, i.a. where the outcome of the official evaluation had been greatly debated, or where a 

project had been a great success or a significant challenge.  

Finally, the sampling frame was restricted to projects that were closed and had been (or were expected to be) 

evaluated in mid-2014 to mid-2015 (specifically June 2014 to August 2015). The restriction in time was 

implemented in order for the projects to have been evaluated and thus for data to be available, while still being 

relatively present in the minds of the respondents. The sampling frame included 49 projects64. 11 projects were 

initially selected for the sample and they are listed in Table 3 below. For two of the projects, (j) and (k), it was 

not possible to collect data about project evaluation, since one project was not evaluated formally and the other 

                                                      
62 (Interview D, p. 11, l. 12) 
63 Inference is estimating the likely effect in the population based on the effect in the sample (Summerfield, 2010, p. 144). Inference 

requires random selection of cases.   
64 It is uncertain whether there might have been more projects that were estimated to have ended in this period of time but were 

discarded during the project process and removed from the portfolio overview. The organization does not tend to evaluate projects that 

have been discarded, and all of the projects in the portfolio are, thus, completed projects. This contributes around uncertainty about 

whether the sampling frame can be said to include all projects or merely projects that have been completed, and is yet another reason 

not to pursue representativeness. 
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was postponed beyond the deadline of the PhD study. The sample of projects included in the pilot of the 

framework consisted of nine projects, (a) to (i). 

Table 3. Overview of the sample of IT projects drawn from the population 

Project 

 
Project 

manager 
IT 

vertical  End date 
Total cost 
(mDKK) 

 
 

Included Description 

a External TECH Spring 15 3.2 Yes  Implementation of new system, to be used by the entire 
organization. 

b External TECH Spring 15 1.4 Yes Infrastructure project, improving performance of already 
implemented IT system used by the entire organization. 

c Internal TECH Winter 15 1.4 Yes Change management project affecting the entire 
organization. 

d Internal MA Winter 15 12.5 Yes Setup of IT infrastructure in new office location. 

e Internal OP Summer 14 41.4 Yes Development of IT system, supporting a core process in the 
operations area.  

f Internal OP Winter 15 26.7 Yes Implementation of IT system, supporting a process in 
operations area. 

g Internal MA Summer 15 1.11) Yes Implementation of new IT system, supporting a process in 
the marketing area. 

h Internal MA Autumn 14 32.1 Yes Implementation of new IT system, supporting a process in 
the marketing area. 

i Internal BE Autumn14 9.0 Yes Infrastructure project, upgrading existing IT system.  

J Internal  BE Summer 142) 5.52) No Implementation of existing IT system globally, supporting a 
process in support function area. 

k Internal MA - 3) 13.32) No Upgrading existing core IT system, supporting processes in 
the marketing area. 

Notes: 1) Not all data was available about cost after project closure. 2) No data was available about project closure, estimate from business case. 3) 
Project not closed p. YE 2015. 

 

 A small sample 

The sample includes nine projects which is – for most statistical analysis methods – a very small number of 

cases. The number of cases was restricted to this low number due to the data collection method of Instrument 

1 which was a supervised survey method (see more about this method in section 8.2.2.2 – Completing 

questionnaires). Due to the extensive process of collecting data via this method, the number of projects 

included was kept low. In-depth investigation of a few projects was sought over superficial information of a 

larger sample in order to truly understand the story behind the numbers and to qualify the findings and 

weaknesses of the framework. 

On top of the sample not being drawn randomly, the small n also affects the sample’s representativeness. There 

is a lower limit to how few cases a sample must include if the researcher is to be able to conduct statistical 

analysis without the method and the results becoming uncertain to a degree where they are, really, insipid. 

There are methods for calculating the minimum size of a sample which are based on the α level (the risk of 

rejecting the null hypotheses, i.e. finding things that are not there), the β level (the probability of failing to 

reject the null hypothesis when it is false) and the real effect size in the population (Cohen & Cohen, 1983, p. 

59). In short, the stronger the real effect size (which we do not know), and the higher we allow for the α and  

β levels to be, the fewer cases we need. In social sciences the α level is normally set to 0.05 which means that 

there is 95 % chance that the result of the test resembles the population effect. Table 4 below illustrates the 

required number of cases to make reliable inference. If we can assume strong effects in the population, and we 

can accept a high probability of not rejecting the null hypothesis, we can make due with around 20 cases (see 

the 0.5 column to the right). However, we have no indications of the effect size and therefore if we were to 
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make reliable results from analysis, we would have to gather data from at least 50 if not 500 cases (see the 

middle and left column). Subsequently, we would, hve to analyse the entire sampling frame, the population of 

projects closed in the year from summer 2014 to summer 2015. With the data collection method available, this 

is simply not a possible scope for the PhD research. However, should the LEGO Group continue to work with 

the framework, the question of sampling and sample size should be revised and it would be possible to adhere 

to both the requirement for sample size as well as sampling strategy – the population or a representative sample 

could be utilized in a different setup.   

Table 4. Calculating the sample size, n. 

β 

 
Effect size for α = 0,05 

0.10 (low) 0.30 0.50 (high) 

0.40 489 53 18 

0.30 616 66 23 

0.20 783 84 28 

0.10 1046 112 37 

Source: Cohen & Cohen (1983) 

King, Keohane & Verba suggested another approach to solving the small-n problem: to split the cases into 

sub-cases and treat these instances as separate observations (1994, p. 217). For instance, one project could be 

split up into several projects based on how it looked at different points in time, i.e. project (a) could be split up 

into project (a)idea, project (a)business case, and project (a)final and this would, arguably, make sense since project 

characteristics are likely to change over time and since the definition of success could be designed in a way 

that would assign a unique value to the sub-case. Thus, statistically, this could be done. However, theoretically 

it would not make sense to treat the same project at different stages as different projects, since they are not. 

And collecting data for characterising projects over time would be very difficult since this process relies on 

the respondents’ memory of the project, which is unreliable to a certain degree in any case, but unreliable to a 

much higher degree if respondents additionally are asked to remember how the project was characterized at 

different points in time. It can also be discussed if this problem is not merely a data collection problem but 

also a data analysis problem: the endogenous correlations between the sub-cases may constitute a significant 

statistical problem. For these practical reasons, but mostly due to the fact that the discussion is based on a 

statistical option and not on theoretical considerations about the sample, we will not pursue a strategy for 

increasing the sample size.  

8.2.2. Data collection  

The data collection process for the quantitative research strand was initiated by a collection of documents from 

the organization’s intranet describing the sample’s projects at different stages. These documents would provide 

data for Instrument 2 measuring success. Then interviews were setup with respondents, the project managers 

of the nine projects. Before the interviews, the respondents were asked to provide any missing documents and 

for two of the 11 projects, one document was not available – the document describing the formal evaluation. 

For project (j), the document did not exist since the project had been postponed and was not yet closed, and 

for project (k) the project had been closed but the documentation did not exist. These two projects were 

therefore excluded from the sample. Prior to the interviews the data from the documentation was entered into 

Instrument 265 and any questions regarding the data were noted and the researcher would bring this up during 

the interview for respondents to clarify. Interviews were then conducted with the respondents where they were 

                                                      
65 See appendix Instrument 2. 
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presented with any questions about the documentation and walked through Instrument 166, the questionnaire 

for characterising the project. 

Figure 20. Detailed research process – Quantitative data collection  

 

In the next two sections, the operational process of collecting data via documents for Instrument 2 (section 

8.2.2.1 – Document analysis) and via interviews for Instrument 1 (section 8.2.2.2 – Completing questionnaires) 

are described. 

 Document analysis 

For all nine projects included in the sample three documents were collected. These documents were all based 

on various versions of mandatory LEGO Project Model templates and designed by the organization, and the 

documents that were chosen through the process of operationalizing The 4x5 Framework, included all the 

information necessary to evaluate success based on the framework67. Firstly, a project brief describing the 

initial idea for the project with regards to background information, purpose, deliverables, schedule, resource 

demand, and success criteria68. Secondly, a business case, describing the same content in more detail as well 

as often elaborating on the project organization69. And finally, a project closure report which included the final 

evaluation of these parameters70. The three documents thus more or less include the same content but express 

them at different point in the projects life cycle, one is a high-level description of the project before approval 

(portfolio prioritization process), one a detailed description after approval before the project is initiated, and 

the final is the evaluation of the project after closure, see Figure 21.  

                                                      
66 See appendix Instruments – Instrument 1. 
67 See also Chapter 11. 
68 See also document: Project brief. NB. Not all project briefs contained all information either due to information not required in that 

specific version of the project brief template, or due to information not having been filled out.  
69 See document: Business case. 
70 See document: Project Closure Report. 
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Figure 21. The three documents in the project life cycle illustrated in the LEGO Project Model  

 

 Completing questionnaires  

Instrument 1 was, as stated, applied as a supervised questionnaire, i.e. the respondent was presented with the 

questionnaire on a screen and the researcher would take the respondent through the questions. The respondent 

was encouraged to ask questions if he/she was confused about the formulation, if words appeared ambiguous 

etc. The researcher would then clarify. The respondent was also asked to reflect on his/her answers during the 

process of answering and provide the underlying argument behind the answer. Answering the questionnaire 

became a sort of enabler of a narrative about the project. This process informed the later process of interpreting 

the results of the overall pilot of the frameworks presented in Chapter 12. It also helped identify the questions 

(variables) that were not useful as measures of the empirical indicators. For instance, the concept of work 

breakdown structure illustrating the number of project tasks identified (question 1.4) was intended to partly 

illustrate the dimension of organizational complexity. However, it became clear from the first interview (P) 

that this question was not meaningful since this concept is not used in a standardized way in the organization. 

Another example is how the formal priority level of the project as defined by the organization (question 2.3) 

was not a good measure of the priority of the project since it is not as much a measure of the project itself as 

its connection to certain strategic plans of the organization.     

The process of selecting the respondent was also done with a purposeful strategy. It was not as much the 

respondent as the role of the respondent in the project that was sampled. It was decided that the most important 

criteria for selecting respondents was that these people should possess a broad knowledge about most aspects 

of the project and its history. The project manager was considered the obvious and most appropriate choice 

since the project manager is involved in almost all elements of a project and is often the author of the 

documentation of the project. There was therefore a good chance, that the project manager would be able to 

answer questions about the project brief, business case, and project closure report as well. The limitation of  

interviewing the project manager is, that there might be technical aspects about the project that the project 

manager is not able to answer. The alternative, i.e. to select for instance the enterprise architect, however, was 

to interview respondents who would lack knowledge about the processual side of the project, and this was 

deemed the poorer choice. Also, an advantage of choosing the project manager was, that it was easy to identify 

the right person, whereas many other roles are not necessarily listed in the project documentation. Therefore 

the project manager was chosen as respondent for all nine projects in the sample.    
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In total, six clarifying interviews were collected in this process (interview P to U). One interview was 

conducted as part of the data validation process as a validating interview and verified after not as a formal 

interview [project (a)], one project manager had managed two of the projects in the sample [projects (b) and 

(c)] and the two were addressed in the same interview, and another project manager was not able to attend an 

interview even though efforts were made to make time schedules fit [project (i)]. The data for project (i) is 

thus collected without supervision by the researcher. 

8.2.3. Statistical analyses  

After having collected the data for the quantitative phase of the research study, the data was analysed with 

various statistical methods, and the results of these tests were then interpreted. The results of the pilot are 

presented and interpreted in Chapter 12. Most of the statistical methods utilized are simple descriptive methods 

such as frequencies and averages, however, a few other methods are also utilized – all have been conducted 

with the statistical tool SPSS71. This includes Principal Component Analysis (section 8.2.3.1) for identification 

of project arch types on the basis of the EDA framework72, One-way Repeated Measures ANOVA (section 

8.2.3.2) for comparison of the degree of success in the arch type groups of projects, and multiple regression 

(section 8.2.3.3) for predicting the degree of success based on the EDA framework. The three methods are 

described below. 

Figure 22. Detailed research process – Statistical analysis  

 

Before the methods are described in more detail, two disclaimers are necessary. Firstly, results are presented 

with indicators of significance (p-values) but as the sample violates most of the prerequisites for statistical 

inference73 these can merely be considered indicators of the strength of the test and not be related to the 

population of IT projects of the LEGO Group. The violations will for most parts of the analysis result in the 

tests not being of significance and in some cases result in indications of the specific method, such as the PCA, 

not being appropriate. However, this is to be expected due to the sample size, and will be ignored in the 

dissertation. If, however, the frameworks, the data collection instruments, and the methods for calculating the 

results should be utilized in further research or in organizations, to infer to a population of projects, these 

                                                      
71 The data set as well as the syntax and a copy of the output of the analyses have been made available to the PhD assessment committee. 
72 See section 12.1.5 – Arch type projects. This section identifies project reference classes, i.e. groups of similar projects.   
73 The sample is not representative due to the sampling strategy not being random, and the sample is too small. The small sample makes 

it difficult to establish with certainty but it shows signs of homoscedasticity and of violating the assumption of multivariate normality, 

and variables are mostly skewed and show signs of kurtosis.  
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warning signs should be addressed. Thus, I use the term prediction, since the purpose of the PhD dissertation 

is to provide a method that can be used for prediction of success for new projects based on the project’s 

characteristics, but the data itself does not allow for statistical inference and prediction refers to the intent but 

is not done in practice.  

Secondly, it is a basic condition that if the data on which the statistical analyses are based are changed then the 

results will change. This dissertation is based on data from nine projects and draws a picture based on these to 

illustrate how the organization could interpret results derived from using the framework. Should more data, 

for instance about the entire project portfolio, be included in the calculation the picture would change and 

different structures become visible. Therefore the data and the results presented in Chapter 12 should be 

considered as illustrate examples, reflecting reality albeit only a part of reality.  

 Principal Component Analysis 

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a technique that can be used for discovering underlying structures 

across variables74, i.e. for identifying what variables correlate with each other and form subsets (components) 

that are relatively independent of each other (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007, p. 607). It is therefore a useful 

technique for defining arch types of projects, to be used for reference class comparison. PCA analyses variance 

amongst variables, whereas its cousin, Factor Analysis (FA), analyses the commonalty of variables and leaves 

out what is not common (covariance). FA is suitable when the researcher expects the variables to be caused by 

the underlying structure (the factor), whereas PCA merely is used for summarizing data (ibid. p. 635). I do not 

have any preceding ideas about what arch types exist and the PCA approach is therefore the more appropriate 

choice.  

The variables included in the PCA were the eight dimensions of the EDA framework. The eight dimensions 

had prior to the analysis been converted to a standardized 1 to 10 scale. PCA was conducted75 with an 

orthogonal rotation of components, i.e. it was not assumed that factors were correlated with each other. A 

Verimax rotation was used to maximize variance of the loading of variables on each component, that is, their 

either high or low loading on the component was emphasised in order to make interpretation  easier. There is 

no way of testing the appropriateness of the outcome of a PCA (ibid. p. 608), but the test was not able to show 

that it was statistically likely that the variables did actually correlate76, and the data was not conclusive on 

whether the variables actually had the components in common77.  

The PCA identified four components78, explaining a cumulative percentage of the variance of 91 %, with 

component one explaining 40 %. Table 5 below shows the correlation between the variables (the eight 

dimensions of the EDA) and the four components. The loading ranges from 1 to -1 where 0 indicates no 

correlation, “+” indicates positive relation and “-“ negative correlation. When a variable loads less than +/- 0.3 

the correlation is weak and it has been excluded from the calculation.  

                                                      
74 For a specification of the variables, see Chapter 11. The variables utilized are not necessarily equal to the measures collected via the 

two instruments. Variables can be consisted of a single measure albeit most are computations of measures from the instruments, i.e. 

several questions (measures) in the questionnaire have been computed into indexes reflecting a variable.  
75 Again, the sample violates several preconditions for PCA, such as the sample being too small and there being issues with linearity. 
76 Bartlett’s test of sphericity was not significant at 0.12 which prevents us from rejecting the null hypothesis, that the variables do not 

correlate. 
77 Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin’s measure of sampling adequacy was 0.33 which is very low, indicating that the partial correlations were too 

high. This is a general indicator that the test is not appropriate for the sample.   
78 Three components had Eigenvalues above 1. 
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Table 5. Rotated component matrix, PCA 

Dimension 

 
Component 

1 2 3 4 

6 - process technology 0.923    

5 - product technology 0.894    

2 - strategic impact 0.771    

7 - system complexity 0.704 -0.471   

3 - product novelty 0.522 .0468 0.422 0.523 

4 - process novelty  0.933   

8 - organizational complexity 0.304  -0.903  

1 - pace  -0.602  0.752 

Based on the loadings, the variables can be separated into subsets. In the table, the loading factor is indicated 

in bold for the component that the variable is included in: dimensions 2, 5, 6, and 7 are a group, as is 1 and 3, 

while 4 and 8 stands alone. Again, in case more data is added to the calculation, this will most likely change 

the component matrix. 

 One-way ANOVA 

The objective of the research is to compare success across projects – and across reference classes of projects. 

However, as it is described in Chapter 10, where the 4x5 Framework is developed, we need to understand 

success as dependent on the area of the project which is evaluated (the parameter operationalized by the four 

success criteria: the effect success criteria, the objectives, the duration, or the cost) and what process is 

evaluated (the success type, i.e. whether it is the process of initially defining the project, planning the project, 

managing the project, capturing the value of the project, or the overall project process). Success is the 

dependent variable (DV), but it is measured four times for each project (there are, in all, five conditions or 

success types, but for each parameter there are only four), and we want to see the result for all four reference 

classes, that were defined via the PCA and determine whether the arch types differ. For this, an ANOVA is 

appropriate (Agresti & Finlay, 1997, p. 439) 

The data was tested for homogeneity and normality79, and as expected there were signs of violations of these 

preconditions. Thus, the test is unreliable with the current data for any type of inference, although it can be 

used to simply describe the data, as it is done in the section. The results are presented in section 12.3.1.1 – 

Predicting by arch type table. The results for each arch type can afterwards be used for predicting the success 

of other projects (not included in the sample) that would belong to this reference class. In the next section, a 

different approach to prediction of project success is taken. Here, the reference class is not identified as an 

arch type but instead based on the eight dimensions of the EDA framework – the predicted success of a new 

project (not included in the sample) is based on the characteristic on the eight dimensions directly. 

 Multiple regression  

Multiple regression is a technique for assessing the relationship between the DV (the degree of success) and 

several IVs (the eight project dimensions) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007, p. 117). The output of a multiple 

regression is a regression equation in the following form: 

𝑌′ = 𝐴 + 𝐵1𝑋1 + 𝐵2𝑋21 + ⋯ + 𝐵𝑘𝑋𝑘1  

                                                      
79 There were too few cases to conclude anything with regards to normality but Levene’s test for homogeneity was significant and thus 

indicates a violation.  
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where Y’ is the predicted value on the DV, A is the predicted value of Y’ when all X values are zero, X is the 

value on the IV (of which there are k), and B  is the regression coefficient which is the effect the IV has on the 

DV (ibid. p. 118). To make interpretation more intuitive, all eight dimensions have been standardized by 

transforming them into dummy variables80, that is, X is either 0 or 1. This way, the regression coefficients 

imply directly how it affects success that a project is a fast paced project as opposed to, e.g. a time critical or 

blitz project81. Finally, the squared multiple correlation, R2, is the proportion of variation in the DV which is 

predicted by the IVs and the model (ibid. 130). In other words, it indicates the explanation power of the model, 

but when the sample is as small as it is the case here, R2 will be perfect and therefore meaningless.   

15 standard multiple regression analyses have been conducted, since there are four success criteria and for 

each of these four success types (16) – of where one the DV was identical for all projects, the overall effect 

success criteria success type (-1). The prerequisites for conducting regression analyses on the data are violated 

which is not surprising for the same reasons as mentioned in the above sections, but also because the ratio 

between IVs and cases in the sample is too low. The results are presented in section 12.3.1.2 – Predicting by 

dimension regression, and a list of all of the equations is available in appendix Regressions . 

                                                      
80 For each of the eight dimensions, Z-1 dummy variables are created (where Z is the number of categories in the dimension). The 

category for which a dummy variable is not created is the reference category. The predicted success of a project characterized by 

reference categories on all dimensions equals the A. 
81 Significance for the regression coefficients should be reported since this indicates with how much effect they contribute with to the 

model, but since the sample only includes nine projects, no significance is found and thus, none is reported. If a larger – and 

representative – sample was available, attention should have been paid to significance and non-significant variables should be 

considered excluded from the model, since they would not contribute with variance explanation.  
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 'Tis not in mortals to command success, but we'll do more, Sempronius; we'll deserve it.82 
All you need in this life is ignorance and confidence; then success is sure.83 

 

                                                      
82 Joseph Addison, Cato (1713, pt. 1, sc. 2) 
83 Mark Twain. Cited in DeCasseres, Benjamin, (1934), When Huck Finn Went Highbrow, Thomas F. Madigan (p.7, originally from a 

letter from Twain to a Mrs. Foote, dated December 2nd 1887) 
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  IT projects 
The research objective of this dissertation is to define the concepts of success and IT projects and create a 

framework operationalizing these two concepts in order to be able to divide projects into reference classes and 

compare success across projects. In this section, we will begin the work on creating a framework for doing just 

so. This section regards the definition of the concept of an IT project in order to understand what is common 

to IT projects, what separates this type of project from other projects, and how can we characterize projects in 

this group that enables us to divide them into sub-groups – reference classes?  Section 9.1 – Basic definitions 

is concerned with the two first questions of what is common to and what sets apart IT projects. In this section, 

I outline a general definition and link this to the sampling process described in section 8.2.1 – Sampling of 

cases - projects. Section 9.2 – A project is a project is a project or…? then regards the development of a 

framework for characterising IT projects. The framework is based on eight dimensions and it is inspired by 

the Diamond Approach presented by Shenhar & Dvir (see e.g. (2007). Later, in section 11.1 – The Extended 

Diamond approach, my framework is operationalized into variables. 

 Basic definitions  
If we are to believe the research done so far on the subject of IT projects the field faces a persistent grim 

scenario. Estimates of the success rate of IT projects varies from statements such as only 16 % of IT projects 

are successful (The Standish Group, 1995, p. 2) to the less unsettling but still alarming 26-34 % of IT projects 

are unsuccessful (Emam & Koru, 2008, p. 89). The dire results by the Standish Group are disputed (Eveleens 

& Verhoef, 2010) but in most cases research findings report serious issues of budget overrun and value deficits, 

see e.g. Bloch et al. (2012). However, the legitimacy of research findings has be continuously questioned 

because practitioners do not necessarily recognize the horrifying picture (Glass, 2005)84. Smyrk (2007) has an 

interesting consideration with regards to the question of success rates in IT projects which, regardless of the 

actual success rate, is worth acknowledging: “Rather alarmingly the IT industry itself claims that the failure 

rates of, what it terms ‘IT projects’ have, for many years hovered around 70%-80%! … I suspect that one of 

the causes lies in the concept of an ‘IT project’ itself which appears to be sloppy at best and meaningless at 

worst.” Smyrk suggests, that besides any management related issues, there is a real and significant issue in the 

fact that the concept of an IT project is not defined in adequate detail. Following the discussion of non-defined 

concepts in section 1.1, this is also a main point of mine: we need to understand the nature of the object that 

we are studying in order to study them.  

This section answers a part of the first research question of What characterizes an IT project? by outlining a 

definition of what is common to all IT projects. The section is initiated by stating a general definition of the 

concept of a project as it is utilized in the PhD study (section 9.1.1 – What is a project?). Hereafter the second 

element, the concept of IT, is discussed (section 9.1.2 – What is ‘IT’ (information technology)?). Finally, in 

the last section, the two elements are combined into one definition of the concept of IT projects (section 9.1.3 

– What is an IT project?) and where also the perspective of the informants from the LEGO Group are included 

as the practical or practitioner contribution to the discussion. 

                                                      
84 See also page 228 in section 12.2.3 – The five success types where Table 53 presents the formal LEGO evaluation of the IT projects 

completed in CIT in 2013. The success rate is 95 %. 
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9.1.1. What is a project? 

As it was specified in section 1.3.4 – Projects – not operations the PhD study focuses on projects and not 

operations. In this specification is already a hint to what is defined as a project: projects are not ongoing, 

repetitive work. This negation is, however, not sufficient for defining the object of a project. Consistent with 

the engaged scholarship approach adopted in the PhD study85, I have chosen to take my departure from a 

practitioners perspective on what is a project by utilizing definitions from three major professional associations 

within the field of project management as well as two ISO standards. These are some of the major authorities 

of project management for practitioners and widely recognized in academia86. In Table 6 the definitions given 

by three major associations concerned with the discipline of project management, that is, the British Office of 

Government Commerce (OGC, responsible for the PRINCE2 project management framework), the Project 

Management Institute (PMI, responsible for the PMBoK), and the International Project Management 

Association (IPMA), are listed together with two ISO definitions from the 21500 standard (Guidance on project 

management) and the 12207 standard (Systems and software processes).    

Table 6. Definitions of the concept of ‘a project’ 

  

Temporality Purpose Process 
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Office of Government 
Commerce (PRINCE2) a) 

“A project is a temporary organization that is 
created for the purpose of delivering one or 
more business products according to an 
agreed Business Case.” 

x 
 

 x   

Project Management 
Institute (PMBoK)  b) 

“A project is a temporary endeavor 
undertaken to create a unique product, 
service, or result.” 

 x  x  

International Project 
Management Association 
c) 

“… a time and cost constrained operation to 
realise a set of defined deliverables (the 
scope to fulfil the project’s objectives) up to 
quality standards and requirements.” 

 x x   

ISO 21500 – Guidance on 
project management d) 

“A project consists of a unique set of 
processes consisting of coordinated and 
controlled activities with start and end dates, 
performed to achieve project objectives.” 

 x x  x 

ISO 12207 – Systems and 
software life cycle 
processes e) 

An “endeavor with defined start and finish 
dates undertaken to create a product or 
service in accordance with specified 
resources and requirements”. 

 x x   

Sources: a (Office of Government Commerce, 2009b, p. 3), b (Project Management Institute, 2008, p. 5), c (International Project Management 
Association, 2013, p. 16), d (ISO, 2012), e (ISO/IEC, 2008). 

As is evident from the overview in the table there is no agreement on how to formulate the definition, but the 

content discrepancy between the five authorities is not, however, significant. All definitions include an element 

                                                      
85 See section 2.2 – The question of affiliation, independency and engagement and section 5.3 – A transformation strategy. 
86 It is important to notice that there are definitions available in academic literature, such as the one by Kampf (2011): “Projects are 

solutions that people agree upon in order to solve problems they recognize as urgent, timely, and important”, or the one by Räisänen 

& Linde  (2004, p. 102): projects “… solve novel problems in a creative way and .. perform task-specific activities that the traditional 

bureaucratic form of organization may not be suited for…”. 
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of temporality and a purpose of delivering a product of some kind (cf. the top column in the table). Firstly, 

regarding the temporality, the OGC highlights the organization as temporary whereas the other four definitions 

highlights the task itself as temporary. However, if we interpret the term organization broadly as being both 

the people who are organized (noun: an organization) as well as the act of doing the project itself (verb: 

organizing), the definitions do not significantly differ from each other. Secondly, regarding the product, the 

PMI focuses on the uniqueness of the product whereas the other definitions highlight how the product should 

fit the requirements. These two focuses are fundamentally different. Finally, the ISO 21500 definition 

differentiates itself by highlighting how the processes or activities are unique for project work, which is a 

perspective that is not raised by any of the other four definitions. Using this condensation of practical 

definitions as a foundation, I will draw on Morris’ (2013) contemplations on the subject to design my 

definition, since Morris’ definition to a high degree addresses the elements that were just defined. With regards 

to the element of temporality, Morris rejects its primacy, since, as he points out, “an overnight scout camp 

could be a temporary organization” (p. 116). A project is indeed an organizational entity (ibid. p. 13) but it is 

not the temporality of a project that makes it a project. 

 With regards to the element of creating a product, this is also relevant, but whether this product is unique or 

fulfils requirements is not, either, the key issue. I would argue that uniqueness is not an objective attribute of 

a project product, but indeed a very subjective attribute, in that, if a project team has never made a coffee 

machine before, the product is unique to them but certainly not to the world. Therefore uniqueness is not the 

defining element. Regarding the issue of requirements these can be equally subjective, arbitrary or non-existing 

at project initiation, which does not make the project lesser a project. Instead, when it comes to the product 

element of the definition, I would like to utilize Morris notion of a project being an “undertaking to realize an 

idea” (ibid. p. 12). Still, this does not separate project work from other types of work.  

What in Morris’ view distinguishes a project from other types of work are the unique set of processes which 

are utilized. Projects “differ from non-project organizations in that they all follow the same generic 

development sequence” (Morris, 2013, p. 13), a development life cycle87 characterized by including the tasks 

of coming up with an idea, outlining the concept further, planning the execution in detail, executing through 

building and implementing, and finally closing down the project (ibid. p. 13 and p. 116). “All projects, no 

matter how complex or trivial, large or small, follow this development sequence.” (ibid. p. 13) This is also 

hinted in the ISO 21500 standard on project management, but here, however, there is no specification to which 

“unique set of processes” a project follows. Morris adds that in some cases extra tasks may be included, such 

as operations, maintenance, and decommissioning (ibid. p. 150, see also e.g. Jaafarim 2004), even though 

projects typically do not include these processes. It is suggested by other scholars that including these phases 

is to look not at the project life cycle but the product life cycle (Jugdev & Müller, 2005, pp. 21-22). However, 

I will include these latter three since in order to study the concept of success in IT projects, we cannot limit 

our perspective to the phases where work is conducted in the project, since the result of the project is often 

only visible after project closure88.  

Thus, from Morris’ definition of the concept of a project we get that it is 1) a temporary organization, with 2) 

the objective of carrying out an idea (e.g. producing a product), but we also get that these attributes may fit on 

other types of work. What makes a project a truly unique type of work is 3) how projects – and only projects 

                                                      
87 As Morris also notes, the notion of a cycle is misguiding since there is often only one run-through of the entire set of processes 

(Morris, 2013, p. 150), however, using the word cycle may signal that the process can be of a very iterative nature and therefore I will 

continue to utilize this concept.  
88 This discussion is carried out thoroughly in several sections under the chapter on success, i.a. sections 10.3.2.3 – The Success Profile 

and 10.2.3 – Time. 
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– are carried out through the development life cycle. This definition of the concept of a project is illustrated in 

Figure 23.  

Figure 23. Definition of the concept of a project 

 

A final argument for using Morris’ approach is that it fits the official project model of the LEGO Group. In 

the LEGO Group, the official framework for conducting projects is called the LEGO Project Model, and is 

based on a standard stage-gate model, developed in-house to fit the organization. In Figure 24 below, the 

LEGO Project Model is illustrated in relation to the development life cycle as it is described by Morris (2013). 

The LEGO Project Model consists of five stages and six gates; an idea stage, a preparation stage (divided in 

two parts with firstly a process for outlining the justification for the project, and secondly a process for 

mobilizing the project team and planning the project), a realization stage and an implementation stage89. The 

first four phases of the LEGO model fits Morris’ five stages of the development life cycle: concept, feasibility, 

design, execution, and cut-over (2013, p. 150). The final stage in the LEGO Project Model is an evaluation 

stage, which concerns the harvesting of the benefits of the project, where the project is formally closed down, 

but where the intention is for continued monitoring. This is to some degree paralleled in Morris’ terminology 

when Morris states that sometimes a the fifth (operations and maintenance) and sixth phase (decommissioning) 

is included. This corresponds to including the product life cycle in the development life cycle, as is illustrated.  

                                                      
89 The LEGO Project model is described in the document: Introduction to LEGO Project Model. 
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Figure 24. The LEGO Project Model opposed to the development life cycle 

 
Sources: The LEGO Project Model (Document: Introduction to LEGO Project Model), the development life cycle (Morris, 2013, p. 

150), the product life cycle (Webster & Knutson, 2006) 

After having reviewed the definitions of five authorities on project management, and having related this to the 

LEGO Project Model, I am able to give a general definition of the concept of a project as it will be used in this 

research: 

 
A project is a temporary organization which through the development life cycle 

(conceptualization, feasibility, design, execution, commission, and in certain cases 
operation, maintenance and decommissioning) seeks to deliver a product, 

service, or other result as defined by the project’s objectives. 
 

Definition 1. Project. 

This definition may give rise to a good question: why include the elements of temporality and the element of 

delivering a product in the definition when it was stated above that these elements are not unique to projects? 

The answer to this question relates closely to the role of the project as a vital element of strategy 

implementation in the parent organization, as it was described in Chapter 1. The temporality hinges on the fact 

that the development life cycle is really not a cycle but a one-off process. When the cycle of conceptualization-

design-execution-cutover (-operation, maintenance, decommissioning) is completed, the process (i.e. the 

project) is terminated. Also, regarding temporality, projects are a way of (re-)organizing the organization in a 

flexible way, using the available resources to achieve goals. In other words, temporality may not be the one, 

defining element that makes project-work unique, but it is still a core element. The same is true for the product 

delivery element: organizations use projects (a temporary organization working through the development life 

cycle) to achieve goals (deliver a product). The temporality and the development life cycle are the means to 

an end – they regard the process of ‘getting there’ while the latter regards the achieving the objectives, i.e. the 

implementation of the strategy.  

From this may follow a second question: why does the definition then state the project’s objectives and not the 

organization’s objectives? The answer to this question demands a longer discussion of the role and ‘free will’ 

of projects. It is often stated that projects are initiated to create change (Office of Government Commerce 

(2009a, p. 4), Shenhar & Dvir (2007, p. 3), for instance in the form of new products, services, or processes and 

that, in the words of Shenhar et al. “without projects, [the parent organization] would become obsolete or 
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irrelevant, and unable to cope with today’s competitive business environment” (2001, pp. 699-700), that 

project success is “strongly linked to an organization’s … success in the long run” (ibid. p. 700). You initiate 

a project when you have an objective to achieve in your organization which demands more than routine 

involvement from employees, where you need to think before you act, i.e. where you need to go through the 

development life cycle. The problem is, however, that the link between the project and the implementation of 

the parent organization’s strategy is not clear (Morris & Jamieson, 2005, p. 5, and Shenhar et al., 2001, p. 700). 

It sounds like a straightforward proposition that projects will contribute to the parent organization’s strategy, 

but really, that depends on the alignment between the project objectives (or rather, the achieved results) and 

the objectives of the parent organization. If projects are “assumed to take an obedient servant’s role, to serve 

as a tactical vehicle” (Artto, et al., 2008, p. 4) to the parent organization, then there is no problem. The problem 

is, though, that this assumption is simplistic and flawed.  

When we define a project as a temporary organization we can treat the project as any other type of organization 

(ibid. p. 5) meaning that the project itself has a strategy, meaning an aspiration to achieve “a desired position 

in its competitive external environment” (ibid.), that is, “to operate as an autonomous organization, to seek 

survival and success in an uncertain and complex environment, and to consider strategic options possibly with 

multiple strong stakeholders.” (ibid.) It can therefore not be taken for granted that the project strategy is 

beneficial to the parent organization as such and therefore this insight highlights a potential conflict of interest 

between the project and the parent organization. 

On top of this, project work is more independent and autonomous than other types of work (Pemsel & 

Wiewiora, 2013, p. 32) making it much more difficult for the parent organization to influence and control 

projects. This potential conflict is increased even more by the increasing projectification of organizations, that 

is, relatively more work is being conducted in projects, since this form of organizing-through-projects has a 

tendency to induce flat hierarchies and a negotiative environment (Räisänen & Linde, 2004, p. 102), where 

projects with less effort can gain greater autonomy as well as authority at the expense of traditional line 

management (ibid. p. 103). 

Thus, in the ideal world the project objectives are building blocks of the the parent organization’s strategy, but 

in reality this is not necessarily true. Therefore, the definition of a project refers to the project’s objectives and 

not the organizations objectives or strategy. Project objectives are not per default coherent with parent 

organization strategy implementation – and a successful project is therefore, not per se a success for the 

organization. In 0 I will continue this discussion90, but firstly, however, we need to also understand the concept 

of IT, and connect the definition of project and IT into IT projects before we are able to proceed in a discussion 

of success.  

9.1.2. What is ‘IT’ (information technology)? 

There is no generally accepted definition of the concept of information technology or IT (Orlikowski & Iacono, 

2001, p. 121) and not only is there no definition of the concept itself – it is also used interchangeably with 

other similar but equally imprecisely defined concepts such as information management and information 

systems (Boaden & Lockett, 1991, p. 29), causing confusion for academics as well as practitioners (ibid. p. 

23). As it has been previously mentioned, I believe it necessary to define in-depth the key concepts of the 

research in order for us to be able to conduct the research in the first place – we must have some understanding 

                                                      
90 This links closely to the core idea about success in this PhD dissertation, that there is not one perspective on whether a project has 

been successful. See also section 10.5 – The 4x5, where I discuss the differences between different types of success, i.a. the difference 

between project management success, which relates to the projects objectives, and the project’s success sin relation to the portfolio.  
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of the nature of the object under scrutiny. Orlikowski & Iacono express their concerns about trying to define a 

“one-size-fits all conceptualization” of IT that will work in any context. Their concern builds on several reasons 

of which one of the main points, as I see it, is the notion that IT artifacts are not stabile but very much dynamic 

since new materials and functionality is continuously invented (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001, p. 131) – the 

evolution of the technology is taking place in a rapid pace. Another main point of Orlikowski & Iacono is the 

fact that IT artifacts are not neutral objects to be studied – they are designed, constructed and used by people 

with values, interests and assumptions and the objects are affected by this, as they are by the time, the 

organization and the discourse that they are embedded in (ibid.).   

Thus, what this next section is about, is a definition of the concept of IT in a way that fits the specific purpose 

of the PhD study. In the absence of any generally accepted definition, we define the concept from the basis. I 

take my departure from definitions of the concept from three esteemed dictionaries, the Oxford English 

Dictionary (OED), the Cambridge English Dictionary (CED) and the Merriam-Webster Dictionary (MWD), 

in order to have a foundation on which to begin to build the definition. The definition is designed for the 

specific purpose of the PhD and is – following the pragmatic philosophy of science – not an attempt to create 

the definition of success but to create a definition which is useful in practice. The three definitions of 

information technology are listed in Table 7 below. The definitions differ but share four aspects of 

commonality, which is the scope of the term, an element of technology, an element of information, and an 

element of processes.  

With regards to the scope, all definitions include the use of technology, the OED and the CED also includes 

in term an element of investigation such as the study of and the science of. The MWD, however, adds an 

element of development of. When it comes to defining technology, all sources are explicit in the notion of 

computers with an indication of computers being tied to the concept of hardware (in the OED the notion of 

computers and telecommunication and in the CED electronic equipment), whereas the MWD expands the 

hardware sphere into networks (i.e. not limited to a machine) and includes also the concept of software 

explicitly. With regards to the concept of information, the OED and CED refers to information as such where 

the MWD points to the lower-level concept of data (as data is the building blocks of information, Zins, 2007, 

p. 479). Information is organized or structured data and is meaningful (Rowley, 2007), i.e. it includes – besides 

data – some involvement of humans – in formation is known by someone (Wallace, 2007).  Finally, all 

definitions include the concept of distribution (i.e. storing and sending) of data, while the MWD also includes 

the processing of data.  
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Table 7. Definitions of ‘IT (information technology)’ 

  

Scope 

 
Technology 
definition 

Information 
definition 

Process 
definition 

Definition Sc
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Oxford English 
Dictionary  

The study or use of systems (especially 
computers and telecommunications) for 
storing, retrieving, and sending information 

x x  x   x x  

Cambridge English 
Dictionary 

The science and activity of using computers 
and other electronic equipment to store and 
send information 

x x  x   x x  

Merriam-Webster 
Dictionary 

Technology involving the development, 
maintenance, and use of computer systems, 
software, and networks for the processing and 
distribution of data 

 x x x x x  x x 

Sources: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/, http://dictionary.cambridge.org/, and http://www.merriam-webster.com/    

The definition of information technology utilized in this research is based on the Merriam-Webster Dictionary 

definition for four reasons: 1) the definition is oriented more towards practice than academia in the understating 

of the scope, 2) it explicitly states how the technology includes both hardware and software, 2) it utilizes the 

concept of data rather than information, and 4) it includes both the distribution and processing of data: 

 
Information technology involves the development and/or use of 

hardware and/or software for the processing and/or distribution of 
data.  

 

Definition 2. Information technology. 

The MWD definition of information technology is by far the most appropriate for my research, which I will 

show, but it also have some drawbacks which I have tried to remediate, which I will also show in the sections 

below.  

 Scope  

With regards to the scope, three questions are required answered. Firstly, it is not given why the scope elements 

of development and/or use should be included in the definition of IT, since the scope does not strictly relate to 

the technology itself but rather refers to actions or human handling of the artifact. Secondly, why are only 

development and use included and not maintenance? Thirdly, why not include study/science? 

Firstly, regarding including the scope elements of development and/or use we could instead have separated the 

concept of information technology into IT practice and IT systems as it is done by March & Smith (1995, p. 

252), where practice is concerned with actions or tasks (development, implementation, operation, and 

maintenance) of systems. We could then, define IT as only including the systems, that is, the technology and 

not the practice/actions. This approach is, in the typology of Olikowski & Iacono, a tool view of information 

technology, that is, information technology as an “engineered artifact” or “computing resource” which 

“provides specifiable information processing capabilities” (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001, p. 123). However, I 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/
http://www.merriam-webster.com/
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do not find this approach sufficient because as Orlikowski & Iacono states it “the technical artefact [the tool] 

may be a central element … [but] it is only one element in a ‘package,’ which also includes … additional 

resources such as training, skilled staff, and support services, and the development of organizational 

arrangements, policies, and incentives to enable the effective management and use of new technologies.” 

(2001, p. 125) The latter is a different view on information technology, labelled the ensemble view. This view 

encompasses not only the technological IT resources but also IT resources related to humans (Melville, et al., 

2004, p. 294) and the context of the technology. My main argument for not using the limited technology centred 

approach and for including the scope of practice (i.e. development/use) is that information technology is not a 

naturally occurring phenomena – information technology is a human creation (March & Smith, 1995, pp. 252-

253) and therefore it makes good sense to acknowledge this in the definition of the concept by including the 

human element. If we include this element we recognize how “successful applications of ICT require broader 

attention than the technology” (Avison & Elliot, 2006, p. 5). The PhD is as it was outlined in section 5.1 – 

Research field conducted within the discipline of computing which can be classified as the systematic study 

and practice of making and using computers as well as the computers themselves (Mitcham, 2004, p. 328). 

The discipline can be defined by “placing the IT artefact at the centre” (Basden, 2010, p. 14). The PhD project 

is, however, rooted in the research field of Information Systems (IS). This field has an organizational rather 

than technical focus of the IT artifact and often takes an applied approach rather than a theoretical. In the light 

of the research field it is therefore appropriate to take an ensemble view to defining IT and include practice in 

the form of development/use. Also, including use links well to the choice of utilizing data rather than 

information. Use of data also covers the meaningful structuring of data, and thus the definition indirectly 

includes information as well.  

With regards to the second question, why not include the scope element of maintenance and other tasks or 

processes, the answer is that I regard use and development as two generic categories of actions and that all 

other processes or tasks can be said to belong to these categories. For instance, if maintenance is viewed as a 

task that concerns modification activities (March & Smith, 1995, p. 252), it is a sub-category of development. 

It is, in other words, indirectly included.   

Finally, why not include the scope element of studying or science as it is included in the CED and OED 

definitions? The short answer is, that IT is related to technology and practice (cf. above, March & Smith, 

1995). The study of IT is then the study of technology and practice – it is a part of a scientific discipline or 

field. A scientific discipline involves specialized knowledge and is concerned with employing this knowledge 

in everyday life in an orderly manner and with some normative direction both with regards to practice and 

research. (Basden, 2010, p. 14) The scientific element is about knowledge of the object of information 

technology. I therefore choose to separate the object from the field and let the definition of information 

technology only regard the object which I am studying– not the research itself.  

 Technology 

With regards to the technology element of Definition 2 I have chosen to make the definition generic in a 

different way than the three dictionary definitions. Instead of referring to computers and other electronic 

equipment, I refer to the two concepts of hardware and software, referring to how information technology is 

both “physical and abstract” (Boaden & Lockett, 1991, p. 26). Hardware thus refers to the physical element 

of the technology, including computers and servers (both understood as physical machines) and network 

equipment (such as cables, switches etc.). Software, on the other hand, refers to elements such as applications, 
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operating systems, and databases as well as virtual computers, -networks, and- servers etc.91 However, the 

concept of software is understood broadly as encompassing also other abstract elements associated with the IT 

artifact such as “constructs (vocabulary and symbols), models (abstractions and representations), methods 

(algorithms and practices), and instantiations (implemented and prototype systems).” (Hevner, et al., 2004, p. 

77)  

Thus, the concepts of software and hardware captures the duality of the nature of information technology as 

being both physical and abstract as well as being of a very generic nature, that is, not being influenced by 

technological progression (the definitions will not change even though the technology may develop) or 

layman’s understanding (‘a computer is the machine on my desk’) etc.  

 Processes and Information 

The last two elements of the definition, that is what is processed and how it is processed are discussed together 

since they are intertwined parts of the same discussion. The OED and the CED definitions of information 

technology defines what is processed as information whereas the MWD defines it as data. I regard the latter 

definition as the more accurate one. The relationship between data and information is often defined as data 

being “coded invariances” or “that which is stated” while information is related to the meaning of data  (Zins, 

2007, p. 480). Information is structured and formatted data (OECD, 2008, p. 18), that is, in the sense that data 

is structured in a meaningful way to the recipient (March & Smith, 1995, p. 251). It is the processing of data 

or the structuring of data that makes it meaningful, hence, convert it to information. And this brings me to the 

question of how data is processed, which is the second part of this discussion. The OED and CED definitions 

focus on the distribution, that is, the processes of storing, sharing, and sending, while the MWD includes also 

processing, that is, the process of altering or otherwise changing the data or the structure of the data, which is 

also a significant element in the use of IT (Odintsova, et al., 2013).  

Thus, we can talk of information because we talk of data which is being distributed and processed. Therefore 

we speak of information technology when we speak of distributing and processing data (cf. the definition 

above). 

9.1.3. What is an IT project? 

Having defined the concept of project and the concept of IT we should, in theory, be able to deduct the 

definition of an IT project from these discussions. However, there are perhaps several possible ways to 

combine the two definitions but I will focus on the two which I think are of the greatest interest: 1) where IT 

relates to the output (all or some) of the project, or 2) where IT regards the functional unit undertaking the 

project (Smyrk, 2007). Below I outline how the definition of an IT project looks like from the different 

perspectives.  

The former approach is to focus on the result or product as related to IT, and deriving from Definition 1 and 

Definition 2 it could look like the Derivative I – IT as a product definition in Table 8.  

                                                      
91 With this definition, we also benefit by not having to make a clear distinction between the concepts of information systems and 

information technology, since with the broad hardware/software definition, the type of system and the purpose of the system is without 

significance. This means, for instance, that we do not have to distinguish between IT in the sense of technologies (IT) such as 

“Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Radio Frequency Identification Technology (RFID), wireless, the Internet and World Wide Web 

(WWW), and IT in the sense of systems (IS) such as Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce) systems and Enterprise Resource Planning 

(ERP) systems”, as it is done by Gunasekaran et al. (2006, p. 957) 
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Table 8. Derivative definitions of the concept of ‘IT project’ 

 
Derivative I – IT as a product 

 
Derivative II – IT as organization 

 
An IT project is a temporary organization which through the 
development life cycle (conceptualization, feasibility, design, 
execution, commission, and in certain cases operation, 
maintenance and decommissioning) seeks to deliver a 
product, service, or other result involving the development 
and/or use of hardware and/or software for the processing 
and/or distribution of data as defined by the project’s 
objectives. 
 

 
An IT project is a temporary organization, working with the 
development and/or use of hardware and/or software for 
the processing and/or distribution of data, which through the 
development life cycle (conceptualization, feasibility, design, 
execution, commission, and in certain cases operation, 
maintenance and decommissioning) seeks to deliver a 
product, service, or other result as defined by the project’s 
objectives. 

 

The problem with this definition is that IT is pervasive and a part of almost all changes going on in any larger 

organization. An organizational change usually means changes in IT systems, too92. Therefore, this definition 

leaves us in the danger of defining all projects (or at least many!) as IT projects. And defining all projects as 

IT projects is the same as not defining them at all. A solution could be to change the word involving, which 

indicates that a part of the output is related to IT, into involving only, which indicates that the entire output is 

related to IT. This will narrow down the number of projects that we would consider being IT projects 

significantly. However, as many projects have an element of IT in them, so does many IT projects have 

elements that are not related to IT, such as organizational change. Therefore this scope is too narrow. And even 

if we did narrow our definition down to including involving only, IT is just an enabling factor, the real outcome 

or effect is in the business93 and talking only about the IT output removes focus from this fact, which may have 

negative implications. 

The other approach to combine the definitions of IT and project, is to let IT relate to the functional unit 

undertaking the project. This approach focuses on the organization as being what is related to IT, and could 

look something like the Derivative II – IT as organization definition in Table 8. The problem with this 

definition is, however, that the organization of a project does not necessarily say something about the nature 

of the project. For instance, a certain type of project, such as a project regarding procurement of telephony, 

may be run in the Procurement department in one organization while it is being run in the IT department in 

another94 . Making the definition of the project dependent on the organization would imply that in one 

organization this type of project is an IT project and in the other it is not. And this inconsistency is arbitrary as 

well as not useful. Thus, there is no easy solution to how to combine the two definitions, and we must therefore 

attempt a better understanding of the concept in order to make a qualified combination of the two definitions. 

In the following section, I will firstly look to academia and secondly to practice, i.e. the LEGO Group. 

The term IT project is widely used in academia but it is difficult to find academic contributions on the subject 

which actually define the concept in any detail. In most articles, the meaning of the concept is taken for granted, 

such as in articles focussing only on IT projects (see e.g. Fichman et al., 2005) and articles trying to identify 

differences between IT projects and other types of projects (see e.g. Besner & Hobbs, 2007). When definitions 

or explanations are stated, they are mostly quite useless, such as the definition of IT project management by 

Brewer & Dittman (2013, p. xxi): “Methods of IT Project Management is different from most others because 

                                                      
92 (Interview A, p. 6, l. 30-35), (Interview B, p. 8, l. 24-25), (Interview D, p. 13, l. 23) 
93 (Interview A, p. 7, l. 8) 
94 In the case of the LEGO Group, telephony projects and operation is a responsibility of the IT department, a choice which is considered 

impacted by “the culture” as one of the informants states, suggesting but not explicitly stating that this may not be the optimal choice 

(Interview B, p. 8, l. 33-35). 
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it presents project management with an IT focus”, where the IT focus is then elaborated by a statement 

suggesting that IT students and practitioners wants to be project managers and do not know the methods and 

processes of project management. This definition is not very useful since it does not state how IT is different 

or plays a part.  

More meaningful and operationalizable definitions can be found, such as for instance: “We speak of an IT-

enabled business investment project if at least 25% of the project investment is spent on IT activities.” (Kulk, 

et al., 2009, p. 901) The problem is, however, that this does not solve the problem of whether IT relates to the 

organzaiton/functional unit or the result/output, since activities could be understood either as man hours or 

tasks conducted in the organizational unit of IT or more literally as the investment in an information system. 

Wateridge (1996, p. 2) suggests that IT projects regards “the development of the software and the hardware 

architecture on which it runs” (see also the IEEE definition, 1998, p. iii). This is a result/output oriented 

definition which is interesting but also challenged since “not all IT projects are software development projects 

– many are a mixture of Off-The-Shelf systems, semi-bespoke, and fully bespoke“ (Morris, 2013, p. 86) and in 

these cases there is no – or minimal – development taking place.  

Not having found the answer in academia, we may turn to practice. When looking into the different definitions 

given by informants from Corporate IT in LEGO, some interesting patterns arise. The first pattern is, that asked 

what the official definition of an IT project is at LEGO, the answer is that all projects in the Corporate IT 

project portfolio are IT projects95 suggesting that if Corporate IT is the supplier96 and the project is above the 

minimum limit of estimated 200 hours of work97, the project is officially an IT project. This definition is clearly 

an organizational definition, but it suffers from the same problem we encountered in Derivative II – IT as 

organization in Table 8: what is the conclusion when Corporate IT is not the supplier but only a supplier, 

which is the case in most projects? The employees in the department themselves do not know the answer to 

this, and one of them states in an underplayed tone: “It would certainly be nice if there was a clear definition.”98 

The second patterns is, that when asked their own private opinion the informants agree that what makes a 

project an IT project is related to the organization99, whether it be as in the IT department having the driver 

role, funding the project, doing work on the project, being ‘the customer’ of the result, or whether it be the 

project being in the portfolio of the IT department. Only one of seven informants argues for the definition to 

relate to technology: “You should ask yourself – if there are no IT deliveries, then why is [the IT department] 

involved in the project?”100 And then the statement is really related to the organization, not the technology, 

since what is really the issue is the involvement of the IT department as such.  

This may be a surprising finding at first look, but the informants themselves provide the explanation to why it 

is not the technology but the organization that makes a project an IT project. Several times is it emphasised 

that IT projects are really not that different from other projects, in the eyes of the informants, and the 

argumentation behind this statement is that the LEGO Project Model is used for all kinds of projects, in- as 

well as outside IT101. The technology does not seem to play a very dominating role as it is noted several times 

how communication and change management are vital parts of conducting IT projects: “Most of the projects, 

I think, we are a part of – they are called IT projects but they are as much change management and training 

                                                      
95 (Interview A, p. 8, l. 7) 
96 (Interview C, p. 8, l. 5), (Interview G, p. 4, l. 11-12) 
97 (Interview D, p. 13, l. 25-35) 
98 (Interview G, p. 4, l. 16) 
99 For a detailed analysis overview of informants’ definitions of IT projects, see appendix IT project definitions. 
100 (Interview F, p. 16, l. 30-31) 
101 (Interview B, p. 6, l. 28-29), (Interview A, p. 11, l. 34-36) 
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[projects].”102 “A lot of it is change management and stakeholder management towards the business, to get 

the right solutions.“103 “Good communication and change management is often something that is defining an 

IT project. It is something you have to pay a lot of attention to.”104 However, with that said, there is an 

underlying assumption about that if the IT department is involved in a project, then it is because there is some 

kind of IT delivery105 and the deliveries from the employees of the IT department will most likely have 

something to do with information technology. The technology does, therefore, play a part, even though it may 

be implicit.  

Concluding, we will utilize the definition of the concept of IT projects which incorporates the concept of 

information technology into the concept of project by the link of the organizational aspect of projects 

(Derivative II in Table 8):

 
An IT project is a temporary organization, working with the development and/or use of hardware 

and/or software for the processing and/or distribution of data, which through the development life 
cycle (conceptualization, feasibility, design, execution, commission, and in certain cases operation, 

maintenance and decommissioning) seeks to deliver a product, service, or other result as defined by 
the project’s objectives. 

 

Definition 3. IT project. 

One practical benefit from this definition is that this makes it easier to define the population and draw out a 

sampling frame for investigating IT projects in The LEGO Group, since the population is, then, the projects 

included in the project portfolio in CIT (see also section 8.2.1 – Sampling of cases - projects).  

This definition partly answers the first research question of ‘What characterizes an IT project?’ Recalling 

section 1.2.2 – Research questions, RQ1 was, however, based on two sub-questions of whether there is a group 

of projects that is 1) sharing a commonality, while 2) identifying characteristics that set them apart and can be 

used for identifying reference classes of IT projects. With regards to the former, we have in the discussion 

above found that IT projects do have one aspect in common: the aspect of being organizationally tied to the IT 

department, i.e. the product or result of IT projects is most likely to include an element of information 

technology. The latter question will be discussed in the next section.  

 A project is a project is a project or…? 
Having now defined our subject matter, the IT project, it is time to open this black box and start investigating 

the projects in it. Above we have defined what IT projects have in common, but next step is to try to tell them 

apart in a structured way which leaves us with a framework for identifying reference classes. The objective is 

to identify sub-groups of IT projects that share some characteristics while being different from other IT 

projects. A prerequisite for this is, however, that we can establish some within group difference between 

projects, i.e. that we have reason to believe that all IT projects are not alike. Fortunately, that is one thing that 

seems fairly conclusive in the research field: A project is not merely a project. Projects differ and require 

different approaches when they are managed (Crawford et al. (2005), Müller & Turner (2007, p. 300), Turner 

et al., 2013, p. 8). The same rules do not apply to all projects (Shenhar, et al., 2001, p. 704). “Ask any project 

                                                      
102 (Interview D, p. 11, l. 28-29) 
103 (Interview F, p. 13, l. 3-4) 
104 (Interview C, p. 8-9, l. 36-2) 
105 See column seven (‘both’) in overview of informants’ definitions of IT projects, see appendix IT project definitions. 
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manager about his or her project, and the project manager will tell you why it is unique” (Shenhar & Dvir, 

2004, p. 1265), and even the large associations within the field are beginning to recognize, even though only 

on an industry level106, that there are significant differences (Müller & Turner, 2007, p. 298). However, taking 

an approach of projects being unique makes it difficult to undertake the task of identifying reference classes, 

since if projects are unique, then how can we compare them?  

In order to identify some characteristics of IT projects, we need to understand the nature of projects in greater 

detail. In the following sections, I outline a generic model of project dimensions which illustrates fundamental 

differences between projects. The model is built on the Diamond Approach by Shenhar & Dvir (2007) and it 

consists of several dimensions that are relevant for all projects but on which projects score differently. This 

approach to categorizing projects is different from many other studies of projects, where the starting point is 

often a set of predefined ideal project types (Dvir, et al., 1998, p. 917). The dimensions approach is an inductive 

approach in that it allows for ideal types to occur or emerge from data but does not presume anything. This 

allows for data to inform us. Later in section 12.1.5 – Arch type projects, a sample of IT projects from The 

LEGO Group is characterized based on the model and the result of this characterization enabled me to identify 

some typical projects, or arch types, to be used as reference classes. This approach is clearly different from 

having identified a set of arch types, such as for instance infrastructure projects or change management 

projects beforehand. This traditional pre-defined approach implies the risk of the theory – the types – not fitting 

the data, and this is one of the main reasons for choosing the Diamond Approach as the foundation for my 

research.   

The Diamond Approach is firstly presented in section 9.2.1. The model is discussed, expanded and specified 

into what I label the Extended Diamond Approach to fit the specific purpose of this PhD dissertation in section 

9.2.2. The expansion includes increasing the degree of detail, the number of dimensions, and of tailoring the 

model for IT projects specifically.  

9.2.1. The Diamond Approach 

As it is noted by Shenhar & Dvir, there is no universal, agreed upon framework for how to distinguish between 

projects (2004, p. 1266). There has been some attempts to identify what attributes can be used to categorize or 

classify projects, such as the work by Shenhar & Dvir (2001, 2004, and 2007) and Crawford et al. (2005, and 

2006). Crawford et al. reached the conclusion that the potential list was inexhaustible (2005), and this notion 

is supported by contingency theory suggesting that different external as well as internal conditions will affect 

the organization – and as the environment of the project is highly complex, the possibilities for differentiation 

approach infinite. Therefore, following this trail of thought, it should not be attempted to identify a 

comprehensive framework of attributes to identify the complete nature of any given project. The complexity 

and differentiation is simply too great.  

In the following section, therefore, a framework of project dimensions for distinguishing between projects is 

presented which covers a significant amount of characteristics, albeit it is not claimed to be comprehensive. 

My model, the Extended Diamond Approach, which is presented in the next section, is based on the Diamond 

Approach by Shenhar & Dvir (2004, 2007) supplemented by input from Crawford et al. (2005) and other 

scholars. The main reason for choosing the Diamond Approach as my reference model has already been 

established: the approach is with its inductive nature intuitively applicable for identifying reference classes 

from a pragmatic point of view since it does not assume anything about the data. There are, however, also 

other advantages to the Diamond Approach such as 1) it has been comprehensively described and tested, which 

                                                      
106 See for instance the PMI’s Software Extension to the PMBOK® Guide (2013) 5th ed., published by Project Management Institute. 
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makes it easier to work with, and 2) it is a very generic model, where all dimensions are relevant for the projects 

in the sample. By comparison, only three of the six categorized defined by Crawford et al. (2006) are relevant; 

complexity, strategic importance, and culture, whereas the attribute of application area, contract type and life-

cycle stage are not relevant, since a) all projects are IT projects and hence within the same application area, b) 

all projects are mainly internally driven projects and contract type is hence not as relevant, and c) the 

categorization scheme is static and hence the life-cycle stage is not relevant.  

The Diamond Approach is “a context-free framework that [does] not depend on the industry, technology, or 

specific organization and [is] universal enough to capture the wide spectrum of projects” (Shenhar & Dvir, 

2007, p. 40) and the objective of the framework is to “guide project managers in selecting their project 

management style during project initiation, recruiting team members, determining structure and processes, 

and choosing the right tools.” (Shenhar & Dvir, 2004, p. 1271) The Diamond Approach builds on the even 

more generic UCP model with three dimensions (ibid. p. 221ff), illustrated to the left in Figure 25. The degree 

of complexity, uncertainty and the required pace impacts the risks and opportunities of the project (Shenhar & 

Dvir, 2007, p. 143), i.e. the higher the complexity of the product, organization and tasks of the project, the 

higher the uncertainty, and the higher the pace of the project, the greater the risk – and the opportunities.  

Figure 25. The UCP model (t.l.) and the Diamond Approach (t.r.) 

 
Adapted from Shenhar & Dvir (2007, p. 14 and p. 222). 

Shenhar & Dvir later separated the uncertainty dimension into a technology and a novelty dimension. Novelty 

refers to how new the product of the project is to the customers of the project and how well the requirements 

are defined initially, and technology refers to the uncertainty regarding the technology utilized in the project 

(Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, p. 13). These four dimensions are illustrated in Figure 25 (to the right). Two examples 

of projects are indicated in this figure to illustrate how different projects will score differently on the different 

dimensions and thereby be characterized by different diamond shapes. The diamond shape will then be an 

indicator to how the project should be managed and a project of high complexity and pace should according 

to the theory developed by Shenhar & Dvir be implemented with more formal controls, albeit also more 

autonomy than the other project. This other project has relatively low pace and complexity but is higher on 

technology and novelty, and should therefore include more extensive phases of design and requirements should 

be locked relatively late in the process (Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, p. 164ff). In the next section, I will further 
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elaborate on the Diamond Approach and extend this. One of the key objectives of Shenhar & Dvir’s Diamond 

Approach is to not only illustrate the dimensions on which projects differ, but also to outline the impact of the 

dimensions on project management methods, i.e. make recommendations for implementation. This is, albeit 

very useful as well as interesting, not my objective, and I will therefore not engage in this part of the discussion 

but keep to the description of the dimensions, cf. also section 1.3.2 - Comparing assessments –  on scoping of 

my research. 

9.2.2. The Extended Diamond Approach 

The Extended Diamond Approach builds heavily on the ideas of Shenhar & Dvir’s four project dimensions, 

but proposes some significant changes to the frameworks appearance. This section will briefly outline the 

Extended Diamond Approach and how it is different from the original model by Shenhar & Dvir. In the next 

sections, the dimensions are discussed separately in more detail.  

Figure 26. The logic of the Diamond Approach (built on the UCP model) 

 

The idea of the Diamond Approach is that complexity, pace and uncertainty (constituted by technology and 

novelty) affect the project’s risk and opportunities, as is illustrated above in Figure 26. Albeit the idea is 

convincing, I am not completely convinced by the setup, however, and propose several changes. Firstly, I 

suggest that we talk of an overall dimension of urgency instead of pace, and that we expand this overall 

dimension into two dimensions: pace and strategic impact. The reason is that originally Shenhar & Dvir 

described the pace dimension as a time constraint dimension with time constraints coming from “market needs, 

competitive pressures, and management strategies, and from environmental, natural, or enemy threats that 

prompt immediate action.” (Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, p. 123) To me, however, this dimension seems to entail 

two elements – an element regarding time or pace and an element regarding impact on the organization. The 

two things may co-vary, and I agree in that they often will do, but they do not necessarily do so. A project can 

have a great impact on the organization, e.g. be key in a management strategy, but not necessarily be urgent in 

the sense that it must be completed within a short time frame. Shenhar & Dvir states that urgency is a matter 

of “how critical the time of delivery is or simply how much time is available” (ibid. p. 127). I suggest that we 

use the former definition, that is, how critical the time of delivery is, and separate the overall dimension of 

urgency into a question of pace (how much time is there, relatively) and a question of impact (how great is the 

projects impact on the organization from a survival point of view, that is, what happens if the goal is not met), 

see also Shenhar & Dvir (2004, p. 1280). Urgency, defined this way, relates to the priority that should be given 

to the project (Crawford et al., 2006, p. 41, Dye & Pennypacker, 2000). This is illustrated in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. The logic of the Extended Diamond Approach (built on the Urgency-Uncertainty model) 

 

Secondly, and following from the extension of the old UCP model into the Diamond Approach it is indicated 

that novelty and technology are sources of uncertainty, which again affects the risk and opportunities of the 

project, as does complexity in itself (see  Figure 26). I propose, however, to subordinate complexity under the 

overall dimension of uncertainty, since complexity is one of the greatest drivers of uncertainty (Giezen, 2012, 

p. 782, Fichman et al., 2005, and Shenhar, 2001, p. 396). Uncertainty is, then, comprised by the technology 

used in the project as well as the novelty of the product to customers, and the complexity.  

Uncertainty is one of the most touched upon subjects within the cross field of contingency theory and project 

management theory (Shenhar & Dvir, 2004, p. 1266). Uncertainty especially regards the doubt about whether 

a project will achieve its goals (Fichman, et al., 2005), that is, there is a strong link to risk. But by uncertainty, 

however I mean both uncertainty about opportunities as well as risks. Here it may be appropriate to note that 

the kind of risks we are referring to in this regard are 1) anticipated risk (anticipated future world), as well as 

2) surprises (how the world really was), and not 3) unexpected changes and events produced by environmental 

turbulence (Floricel & Miller, 2001, p. 445). Regarding opportunities, uncertainty is not necessarily negative 

since there may be opportunities in the unknown. 

Thirdly, with regards to the three dimensions affecting uncertainty, technology, novelty, and complexity, I 

propose that the elegant but yet in my opinion too simple Diamond Approach model is expanded. I propose to 

separate all three dimensions in two, each. Uncertainty regards both the goals as well as the methods for 

achieving the goals (Crawford, et al., 2006, p. 40) This latter point is exactly the division between novelty and 

technology. Novelty is about uncertainty of what does the customer want and will the customer understand?, 

while technology is uncertainty about how do we get there? For both dimensions, however, it is necessary to 

consider uncertainty related to process and product, respectively. For instance, regarding the technology 

dimension, a project can be conducted with old or well-known technology (product technology) but with new 

processes, such as for instance an agile project process, or in a new organization with project team members 

new to the organization, a new project manager etc. (process technology). These are two separate 

circumstances and must be treated that way. If we look at the novelty dimension, there is a difference between 

a project where customers or users are subject to a new product on which they may be able to deploy their old 

habits (product novelty) or a project where users are trained to use an old product in new ways (process 

novelty). One could also imagine a project where both product and process was novel to the customers, as well 

as technology uncertainty could be high with regards to both process and product. The point is that process 
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and product are two separate things and we must treat them as two separate dimensions for both novelty and 

technology.  

Complexity is sometimes referred to as the driver of uncertainty due to the negative impact of complexity on 

an organizations ability to define goals and design efficient methods for achieve these goals (Christenson & 

Walker, 2004, p. 43). Very complex systems are sensitive to initial conditions, and since only a limited amount 

of time and resources are spent on defining projects initially, such projects tend to become unpredictable 

(Tsoukas & Hatch, 2001, pp. 988-989), and affect uncertainty. “Project complexity … makes it difficult to 

understand, foresee and keep under control its overall behavior, even when given reasonably complete 

information about the project system .. [and] reduction of complexity means that there are fewer unknowns 

and fewer variables to predict, and thus the project and planning of the project arguably becomes more 

manageable.” (Giezen, 2012, p. 782) Shenhar & Dvir suggest to look at complexity as systems scope which 

indicates that the focus is on the elements in the system and their interrelation. However, I have two objections 

to this focus. Firstly, the hierarchy between elements is important (the organization of interrelations), however, 

the number of elements is also important, as the number of interrelations increases with the number of elements 

and since the organization of the interrelations is most likely to change in nature as the number of elements 

increases. Therefore I propose that we in the definition of complexity does not only look at the hierarchy 

between but also at the number of elements. Secondly, the focus is on the system, but when we look more 

broadly in the literature we find many examples of complexity in projects as defined by the project 

organization. The number of people involved in the project, the number of tasks to be carried out etc. are also 

a part of the picture of complexity in a project (Shenhar & Dvir, 2004, p. 1268). Shenhar & Dvir (2007, p. 48) 

acknowledge the complexity of the organization but argue that this is a consequence of system complexity. I, 

however, disagree with this statement, since two equally complex projects can be organized in very different 

ways and hence have very different organizational complexities and vice versa. Therefore, I propose that we 

divide the concept of complexity into two dimensions of system and organization, respectively. 

Thus, we end up with an overall Uncertainty-Urgency structure as it is illustrated in Figure 27 with the two 

overall dimensions of urgency and uncertainty and the eight dimensions feeding into these two. Based on the 

Urgency-Uncertainty logic, I am able to create an extended version of the Diamond, the Extended Diamond 

Approach. The EDA is illustrated below in Figure 28 with its eight dimensions for characterizing projects.  
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Figure 28. The Extended Diamond Approach 

  

In the following sections I will describe in greater detail the eight dimensions and outline the empirical 

indicators107 of the dimensions. The full operationalization is described in Chapter 11. The description is 

structured in eight sections, one for each dimension, and each section is imitated by a generic outline of the 

dimension with specifications of the categories that constitute the dimension. Concrete consideration of the 

models utility with regards to IT projects and the LEGO context have also been made, based on input from 

literature on IT projects as well as qualitative empirical data from the LEGO Group. Through an analysis of 

empirical data and literature I found that the Extended Diamond Approach should be adapted for use on IT 

projects on five of the eight dimensions: strategic impact, process novelty, product novelty, technology 

process, and system complexity. With regards to the three other dimensions, there are no significant aspects to 

add or change. Following the generic description of these five dimensions is a clarification of the dimension 

from an IT project perspective.  

 Pace 

As it is noted by Shenhar & Dvir, “given the high velocity with which decisions are made and the shortened 

life cycles of products and markets, time … becomes a central factor in any modern look at the organization” 

(2004, p. 1267). Time pressure can arise from the impact of the project (see section 9.2.2.2 – Strategic impact), 

but time is generally an issue in modern organizations. Based on the definition of pace from the Diamond 

Approach we can identify four project types on this dimension going from low to high time pressure. The four 

categories are here indicated with a label (in bold) and the empirical indicators (Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, p. 

127ff). 

                                                      
107 For a definition of empirical indicator, see section 6.2.1 – Conceptualization. 
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No adaption to the setting of LEGO or The original definition of the Diamond Approach is directly transferred 

to the Extended Diamond Approach. 

The pace dimension: 
 The regular project: no real time pressure, since missing the deadline is not critical. Projects 

can be pushed aside for more pressing tasks. 

 The fast project: some time pressure, focus is on meeting schedule. 

 The time-critical project: significant time pressure, the project is characterized by a specific 
completion date which cannot be postponed and failing to meet deadline means failing the 
project. 

 The blitz project: extreme time pressure, characterized by an as-soon-as-possible delivery 
date, often projects started as a reaction to a crisis situation. 

 Strategic impact 

Strategic impact is the other element of the urgency dimension and regards what will happen to the organization 

should the project not be completed successfully. Based on Shenhar & Dvir’s (2007, p. 127ff)  pace-dimension 

and with inspiration from Crawford et al. (2006, p. 41) I have identified three categories on this dimension: 

 The low impact project: not critical to organizational success, can include certain organizational 

improvements, build-up efforts. No external, competitive, or enforced pressure. 

 The competitive project: addresses a market opportunity, helps creating or sustaining a strategic 

positioning, or form a new business line. 

 The business critical project: projects are initiated to meet an opportunity/remediate a crisis and is 

critical to business survival. Not completing project successfully may hurt profits significantly or be 

fatal. 108 

                                                      
108 In Reinventing Project Management (2007) Shenhar & Dvir identifies four types of paces, where an extra-urgent category, the blitz 

project, is included. However, in their earlier paper from 2004 they treat blitz and time-critical projects as one group (2004, p. 1280), 

and since what is mentioned as an example of a blitz project in their 2007 work is the Apollo 13 rescue mission (2007, p. 129), a type 

of project impact which will most likely not happen in the LEGO organization, or, in any case, happen very rarely, and I have therefore 

taken the liberty to merge the two project types into one category. 
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Questions to be asked regarding this dimension could be “Will the project provide a competitive edge?” or 

“Will the project provide a distinctive contribution to existing products, services, or organizational 

processes?” or “Will the product have high probability of supporting the enterprise’s strategic initiatives?” 

(Cleland, 2004, p. 209) If the answer to any of the questions is “yes” then the project is at least of the 

competitive type. If the answer is “yes, a necessary competitive edge, contribution, or support”, then the project 

is likely to be of the business critical type. 

The above stated definition of different types of projects on the strategic impact dimension are not well-suited 

for characterizing IT projects in the LEGO Group since the primary objective of the department of Corporate 

IT is to support other departments in providing a comptetive edge. Therefore, we need a different approach for 

the specific research purpose of the PhD dissertation. Fundamentally, the idea of this dimension is to 

understand how important the project is to the organization as a whole. An approach to make this dimension 

more specific could be to look closer at what department or function in LEGO is actually the customer in the 

project (Cleland, 2004, p. 209) and then understand how they, initially, and the overall organization, ultimately, 

will be affected by the project being done or not being done. If the project is supporting a key function in the 

organization significantly, the project obviously has greater impact than a project that supports a supporting 

function insignificantly. In the following, I use a distinction between activity borrowing from the ideas of 

Porter’s Value Chain (Porter, 1985), and magnitude, using a description by McFarlan et al. (1983). 

The question of activity is the question of who is the immediate customer of the project and how will they 

benefit from it, that is, the organizational functional unit that primarily will be affected by the project. To 

understand this distinction we can turn to Porter’s Value Chain. “The value chain disaggregates a firm into its 

strategically relevant activities … A firm gains competitive advantage by performing these strategically 

important activities more cheaply or better than its competitors.” (Porter, 1985, p. 33) The primary activities 

in the value chain regards the production, logistics, marketing and sale of the organization’s primary product, 

while the supporting activities supports the primary activities (ibid. p. 38). The work done by the IT department 

as such is a supporting activity for instance. Direct activities involve creating value for the customer 

(producing, selling, designing, etc.), while indirect activities enable the direct activities (administrating, 

maintaining). I suggest therefore to indicate the activity aspect of the strategic dimensions by questioning if 

the project supports any direct activities creating value for the LEGO Groups customers? As it was suggested 

by one of the informants, a project supporting the primary value chain, that is design, production, or sale in the 

LEGO Group is more important to the organizations survival than a project supporting an indirect activity such 
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as HR processes.109 This is illustrated below in Figure 29 where the direct activities in the primary functions 

would be scoring higher on the strategic impact dimension than indirect activities in the support functions. 

Figure 29. The LEGO Group value chain 

 

The second element of the strategic impact dimension relates to the magnitude of the project. To understand 

this we can use McFarlan’s distinction of the impact on the immediate customer of the project (that is, the 

functional unit) 110. McFarlan et al. (1983, p. 150) suggests to look at the information system (the product of 

the project) in relation to the organization and to understand the relative importance that IT constitutes in that 

particular organization: either the organization (function) is highly dependent on the product of a project under 

development to sustain competitive success or it is not (McFarlan, et al., 1983, pp. 150-152). This is thus a 

question of whether the project supports a core business process or strategy for this particular function or not. 

It is the difference between need-to-have projects and nice-to-have projects111. The magnitude aspect of 

strategic impact is therefore covered by questioning whether the project is of vital importance to the customer’s 

(the function) ability to do the activity.  

In the LEGO Group, there is a formalized setup for distinguishing between project impact with regards to the 

magnitude of the impact on the entire organization112, going from a very significant magnitude of overall, 

immediate survival of the LEGO Group, “L1. Legal. A project that the LEGO group is required to do in order 

to be in compliance with national or international law” and “L2. Continuity. Projects that are required to run 

in order to ensure business continuity… the processes in question must be key processes for the LEGO Group” 

to less immediate but still significant L3-L4 regarding projects supporting “Must Win Battles113 in a business 

plan or necessary to deliver one of the strategic goals agreed upon by Corporate Management“ and to the 

lowest category, the “L5. Optimization. Projects that are not part of a business plan or overall strategic goal 

of the LEGO Group.” Looking through the portfolio of IT projects however made it clear that only level 2 and 

3 were utilized and from interviews it became apparent that the categorization was more related to whether the 

project could be lined to a strategic priority such as a Must Win Battle or not. It was not linked to the actual 

                                                      
109 (Interview E, p. 4, l. 19, and p. 5, l. 12) and (Interview H, p. 5, l. 32-34) 
110 McFarlan (1983) looked at entire companies and sectors but the theory can as easily be adopted on functional units in organizations 

companies, which is what I do. 
111 (Interview F, p. 2, l. 22-24)  
112 See document: Strategic Prioritization Principles and USER GUIDE for Business Case development. 
113 “Must-win battles (MWBs) are the 3-5 key battles that an organization must win in order to achieve its most important goals.” 

(Killing, et al., 2005) 
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impact of the project. Also, project sponsors would tend to seek that the project was linked to an MWB since 

this would increase changes of getting funding for the project – regardless of whether the project had significant 

impact in supporting the MWB. The formal LEGO categorization is therefore not utilized in the definition of 

the empirical indicators of strategic impact. Instead, we incorporate magnitude as well as activity as is 

illustrated in Table 9. 

Table 9. Project types by combining the two elements of strategic impact 

  
Magnitude 

  Non-vital Vital 

Activity 
Indirect Low impact Competitive 

Direct Competitive Business-critical 

The adapted version of the dimension of strategic impact could look something like this when it is to be 

implemented for IT projects in the LEGO Group. 

The strategic impact dimension: 
 The low impact project: affecting indirect activity, and is not vital to the customers ability to 

perform this activity. 

 The competitive project: affects a direct activity but is non-vital, or affects an indirect activity 
for which the projects is vital. 

 The business-critical project: affects direct activity, and is vital to the survival of the 
organization. 

 Novelty 

In the Diamond Approach the novelty dimension highlights, as it was stated earlier, the newness of the product 

as it is perceived by its potential users, and it relates to the uncertainty around whether users or customers are 

familiar with this type of product, whether they are able to use it, and understand its potential benefits. The 

novelty of the project affects the project’s goals since it affects to what detail the goals can be laid out at the 

initial starting point of the project (Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, p. 46) – the greater the novelty the less clear the 

goals.  

In the section 9.2.2 – The Extended Diamond Approach above we discussed the concept of prioritization and 

that project should be prioritized based on their urgency to the organization. The concept of novelty is not 

related to the concept of urgency, which is an important fact, also noted by March: “Both exploration and 

exploitation are essential for organizations” (1991, p. 71) – novelty is not a prioritization parameter in itself. 

It should not be avoided, even though “exploration of new alternatives reduces the speed with which skills at 

existing ones are improved. It is also clear that improvements in competence at existing procedures make 

experimentation with others less attractive” (March, 1991, p. 72), but on the other hand, it is not a quality mark 

in itself. Others make the opposite mistake and are biased towards the “attraction of the ‘technological sublime’ 

– a fixation for the latest technology… [favouring] projects and solutions that bring more uncertainty or more 

cost.” (Giezen, 2012, p. 783) 

In the Diamond Approach, the novelty dimensions includes three categories of projects: derivative, which are 

extensions or modifications to existing products, platform, which are new generations of existing products, 

and break-through, which are new concepts (Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, pp. 46-47). The difference between low 

novelty projects and high novelty projects resembles the distinction made by March between exploitation and 
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exploration: “Exploration includes things captured by terms such as search, variation, risk taking, 

experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery, innovation. Exploitation includes such things as refinement, 

choice, production, efficiency, selection, implementation, execution.“ (March, 1991, p. 71) However, as it was 

stated, I would like to split this dimension in two in the Extended Diamond Approach – one of process and 

one of product novelty. The distinction of project types as it is described by Shenhar & Dvir captures the  

characterization of the product very well and it can to a certain extent be transferred into the dimension of 

process novelty. However, for this latter dimension we look at the degree of change and make a distinction 

between minor organizational changes and major organizational changes (Shenhar, 2001, p. 396). Wheelwright 

& Clark’s primary types of development projects can be used for suggesting  that process novelty is about the 

uncertainty delivered by the project in terms of how big a process change it produces in the receiving 

organization. These primary types are incremental changes, single department upgrade/next generation 

process changes, and new generation core process (Wheelwright & Clark, 1992, p. 93)114. Based on Shenhar 

& Dvir (2004, p. 1271ff) and Wheelwright & Clark (1992, p. 93ff) the following two dimensions reflecting 

product and process novelty, respectively, are identified: 

Novelty product dimension: 

 Derivative product project: product modification or extension, clear product requirements, serving 

existing users. Also projects which do not affect the end user. 

 Platform product project: a next generation of existing product family, extensive investigation of 

setup and careful planning necessary. 

 Break-through product project: product is new to users, they do not know how to use it. 

Requirements must remain flexible until user feedback is available.  

Novelty process dimension: 

 Incremental process change project: a process is modified and the project is characterized by clear 

training requirement and by affecting existing users or few users.  

 One department/next generation process change project: these projects include more severe 

processual change, either because it involves a new process (which is, though, similar to other 

processes), or because it involves more people (for instance an entire department). More extensive 

investigation is necessary to understand users habits, skills and knowledge etc.  

 New core process project: introduce a completely new process and a radical change. 

                                                      
114 I use the input from Wheelwright & Clark differently since they refer to changes in the organization conducting the project, that is, 

not in the customer/user organization which is what I refer to.  
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In an IT project context, the novelty dimensions benefit from further adaption and specification. As it was in 

the beginning of this section, uncertainty stemming from novelty is uncertainty about what the customer wants 

and what the customer will understand. In relation to specifically IT projects, this is a very significant 

discussion, since it is often stated about software technology and other types of IT projects that estimating this 

type of project ”has always been problematic, particularly because of the difficulty many software projects – 

and indeed systems projects in general – have in defining user and system requirements accurately at the 

estimating stage.”  (Morris, 2013, p. 88) However, the effect of novelty is not merely negative, as IT is also 

unique in supporting organizations since the technology has a tremendous flexibility potential for use 

(Fichman, et al., 2005, p. 75). In that case, the novelty of the project, includes both major risks as well as 

opportunities.  

With regards to novelty, there are three issues that should be discussed. Firstly, I want to highlight that if there 

is no end user, that is, if the closest a project gets to an end user is the IT department itself, then the product 

novelty uncertainty cannot be high. Secondly, it is not uncommon to see IT projects scoring high on both 

novelty dimensions, these are so-called a techno-change projects (Markus, 2004, p. 4), such as for instance 

ERP system implementation projects. In these projects product as well as process novelty are extremely high. 

Thirdly, the relation between novelty and uncertainty is mitigated by one factor: the origin of the project. I 

suggest, that if the project idea originates from the end user (the business) as opposed to the IT department 

then uncertainty about the goal will be smaller than if the project is pushed out to the business by the IT 

department. These three issues will be discussed below and based on these we can define the three project 

types on the process and product dimensions, respectively.  

The first discussion of novelty with regards to IT projects is the highlighting of the appropriateness of dividing 

the novelty dimension into a process and a product part. There are tremendous differences between projects 

where “technical and economic benefits can be had through simple upgrades and technology substitutions that 

do not require much effort on the part of IT ‘users’” (Markus, 2004, p. 4) and then projects where a significant 

organizational change is included. The ‘old’ projects of implementing IT applications are still there, i.e. IT 

internal projects where the biggest impact is on the IT department itself, such as upgrade projects, projects of 

changing network equipment, and other infrastructure projects115. However, the other group of projects is 

projects related to IT-enabled change and this group is growing in numbers (De Reyck, et al., 2005, p. 524). 

                                                      
115 (Interview G, p. 7, l. 11-15) 
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In IT-enabled projects the project has significant impact on the organization outside IT. I argue that when the 

affected party – the end user – is placed inside the IT department, the novelty uncertainty is relatively low, all 

other things being equal. In these cases, there is no real end user, and if there is, it would most likely be the 

same person who has implemented the project, doing maintenance on the system for instance. Thus, if the 

customer is placed inside the IT department, and especially the operations unit of the IT department, the project 

will be a derivative product project on the product novelty dimension. 

Secondly, uncertainty increases rapidly when IT is used in a way that triggers a major organizational change, 

the so-called techno-change projects, such as for instance when a new financial system is implemented which 

requires new routines for all of the employees in the Finance department or ERP system implementations 

projects (Markus, 2004, p. 4). ERP system implementation is more than implementation of a new IT system, 

it is a major organizational change, tightly integrating parts of the organization that worked independently 

before (Bingi, et al., 2006). The process is therefore just as novel as the product to the end users. Techno-

change and ERP projects would belong to the platform or even break-through category on the product novelty 

dimension and on the new core process category on the process novelty dimension.  

The third and final discussion regards if the negative effect of novelty is lessened if the demand for the project 

comes from the end users in the business and not the IT department. In the interviews, the informants disagreed 

on whether the IT department is able to predict the needs of the business and thus conduct projects with end 

user impact but without consulting the business and the end users. The discussion was whether there is actually 

a need for customers, that is, for a functional unit other than the IT department to make the initial project 

request. Some of the more operationally oriented informants acknowledged that it was important that projects 

fit the needs of the customers but also suggested that the IT department was able to identify these needs by 

visualizing the customers’ perspective116. Others suggested that knowing what the users wants was the task of 

business relations managers in IT117, while again others said that there is more than enough ‘pull’ coming from 

the business118. However, no matter the perspective, the suggestion is that if the request does not come from 

the users or the business, the novelty – or the resistance against the project and hence the perceived novelty – 

will most likely be much higher119. In the literature as well as in the interviews it is noted that a way of trying 

to minimize uncertainty is to do prototyping, that is, to build a working model of the IT system to obtain and 

test an early version of the product (Agresti, 1986, p. 6). Users and customers are often not able to relate to 

written descriptions of systems (Wysocki, 2007, p. 134), such as the very technical Business Requirement 

Document120, and being able to try out a working prototype mitigates this problem. If prototypes are utilized 

the user will have a better understanding of the product earlier121. However, since all projects at LEGO are 

implemented with some form of prototype or proof-of-concept testing this was not included in the definition. 

                                                      
116 (Interview G, p. 4, l. 3-4 and p. 3, l. 31-32) and (Interview C, p. 19, l. 6-11) 
117 (Interview F, p. 16, l. 17-22) 
118 (Interview D, p. 11, l. 21-27) 
119 (Interview D, p. 12, l. 1-4) 
120 (see document: Business Requirement Documentation) 
121 (Interview H, p. 3, l. 28-33) 
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The novelty product dimension: 
 Derivative product project: product modification or extension, clear product requirements. 

End user is placed inside the IT department and suggested by IT, or end user is placed in the 
business and the project is suggested by the business. 

 Platform product project: a next generation of existing product family, extensive 
investigation of setup and careful planning necessary. The project is suggested by the IT 
department or the business with the primary customer located in the business, i.e. the end 
user is outside the IT department.  

 Break-through product project: product is new to users, they do not know how to use it. 
Requirements must remain flexible until user feedback is available, many iterations. Project 
suggested by the IT department and the customer is placed in the business.  

Thus, distinguishing between where the idea for the project originated from (origin), who is the end user (end 

user), and the general sereneness of change, we can set up a table illustrating product novelty (product change), 

see Table 10. 

Table 10. Project types by combining the three elements of product novelty 

   
Product change 

End user Origin of idea None/small Next generation New 

Business  From IT (Platform) (Break-through) Break-through 

Business  From business Derivative Platform Break-through 

Inside IT From IT Derivative Platform Break-through 

The process novelty dimension consists of considerations of the degree of change, the number of users (few 

or many), and the knowledge about these users. Based on these considerations the two dimensions can be 

characterized for IT projects as follows (changes from the generic definition is indicated in italics). The 

definitions of the project types below are not comprehensive but suggests the elements that drive a project 

towards belonging to a certain group of projects on the dimension. It is described below that break-through 

projects are suggested by the IT department but this is the extreme case and there may be break-through 

projects that are suggested by the business. In this dimension, the degree of product changes is what primarily 

indicated the project’s product novelty.  

The novelty process dimension: 
 Incremental process change project: a process is modified and the project is characterized 

by high knowledge of users habits and skills (clear training requirement) and by affecting 
existing users or few users.  

 Next generation process change project: these projects include more severe processual 
change, either because it involves a new process (which is, though, similar to other 
processes), or because it involves more people (for instance an entire department). More 
extensive investigation is necessary to understand users habits, skills and knowledge etc.  

 New core process project: introduce a completely new process and a radical change. 
Includes extensive and unknown training requirements, and affects a large number of users. 

 Technology 

The second dimension in the Diamond Approach affecting the uncertainty of the project is technology and it 

regards, as it was stated earlier, not as much uncertainty of the goals of the project but uncertainty towards the 

methods to achieve the goals of the project. Uncertainty regards how to use the actual technology employed, 
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that is, reflects the team members knowledge of the technology and technical competencies as well as 

uncertainty regarding the processes utilized to achieve the end goal, that is the amount of design, 

communication, timing, number of design cycles, and other resources in general at project initiation (Shenhar 

& Dvir (2007, p. 47), Dvir et al. (1998, p. 921). The dimension includes four project types. Low-tech projects 

rely on well-known and well-established technologies, medium-tech projects use well-known but include 

features that have not been used before, high-tech projects are examples of projects where the technology is 

new to the project team, superhigh-tech projects include developing the new technology as the projects is 

implemented (Shenhar & Dvir, 2001, 2004, and 2007). This description very much hinges on the use of 

technology, i.e. the product technology, but Shenhar & Dvir’s description of technology also includes the 

aspect of process uncertainty with regards to ‘how to get there’. I have therefore in the Extended Diamond 

Approach divided the dimension into two dimensions as is described below: 

Product technology uncertainty dimension: 

 Low-tech project: technology well-known in project team.  

 Medium-tech project: technology well-known, but elements of unknown technology. 

 High-tech project: technology is new to the organization but exists. 

 Superhigh-tech project: technology developed in the project alongside the product, very rare.  

Process technology uncertainty dimension: 

 Low method uncertainty project: process is known, no design work, ‘build to print’. Examples are 

projects concerning the rebuilding of existing products.  

 Medium method uncertainty project: the project follows an incremental innovation process, some 

development and testing is done. Examples are improvement and modification of existing products. 

 High method uncertainty project: the project includes a large amount of innovation and long periods 

of design, development, test and re-design. Predictions are difficult.  

 Superhigh method uncertainty: while the mission may be clear, the solution is not. The project is 

characterized by radical innovation. 

 

From an IT perspective the process technology dimension needs further elaboration to be applicable, while the 

product technology dimension is fairly useful. I will, however, specify the concept of product here to include 

software as well as hardware and include a specification. The product technology dimension is therefore 

defined by the following. 
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The product technology dimension: 
 Low-tech project: hardware and software technology well-known in project team. For 

instance when adding a similar system to a system family in the current setup. 

 Medium-tech project: technology well-known, but elements of unknown technology. For 
instance adding a system built on different technology to a system family. 

 High-tech project: technology is new to the organization but exists. For instance, 
introducing a new platform. 

 Superhigh-tech project: technology developed in the project alongside the product, very 
rare. 

The process technology dimension – the ‘how to get there’ dimension – however, should be discussed in further 

detail with regards to three aspects. Firstly, it is stated both in the literature on IT projects as well as by 

practitioners that the process is almost always related with significant uncertainty. Berg gives the example that 

it is almost always difficult to know at the beginning of an IT project when the and how to involve users (2001, 

p. 146), and an informant notes how something unexpected always turns up in IT projects in a way that may 

not necessarily be the case in construction projects: “[In construction projects] there will be unknowns but 

these will most likely not be significant. In IT projects there are always new aspects … There is always a twist 

that makes it impossible to copy-paste”122. It is therefore not likely that any IT projects will belong to the low 

method uncertainty category on the process technology dimension. 

Secondly, with regards to the process, it is interesting to differentiate between the degree of in-house 

development and implementation of off-the-shelf products. Commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) projects are 

traditionally, if not underestimated, faster and less resource extensive (Tran & Liu, 1997, p. 362) – and less 

uncertain than self-developed systems. A project is, however, not either concerning the implementation of 

COTS software or development and implementation of in-house developed software. COTS must be integrated 

in the overall IT platform which usually implies some degree of adaption (development) and often COTS are 

not entire software packages but merely components to be modified, and consequently the distinction between 

COTS and self-developed systems is not a dichotomy but rather a continuum123 (Ulkuniemi & Seppänen, 

2002). Thus, when discussing the process technology we need to address whether the project regards 

development, the acquisition and implementation of externally developed software or a mixture of 

development and acquisition.  

Thirdly, there is a question of choice of development method, that is, whether the project development method 

is linear-sequential/traditional (e.g. waterfall model, a V model) or incremental/agile (e.g. iterative model, the 

scrum method), where the former is based on a predictive approach and the latter is based on an adaptive 

approach (Stoica, et al., 2013, p. 70). The predictive approach makes the project very dependent on the 

requirements and planning done in the beginning of the project, where the adaptive approach has several 

development cycles, and hence, ongoing requirements definition and planning (ibid.). The predictive approach 

is associated with less uncertainty of the goal and the method for how to achieve the goal than the adaptive 

approach, if applied optimally. The degree of user involvement can impact the certainty, as, for instance, 

infrastructure projects (minimal end user involvement) are very well suited for the predictive approach, while 

for instance IT projects in the Marketing department where the end user is greatly impacted, the adaptive 

approach is applicable124. In other words, the use of either a predictive or an adaptive approach signals 

                                                      
122 (Interview A, p. 11, l. 1-2) 
123 (Interview G, p. 7, l. 22-26) 
124 (Interview A, p. 8, l. 25-26) and (Interview F, p. 16, l. 33-35)  
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something about the uncertainty of the process technology in the project and it can be added to the dimension. 

Thus, I propose that we base the distinction on an evaluation of the degree of innovation, include the concept 

of COTS versus development projects and include the question of development method in the dimension. 

The process technology dimension: 
 Low method uncertainty project: process is known, no design work, ‘build to print’. Pure 

COTS solution, e.g. through predictive approach. Very few IT projects in this category. 

 Medium method uncertainty project: incremental innovation process, some development 
and testing, improvements and modification of existing products. Self-developed solution 
or COTS. Predictive approach. 

 High method uncertainty project: development of new product, long periods of design, 
development, test and re-design, predictions are difficult. Most likely self-developed 
solution and adaptive approach. 

 Superhigh method uncertainty: while the mission may be clear, the solution is not. Most 
likely self-developed solution and adaptive approach. 

 Complexity 

The third and final factor affecting uncertainty is complexity. There is no consensus on how to define 

complexity of a system and hence measure it, but overall it may be related to the ”number of components of a 

system as well as with the number of ways in which they can be related” (Tsoukas & Hatch, 2001, p. 985). The 

description and measurement of complexity cannot be done in an objective manner, because complexity is not 

an intrinsic property of the system but instead observer dependent (ibid. p. 986). Measuring complexity is 

therefore related to both system under observation and the observer, as well the interaction between the two 

(ibid. p. 985). 

Some researchers within the field of project management suggests size as an indicator of complexity, since 

large projects tend to have unusually large estimation error (Jørgensen, et al., 2012, p. 843). Size would refer 

to the number of elements in the organization, and indirectly to the interrelations between the elements. Size, 

however, is also a fluffy concept and can come in all sorts of indicators such as budget (cost), schedule 

(duration), or team size, for instance. Sauer et al. (2007, p. 80) found that abandoned projects had high budgets, 

good performers tended to have relatively small budgets, while star performers had really high budgets; 

abandoned projects had very high duration time, good performers had short duration estimates, while star 

performers had medium duration. In consequence, there is no clear linear relationship.  If we take as an 

assumption that complex projects are performing poorly due to the difficulties of planning (this is a bit of a 

circle containment, but for the sake of the argument we will proceed), it is not possible to conclude any link 

between the indicators of budget or schedule and complexity, and hence there is no indication that these 

indicators indicate complexity. The only size indicator that Sauer et al. found that may have such a correlation 

to complexity is team size, where good performers and star performers are significantly lower than for 

abandoned projects (Sauer, et al., 2007, p. 80). There can be many reasons for these findings, and there is not 

basis for concluding much. What should be illustrated, though is that it is difficult to operationalize complexity.  

The dimension is, as it was stated above, in the Extended Diamond Approach divided into two dimensions, 

one focussing on the complexity of the system and the other focusing on the orgranizational complexity. The 

systems complexity dimension  includes three project types and has a high degree of focus on the hierarchy 

between elements (Shenhar & Dvir, 2004, p. 1267). The lower level layers (such as assembly) are sub-systems 

of the higher layers (such as array) (ibid. p. 1277) and arrays will contain many assemblies. 
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The system complexity dimension:  

 Assembly: a collection of elements in one single entity performing one function such as a simple 

standalone function or a subsystem for a larger system. Relatively simple.  

 System: involves a collection of elements or sub-systems that jointly perform multiple functions to 

satisfy a specific operational need. 

 Array: a large collection of systems that perform multiple functions with a common purpose.  

The other dimension regards the complexity of the organization. Here it is also about the number of elements 

and their interrelation visualized by the number of tasks, the projects role in the parent organization and relation 

to other projects, the formality and type of communication. For instance, projects where the team works on a 

global basis, that is, globally dispersed, working virtually, coming from different cultures and working across 

different time zones are considered more complex to manage (Espinosa et al. (2006, p. 346), Evaristo & van 

Fenema, 1999, p. 275). Another indicator is whether the project is conducted individually or part of a program 

(Crawford, et al., 2006, p. 40), the logic being that the tighter coupling to other projects the greater the 

complexity. 

The organizational complexity dimension: 

 Low: Carried out by a single unit or entity that performs a single function, the number of activities or 

tasks range in the tens, interaction and communication and decision making is informal and 

documentation is minimal. Project may be a stand-alone project, and project team is working from 

same geographical area. 

 Medium: several units involved, managed in a more formal way, with more documentation and 

contraction, with special administrative staff, and tasks are in 100s to a few 1000s.  

 High: very formal, extensive documentation, tasks in 1000s. Project is part of a program. Project team 

is working virtually. 

 

In the specific context of IT projects it is necessary to specify especially the system complexity dimension. As 

Berg notes about the complexity of IT: “Consisting of a host of interrelated hardware components and 

thousands or millions lines of code, its behaviour never becomes fully transparent, even to those intimately 

involved in its construction.” (Berg, 2001, p. 146) All of the risks and uncertainties are bigger in IT projects – 

there are more critical human resources, more eminent errors to make, greater unknown complexity125. In 

                                                      
125 (Interview A, p. 11, l. 17-20) 
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general, “software is like entropy. It is difficult to grasp, weighs nothing, and obeys the Second Law of 

Thermodynamics; i.e. it always increases.” (Morris, 2013, p. 86) 

For specifying the dimension, I have chosen to focus on Shenhar & Dvir’s distinction of the overall 

functionality complexity (ranging from simple, entity assemblies, over more complex systems, i.e. collections 

of entities with more functions, and to the arrays of large collections of entities with multiple operational 

needs), the scope of the impact (illustrated by what elements of the platform the project affects, i.e. whether 

the project affects one or several of the presentation, application, and infrastructure layers), the integration 

with other systems and data sources, and finally, the software complexity indicating how difficult the system 

or component is to understand and verify (IEEE, 1998). The latter is inspired by Boehm et al. (Boehm, et al., 

2000, p. 23) and regards the complexity of the code, control operations, computational operations, data 

management operations, as well as the GUI.  

The system complexity dimension: 
 Assembly: an IT system of one entity, performing one function, affecting one of the layers 

of the platform, characterized by low software complexity, and little integration.  

 System: an IT system involving a collection of entities that perform multiple functions 
satisfying one operational need, affecting one or several of the layers of the platform, 
characterized by medium software complexity, and some integration. 

 Array: an IT system of a large collection of entities with multiple operational need and one 
common purpose, affecting several layers of the platform, characterized by high software 
complexity, and high degree of integration. 

The organizational complexity dimension defined above can be utilized, however, in the LEGO setting the 

question of formality of communication is not relevant, since all projects conducted via the LEGO Project 

Model are conducted through highly formal communication and documentation of the process. 

The organizational complexity dimension: 
 Low: Carried out by a single unit or entity that performs a single function, the number of 

activities or tasks range in the tens. Project may be a stand-alone project, and project team 
is working from same geographical area. 

 Medium: several units involved, with more documentation and contraction, with special 
administrative staff, and tasks are in 100s to a few 1000s. Project may be a part of a program 
and team may be working virtually. 

 High: large amount of units involved, tasks in 1000s. Project is part of a program. Project 
team is working virtually. 
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 Overview  

Based on this discussion we can design the eight dimensions of the Extended Diamond Approach, as it is 

illustrated in Figure 30. The approach consists of the eight dimensions which again are divided in three to four 

categories. The pace dimension with four categories from the lowest regular to the highest blitz, and the 

strategic impact dimension with the low, competitive, and business critical categories. Both novelty 

dimensions are divided into three categories each, process novelty into incremental, next generation, and new 

core, and product novelty into derivative, platform, and break-through. Product and process technology 

consists of four categories ranging from low to superhigh, system complexity consists of three, assembly, 

system, and array, and finally organizational complexity consist of low, medium, and high. 

Figure 30. The detailed Extended Diamond Approach 
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  Success 
Chapter 9 provided a detailed answer to research question 1: What characterizes an IT project? This next 

chapter is dedicated to answering research question 2 with the same rigour: What characterizes success in an 

IT project? As it was stated in Chapter 1, there is no agr eed upon definition of the concept of success (cf. 

Thomas & Fernández, 2008, p. 733, Prabhakar, 2008, p. 3, Gable et al., 2008, p. 378, Nelson, 2007, Jugdev & 

Müller, 2005, and Shenhar et al., 2001, p. 699). A scan of the literature on projects success in general and IT 

project success in particular reveals that several scholars have made attempts of creating a generic, supposedly 

unifying definition of success (cf. de Wit, 1998), Delone & McLean, 2003, and Ballantine et al., 1996). 

However, none have gained the status of a standard definition. This is documented by at least a handful of 

articles and books that provide comprehensive overviews of different definitions in academic literature (cf. 

Gemino et al. , 2008) and from practice (cf. Thomas & Fernández, 2008, and Petter et al., 2012). To illustrate 

the how the problem is evident in practice we can turn to some examples from the case organization, the LEGO 

Group. There is no official definition of a successful project in the organization. The closest thing to a definition 

is stated in the project model126 which builds on a separation of project performance, that is, cost, time, and 

quality, from financial and qualitative benefits. When informants from different parts of the organization with 

different job functions127 were asked to define success in general, none of the definitions of success matched 

the official division into product and process. The informants gave very different testimonies of their 

understanding of the concept, but in general, the informants did not have clear-cut definitions of success and 

mentioned several success criteria to define a successful project. In one interview it became clear that different 

project success criteria compete for the position of being the primary. For instance, in one interview an 

informant mentioned the short term impact on business128, the well-being of the employees on the project 

team129 , as well as a timely delivery of a milestone 130  as ‘the’ definition of success in a given project, 

respectively. This thus signals some internal inconsistency. However, there was mostly one success criteria or 

objective that was emphasised by the informant, either by being the one mentioned most often or being the 

one that was elaborated in greater detail or with greater enthusiasm.  

                                                      
126 (Document: Success Criteria Definition, p. 2) 
127 See appendix List of interviews for a description of informants. 
128 (Interview A, p. 6, l. 24-25) 
129 “To me it is more about developing the employees working in the projects than achieving a specific project goal.” (Interview A. p. 

10, l. 20-22) “…It is important that we are pay attention and it is important because the person next to him will not notice… And it can 

really hurt.” (Interview A, p. 2, l. 28-29) 
130 “Our biggest success criterion was to [reach a specific deliverable at a specific time].” (Interview A, p. 2, l. 39-40)   
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The informants did not, however, agree on what success criterion was most important in defining a successful 

project (see also Table 11). For instance, one informant defined the key success criteria as not disturbing the 

business during project implementation. Others focused on meeting customer needs or evaluating the return 

on investment of the project. Again, others focus on the creation of value in the business either by directly 

affecting the value chain or supporting the overall mission of the company. Informants obviously have different 

perspectives on success: ranging from impact on a short term to mid and long term, that is, from impact during 

the project process to post hoc impact; and ranging from positive to negative impact, that is, from avoiding to 

create incidents to making sure to creating value.  

Table 11. Examples of practitioners’ understanding of the concept of success 

 
Statements 

 
Impact  

 “When we measure the number of incidents it is simply because we know 
that the most important thing is to not affect the end users.”128 

Short term – incidents (problems)  

“The primary to me is … return on investment … Did we get the yield we 
actually promised [to deliver].”131 

Mid term - return on investment 

“I would focus on … did we match the customer’s need?”132 Mid term - customer need 

“Everything has to be linked to the primary value chain… development of 
products, production of products, sale of products.”133 

Long term - primary value chain 

“We should spend our resources in a way that creates the highest profit in 
order for us to be able to reach the largest possible number of children.”134 

Long term - mission statement 

In conclusion, these statements illustrate that even though employees work in the same department in the same 

organization with the same projects – within the frame of the same project model – they are still not at all 

aligned as to how to define success. Inconsistency is also here significant. Thus, with no pre-defined standard 

definition of the concept, answering RQ2 therefore requires a process of assessing the existing suggestions and 

designing a definition based on this. 0 describes this process and provides a detailed definition of the concept 

of success in IT projects, the 4x5 Framework, consisting of four parameters and five success types. 

Section 10.1 initiates the chapter by answering the very fundamental question of what is the meaning of the 

word success? Then section 10.2 – Three factors affecting the applied definition of success pursues a deeper 

understanding of the nature of success and investigates three characteristics of the concept of success. Based 

on the characteristics, three guiding principles for how to design the framework for evaluating success in IT 

projects are suggested. Then, in section 10.3 – Parameters, four universal projects success parameters are 

defined as the foundation for comparing project success based on a review of four existing project success 

frameworks, and in section 10.4 – Assessment method it is outlined how these parameters are to relate to each 

other in the overall assessment of success. Finally, in section 10.5 – The 4x5 Framework, the five success types 

are outlined and the framework summed up.  

 Defining the concept of success 
Having established that there is no consensus on how to define success leaves us only the option of starting 

from the beginning ty investigating in detail the complexity of the concept of success, the nature of it, and 

define it. In the following sections I will outline the concept at a generic and theoretical level. The next section, 

section 10.1.1 – Success or any random word?, discusses why success is the appropriate word to use in order 

                                                      
131 (Interview G, p. 13, l. 16 and 24) 
132 (Interview B, p. 15, l. 5) 
133 (Interview E, p. 4, l. 12-14) 
134 (Interview F, p. 6, l. 11-12) 
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to achieve the research objective. Then a semantic definition of the concept is given in section 10.1.2 – A 

semantic definition of success.  

10.1.1. Success or any random word? 

It is important to consider the use of different terms when defining a concept because the discourse understood 

as action can shape the reality of – at least – the social world. We cannot use any random word since words 

affect actions (see also section 4.2 – Epistemology). The purpose of this dissertation is to create a framework 

for evaluating success in IT projects. In the dissertation title as well as in the objective and in the research 

questions the word success reoccurs and it is stated to be a key concept in Chapter 1.  But why the word success  

and not for instance performance or evaluation? In the literature the concepts of performance and success are 

used interchangeably, see for example Gemino et al. (2008) and Sauer et al. (2007). However, in the light of 

the wording being critical in shaping the meaning and ultimately the outcome of the endeavour, this is only 

appropriate if the terms are expressions of the same meaning. If they are not, a choice should be made between 

the terms, and this choice should of course reflect the objective of the research. Before defining the concept of 

success next in section 10.1.2, this section explains the focus on success by relating it to other relevant terms. 

In the following I will discuss whether we could use the word performance instead of or interchangeably with 

success, whether we really do need a noun such as success or performance and cannot merely create a 

‘framework for evaluation of IT projects’, and finally I will discuss how success is related to the concept of 

failure. 

Firstly, to clarify whether success and performance can be used interchangeably, we need to understand the 

meaning of these words. And to do so we can turn to established definitions, such as those of esteemed 

dictionaries. Looking into general definitions in three influential dictionaries, the Oxford English Dictionary, 

the Cambridge English Dictionary and the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, the main difference between the two 

words is that performance is relatively neutral while success is normative: the definitions of performance in 

the three major dictionaries are focused on an action or process, the evaluation of an activity, the act of doing 

a job, while success on the other hand is defined by obtaining a specific end goal – accomplishment of an aim, 

the achieving of the results wanted or hoped for, or the correct or desired result of an attempt, see Table 12. 

Using the word performance is to focus on the process and the act of doing, while using the word success is to 

focus on achieving a specific outcome or result. When we discuss how to evaluate IT projects it could be 

argued that the word we use for this task reflects the way that we attempt the task, and in this light, performance 

represents a limited scope of evaluating the act of doing the project (the project process) operationalized for 

instance by measuring the quality of the project process. Evaluating success is, however, evaluating if the 

project process resulted in achieving the effect or end goal of the project. Actually, the concept of success can 

be said to include the concept of performance, since the act of doing (performance) could be a part of the result 

that is wanted or hoped for (success). One could argue that success is the more comprehensive word and that 

it is preferred that we use this word. 
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Table 12. Definitions of words related to success 

  
Performance 

 
Evaluation 

 
Success 

 
Failure 

Oxford 
English 
Dictionary  

The action or process of 
performing a task or 
function 

The making of a judgement 
about the amount, number, or 
value of something; assessment 

The 
accomplishment of 
an aim or purpose 

Lack of success;  
The action of state of 
not functioning 

Cambridge 
English 
Dictionary  

How well a person, 
machine, etc. does a piece 
of work or an activity 

The process of judging 
something's quality, 
importance, or value 

The achieving of the 
results wanted or 
hoped for  

The fact of someone 
or something not 
succeeding 

Merriam-
Webster 
Dictionary  

The act of doing a job, an 
activity, etc. 

a:  the ability to perform: 
efficiency  
b:  the manner in which a 
mechanism performs  

To determine or fix the value of 
something or to determine the 
significance, worth, or 
condition of usually by careful 
appraisal and study 

The correct or 
desired result of an 
attempt 

  

Lack of success 

Sources: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/, http://dictionary.cambridge.org/, and http://www.merriam-webster.com/    

Secondly, we need to clarify whether it is even necessary to use words such as success or performance – it is 

reasonable to question if it is not sufficient to ‘create a framework for evaluation of IT projects’ rather than to 

‘create a framework for evaluating success in IT projects’. The former would obviate the previous discussion 

of choice of word. In Table 12 the definitions of the concept of evaluation are listed. It seems that evaluation 

suffers from the reverse insufficiencies of performance. Where performance focused on the process, 

evaluation focusses on the product or outcome and the assessing of the value of the outcome. Success is again 

the more comprehensive word since it includes both process and product. Also, it seems that evaluation is 

primarily connected to the assessment or establishing of the value and does not to the same degree relate this 

assessment to the goal or target – the normative part. Again the word success is the more comprehensive 

choice. 

However, choosing to utilize success also has disadvantages that are not inherent in performance, for instance. 

One of the advantages of evaluating performance is that performance is a neutral word, indicating what would 

be a sliding scale measure from low to high performance. The word itself does not imply any score on this 

scale. Using success, on the other hand, signals that the result is in the positive end of the scale, and it almost 

implicates the use of its opposite: the failure, since success is only a success juxtaposed to failure, where failure 

means a lack of success. Therefore, thirdly, we need to understand how success relates to failure. When the 

concept of failure is used in the literature, no consensus on the definition on the concept can be found (Wilson 

& Howcroft, 2002). Wilson & Howcroft show that it is used when a project process did not meet the standards 

agreed upon regarding time, cost and scope, when the product was not operating according to agreed standard, 

when the system was not evaluated (which does not say anything about the actual operational efficiency), or 

when a system was not used to the estimated level (ibid. p. 237). Consequently, the success/failure relationship 

tends to indicate a one-dimensional dichotomy and leads us to believe that there are only two possible 

outcomes: either the project is a success or it is a failure. In reality, projects are not either/or. The evaluation 

spectre is a multi-dimensional sliding scale, or as Wilson et al. describes it “a process rather than a single, 

discrete event” (Wilson & Howcroft, 2002, p. 238). And fortunately, in the literature success is often used 

alone without being juxtaposed to failure, where projects are instead evaluated as being more or less (or not at 

all) a success without the mentioning of what constitutes a failure (Savolainen & Ahonen, 2012, p. 458).  

Thus, weighing the pros and cons, success rather than performance or relying solely on evaluation should be 

used to denote the purpose of the research since success is the more comprehensive term – it includes the 

concept of performance and it focuses on achieving a specific result which is more in line with the research 

objective. Therefore, success is used in this dissertation, and the concept is not understood as one part of an 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/
http://www.merriam-webster.com/
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evaluation dichotomy of failure-or-success but understood as a sliding, multi-dimensional scale of more-or-

less-success. In the following section, the concept of success will be defined in greater detail.  

10.1.2. A semantic definition of success 

As the former section established the reasons for using the word success, we can now begin defining the 

concept in order to later to operationalize it into an applicable framework. The process of conceptualizing and 

operationalization of the concept of success is initiated in this section with a semantic, high-level, generic 

definition of the word success. As foundation for this semantic definition, we turn to the previously mentioned 

sources of established definitions, the Oxford English Dictionary, the Cambridge English Dictionary and the 

Merriam-Webster Dictionary. The definition of success in the Cambridge English Dictionary is ‘the achieving 

of the results wanted or hoped for’ and it points out one of the interesting elements of success which is the 

ambiguity between evaluating what you did get (the result) against what you hoped for, i.e. before starting the 

project (initial expectations) or from your requirements at the time of achieving the result (immediate 

expectations). There is a difference between what you hoped for (to hope is an activity you do pre-project in 

the past) and what you want (to want is what you do post-project in the present). There is, in other words, a 

qualitative difference between initial and immediate expectations. The Oxford English Dictionary definition 

is ‘the accomplishment of an aim or purpose’ and emphasizes the former (initial expectations) since it is 

inherent to the concepts of aims and purpose that these are proposed before the event. The Merriam Webster 

definition is ‘the correct or desired result of an attempt’ is relatively neutral since correct does not clearly 

refer to one or the other type of expectations. 

All three definitions suggest how success is connected to people since the ability of wanting, hoping or desiring 

as well as attributing purposefulness are actions that are strongly related to people as opposed to other living 

organisms or groups of organisms such as organizations etc., since organizations, for instance, do not hope or 

want anything in themselves. 

Overall the definitions also include an outcome (result), a normative evaluation of this result against 

expectations (if it is wanted/hoped for, was purposed, correct or desired) as well as a process (accomplishment, 

achieving, attempt). Based on these observations, we can create a high-level definition of the evaluation of 

success which is the evaluation of whether the result of an accomplishment, achievement, or attempt was 

wanted, hoped for, correct, or desired. Success is a question of what is anticipated or wanted versus what is 

actually achieved, and following from this definition the evaluation of IT project success is evaluation of 

whether the result of the project matches the expectations to the project – whether performance on some given 

parameters match expectations. The three key elements of success are thus one or several parameters, 

performance on these parameters, and expectations to the performance on these parameters, and success can 

be defined: 

Success is when performance on one or more parameters match the 
expectations to the performance on these parameters. 

Definition 4. The concept of success. 

This is illustrated in Figure 31 as a three dimensional model of success – the 3D model of success – where 

different parameters are illustrated on the x-axis, performance is illustrated on the y-axis and expectations are 

illustrated on the z-axis. The dotted lines illustrate where performance meet expectations on the three different 

parameters as a ‘line of success’. The stars are examples that illustrate different evaluation outcomes: for 
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parameter 1 expectations are higher than the performance and the star is below the line of success, in the case 

of parameter 2 performance is higher than expectations, and for parameter 3 performance matches 

expectations. Overall project success is assessed based on the full evaluation of success on all given 

parameters.   

Figure 31. Illustration of the 3D model of the concept of success 

 

This model is stylized and does not indicate any objectivity in the labels ‘low’ and ‘high’. What is important 

to note is that there is no a priori or correct level of expectations (or performance). As DeMarco states then 

“managing expectations is as essential as managing performance” (1982, p. 9) when it comes to IT projects. 

The model actually indicates that to achieve success it is possible to follow one of two strategies, as it is 

illustrated below in Figure 32. The first strategy for achieving success is to adjust the performance to 

correspond to the expectations. In other words, if a project is challenged in delivering the product at the agreed 

upon deadline, the project manager should make project participants work overtime to increase performance 

and meet the schedule. This is probably the more traditional perspective on how to achieve success. The second 

strategy is an approach that is not often discussed and, if it is, is frowned upon. This second strategy is to adjust 

the expectations instead of adjusting performance. In the example from before this would mean that instead of 

working harder, the deadline is postponed instead. If we assume that expectations are reasonable and 

deliberate, this second strategy is of course an ill-advised strategy. It would be viewed as manipulation in the 

most negative sense, serving only the manipulating party and not the organization as such. However, it is 

sometimes the case that expectations are set unreasonably high. In such a case the second strategy may be 

perfectly acceptable and meaningful. As DeMarco suggests, the best project is “not necessarily the one that 

does the most work, but the one that best lives up to its preconditions.” (1982, p. 5) 

 Figure 32. Two strategies for achieving success 

  

Thus, we can conclude this section by stating that evaluating success in IT projects is to evaluate the match 

between expectations and performance on given parameters. The next step in designing a framework for doing 
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so is to transform this generic and high-level definition of success into an applicable definition of success. 

From this point on we therefore need to distinguish between the definition of the concept of success which is 

the high-level definition including expectations and performance (see Definition 4 above) and the applied 

definition of success for a specific project. The former is a generic definition and the latter is the concrete set 

of success criteria (specific parameters and expectations set for a given project, i.e. a measures and targets). 

Going forward, when a reference is made to the definition of success it is the latter, the applied definition, 

which is referred to.  

 Three factors affecting the applied definition of 

success 
In order to translate the high-level, generic definition of the concept of success given in Definition 4 above 

into a project-specific and applied definition of what is success for a given project, we need to answer two 

obvious questions: what parameters should be used, and what are the expectations to the performance on these 

parameters? Current research on IT projects is concerned with answering these questions with an answer that 

is generic and covers all projects: ‘these are the parameters that are relevant for all projects, and these are the 

expectations that stakeholders should have’. An example could be, for instance, that budget adherence is 

considered relevant for all projects and where the general expectation is that costs should be kept within +/- 5 

% of the estimate. Thus, current research on IT projects is a search for the ‘Holy Grail’. This type of research 

is often done with a noble purpose, e.g. in order to be able to identify a pattern of cause and effect across 

projects that, when found, will explain success or failure in all IT projects, see e.g. Al-Ahmad et al. (2009), 

Calisir et al. (2005), Nelson (2007), and Kappelman et al. (2006). What characterize these studies is that the 

existence of this (yet unidentified) one size that fits all is not questioned, even though as Morris notes (citing 

Miller and Lessard) it is questionable “whether it even makes sense to try and define ‘best practice’ in project 

management; such is the effect of context of project and type.” (2013, p. 101) Other scholars agree that it is 

dubious to design one applied definition of success and utilize this for all projects.  Berg for instance  notes 

how successful implementation of an IT system “implies careful attention to what success parameters are 

used, whether the different parties involved in the implementation process share these goals, and how the 

inevitable evolution of the criteria of ‘success’ will be handled” (2001, p. 146). Standing & Stockdale 

formalized a similar idea of evaluation as being dependent on i.a. what is being evaluated, who affects the 

evaluation, and when is the period of evaluation (2006, p. 1097).   

Building on the thoughts of Berg and Stockdale & Standing I too challenge the Holy Grail approach using 

three basic statements:  

1. Projects are contingencies (Thomas & Fernández, 2008; Müller & Turner, 2007; Shenhar, 2001). 

2. Success is socially constructed (Thomas & Fernández, 2008; Berg, 2001; Belassi & Tukel, 

1996). 

3. Success is dynamic (Remus & Wiener, 2010; Atkinson, 1999; Shenhar et al., 1997). 

These three statements are arguments against using one and the same applied definition of success in all 

projects and are at the same time also a way to structure and understand project diversity. In the next three 

sections the three statements will be examined and substantiated one by one to understand the nature of the 

concept of success. It is not until we understand the concept that we can solve the puzzle of setting up a 

framework for evaluating it. In the next sections, three characteristics of project success is discussed as is their 

effect on expectations, optimal choice of parameters, and also – to some degree – performance. The next 
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section  outlines the contingent characteristic of projects (section 10.2.1 – Contingency), and is followed by a 

section on the social aspect of the construction of success (section 10.2.2 – Stakeholders), and a section on the 

dynamic nature of success (section 10.2.3 – Time). Finally, section 10.2.4 sums up the learnings from the three 

previous sections and points out three guiding principles for how to design the framework for comparing 

success. 

10.2.1. Contingency 

It is often overlooked how different success parameters are relevant to different types of projects and with 

different degrees of importance (Shenhar et al., 2001, p. 704, Shenhar, 2001, p. 395, and Müller & Turner, 

2007, p. 298) and there is little discussion of how to design the success definition for a given project taking 

into consideration the differences of projects (Thomas & Fernández, 2008, p. 734). As it was established in 

Chapter 9 projects do share some overall characteristics but they are per definition unique organizations 

(Söderlund, 2004, p. 186). Acknowledging the uniqueness of projects while working within the pragmatic 

philosophy of science leaves an obvious link to contingency theory, since this approach supports the pragmatic 

idea of not searching for one truth but for the best idea currently available, cf. also the discussion in section 

4.2.1 – What can we know. This next section (10.2.1.1 – Understanding project success through contingency 

theory) describes from a contingency point of view how the inherent differences of projects affect the applied 

definition of success, i.e. what parameters are included and what the expectations are for a particular project. 

Section 10.2.1.2 – Critique of contingency then addresses some of the problematic features of contingency 

theory. 

 Understanding project success through contingency theory 

Working with a contingency approach means rejecting the idea of finding one best way of working (Betts, 

2008, p. 123) and instead take as the starting point that the best solution to an organizational problem will be 

determined by the situation (Johansen & Frandsen, 2007, p. 179). Contingency theory emerged in the 1960s 

suggesting that the design of organizations is contingent upon the environment of the organization (the 

situation), based on studies revealing that any way of organizing is not equally effective but how there is no 

one objectively right solution either (Scott, 1992, pp. 88-89). Contingency theory challenges the assumption 

of the administrative theorists (ibid.) who seek to develop general principles applicable to all organizations in 

all situations, a recipe (Johansen & Frandsen, 2007, p. 17) for success. In other words, contingency theory 

encourages us to stop looking for the Holy Grail of success definitions and recognize that different approaches 

are appropriate for different projects. 

The contingency approach is widely used in many different areas of organizational management research 

(Betts, 2008, p. 124) and it has been used to discuss the definition of information systems success (cf. Meyers 

et al., 1997) but the more specific implications of the theory have not been made explicit. More detailed 

analysis is necessary to understand how contingency theory can provide useful input for defining success for 

a given project. A detailed understanding can be provided via contingency theory which acknowledges the 

unique situation of the project by addressing the relevant contingency variables. A contingency variable is a 

characteristic of the organization or its environment that is presumed to have an effect on the performance of 

the organization. In this case the organization is the project and performance refers to the relative fit between 

the project and the success definition (i.e. parameters and expectations). 

In the literature on contingency theory the main contingency factors have traditionally been environment, 

technology, size and age of the organization (Betts, 2008, p. 124). Mintzberg (1979, p. 221) defined 11 

contingency variables believed to affect an organization’s general performance, i.e. concerning the 
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organization’s complexity (age, size and technical system) and the nature of the environment (complexity and 

hostility). Myers et al. (1997, p. 19) did something similar and focused on contingency variables related to the 

information system under scrutiny but also to the organization (size, goals, management support, maturity, 

structure, management philosophy etc.) and the environment (industry, culture, economy, resource availability 

etc.). The persisting challenge is to identify what contingency variables are relevant for defining success in an 

IT project? The list of candidates is literally infinite. To answer this question I take as the point of departure 

the overall suggestion made by Scott: the organization with the best match between internal features and the 

demands of the environments will achieve the best adaptation (1992, p. 89). Thus, which success definition is 

more optimal for a given project depends on contingency variables which are related to the external demand 

and internal features of the project. I suggest, however, to use the same approach as Yukl when he describes 

contingency theories of leadership (2005, p. 165ff) and separate internal features in two groups of truly project-

internal features and external features which are closely related to but yet external to the project such as 

features of the parent organization. This leaves a simple causal model to illustrate a contingency approach to 

the definition of success in IT projects, as is seen in Figure 33. The causal variable (what is done in the project, 

the performance on given parameters) affect the end result variable (evaluation of the project’s success), but 

this effect is affected by the intervening variable (the demand of the environment, the expectations), which is 

in turn affected by the situation (internal features of the project as well as the parent organization in general).  

Figure 33. Contingency theory utilized for defining success in IT projects 

 

This generic model can then be made more specific by identifying the variables to be included in the model. 

Of the few scholars within the field of IT project research who recognize the contingency aspect of project 

objectives and success measures, even fewer give direct guidance on how to actually put theory into practice 

and provide suggestions for what situational variables are relevant. There is not one source of authority on this 

subject and trying to define an exhaustive, authoritative list of variables defeats the purpose of contingency 

theory – or at least opposes the spirit of the approach. Therefore, I have designed a solution for the purpose of 

this research by piecing the literature such as Gable et al. (2008), Shenhar et al. (2001), Westerveld (2003), 

and DeLone & McLean (2003) together with the Extended Diamond Approach, which was described in 

Chapter 9. The specified variables are illustrated below in Figure 34. 

1. Cause variable and end result variable. The cause variable is the work done – it is the performance 

of the project. The end result variable is the result of the evaluation of the project: did the performance 

match the expectations, i.e. was the project a success? 

2. Intervening variable. Whether the project’s performance (cause variable) is evaluated as a success 

(end variable) is dependent on the demands of the environment (intervening variable), that is, what is 
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expected of the project. The expectations are manifested in what success parameters are included in 

the evaluation, and what success parameters are emphasised, that is, their relative weight. Regarding 

emphasis, Shenhar et al. (2001) notes how a low-tech135 project is often expected to meet schedule and 

budget constraints whereas rather large cost and time overruns are expected – and tolerated – in super-

high-tech projects due to their inherent high risk. In both types of projects budget and schedule 

adherence are included but emphasis is placed on cost and time in the former, not in the latter. On the 

other hand, the expectations to the organizational impact or financial benefits of a project are greater 

for high-tech projects, since these are engaged because of the inherent high degree of opportunity 

(prospects of large gains), than for low-tech projects where the customer is “just interested in a 

reasonably useful product” (ibid. p. 708). Shenhar et al. (2001, p. 703) divide projects into 

operationally managed projects which are projects with emphasis on budget and schedule adherence, 

and strategically managed projects, focussing on achieving benefits. For both types of projects all 

three success criteria of time, cost and benefit may be included in the definition of success, but only in 

the former are time and cost emphasized through, for instance, a stretched target or a high degree of 

attention. The intervening variable is therefore defined by the expectation from the environment and 

manifested in what parameters are included and emphasised. 

3. Situational variables. The demands to the project from the environment (intervening variables) are 

again dependent on the external features of the parent organization as well as the internal features of 

the project (situational variables) and the analysis should be divided accordingly: 

a. Internal features (project): It is suggested that internal features such as the size and structure 

of the (project-) organization as well as the individual characteristics of the information system 

(Gable, et al., 2008, p. 379), the uniqueness of the project, and the team performing the tasks 

of the project (Westerveld, 2003, p. 417) are relevant to include in IT project evaluation. 

Several other features could, however, be added, cf. Crawford et al. (2005, p. 51) and Chapter 

9, such as the product novelty, process novelty, product technology, process technology, 

system complexity, and organizational complexity. Above in the description of the intervening 

variable, the internal feature of product technology was used to illustrate how internal features 

affect the demand.  

b. External features (parent organization): External demand and expectations also depend on 

the structure of the parent organization which constitutes the immediate environment of the 

project organization (Westerveld, 2003, p. 417). Also DeLone & McLean suggest that success 

parameters should be carefully chosen based on the context (2003, p. 11), such as the culture 

in the organization. Remus & Weiner emphasizes that the definition of project success should 

be tailored to the parent organization’s strategic objectives (2010, p. 27). From the analysis in 

Chapter 9 pace could also be added here. 

                                                      
135 See also section 9.2.2.4 – Technology. 
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Figure 34. Detailed description of contingency theory for defining success in IT projects 

   

The contingency model for understanding success can be combined with the 3D model of success in IT projects 

that was shown on page 130 above. The internal and external features affect the demand which again affect 

the 3D model. This is exemplified below in Figure 35. The illustration is based on two IT projects conducted 

in The LEGO Group136. The LEGO Group – as well as many other organizations – take a contingency approach 

to defining success for their projects, and consequently I was able to find good examples to illustrate the theory. 

The illustrations visualize the emphasis and inclusion of success parameters. On the x-axis in the 3D model 

the classical success parameters of schedule and budget adherence, quality and end user impact are listed as a 

simple brutto list of success parameters that can be applied to the projects. In reality, of course, there are many 

more success parameters to include. The reader should imagine a long list of parameters but this list of four 

just serves to illustrate the contingency principle.   

Figure 35 (i) illustrates a large project with very low product and process novelty since it was an infrastructure 

project with very little impact on end users’ daily work (internal feature). It was, however, vital to the 

organization that the project was implemented without any negative effect on operations since this would 

greatly affect the organization (external feature). The project was under a certain amount of time pressure since 

the existing physical setup would not exist after a certain date (external feature). These features then impact 

what parameters should (ideally) be included in the applied definition of success for the project. Due to the 

low novelty, the parameter end user impact is not included as a success criterion, and nor is budget adherence 

since this is traded off for schedule adherence. The exclusion of the budget and end user impact parameters is 

illustrated as lines in figure (i). Expectations to quality (non-disruption) are high and this success criterion is 

emphasized, which is illustrated as the expectations to the quality parameter being higher than to schedule 

adherence (the size of the quality ‘performance-to-expectations area’ relative to the schedule ‘performance-to-

expectations area’).  

                                                      
136 The description of the two projects comes from statements taken from the exploratory interviews, see section 8.1.2. For project (i) 

the sources were Interview A, B, C, and F, and for project (ii) sources were Interview C, D, and F. The two projects are not included 

in the sample used as a basis for the quantitative analysis in Chapter 12. 
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Figure 35. Project features and the effect on the 3D model in two projects 

 

Project (i) 

 

Project (ii) 

In project (ii), on the other hand, the situation is almost opposite. The project is relatively small regarding the 

number of involved team members and budget, but includes high process novelty and impacts all end users 

(internal feature). The project is of an abstract nature and does not include any technology (internal feature). 

The project is not under great time pressure (external feature) but of significant strategic impact (external 

feature). Due to the high process novelty and strategic impact, the parameter end user impact is emphasised, 

while the parameter quality (understood as technical quality) is not included due to no involved technology. 

Budget adherence is included but not emphasised particularly, while schedule adherence is not included since 

there is no specific time horizon within which the system must be ready and the organization will trade off 

schedule adherence for end user impact, since if the end users are impacted negatively the entire endeavour is 

wasted. 

What the two figures illustrate is that it would not have made sense for the two projects to have have shared a 

set of success parameters. The internal and external features affect the expectations (the demand) to project (i) 

in a way that would have made it pointless to define success for this project in the same way as project (ii). 

 Critique of contingency 

As it was stated, the list of situational variables is not exhaustive, and Figure 35 above is illustrative rather 

than comprehensive. The point to be made from this illustration is that contingency theory – in theory – can 

be utilized to understand the process of evaluating success in IT projects since contingency theory makes 

visible the interplay between the parameters, the expectations, and the performance. It illustrates that 

performance plays an important role in achieving a positive result but that the expectations play a key role as 

well and these are affected by various circumstances in the project.  

Even though the utilization of contingency theory thus seems straight forward and promising, the approach is 

not a silver bullet. The critics of contingency theory would argue three substantial criticisms: 1) that 

contingency theory makes it much more difficult to operationally navigate in the contingent reality (Johansen 

& Frandsen, 2007, p. 28), 2) that it is problematic that correlation may be proved but the causation not 

explained (the correlation detected might be suboptimal), merely building an assumption of optimality (Betts, 
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2008, p. 124), and 3) that there may exist some interaction effects that are not included the theory (ibid.), i.e. 

the list of variables may lack important elements.  

These objections are fair to some extent and must be addressed, but they are not reason enough for discarding 

the contingency approach. Firstly, regarding the claim that contingency theory makes it more difficult to 

operate, it must be stated that if reality is complex, which it is from the viewpoint of the pragmatic philosophy 

of science, see section 4.1, then using simplified models will not simplify reality. Complexity must be dealt 

with, since only complexity can reduce complexity (Luhmann, 1995, p. 26), and contingency theory offers a 

method for dealing with complexity in a structured way. On the contrary embracing complexity can be seen 

as research progressing in understanding reality (Johansen & Frandsen, 2007, p. 28).  

Secondly, regarding the claim that causation is empirically but not theoretically supported, there are several 

examples of correlations that are thoroughly supported by rigorous theory and empiric evidence in contingency 

theory and in IT project research, see e.g. Shenhar et al. (2001) for examples of the latter. Nothing can be 

proven – uncertainty is a certain consequence of pragmatism and science will ever only offer possibilities 

(Biesta, 2010, p. 111). It is, of course, necessary to test the theory rigorously (Yukl, 2005, p. 191), and as it is 

stated in section 13.3.1 – Predicting success across IT projects in LEGO as well as section 13.4 – Future work, 

the value of the Extended Diamond Approach can only be assess by applying it rigorously over time and 

observe the effect – does it provide us with useful knowledge? Regarding the questioning of contingency 

theory finding the optimal state, I want state how it is important to be aware that it is not possible to determine 

whether there empirically is an optimal state as opposed to what could have been. It is only possible to assess 

whether the state is optimal opposed to other actual empirical observations. Here it is also important to be 

aware that there might not be one but several patterns of behaviour that will provide in the same result in a 

given situation (ibid.). Utilizing contingency theory should, therefore, not be thought of as an attempt to give 

evidence of optimality but merely supporting the search for optimization.  

Finally, with regards to the claim that other relevant interactions than the ones included in the test or theory 

exist, it must – again – be acknowledged that causation can never be established as a scientific fact (see e.g. 

Hume, 1945), and the complexity of reality makes it impossible to test for all intervening variables, which is 

the basic condition of correlation statistics (Cohen & Cohen, 1983, p. 80). Even though it is tempting to try to 

include as many potentially relevant aspects as possible it will only make it more difficult to test (Yukl, 2005, 

p. 190). This does, however, lead us to conclude that the contingency variables included in any consideration 

around success definition should be chosen with care, emphasizing quality of the supporting evidence and 

theory over quantity in the number of variables. With this insufficiency in mind it is wise to think of 

contingency theory not as a theory per se but as an approach or view (Betts, 2008, p. 124). Contingency theory 

as well as the pragmatic philosophy of science is addressing a practical problem (2010, p. 97) in the search of 

what works best. 

Concluding, contingency theory provides a theoretical approach to understanding the interplay between the 

project features, features in the parent organization, the choice of parameters, and the expectations. 

Contingency theory is a means to understanding that different circumstances in different projects raise different 

demands and require different applied definitions of success. As a result, it is doubtful if we will be able to 

find a Holy Grail – an applied definition of success that is relevant for all projects. And this proves a challenge 

because if we cannot use the same success parameters for all projects, how can we then compare projects? This 

question is answered and the problem solved later in section 10.3 – Parameters. Firstly, however, we will turn 

to the second characteristic of project success.  
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10.2.2. Stakeholders 

The previous section investigated how internal project features as well as external organizational features effect 

the expectations of the project, the demand, and thus the applied definition of success. But demand does not 

exist in a vacuum, in isolation – demand exists in the people involved in the projects and these people, the 

stakeholders, do not act as neutral vessels who translate the internal and external features into expectations. 

Stakeholders are affected by external and internal features but also by other factors. Seeing the previous section 

in this light means, that only if the stakeholders actually expect what is expected of them to expect (based on 

the internal and external features) are the assumptions about what are the correct success criteria valid. In other 

words, there may be more significant factors impacting stakeholders’ expectations than internal and external 

features, and these factors may encourage stakeholders to ignore, for instance, how the parameter end user 

impact is relevant in the context of project (ii) and replace it with an emphasised schedule adherence parameter, 

for instance. One key factor impacting stakeholders’ expectations – besides the internal and external features 

– covered in the literature is the individual stakeholder’s goals. In the next section, I will outline the effect of 

goals on the definition of project success. 

There is no obvious or objective a priori goal for any project. Often it is assumed that a project automatically 

adhere to help fulfil the parent organization’s strategy – but almost as often, this is not true and the project 

pursues its own interests (Artto, et al., 2008, p. 4). However, even if we assume that the project does not have 

its own agenda which is different from the parent organization’s, it is still a challenge to rigidly deduce a 

project goal from the organization’s strategy. The process often has more the characteristics of a translation 

process (Morris & Jamieson, 2005, p. 6) – and translation leaves room for interpretation. The project must 

choose its direction (Artto, et al., 2008, p. 5) and, therefore, it is basically the individuals involved in the project 

who define the goals of this temporary organization.  

An evaluation of success is normative – or at least subjective. “[Failures] may express exactly the same 

dynamics, motives, interests and logic as successes. The difference between the two comes about when the 

system does not meet the goals set for it by the actors who define it as a failure.” (Robinson, 1994, p. 1) Success 

is a social construction – there is no given, objective definition of success – no expectation more right than the 

other. Hence, a project might be considered a failure by one party but satisfy another, as noted in several 

studies, see for example Belassi & Tukel (1996, p. 141) or Berg (2001, p. 144), since the project satisfies the 

objectives (or expectations) of the one party but not the other. Basically, the assignment of the label a success 

or a failure is ultimately dependent on the perspective of the subject who does the labelling (Thomas & 

Fernández, 2008, p. 733).  

Recalling the definition of the term success from section 10.1.2 – A semantic definition of success, see Table 

12 on page 128, success is the achievement of “an aim or purpose”, “results wanted or hoped for”, or a 

“correct or desired result”, success is the obtainment of goals. Goals are, in other words, the expectations, and 

hence, we can utilize organizational theory and specifically theory on organizational goals to understand how 

stakeholders affect the applied definition of success in a given project. A challenge, however, arises because 

projects have multiple stakeholders – individuals – and individuals are likely to have individual goals137. Simon 

                                                      
137  It is assumed that an individual’s goal is to maximize the satisfaction of needs, whatever these needs may be. Organizations are 

likely to impose structural incentives, inducements, in order to convey individual goals with the interests of organizations (Scott, 1992, 

p. 171) by rewarding wanted behaviour with tangible or intangible rewards such as money, status etc. (Clark & Wilson, 1961, p. 134) 

to align the goals of the individual with the organization. The obvious way of aligning the organizational and the individual interests 

is to make the salary or bonus and recognition of the employee dependent on the employee’s ability to perform his or her job function. 

The structural incentives of the organization thus encourage the employees to do their jobs in order to fulfil their needs. Therefore, 

from this point on, the individuals are treated in groups of job functions, stakeholder groups, assumed to pursue fulfilling of the unique 

tasks of that stakeholder group. For instance, that the goal of a project manager is to perform the tasks of this role: steering the project, 
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concludes that little convergence exists between individual goals in an organization: “…if we use the phrase 

organization goals broadly to denote the constraint sets, we will conclude that organizations do, indeed, have 

goals (widely shared constraint sets). If we use the phrase organization goals narrowly [as a preference held 

by individuals], we will conclude that there is little communality of goals” (1964, p. 9).  

This schism between individuals’ goals is widely recognized in project management literature as well as IT 

project research literature. In its extreme form, Jugdev et al. describes the process of defining success criteria 

for a project as being as difficult as trying to get a group of people to define what is good art (2005, p. 19). 

Examples of conflicting goals are numerous. Organizational goals often conflict with individual goals: 

 Wilson & Howcroft (2002, p. 238), supported by empirical evidence138, notes how a project sponsor, 

that is, the cost owner, or project originator is mainly interested in the survival of his/her project 

(individual goal). This agenda makes it harder to kill the project if it proves overall unbeneficial to the 

parent organization (organizational goal).  

 From the empirical data it was evident that end users in the business units which is affected by the 

project may expect no negative impact on their daily processes (individual goal) even though the 

official position of the organization is to accept some negative impact in return for the benefits of the 

project (organizational goal)139.  

Individual goals may also conflict: 

 IT specialist project participants such as software engineers can be assumed to place emphasis on 

quality and performance of the information system itself, due to these criteria being what the they are 

evaluated on and what determines their bonus140, and due to these elements being their professional 

pride141 (individual goal). Users, on the other hand, are interested in the information system living up 

to their expectations of functionality (Wateridge, 1998, p. 61), i.e., their goal is to get an information 

system that leaves them happy (individual goal). These criteria connected to general communication, 

testing, training etc., and to use, do not necessarily collide with the technical criteria but they are not 

necessarily correlated either and may clash. 

 Again, users’ expectations clash with other stakeholders as well, since they have relatively high 

expectations to functionality of a system including many nice-to-have wishes (Thomas & Fernández, 

2008, p. 733). But with extra functionality being extra expensive this objective is likely to clash with 

the consideration of project managers striving to adhere to budget.  

 Another conflict is how most projects are conceived by the project sponsor with a business objective 

in mind but project managers tend to engage in the day-to-day execution of the project and do not 

focus on the business aspects or long term benefits (Shenhar, et al., 2001, p. 701). Project managers 

are likely to narrowly focus on the traditional project management tasks of budget, schedule and scope 

adherence as the primary goal, and are therefore inclined to focus on finishing the project within time 

and budget and to the agreed upon scope (ibid. p. 707). These goals potentially clash with the long 

term business objective of the organization. Even though Sauer & Reich identified an increasing 

                                                      
while the goal of an IT specialist is to develop systems of high quality. The reality is, of course, more complex than this, see also 

Eveleens & Verhoef (2009, p. 937). 
138 Informant from the IT department commenting on the culture in the organization: ”And sure, if I have a dream project that will 

promote me and deep inside I know that it might just be because I want to do it. Then what do I do? I make sure that I force it through! 

Not necessarily because it is beneficial for LEGO.” (Interview E, p. 18, l. 22-25) 
139 (Interview A, p. 3,l. 22-33) 
140 (Interview E, p. 1, l. 13 and p. 17, l. 10-11) 
141 (Interview A, p. 2, l. 2-4) 
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tendency for project managers to embrace business objectives (2009, p. 186) the opposite was 

confirmed by the informants from both business and IT in LEGO. Also, the informants concluded that 

this tendency is even worse for externally hired project managers due to lack of understanding of the 

organization142 and their terms of engagement143. Of course, groups of stakeholders are diverse, and 

one informant underlines how different project managers have different skills – such as some being 

very competent in technical understanding and others in communication and change management 

aspects144 which makes them inclined to focus on these areas as well. And finally, there is good reason 

for project managers to focus on project progress and for instance on getting the project implemented 

and closed down, since it is a big strain on the organization and the project participants if a project 

dragged on for too long145. The motivations for taking their unique perspective on success is, therefore, 

not pure self-interest.  

Thus, we have found evidence in the literature as well as in the empirical data of different stakeholders being 

inclined to have their own unique goals set for the project, and following from this – obviously –  several 

unique definitions of success. These unique perspectives are based on the stakeholders’ own motivation, a 

mixture of i.e. personal interest (self-promotion and the ability to perform job function) as well as professional 

pride.  

Figure 36 continues the illustration of project (i) showing how different stakeholders goals also affect demands. 

An informant in the LEGO organization recounts: “The organization estimates for any project when it ‘hurts’ 

the LEGO Group… If all systems are down in LEGO for a week it would cost approximately 50 million DKK 

at that time… And LEGO considered it hurtful only if it cost more than 50 million DKK. So from walking 

around with a fear of shutting down a system for five minutes or 15 minutes or – oh horror – an hour. That 

would be a catastrophe! … And no doubt about it that people would complain. … But that was not LEGOs 

official position. That was [the position of] the individual employee or department.”146. In other words, one 

stakeholder group (illustrated as business units in Figure 36) had much higher expectations to quality than the 

official expectation from the parent organization (illustrated as overall organization) even though both 

stakeholders considered quality the most important parameter.   

                                                      
142 (Interview B, p. 9, l. 4-6) 
143 (Interview A, p. 9, l. 20-26) 
144 (Interview C, p. 9, l. 7-11) 
145 (Interview A, p. 13, l. 24-27) 
146 (Interview A, p. 3, l. 22-33) 
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Figure 36. Stakeholder goals and the effect on the 3D model in project (i) 

 

This simple fact, that individuals have different goals, is in itself not problematic, but since individual goals 

tend to conflict (Thomas & Fernández, 2008, p. 733) it becomes a challenge. Individuals driven by individual, 

conflicting goals are individuals working in different directions, perhaps even working against each other’s 

interests, ultimately leading to the achievement of none of the goals. Empirically, research on IT projects done 

by Wateridge supports this concern since it found that misalignment of goals of stakeholder groups are even 

greater for failure projects than successful projects (1995, p. 170). There is no overall metaphysical corporate 

mind that is able to form shared organizational goals (Scott, 1992, p. 288), and as it was stated above, it is not 

possible to directly deduce a project goal from the strategy. Some researchers propose that the process of 

setting the goals of a project should be initiated with the addressing of all stakeholders’ goals (Wateridge, 

1998, p. 59), while others suggest taking a more limited approach of the most important stakeholders, such as 

the project manager, top management, team members, and customer (Atkinson, 1999, p. 339). However, it is 

questionable if we can converge goals by simple aggregation of individual goals. Since individual goals are 

conflicting it is meaningless to try to aggregate these to reach an overall organizational goal (Scott, 1992, p. 

288). In other words, a significant question when defining success is: Success for whom? (Berg, 2001, p. 145).  

In summary, individual agendas and goals pose a challenge to creating a standardized definition of success, 

since individual goals are in conflict and are difficult to align. The fact that success is socially constructed and 

almost impossible to align between stakeholder groups poses a challenge to evaluating success because if 

stakeholders have different opinions on what is success then which definition of success should we then use 

when we compare projects? Again, this question is answered in a later section (10.5 – The 4x5), but before we 

turn to the solution, we still need to touch on a final characteristic of success which is closely connected to the 

stakeholders but also the internal and external features: the factor of time. As Wateridge states, there is a 

tendency of stakeholders to change their interpretation of quality, for instance, over time as conditions change 

over time (1998, p. 63). The above illustration of the 3D model of success is thus only a snapshot of the 

definition of success, because the 3D model also changes over time. I therefore explore the factor of time in 

the next section. 
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10.2.3. Time 

Conditions change over time for projects and as a result the success parameter may change over time – they 

are not static (Shenhar, et al., 1997, p. 11). Firstly, and very basically, the result of an evaluation of a project 

will depend on when the evaluation is done (Remus & Wiener, 2010, p. 27). Performance (what has been done) 

will be lower in earlier phases of the project than later phases. It is not, however, only performance that changes 

– it is also the expectations that change over time. The expectations are the demands from the environment and 

they reflect the attitudes and beliefs of the stakeholders and attitudes and beliefs have a tendency to change 

over time (Atkinson, 1999, p. 337, and Berg, 2001, p. 145) for various reasons. Firstly, the surrounding context 

(external features) is not static and projects are forced to be responsive to this change, to adapt, learn and 

reconfigure constantly to survive (Cohen, 1999, p. 373). Secondly, when the project is being implemented this 

process informs a clearer picture of the internal features of the project materializes. For instance, what seemed like 

a project of low system complexity when the project was initiated may turn out to be a high complexity project due 

to unforeseen complications of integration into other systems, for instance. When either internal or external features 

are changed, this may provoke a change in demands from the environment to the project and hence induce a change 

in the definition of success.  

In the following sections, the effect of time on external and internal features will be explored  (10.2.3.1 – External 

features over time and 10.2.3.2 – Internal features over time, respectively). Also performance can affect demand 

over time as is shown in section 10.2.3.3 – Performance over time, and finally in section 10.2.3.4 – Demands of 

the environment over time I show how expectations – disregarding the performance and any changes in the projects 

features – change over time. 

 External features over time 

Over time, changes in the environment of the project (external features) arise. For instance, if the strategy of 

the parent organization changes it becomes necessary for the project to change in order to align with the 

strategy (Jenkin & Chan, 2010) and maintain its prioritization over other projects (Savolainen & Ahonen, 2012, 

p. 458). The project exists in the parent organization at the same time as a portfolio of other projects and tasks 

– and they compete for resources. Resources can be redirected from a project if the context changes, for 

instance, if an emergency arises in the organization, and the consequence can be a pause or complete 

termination of the project147. Another example of an external feature change that can affect a project is if the 

parent organization chooses to adopt new design principles, for instance, that conflicts with the principles or 

approach of the project148. In both cases, something unexpected happens in the project’s environment which 

has direct influence on the expectations to the project such as a smaller budget (adhering to the cut in resources) 

or different product design requirements (adhering to new design principles). In practice, what happens is that 

the prerequisites of the project are changed and the end goal of the project is affected – this could be in the 

form of parameters or, more likely, expectations being changed. This effect of time on external features is 

illustrated in Figure 37 with project (iii), a project concerning implementation of an off-the-shelf system in the 

LEGO organization149. Initially (t1), the system was supposed to be rolled out to a selection of users in the 

organization but due to a change of strategic priorities regarding the use of software as a service (SaaS) 

solutions it was decided later (t2) that the system should be rolled out to all users. Thus, during the project a 

                                                      
147 (Interview A, p. 9, l. 34-40)  
148 From Interview I on project (a). 
149 The description of the project comes from statements taken from the exploratory interviews, see section 8.1.2: the sources were 

Interview C, D, G, and J. The project is not included in the sample used as a basis for the quantitative analysis in Chapter 12. 
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strategic decision on architectural principles (external feature) influenced the expectations to the project (scope 

in the form of the number of affected users) and thereby changed the definition of success. 

Figure 37. Time affecting external features and demand in project (iii) 

 

Project (iii) at t1 

 

Project (iii) at t2 

 Internal features over time 

The internal features of the project are also affected over time – as is the understanding of these features. As 

the project progresses system components, complexity, customer needs may actually change or they are 

understood better and therefore perceived to change. Regardless, this real or perceived change in internal 

features affects the expectations – the demands of the environment. The latter is based on an assumption of 

irregular distribution of information across time. Uncertainty is greater in the early phases of a project due to 

incomplete information about the IT system itself, requirements, and customer needs, market demand etc. and 

it is relatively difficult to make accurate estimates at early points in time (Yang et al., 2007, and Atkinson, 

1999, p. 337). As time goes by, precision or certainty of estimation increases150. Aroonvatanaporn et al. (2010) 

prescribes the driver of the process from estimates (uncertainty high) to knowns (uncertainty low) as being an 

increase in “data and experience”. The mechanisms connecting an increased amount of data and experience 

with decreased uncertainty greater insight into or better understanding of what is estimated. The effect is 

sometimes described in the literature as the Cone of Uncertainty, originating from the works of i.a. Barry 

Boehm, who initially estimated uncertainty to be about a factor four of the actual result (Boehm, 1981, p. 310). 

The cone is illustrated in Figure 38 in a simplified version where the grayed out area illustrates the confidence 

interval of the estimate of the project size (size being interpreted in cost, time, or lines of code etc.). The 

confidence interval represents the range from the actual size that we are statistically confident that the estimate 

lies within 80 % of the time (Boehm, 1981, p. 310) – a range that is relatively large in the beginning of the 

project due to relatively few data about internal features and relatively little experience at this stage 

(Aroonvatanaporn, et al., 2010). That is, in the beginning of a project estimates are likely to be within a factor 

four from the actual end result whereas towards the end of the project we know more about the project features 

than we did in the beginning and we are able to estimate with greater certainty. As Atkinson points out the 

                                                      
150 Theory on project management suggests to continuously re-evaluate estimates of cost and benefit throughout the project. These 

control processes are prescribed in practice literature on PRINCE2 (Office of Government Commerce, 2009b) and in the Project 

Management Body of Knowledge (Project Management Institute, 2008), as well as in academic literature such as Boehm (1981) and 

DeMarco (1982). 
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initial estimates of “time and costs are at best, only guesses, calculated at a time when least is known about 

the project” (1999, p. 337). 

Figure 38. Cone of uncertainty 

 

The cone of uncertainty has been criticized from various angles. Firstly, Boehms estimate was based on his 

subjective experience (Boehm, 1981, pp. 310, note) and hence the specification of a factor four cannot be relied 

on for estimation. Secondly, another empirical inaccuracy haunts the cone. It is, some argue, not symmetric 

but skewed towards underestimation of budget/schedule, cf. Flyvbjerg (2006) and Little (2006), while others 

propose that the cone shape is an accurate description of estimation uncertainty, albeit the uncertainty factor 

can be reduced, cf. Eveleens & Verhoef (2009)151. Thirdly – and linked to the above critique – the cone will 

only occur if re-estimation is actually done, which it is often not. Otherwise the estimates will, obviously, 

maintain the uncertainty level of the initial stage. Finally, Little (2006) suggests that the underlying factors 

creating the cone are too optimistic resource planning and underestimation of dependencies resulting in 

unexpected delays, as well as a tendency to replace estimates (what can be done) with targets (what we would 

like to be done) (ibid. p. 51). 

Thus, uncertainty around many internal features of the project will be diminished over time, that is, initially 

internal features are estimated and eventually they are known. And there may be a great deal of difference 

between what is estimated and what is. Empirical evidence also points towards this finding since during most 

interviews with project managers for the test of the framework it was evident that the projects had a tendency 

to appear more simple and less novel than they turned out to be152. In Figure 39 below it is illustrated with yet 

another project from The LEGO Group how time affects internal features by changing them and by changing 

the perception of them. Project (a) 153 concerned the implementation of an off-the-shelf system for document 

handling. Initially, one system was procured from a software vendor and the project was described as a simple 

“go do-implementation”154. However, the organization discovered during the project process that the product 

did not match requirements (change of perceived internal features) and a new procurement and implementation 

process was initiated. This changed the internal features of the project (increasing product technology and 

                                                      
151 In section 12.2.2.3Negative project consequence I will show how the data sample of projects from LEGO supports Flyvbjerg and 

Littles thesis for schedule albeit not for budget. Eveleens & Verhoef’s critique does not find support in the data, however, since the 

sample on both parameters is rather cone shaped. 
152 E.g. project (a), (g) and (h) in the sample used in Chapter 12. 
153 The project is included in the sample used in Chapter 12.  
154 (Interview I) 
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higher system complexity155) and this again changed the demand from the environment, since now the schedule 

was increased and the budget expanded, i.e. the expectations were lowered, as well as the functionality scope 

was increased, i.e. the expectations were increased.  

Figure 39. Time affecting internal features and demand in project (a) 

 

 Performance over time 

The example of project (a) touches upon another source of changing demand which is the effect of project 

performance. In project (a) it became evident during the project that the first procured system would not 

perform satisfactorily. This insight was based on the performance of the system as it was monitored during the 

project which created a feedback loop to the internal features and ultimately the demands. But performance 

can also affect expectations directly. Examples of how performance can affect expectations are cases incidents 

of scope leaps, i.e. “fundamental and significant change in the project scope” (Marchewka, 2006, p. 124), or 

as one of the informants frames it “when the steering committee has approved of a specification and then sees 

the light: ‘Ooh, that other feature would be cool to have!’” 156 The reverse examples is, of course, also relevant, 

that is, where the project performs poorly and the reaction is to reduce expectations to the project, reluctantly 

or willingly. The performance of the project can, in other words, affect the expectations directly by visualizing 

opportunities and threats in the project.  

Performance also affects expectations by affecting the uncertainty, however, in a way that links back to the 

Cone of Uncertainty as well. Performance increases certainty of estimates over time due to the simple fact that 

in later stages of the project, as opposed to in the beginning of the project, resources have been spent and thus 

constitute a certain element of the estimates. This statement may seem a bit cryptic and needs further 

explanation: an estimate consists of an ex-post and an ex-ante part, where the ex-post is what has already 

happened (certain), and ex-ante is what lies in the future (uncertain) (Eveleens & Verhoef, 2009, p. 937). Over 

time the estimate is built on more and more certain knowledge and irreversible data (amounts of time, cost etc. 

already spent). The ex-ante part is gradually reduced and uncertainty decreased since the more time that has 

passed the more certain the time estimate is since a part of the estimate is based on actual time spend (ex-post) 

                                                      
155 See sections 9.2.2.4 – Technology and 9.2.2.5 – Complexity. 
156 (Interview A, p. 10, l. 5-7) 
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and not fully on a guess (ex-ante). Since the time already passed cannot be un-passed certainty is greater in 

later stages of the project (the project will at least have spent the time that has passed) and the likely estimation 

error is relatively smaller than at the beginning.  

This is illustrated for project (iv) in Figure 40 which is inspired by DeMarco’s illustration of estimation patterns 

as a function of time (DeMarco, 1982, p. 21). Project (iv)157 regarded the development of an application that 

was to support a group of employees who before the project did not have the right tools to perform their tasks 

outside LEGO offices. The project had seven major milestones and was initially estimated to have a duration 

of almost 400 days of implementation and realization (G2 to G4). In the figure, the estimated duration is 

illustrated as the cumulative number of ex-post (black) and ex-ante (grey) days. At the beginning of the project 

almost no resources have been spent and the estimate is based on ex-ante; in November 2014 it is clear from 

the progress of the project (only two out of seven milestones reached and almost three quarters of the time 

spent) that the duration estimate is not realistic. The estimate is therefore increased. This happens two more 

times, and it is an example of how performance creates certain knowledge that feeds into the estimates. The 

dotted lines illustrate the cone of uncertainty. 

Figure 40. Ex-ante and ex-post in estimates over time 

 
Inspiration source: DeMarco (1982)  

The cone of uncertainty is mostly referred to when the discussion regards cost or size but can be utilized for 

any parameter. What should be added here, though, is that the cone will look different for different parameters 

depending on when the parameter is measurable. For parameters such as project cost or time the cone will 

narrow down long before the cone for benefit since ex-post measures of costs are available relatively early in 

time – benefits as well as operational costs are realized much later in the life cycle. This is illustrated in Figure 

                                                      
157 The project was not mentioned by any of the informants but instead chosen randomly from the organization’s project database and 

data was found in monthly progress reports.  
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41. Thus, uncertainty is decreased but it is a complex picture across parameters which is related to the 

emergence of different parameters. 

Figure 41. Decrease of uncertainty for different parameters 

 

In Figure 42 it is illustrated how performance over time affects project (v). The project was planned as a large 

program of smaller projects and was initially estimated to have a duration of two and a half years158. In the last 

year, however, it became evident that the program would not be finished within the deadline. During this year 

several changes was made to the deadline and the program ended up with a schedule of four years instead. 

Figure 42. Time affecting performance affecting demand in project (v)  

 

 Demands of the environment over time 

Thus, we have seen above how demand from the environment is affected by time, indirectly through changes 

in internal and external features and directly by performance. In this final section on the effect of time on the 

definition of success, we will look into how expectations are also directly affected by time. Suppose it was 

possible to lock down the external and internal features of the project and exclude the effect of performance, 

then the demands of the project, that is inclusion and emphasis of success criteria, is still dynamic. The process 

                                                      
158 The project was mentioned in Interview F and G, but the data used for this illustration was found in monthly progress reports. 
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is explained below, and the core explanation is that the general focus of stakeholders change over the course 

of the lifecycle of the product or project. 

As it was described above in Figure 41 different parameters are measurable in different points in time and in 

different  phases of the project (illustrated as The LEGO Project Model) and development lifecycle. I label this 

the emergence effect of parameters, and it influences the hierarchy of the success parameters, i.e. it influences 

what success parameters are included and emphasised at different points in time. The stakeholders’ focus on 

parameters is different in the early stages from later stages (de Wit, 1988, p. 164): in early stages of the project 

time and cost issues play the main role, while they recede to the back ground and quality becomes the focus in 

later stages (ibid. p. 166). The shift in focus on parameters over the development lifecycle is illustrated in 

Figure 43, with time and cost concentrated in the early phases of conceptualization, feasibility, design and 

execution, followed by quality/scope in the execution and cut-over phases (cf. also Pinto & Prescott, 1988). 

Only after project completion is benefit the main focus.  

Figure 43. Emphasized success parameters in the development lifecycle 

 

The famous example of this shift in focus is the evaluation of the Sydney Opera House, the construction project 

being a huge scandal during and immediately after implementation with enormous time and cost overruns but 

today a landmark and a huge success with regards to benefit (see e.g. Jugdev & Müller, 2005, and Shenhar et 

al., 2001). No explanation is provided in the literature for this shift in focus, but I suggest that we understand 

the process through the concept of performance visibility, defined by measurability and susceptibility of the 

performance of the parameters. The basic idea is that if performance on a given parameter is not visible to a 

stakeholder through measurability and susceptibility it will not get attention and no focus will be placed on it.  

Regarding measurability, a parameter that cannot be evaluated at a given point in time is not very visible to 

stakeholders and there is no incentive to focus on performance on this parameter when the needle on the 

speedometer does not move, so to speak. Hence, the invisible parameter is not playing any major role in the 

stakeholders’ perception of the project, and this could explain why quality and benefit are not the primary 

focus of the initial project stages where they are not measurable. Measures that are very visible (such as time 

and cost are from the beginning of the project) are likely to take focus. However, measurability cannot explain 

why time and cost, which can be measured and evaluated throughout the entire project life cycle and even 

when the project is terminated, is not in focus in later stages of the project. The measurability characteristic 

alone does not explain why the focus shifts away from cost and time over to quality and eventually benefit as 

the project progresses.  
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Another characteristic of parameter visibility is the susceptibility of the measure which must be included to 

understand the shift. Schedule and budget are most susceptible in the beginning of the project while the project 

team influence on the cost and time spend is declining in the later stages; as the project progresses resources 

are already spent and cannot be unspent as we saw in section 10.2.3.3 – Performance over time above. The 

date for delivering the product to operational staff and users is nearing. However, now the product also 

becomes apparent. This might explain why quality is primary at the latter stages of the project. Besides from 

quality being measurable in later stages, it is also relatively difficult to change the cost and schedule at this 

point while quality can be influenced.  

The visibility of success criteria is illustrated below in Figure 44 where curves of measurability and 

susceptibility are illustrated. Where both visibility elements score high for a success parameter there is a 

visibility peak. Around the time of the peak is where the success parameter is likely to be in focus. Schedule 

and budget measures have a visibility peak at the early phases of the project and quality at the later stages. 

What is really interesting to notice is, though, that benefit has no peak. The benefit parameter is never directly 

susceptible since it is only evident after project completion and since it is a consequence of the project rather 

than an activity or task in the project. In other words, the theory of visibility suggests that focus will never 

really be on benefit since a) measurability peaks late, after project termination where b) the project participants 

cannot affect it, that is, there is no peak of susceptibility. This is problematic since in theory the long-run 

benefits linked to the parent organization’s strategy are the primary reason for undertaking the project in the 

first place (see Chapter 1).  
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Figure 44. Performance visibility of parameters 

 

There is another important issue related to the fact that the value added to the organization by a system is often 

being achieved months or years after implementation (Petter, et al., 2012, p. 353). If a project is evaluated 

immediately after project termination, then by definition what is measured is only the resources spent and does 

not include the actual value added since value materializes some time after completion. If only the amount of 

resources spent is measured then the evaluation will give an incomplete picture of what the organization has 

gained from the project. What this point illustrates is that the costs of the project are dislocated in time from 

the benefit of the project.  

A project is often evaluated up to a year after project termination, such as it is the case in the LEGO Group159. 

At this point in time benefits are often not yet apparent and cannot be evaluated, because the effect on this type 

of success parameters will kick in later in the process. For instance, a success criterion of long-term financial 

benefits will not be evident until a while (2-5 years) after project termination (Shenhar, et al., 2001). In order 

to work around this problem of time with regards to measuring benefits other measures are sometimes used as 

what I call proxy measures, that is, where output or outcome measures are used to indicate the likelihood of 

benefits, in order to get a timely result of the evaluation.  

                                                      
159 All projects are evaluated in the following March month after project closure (Document: Project PMP KPI).”… in the business 

case you have to define specifically what effect to expect when we are done… and that can be from a year into the future [from project 

close date] or it can be after a month.” (Interview C, p. 11, l. 5-8) On when to measure value: ”What are we able to measure from the 

project closes until we have a deadline in March where we have to report the score regarding the PMP [Performance Management 

Program, the LEGO Group bonus program] KPI.” (Interview C, p. 14, l. 9-15) 
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Often a Return on Investment analysis or a Net Present Value analysis is made for a project (Schwalbe, 2014, 

p. 149), see also section 10.4 – Assessment method, in order to create a full picture of the financial impact of 

the project – balancing the financial cost and the benefit. This does, however, imply that the scope of this 

analysis is much broader than merely the project itself. The entire development lifecycle with operations, 

maintenance and decommissioning (see also 9.1.1 – What is a project?) is included in these calculations, 

meaning that besides project costs and benefits, operational costs are also included to give a full account of 

actual costs (Stewart, 2008, p. 205). The dislocation of cost and benefit is illustrated in Figure 45. The project 

costs are concentrated around the execution and cut-over phases of the lifecycle, where the operational costs 

peak around and immediately after the cut-over phase and continues on a lower level during the lifecycle. 

Benefit on the other hand, only emerge after termination of the project, and are consequently more a part of 

the product lifecycle than the project lifecycle.  

Figure 45. Cost and benefit during development lifecycle 

 

The discussion of the dislocation of resources spent and value gained then raises the important question of to 

what extend the project is responsible for the realization of the ROI. In an ideal world the project could  be 

made responsible for all costs (not just costs directly related to the project but also those indirectly related to 

the project, such as operations costs) as well as benefit of the project and the product. First of all, the overall 

goal of the project is to realize benefits to an agreed upon level of cost. This means that operational costs of 

maintaining an information system or a process should be included in the project evaluation. Second of all, 

making the project responsible for operational costs as well will encourage the project team to make sure that 

the product is thoroughly implemented in the organizations and that knowledge is handed over to the 

operational staff. It also encourages quality in the product, when quality is understood as the product being 

easy and cheap to maintain.  
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The problem is, though, that by making the project responsible for the entire product life cycle, the project is 

also potentially evaluated on factors that the project has no control over160, giving the project team unwarranted 

credit or blame for the outcome (de Wit, 1988, p. 165).  Internally, the organization’s infrastructure might 

change over time, or the organization might change its processes, while externally, the environment is likely 

to change and hence change the organization’s needs. Also, regarding the product itself, the product which is 

delivered by the project is likely to undergo changes during its life cycle - “project life cycles occur in one or 

more phases of a product life cycle” (Project Management Institute, 2008, p. 18). This last factor also 

introduces the difficulties of separating the effect of one project from another – if modifications or additional 

features are made to the product, should the benefits and operational costs then be ascribed to the initial project? 

And if a project is part of a program where several projects are implemented to reach a shared goal, what part 

of the benefit can be ascribed to one project? The purpose of starting this discussion is not necessarily to 

propose a solution. In fact, it seems there is no obvious solution. What this section points out, though, is that 

in designing success for any given project, it is vital to be clear about the scope of the project’s responsibility, 

both with regards to benefit and cost. If the project is not to be made accountable for the full development life 

cycle then the definition of success must be designed in a way that takes this into. 

Concluding this section, we are now provided with insight into the effect of time on the definition of success. 

Contexts and circumstances inevitably change over time (affecting external features), evidence of performance 

provides a feedback loop and decreases uncertainty of estimates and increases the understanding of the product 

(affecting internal features), and the changes in features produce changes in demands from the environment 

towards the project. However, time also affects the demand from the environment directly, since passing 

through project phases changes the focus on and the hierarchy between success parameters. In Figure 46 it is 

illustrated how the expectations are directly affected by the passing of time, and how this, in turn impact the 

definition of success. The figure illustrates project (h), a project that concerned the development and 

implementation of a new system for a consumer oriented business unit161. Originally, success in the project 

was described as adherence to budget, schedule and delivery of quality weighing 30 %, 30% and 40 %, 

respectively. However, after project cutover the steering committee decided to place all weight on the latter 

(quality) and not include the other parameters (schedule and budget) into the overall evaluation. The relative 

emphasis of parameters was, thus changed over time.   

                                                      
160 (Interview C, p. 15, l. 30-32) 
161 The project is included in the sample. The description is based on the document Project PMP KPI for this project. 
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Figure 46. Time influencing expectations in project (h) 

 
Project (h) at t1 

 
Project (h) at t2 

10.2.4. Three guiding principles  

As it was stated in the beginning of section 10.2 it is often expected of projects that they are rigid realizations 

of the formal strategy of the organization but as Morris & Jamieson (2005, p. 6) points out this is not the case. 

The 3D model of success illustrates why this is: the strategy (i.e. the external features) is merely one out of 

several factors that affect the project’s goal and the definition of success. In the previous three sections we 

have seen how internal and external features of projects, stakeholders, and time have the ability to affect the 

definition of success in a project. We have seen that good intension will not necessarily let us define success 

(understood as parameters and expectations) in a way that enables us to compare success across projects. The 

diversity of projects and contexts is simply too great – not to mention dynamic. The multitude of factors 

affecting success are illustrated below in Figure 47. 

Figure 47. Factors affecting the definition of success 
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But I will not end the quest here just because of this rather demotivating conclusion. Instead we must utilize 

our newfound knowledge about the contingent, socially constructed, and dynamic nature of success – we must 

carve out the learnings. Based on the previous three sections I have designed three guiding principles for 

creating the framework for evaluating success. First of all, the model as shown above provides us with an 

argument against standardizing the definition of success itself, i.e. using the same definition of success for all 

projects – a Holy Grail. Some consideration must be paid to the internal and external features of the given 

project as well as the stakeholders of the project when defining success. If a method to compare success across 

projects is to be designed, it must not rely on standardizing the definition of success for specific projects, that 

is, use a standardized set of success parameters. 

Secondly, it is not likely possible to align the definition of success with all stakeholders but in order to have 

people working together towards a shared goal something must be done to take into account at least more 

perspectives on success when defining success. Thirdly, as was shown the definition of success changes over 

time and adapting to changing circumstances can be evidence of good project management practice162, see also 

Marchewka (2006, p. 123), Gray & Larson (2008, p. 215) or Wysocki (2007, p. 347). Adapting to changing 

circumstances – at least in theory – ensures that the project portfolio is continuously optimized since projects 

are optimized to implement the strategy. Thus, a framework for evaluating project success must be able to 

handle changes of definitions of success over time.  

Having established these three conclusions it is evident that to evaluate success in a way that enables 

comparison across projects is not a straight forward task. In the next sections we will explore two of the 

elements of the concept of success, parameters and expectations, with the objective of identifying a way of 

designing a framework that adheres to the three conclusions.  

 Parameters 
When the question of defining success is treated in literature in the field of project management and 

information systems management, the discussion is usually focused on what parameters to include. In the 

section above, three conclusions about how to define success for specific projects were made and one of them 

was that the parameters cannot be standardized as such: the same set of success parameters will not work for 

all projects. We need a different solution to this problem. What I propose is to standardize parameters by 

distributing the project-specific parameters into standardized groups of parameters post hoc. This way, any 

type of parameter can be used in a specific project and they will still be comparable. This solution still, 

however, leaves us with the problem of defining the groups – how to choose or design a typology of parameter 

groups? Before we  move on to this we need to firstly define what is meant by the term parameter. This is 

done in section 10.3.1 – Defining the parameter concept. Then in section 10.3.2 – Borrowing from the biggest, 

we study some of the more established existing frameworks for success in order to get inspiration for defining 

a set of parameters for our framework, and finally in section 10.3.3 – How to standardize, we discuss how to 

standardise these parameters so that we can compare success across projects.  

10.3.1. Defining the parameter concept 

From this point onwards when referring to parameters I refer to the standardized groups, that is, parameters 

can be compared across projects regardless of what the projects are measured on. The specific parameters 

(what the specific projects are measured on) are referred to as measures or criteria. It is illustrated in Figure 

48 how success measures can be grouped on parameters with three fictive projects. The figure illustrates the 

                                                      
162 (Interview A, p. 13, l. 15-22) and (Interview C, p. 5, l. 8-10) 
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two aspects that decide whether there is a need for post hoc standardization: homogeneity and universality. 

The former refers to whether all measures included in the parameter are similar and the latter refers to whether 

a measure is relevant for/included in the definition of success for all projects. If a parameter does not consists 

of homogeneous measures that are universal for all projects, post hoc standardization is necessary. 

Figure 48. Success measures grouped on parameters 

 

In the figure, parameters X and Y are constituted by measures A and B, respectively. For both parameter X 

and Y these measures are identical since parameter X only consists of measure A and parameter Y only consists 

of measure B. Measures under parameter X and Y are homogeneous in the way that they are identical and 

measured on the same scale. The projects can, therefore, be compared on these parameters. The difference 

between parameter X and Y is, however, that parameter Y is universal, that is, valid for all projects where as 

parameter X is not. Parameter X is a challenge since it is problematic to include Project II in a comparison of 

projects since this project is not measured on measure A. With non-universal parameters, such as X, we are 

therefore in need of standardization.  

A traditional example of parameter Y could be project cost and parameter X financial benefit. With regards to 

the latter, not all projects have financial benefits but if they do these are measured on the same scale (they are 

homogeneous), a currency. In the case of a parameter of financial benefit the method for post hoc 

standardization could be to group the financial benefit measure with other measures of positive impact on the 

organization in an impact parameter.  

Parameter Z is universal but it is heterogeneous since it is constituted by non-similar measures or scales 

(measure C, D, and E). A parameter Z example could be project deliverables: all projects are required to 

produce deliverables (parameter) but these are diverse in size and nature (measures). To compare projects’ 

success with regards to deliverables requires that we standardize the measures, such as by comparing the 

number of delivered deliverables. Thus, if a measure is not universal (applicable to all projects) and  

homogeneous (measured on the same scale for all projects) then we need to standardize the measures in 

parameters in order to compare across projects. When we look for a typology of parameters to group measures, 

we must take into account universality and homogeneity – if parameters are not universal, they must be 

redefined, and if parameters are not homogeneous, the measures must be standardized.  
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10.3.2. Borrowing from the biggest 

Based on the previous section as well as section 10.2.4 –  Three guiding principles, we can define some general 

demands for the typology of parameters that we are going to use for designing the success evaluation 

framework: 

1. Parameters must be universal, i.e. relevant to all projects 

2. If a parameter is not homogenous, i.e. based on different measures, the measures should be 

standardized 

3. The parameters must be comprehensive, i.e. include all relevant measure for all projects as well as 

stakeholders (built on principle one and two from section 10.2.4) 

Fourthly, the framework for evaluating success in IT projects should embrace volatility (built on principle 

three from section 10.2.4). This demand does not directly link to the parameter typology as such but it is 

included in the following in order to fully evaluate the usefulness of existing frameworks for evaluating 

success. 

Having no ‘industry standard’ definition of success to rely on and knowing that existing definitions of success 

are often vague, non-defined163 (Remus & Wiener, 2010, p. 27) or inconsistently defined (Gable, et al., 2008, 

p. 378) this leaves only on the option of at least partly designing a typology. In the next sections I outline some 

classical frameworks for defining success for inspiration to how to design a parameter typology that lives up 

to the three demands. The following review of frameworks for defining success is not either a systematic-

historical or state-of-the-art review of how project or IT project success is defined in the literature. Instead, it 

takes as its departure the most common definition of success: the classical project success triangle of budget, 

schedule and quality (Savolainen & Ahonen, 2012, p. 458) named the Iron Triangle by Atkinson (1999, p. 

314). This framework has two significant deficiencies as it will be outlined below, namely, that it does not take 

into account the perspective of different stakeholders and it does not account for the factor of time (i.e. it is not 

comprehensive). To take into account these two perspectives two other frameworks are discussed: the Square 

Route, defined by Atkinson (ibid.), and the Success Profile by Shenhar (2001) combined with the PRINCE2 

definition of success164. Only The Square Route is specifically oriented towards IT or software projects while 

the two other frameworks are general. Finally, I investigate a more overall perspective on success parameters, 

the division of measures into a process and a product dimension. 

 The Iron Triangle 

A classical and widespread approach to success parameters is the project triangle which is a reference to the 

triple constraint of projects adhering to cost, time, and delivering within the required scope/quality (Duggal, 

2010) (Brewer & Dittman, 2013, p. 15), and this approach is often supplemented by an assumption of success 

being measurable close after project closure. Different constellations of these three parameters are represented 

in a large part of the academic literature on IT project management (see for instance Kulk et al. (2009), Iacovou 

& Dexter (2004), Marchewka (2006), Whittaker (1999), and, of course, the Standish Group (1999)165) and it 

is also the back bone of the definition of project success in the LEGO Group166.  

                                                      
163 See also the discussion in section 1.1 - Non-defined concepts for a definition of the term non-defined. 
164 There are other frameworks such as the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1992), Intellectual Capital (Edvinsson & Malone, 

1997), and Success Dimensions  (Dvir & Shenhar, 1992).  
165 The Standish Group reports are consultant reports and hence should not be included in a list of academic literature. It is, however, 

included here since the Standish Group results are widely cited in academic literature, see e.g. Alioni et al. (2007), Bernroider & Ivanov 

(2011), Jun et al. (2011), Mahaney & Lederer (2011), Napier (2009) Nelson (2005), Patnayakuni & Ruppel (2010), and Xu et al. (2010). 
166 (Document: Success Criteria Definition, p. 2) 
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Figure 49. Three success parameters - the Iron Triangle  

 

The triangle is also described as the Iron Triangle (Atkinson, 1999, p. 314) or as the Golden Triangle – the 

prefix suggesting the authors opinion of the usefulness of the framework. Gardiner and Stewart (2000), for 

instance, examines the Golden Triangle in order to assess net present value 167  of a project and do not 

problematize this definition of success – as do almost none of the scholars who utilize this definition. However, 

the approach has been criticized massively. The critique is primarily that the framework does not take into 

account the factors of time and stakeholders, as they are described above in section 10.2. Wateridge (1998, p. 

63) suggests how it is difficult to measure quality, since an evaluation of quality necessarily has to rely upon 

the opinion of the stakeholders and since these stakeholders will have varying demands and standards. A 

mapping of stakeholders’ definitions of quality is too resource consuming to be rentable and it is made even 

more complicated by a tendency for stakeholders to change their perception of, for instance, quality over time 

(ibid.). This critique of the Iron Triangle is followed up by Shenhar, Levy & Dvir (1997, p. 11) suggesting that 

conditions change for the project as such and as a result the success criteria in general will change over time 

which is contradicting the fundamentally static Iron Triangle. Wanyama & Zheng (2011, pp. 32-4) also add to 

this point that stakeholders are a heterogeneous group and that a differentiation between stakeholders is 

necessary.  

Thus, the Iron Triangle may be universal (applies to most projects) as well as homogeneous (since the 

parameters of cost and time), but it does not meeting the criteria of comprehensiveness (it does not take into 

account different stakeholder perspectives such as long term benefit) and it does not take into account volatility 

(it is static). Especially with regards to comprehensiveness, De Wit (1988, p. 164) simply states that even 

though it is important to keep track of progress of the elements in the Iron Triangle, these three elements have 

very little to do with success. Quality, budget and schedule compliance must be supplemented by securing 

stakeholder satisfaction and the delivery of business results (Project Management Institute, 2008, p. 9, and 

Duggal, 2010) and it has been debated in the academic literature (Bernroider & Ivanov, 2011, and Berssaneti 

et al., 2012). 

 The Square Route  

An example of a framework for defining success that takes a more comprehensive perspective on success is 

Atkinson’s Square Route. The project triangle is by Atkinson expanded into a quadrant, as illustrated in Figure 

50. Besides including the project triangle of budget, schedule and scope adherence, parameters of technical 

functionality of the information system (maintainability, reliability and validity, information quality and use), 

of organizational benefit (improved efficiency and effectiveness, increased profits, organizational learning, 

                                                      
167 Net present value is defined as being “equal to the present value of future returns, discounted at the marginal cost of capital, minus 

the present value of the cost of the investment” (Gardiner & Stewart, 2000, p. 251). 
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reduced waste, and ability to achieve strategic goals); and of stakeholder benefits (user satisfaction, effect on 

work environment, personal development, professional learning etc.) are added (ibid., p. 341).   

Figure 50. Four success parameters– the Square Route 

 

The greater comprehensiveness of the Square Route is obvious from how it directly pays attention to 

stakeholders: the stakeholder benefit is included as a parameter. However, indirectly, the Square Route is also 

interesting from a broader stakeholder perspective if we keep in mind the discussion in section 10.2.2 – 

Stakeholders. It seems that the Square Route focuses on success from four different stakeholder viewpoints: 

the project manager, the specialist, the team and customers, and the organization broadly. The Iron Triangle 

is actually a project manager viewpoint on success, since it is the main objectives of the project manager to 

deliver the project within these limits, that is, to complete project within time, budget and to the right scope. 

The IT specialist’s viewpoint is represented by the information system parameter, since these focus on 

delivering a product with high technical performance. Both the parameters of managing the project process 

and ensuring the technical quality of the system (in the left side of Figure 50) concern the delivery of results 

by some of the primary project participants. On the other side of Figure 50 the focus is not on delivering results 

but on the reception of results. These two parameters take the viewpoint of other stakeholder groups such as 

the project team and the customer and their degree of satisfaction, as well as the organization in general through 

the focus on achieving different forms of yield from the project. Thus, Atkinson provides us with a multi-

perspectival structure for defining success, by including four types of stakeholders and by including the 

delivering and the receiving aspects of project success, see also Figure 51. 

Figure 51. Standardizing success measures with the Square Route 

  

If we compare the Square Route with other definitions of success (specific measures) we get an indicator of 

how comprehensive the framework is. The degree to which the framework is able to include in a meaningful 

way the specific sets of success parameters of other definitions indicates its comprehensiveness. In the 

following, the Square Route is compared to a selection of specific success definitions (measures) from the 
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literature on general project management (PML) and IT projects (ITPL). Six articles, all discussing or defining 

the concept of success in projects, have been included in this analysis and they were selected based on them 

being explicit when describing the measures (and their operationalization). A detailed description of these 

elements were necessary to establish how they would relate to the Square Route. The articles are not a 

completely exhaustive corpus of articles, nor are they selected randomly. Instead they are illustrative examples 

from the two branches of literature. From ITPL  there are four articles: Espinosa et al. (2006) on “Global 

boundaries, task processes and IS project success: a field study”, Thomas & Fernandez (2008) on “Success in 

IT projects: A matter of definition?”, Wateridge (1995) on “IT projects: a basis for success”, and Savolainen 

& Ahonen (2012) on “Software development project success and failure from the supplier's perspective: a 

systematic review”, and from PML there are two: Shenhar et al. (2001) on “Project Success: A 

Multidimensional Strategic Concept”, and de Wit (1988) on “Measurement of project success”.  

When mapping the measures of success from the six articles into Atkinson’s framework a high degree of 

concordance is found. Even though the constellations of measures differ between articles, they fit nicely into 

the framework as it is illustrated in Table 13. Only one measure that did not fit Atkinson’s framework was 

identified, which is Wateridge’s (1995) criteria for termination, that is, whether the project was cancelled was 

the decision made on a reasonable basis and the project terminated efficiently? This criteria is however not a 

measure for evaluating project success but portfolio success168 and its existence does, therefore, not violate the 

assumption that Atkinson’s Square Route does in fact make a useful typology for grouping measures of success 

into parameters.  

                                                      
168 It can be argued  that this criterion is a governance criterion and hence more connected to the process of evaluating the IT governance 

of the organization or the portfolio prioritizing process than to the project itself. IT governance is here defined as “specifying the 

decision rights and accountability framework to encourage desirable behavior…” (Weill & Ross, 2004, p. 8). 
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Table 13. Success measures grouped in the frame of the Square Route 

  
Research field 

 IT project Project management 

Success parameter 

Espinosa et al. 
(2006, p. 347)  
 

Savolainen & 
Ahonen 
(2012, p. 465) 

Thomas & 
Fernández (2008, p. 
22) 

Wateridge 
(1995, p. 170) 

Shenhar et al. 
(2001, p. 713) 

de Wit (1988, p. 
165) 

The 
Square 
Route 

(Atkinson, 
1999) 

Iron Triangle  Time, budget, 
cost/effort met 
requirements 

Time, cost, 
scope. 

On time, on budget, 
met requirements 

Meet budget, 
timescales, user 
requirements 

Time, budget, 
technical 
specifications 

Cost and schedule, 
performance 

Information 
system 

 

System quality, 
system use 

 
 
 
 

System 
implementation, 
system quality, system 
use 

System 
functionality 

Technical success, 
meeting functional 
performance, use.   

Functionality 

Stakeholder 
benefits 

 

User 
satisfaction, 
team 
satisfaction 

Customer 
satisfaction 

Sponsor satisfaction, 
steering group 
satisfaction, project 
team satisfaction, 
customer satisfaction, 
stakeholder satisfaction 

Satisfy need of 
owners, users and 
stakeholders, and 
project team 

Fulfilling customer 
needs, solving 
customers’ 
problem, customer 
satisfaction 

Client satisfaction, 
project 
manager/team 
satisfaction, 
contractor 
satisfaction 

Organizational 
benefits 

 

 Net system 
benefits 

Short and long 
term business 
success for 
supplier 

Business continuity, 
met business 
objectives, delivery of 
benefits. 
 
 

Commercially 
profitable for 
provider, achieve 
the purpose, 
benefit owner. 

Benefits to 
organization 
Preparing for the 
future (new 
technology or 
knowledge) 

 

Other Termination    
 
 

That the project is 
terminated 
reasonably and 
effectively if 
necessary  

 
 

 
 

Note: success criteria regarding the relationship to and prosperity of external suppliers/vendors are not included. 

As Table 13 illustrates, all of the articles included the classic project management measures of budget, cost 

and scope/quality adherence (see the Iron Triangle row). The table also illustrates that various stakeholder 

groups are playing a significant role as well (see the stakeholder benefits row), but that the specific emphasis 

on different stakeholder groups differ from article to article. Some focus on the receiving stakeholders such as 

customers (Shenhar, et al., 2001) and the sponsor (Thomas & Fernández, 2008), while others also focus on the 

performing stakeholders, such as  the development team (Espinosa et al., 2006) and the project manager (de 

Wit, 1988). Three out of four of the articles from the IT project research literature include the project team’s 

satisfaction as a significant part of the success evaluation. In contrast, the articles from project management 

literature do not emphasize team satisfaction. This trend may reflect the nature of the two research fields. When 

taking into account the historic purposes of the two research fields this difference makes sense: the objective 

of project management literature is to improve the profession of project management and “isolate the managing 

aspect of project work” from the work of the specialists (Office of Government Commerce, 2009a, pp. 4-5), 

hence only the specific activities and goals (adhering to budget, schedule and scope) of this sub-process for 

this one stakeholder is in focus. This is not the case from an IT project research perspective. This research 

focuses on improving the performance of projects in a specific setting, that is IT. The scholars populating the 

field of IT project research are often rooted in IT or software development backgrounds and may therefore 

possibly be inclined to put specific focus on the processes and agents that are related to this background. This 

difference between the two perspectives of general project management literature and IT project literature is 

also clear in the information systems row in Table 13. The category contains measures evaluating different 

elements of the specific product, referred to in general terms such as technical success or good functionality 

or performance in PML research while very specific terms are used in ITPL research, such as system quality 

or implementation success.  
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Finally, the organizational benefits row in Table 13 is concurs with the view of projects being the main enablers 

of strategic change as is stated in Chapter 1. This parameter can be viewed as the perspective of stakeholders 

such as the owners or shareholders of the company. This perspective includes focus on the delivery of direct 

benefits such as profitability but also indirect organizational benefits. Indirect benefits are benefits that the 

organization does not directly benefit from in direct continuation of the project but which have potential to 

influence the organization positively in the future. They can come in the form of, for instance, new technology 

and knowledge utilizable in future projects to gain further benefits (Shenhar et al., 2001), or in the form of 

continuity of business processes (Thomas & Fernández, 2008), meaning that the project does not negatively 

affect the organization’s performance in any given area. This view may appear more objective or holistic than 

the other views, since these are in theory more or less relevant for all stakeholders involved in the process, 

since both project manager, specialist, various team members and customers benefit either directly or indirectly 

from the prosperity of the organisation.  

Thus, the application of the Square Route on the six sets of success measures indicates that the Square Route 

is comprehensive, but the framework is challenged with regards to volatility, since it is static, and with regards 

to universality: not all projects will have success measures of technical functionality (abstract projects or 

change management projects, for instance) or stakeholder benefit (infrastructure projects, for instance) or 

organizational benefit. The information system parameter is debated, since the elements within this parameter 

such as system quality, implementation, and performance can be viewed as prerequisites for success rather 

than actual success criteria; they are success factors since they facilitate success169. However, whether high 

quality is not just a success factor (quality increasing the likelihood of achieving customer satisfaction or 

benefits) but also a success criterion in itself is a strategic decision. It is a question of whether management 

place importance on implementing systems of high quality. In case the answer is yes, quality should be a 

success criterion, otherwise it should not. This point illustrates that it may not be possible to rule in or out any 

measure in general since that within a given organisation or in a given project a measure may or may not be – 

strategically – relevant. And concluding, we may borrow from the Square Route since it definitely has 

relevance but we cannot copy it due to problems of universality. 

 The Success Profile and the PRINCE2 definition of success 

A different approach to typologies of success parameters is to take time as a starting point. Two examples of 

this approach are the Success Profile framework by Shenhar et al. (2001) and from practice the PRINCE2 

definition of success. Shenhar et al. suggest to divide project evaluation phases in four dimensions dependent 

on the time frame or tasks of the project: a very short term dimension during project execution where focus is 

on the project execution parameters (time, cost and scope), a short term dimension within a few months after 

project completion where the product has been delivered to and is being used by the customers (customer 

satisfaction and use), a long term dimension of one to two years of product success (impact on the 

organization’s performance and yield), and finally a very long term dimension of two to five years of derived, 

indirect benefits (mastering of new technology and developing new products) (2001, pp. 714-716).  

From a practitioner’s point of view the PRINCE2 definition of success also builds on the concept of time. In 

PRINCE2 the concept of success is divided into three elements based on the elements’ relevance at different 

points in time: output, outcome and benefit (Office of Government Commerce, 2009b, p. 21): “A project’s 

output is any of the project’s specialist products (whether tangible or intangible); an outcome is the result of 

                                                      
169 See also the definition of success factors versus success criterion on in section 1.3.1 - Success criteria – not success factors. 
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the change derived from using the project’s outputs; a benefit is the measurable improvement resulting from 

an outcome that is perceived as an advantage by one or more stakeholders.”  

The two approaches are quite similar as is illustrated in Table 14. Project efficiency and output are both very 

short term dimensions reflecting the project process through the project triangle. Impact on customer and 

outcome reflect the customer satisfaction and use on a short term dimension after project closure. Business 

success as well as prepare the future and benefit reflect long term organizational impact and learnings. The 

only element that does not seem aligned between the two typologies is the scope or the 

functionality/performance of the product. In PRINCE2 this seems to belong to the very short term (output), 

while in the Success Profile it is attached to the short term (impact on customer). There is a high degree of 

overlap to Atkinson’s Square Route, albeit the approach is different: the very short term parameter is equivalent 

to the Iron Triangle, the short term parameter is equivalent to stakeholder benefit and the long term is 

equivalent to the organizational benefit element of the Square Route. The misalignment between the PRINCE2 

and the Success Profile seems to regard the latter element of Atkinson’s Square Route: the technical 

functionality of the product.  

Table 14. Success parameters - combining the Success Profile with PRINCE2 

    
 The Success Profile (Shenhar, et al., 2001)   

 
Project 
efficiency  Impact on customer Business success 

Prepare the 
future 

 
Time 

PRINCE2 
(Office of 

Government 
Commerce, 

2009b)  

Output 
(specialist 
products)  

Time, cost 
( scope) 

    Very short  
(during project) 

Outcome 
(change) 

 Customer satisfaction, 
solving a customer’s 
problem/fulfilling needs 
(↑performance, 
specification) 

   Short  
(post project) 

Benefit 
(improvement) 

 

  Impact on 
organizational 
performance, yield 

New technology, 
new products 

 Long  

        

 Time  Very short 
(during) 

Short  
(post project) 

Long Very Long   

Thus, in general, this way of viewing success takes into account how certain measures can be measured very 

early in the process while others are detectable only long after completing the project in order to take account 

of the impact of time, and the result is quite similar to Atkinson’s Square Route, albeit missing the fourth 

element of the technical evaluation of the product. I will discuss this distinction between process and product 

further in the next section but firstly we must evaluate the usefulness of the Success Profile/PRINCE2 approach 

– a time-based approach.  

It does to some degree account for the volatility of success in that it recognizes that different success parameters 

are connected to different stages of and after the project. It is, however, still static. The approaches can be said 

to be somewhat homogenous and also comprehensive. However, it is difficult to argue how the approaches are 

universal, since the very long term parameter of preparing for the future is not necessarily an aspect which is 

relevant for all projects, nor is it necessarily possible to attach any direct measures of business success/benefit 

(yield for instance) on the organization from a given project.  We must, in other words, draw the same 

conclusion as we did for the Square Route: we can borrow from the Success Profile and PRINCE2 but we 

cannot copy due to issues of non-universality. 
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 Process versus product 

A final approach to success parameters which will be presented here as a typology is the process versus product 

distinction of success parameters. Since the 1980s it has often been argued that to fully capture the concept of 

success in IT projects it is necessary to look at two separate elements of the concept; a process and a product 

dimension (see e.g. Nidumolu, 1995, and Agresti, 1986). This tendency is still present in the literature: in a 

search for more recent articles that 1) focus on how to define success or how to achieve success in projects, 

and that 2) were also explicit on how the concept was operationalized and measured, several examples 

appeared that did use this two-dimensional distinction of success parameters. In the following section I have 

purposefully sampled six of the articles to illustrate the tendency, and they are, hence, not a representative or 

comprehensive sample. Three of the articles are from general project management literature (PML); The ‘real’ 

success factors on projects (Cooke-Davies, 2002), Measurement of project success (de Wit, 1988), The logical 

framework for defining project success (Baccarini, 1999); and the other three are from literature on IT projects 

(ITPL); Examining IT project performance (Gemino, et al., 2008), Global boundaries, task processes and IS 

project success: a field study (Espinosa, et al., 2006), Success in IT projects: A matter of definition? (Thomas 

& Fernández, 2008). 

What is then the process versus product dimension? When looking at the sample of articles what is striking is 

that there is actually no consensus on either the label or the measures included in these two parameters of 

process and product. In Table 15 the six articles are listed with the labels as well as the measures indicated in 

the two columns to the right. The labels are listed in italics. 

Table 15. Labels and measures of product and process parameters 

  
Parameter 

(Label/measure) 

Process Product  

Project 
management  

Baccarini (1999) Project management 
Cost, time, quality 

Product 
Effects of overall project product 

Cooke-Davies (2002) Project management 
Cost, time, quality 

Project  
Overall project objectives 

de Wit (1988) Project management 
Cost, time, quality 

Project 
The objective of all stakeholders at  
all times in the project life cycle 

IT project 

Espinosa et al. (2006) Process 
Cost, time, team satisfaction 

Product 
Performance, quality, user 
satisfaction, use, net benefits 

Gemino et al. (2008) Process 
Cost, time, scope 

Product 
Benefits provided by product 
(system), quality, user perception, 
satisfaction of stakeholder groups, 
delivering benefits, organizational 
impact, use. 

Thomas & Fernández 
(2008) 

Project management 
Cost, time, project participants 
satisfaction 

Technical and Business success 
Stakeholder/user satisfaction, 
implementation, performance, 
quality, use, business continuity, 
achieving objectives, delivering 
benefits. 

Looking at the labels of the parameters, Gemino et al. (2008) and Espinosa et al. (2006) distinguish between 

process and product success, while de Wit (1988), Cooke-Davies (2002), and Baccarini (1999) talk of project 

management success and project or product success. Thomas & Fernández (2008) also focus on the project 
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management element of success but specifies the product parameter as technical and business success. Below 

the labels the success measures contained within the parameter are indicated, that is, the operationalization of 

the parameter. Regarding the process parameter, Baccarini, Cooke-Davies, de Wit and Gemino et al. and  use 

the same operationalization: the Iron Triangle170 of cost, time and quality/scope. Espinosa et al. and Thomas 

& Fernández operationalize the process into cost and time as well as participant satisfaction, not including any 

attributes of the product of the project like in the other four articles. Instead Espinosa et al. and Thomas & 

Fernández include quality and in the product parameter, as does Gemino et al. who distinguish between scope 

and quality, where scope is a process criterion and quality a product criterion. Baccarini, Cooke-Davis and de 

Wit focus on long-term criteria such as effects of the product and objectives in their operationalization of 

product success, as does Espinosa et al., Gemino et al. and Thomas & Fernández who also talk more 

specifically about benefits and who, however, also list some short-term success criteria under the product 

success parameter, such as use, user satisfaction, performance, and business continuity/organizational impact 

of implementation.  

Thus, it is obvious, that even if the starting point of all of the articles is to separate success into two parameters, 

there is no agreement on what to label or how to operationalize them. The brief overview in Table 15 does, 

however, propose some interesting learnings about the concept of success in different research disciplines.   

Firstly, it is interesting to notice how all three articles from PML label the process parameter project 

management and operationalize the parameter by using the success criteria of time, cost, and quality of the 

product delivered by the project. In the group of articles from the field of ITPL the concurrence on process 

success is less clear, since different labels are used and different operationalizations are used. Cost and 

schedule are a significant part of the operationalization, but the actual product delivered by the project is not 

included as opposed to in the PML articles. Instead the satisfaction of the project participants is in focus. 

Secondly, the operationalization of the product parameter is similar in the three articles from the PML, 

focusing on long-term objectives or effects, that is, not the characteristics closely connected to the product such 

as use or performance but the indirect consequences in the organization. On the other hand, in the ITPL the 

product parameter is described by long-term benefits as well as several additional short-term measures 

concerning the nature of the product, such as performance, quality, use etc. Thirdly, it is significant how the 

product of the project is a part of the evaluation of the process parameter in the PML. The product itself is 

evaluated as a part of the process, while only the derived impacts constitute the product parameter. In the ITPL 

this is not the case. Here the all characteristics of the product is constricted to the product parameter.  

The first and second learning, that is, that both labelling and operationalization are converging to a much 

higher degree in PML than in ITPL, are indicators that the research field of project management is much more 

focused and clear about research goals and priorities than the field of IT project research. When taking into 

account the historic purposes of the two research fields the difference between them also makes sense: the 

objective of project management literature is to improve the profession of project management and “isolate 

the managing aspect of project work” from the work of the specialists (Office of Government Commerce, 

2009a, pp. 4-5), hence only the specific activities and goals (adhering to budget, schedule and scope) of this 

sub-process for this one stakeholder are in focus. This is not quite the case from an IT project research 

perspective. This research focuses on improving the performance of projects in a specific setting but from a 

relative unspecific point of view, including the project manager as well as other participants such as IT 

specialists, etc. Thus PML has a more clear-cut viewpoint in taking the project management perspective by 

focussing on budget, schedule and scope, while the IT project research also includes perspectives from other 

                                                      
170 The concept of the Iron Triangle is discussed further in section 10.3.2.1 - The Iron Triangle below. 
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stakeholders in the evaluation of the process through team satisfaction or participant satisfaction. The 

definition of success, in other words, reflects the research field.  

The second and third learning, that is, that PML focuses narrowly on benefits when evaluating the product 

while all product-related success criteria are included in the product parameter in ITPL, is also interesting 

when put into context of the history of the two research fields. From a project management point of view the 

work of the specialists is not a part of the evaluation of the outcome of the project, the product success. The 

product delivered by the project (=the work of the specialists) is not what is relevant – what is in focus are the 

indirect (or direct) effect of this product – the benefits. One explanation to this distinction is that it is the job 

of the project manager to deliver benefits to the organization while it is not his job to deliver the product as 

such – and the project manager has to deliver benefits in any setting, from construction and production to 

administration and IT. In other words, from a project management point of view, in an IT project the IT system 

is created as a part of the project process and the product dimension is the actual benefit deriving from the 

project. From an IT professionals perspective the work of the specialists is of importance, since this is their 

main delivery, and hence it makes sense to include this in the evaluation of the effect of the project, the product 

parameter. 

Thus, when analysing the different approaches to dimensions of success from a research branch view provides 

an explanation to why different definitions of success exist: different ways of constructing the concept are 

meaningful in different research settings. In the project management literature the elements of success are 

focused on the specific tasks and objectives of the project manager. In the IT research literature the project 

manager does not have hegemoneous claim to the perspective on success and the process parameter is defined 

from a less specific view point, while the product parameter is defined broadly including several different 

direct as well as indirect deliverables and effects of the project.  

The distinction between the process and product is therefore in the following understood as being that process 

has to do with what is going on in the project (i.e. resources spent and products built/delivered), and that the 

product is understood as what has to do with how the project impacts the parent organization (i.e. performance 

post hoc, user satisfaction, stakeholder satisfaction, benefits, use etc.). Comparing this definition to the Success 

Profile and PRINCE2 definitions means that the process covers the very short term (including specifications 

but excluding performance) and the product covers the short to very long term parameters. To better align the 

labels with the distinctive meanings, these are labelled the project (process) and impact (product) parameters. 

This distinction of parameters is both universal, and comprehensive, albeit still static and does not take into 

account volatility over time. The distinction between the product and the process will in the following be 

utilised as a part of the framework for evaluating success under the labels project and impact. However, the 

very simplistic nature of this typology leaves for concern about homogeneity. If all measures are to be 

standardized into two parameters, the result will be rather toothless – we are in danger of eliminating too much 

information with this approach. Therefore I will in the next section add a dimension to the typology of 

parameters. 

10.3.3. How to standardize 

Having gone through the four different approaches to defining standardized parameters for success has shown 

that the relative simple distinguishing between project and impact is the closest we can get to a homogeneous, 

universal and comprehensive success typology. This distinction is the only typology which exhibit 
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”completeness, mutual exclusivity, and necessity of dimensions and measures.” (Gable, et al., 2008, p. 381) 

Therefore this distinction will be used for evaluating success across projects in the following.  

In later sections I will turn to the problem of volatility but, firstly, I will extend the typology of success 

parameters with another dimension which is not touched upon by the previous frameworks but which was 

mentioned in section 10.2.3 Time, when it was discussed to what degree a project is responsible for derived 

cost and benefit. And these two concepts of cost and benefit are key: there are two types of consequences of 

projects: positive and negative (Renkema & Berghout, 1997, p. 2). These consequences are both short-term 

(affecting the project) and more long-term (affecting the organization). Following the discussion about 

operational cost in the section on time, operational cost as well as other negative effects of the project on the 

organization should be evaluated as a part of the project (Thomas & Fernández, 2008, p. 736) (Irani & Love, 

2001, p. 162), this could be for instance staff resources for maintenance but also cost of ownership, employee 

training need, changes in motivation etc. (Irani & Love, 2001, p. 173). Therefore this positive-negative 

dimension is added. 

The typology for standardizing project success measures into parameters thus includes four parameters of 

positive and negative effects related to the project or impact on the organization, as is shown in Table 16. 

Table 16. Four success parameters 

  
Positive 

 
Negative 

Project  What is built/delivered in the 
project 
Deliverables, functionality 

The resources spent in the project 
Time, investments, workhours   

Impact   The positive effect on the 
organization 
Benefit, yield, satisfaction 

The negative effect on the 
organization 
Operational cost, derived negative 
effects (productivity loss etc.) 

Examples of success measures that belong to the positive-project parameter are measures that indicate what is 

built or delivered in the project; the negative-project parameter consists of measures indicating the resources 

spent during the project, such as time, general investments, internal and external hours etc. The positive-impact 

parameter reflects measures that indicate how the project has affected the parent organization in a positive 

way, i.e. it is the parameter that should reflect how the project relates to the organizations strategy. Finally, the 

negative-impact parameter indicates the long-term negative effect of the project on the organization, such as 

the operational cost related to maintaining an IT system.  
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This typology is generic and can be utilized in any organization – as well as for comparison of projects across 

organizations. It is, however, still relatively simplistic and when operationalized to fit a research context it will 

benefit from being expanded into sub-parameters, i.e. universal and preferably homogeneous sub-groups of 

measures under each parameter. In the case of the LEGO Group, the positive-impact parameter can be split 

into two sub-parameters of non-financial and financial benefits, for instance. A detailing of the parameters will 

increase the level of information gained for using the model. 

 Assessment method 
In the previous section, four generic success parameters were defined and using these four parameters as 

constituent measures of success enables us to compare success across projects. In this next section I will turn 

to the question of how the four parameters relate to each other in the evaluation. However, having defined the 

parameters leaves us with the next logical question of how does these parameters relate to each other? The 

parameters are evaluated separately and a project may be a success on one parameter but a failure on others. 

What is then the overall conclusion? Is the project a success? It is necessary to discuss if it is possible to provide 

one, over-arching conclusion to the question of was the project a success, since there are four potentially very 

different sub-conclusions (one for each parameter). Is the conclusion an average of the four or should the 

parameters be weighed and not impact the overall evaluation equally? And if so, what criteria should be applied 

when weighing? Or should we take a different approach and compare the negative and positive parameters? 

This discussion of we compute the level success from the parameters is the important question of how success 

is assessed. The choice of assessment method is important since, first of all, it affects the result of the evaluation 

directly. But, secondly, the assessment method also has real impact on how an organization perceives success 

and therefore impacts how the organization acts, i.e. it also affects the result indirectly. We should therefore 

be aware of the consequences of the choice of assessment method when we design the framework for 

evaluating success.  

Basically, there are two primary assessment approaches: defining success as an absolute, that is, success is 

assessed as the project achieving the success criteria, or success is defined as a ratio of the negative 

consequences versus the positive consequences. A second distinction to be made is whether the parameters are 

evaluated separately or aggregated (weighted), that is, whether there are four separate evaluation results (one 
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per parameter) or one overall result. This is illustrated in Table 17. In the following I will firstly discuss whether 

to separate or aggregate results and, secondly, whether to treat success as absolutes or ratios.  

Table 17. Four assessment methods 

  
Separate 

 
Aggregated 

Absolute 

 

 
Ratio  

 
 

Firstly, with regards to whether success should be treated as one aggregated result or several results, the former 

is preferred by many since this enables a clear answer to the question of success (“this project is a 

success/failure”). The latter is less clear since it involves the computation of several results to understand the 

project fully (“on this parameter the project is a success, on the other it is a failure”). On the other hand, there 

is a downside to aggregating success since this necessarily must involve some form of weighting of parameters. 

The process of weighting actually has a slurring effect on the result since there is computation going on behind 

the result that is not visible – it is not evident whether the overall result is due to one or the other (or all) 

parameter(s). Thus, in the interest of visibility and transparency, aggregation cannot be recommended, but in 

the interest of getting an overview aggregation is an option. None of the options are simpler than the other, 

since the separate method has a complex output (several results) which must be interpreted to understand the 

overall picture of the projects. The aggregated method has a simpler output (one result) but it is complex to 

understand the calculating mechanism behind it which makes interpretation complex. 

Secondly, success can be treated as an absolute or a ratio. I see this distinction as a question of efficiency (ratio) 

or effectiveness (absolute). These terms have been used in the project management literature, for instance by 

Belout (1997, p. 23) and Jugdev & Müller (2005, p. 20), but the traditional efficiency-effectiveness division 

regards different types of success criteria, such as efficiency primarily consisting of time, cost, and scope 

criteria while effectiveness is about quality and other equally intangible measures (ibid.). Here the distinction 

is not related to certain success criteria. Instead they are viewed as two distinct methods for assessing success 

– regardless of the criteria. In the following, I will argue why we need to understand the efficiency-effectiveness 

distinction as a method rather than as representing specific criteria. 

Drucker described the two concepts with the classic phrase: “Efficiency is concerned with doing things right. 

Effectiveness is doing the right things. … Effectiveness is the foundation of success – efficiency is a minimum 

condition for survival after success has been achieved.” (Drucker, 1974, p. 45) Thus, we must do the right 

things and we must do them well. Both concepts indicate doing something in a satisfactory way, but with 
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different approaches to assessing the degree of satisfactory. In Table 18 definitions of the two words from 

three major dictionaries171 are listed. Efficiency is defined as how well an input is turned into output – it is a 

ratio of the input resources against the gains. Effectiveness is not a ratio but rather an absolute goal of achieving 

what you want. The effectiveness approach does not imply that cost are ignored and only long-term benefits 

are assessed, as could be the interpretation of “the degree to which something is successful in producing a 

desired result” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2014), for instance, but rather that the assessment as such does not 

necessarily imply comparing input and output. And the comparison is the great difference between the two 

approaches: efficiency is relative success whereas effectiveness is absolute. 

Table 18. Outcome evaluation definitions      

 Efficiency  Effectiveness 

Oxford English 
Dictionary  

technical The ratio of the useful work performed by a 
machine or in a process to the total energy expended or 
heat taken in. 

The degree to which something is 
successful in producing a desired result; 
success. 

Cambridge English 
Dictionary  

The use of time and energy in a good way, without wasting 
any. 
 
Physics The difference between the amount of energy that 
is put into a machine in the form of fuel, effort, etc. and 
the amount that comes out of it in the form of movement. 

Successful or achieving the results that 
you want. 

Merriam-Webster Effective operation as measured by a comparison of 
production with cost (as in energy, time, and money). 

Producing a decided, decisive or desired 
effect.*) 

Sources: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/, http://dictionary.cambridge.org/, and http://www.merriam-webster.com/   
Notes: *) The definition of ‘effective’ since no specific definition was found for ‘effectiveness’ (the term was, however, listed under ‘effective’). 

Consequently, effectiveness and efficiency are two different but equally relevant ways of assessing success. 

Examples of methods to perform an efficiency assessment of success are performance management, risk-based 

project value, and value management. These methods are all methods for measuring cost and benefit and do a 

form of return on investment (ROI)172 analysis which is also one of the main methodologies for evaluating the 

performance of project portfolios (De Reyck, et al., 2005, p. 526).  Performance management is, as the name 

implies, a method for tracking performance during the project, by continuously comparing the value earned in 

terms of the work done with the work scheduled (Morris, 2013, p. 140). Risk-based project value is similar to 

performance management since actual and estimated performance is evaluated throughout the project, but 

instead of work this calculation is based on cash-flows (Sato & Hirao, 2013, p. 127). In value management, 

value is defined as a ratio of satisfying needs against the resources invested to satisfy these needs (Thiry, 2004, 

p. 878) and is, besides being a method for measurement, a work method of workshops and structured decision 

making process design to maximize the overall performance of an organization (ibid., p. 876). Performance 

management is an example of a separate assessment method (focusing on the project only), where value 

management is more aggregated (focusing more broadly on value and resources).  

The obvious advantage of the efficiency approach is the ability to state a value to any given project on a general 

scale that allows for cross-project comparison, and thus improving the foundation for portfolio prioritization173 

prior to the project process as well as the post hoc evaluation of projects. The critiques of this approach are, 

however, many. Firstly, if the ROI-approach is to make sense it presupposes that that IT is a direct driver of 

profit growth – a notion that is dubious  (Petter, et al., 2012, p. 356). The impact of IT is primarily non-financial 

(ibid.) and if intangible measures are not included the measure is insufficient in its reflection of the 

                                                      
171 The Oxford English Dictionary, the Cambridge English Dictionary, and the Merriam-Webster Dictionary. 
172 Return on Investment (ROI) is the net benefit-cost ratio where all costs are subtracted from the total benefits to give the net benefits 

which are subsequently divided by the costs (Phillips, 2003, p. 21).  
173 (Interview E, p. 3, l. 22-25) 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/
http://www.merriam-webster.com/
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organizational success (Shenhar, et al., 2001, p. 701).  Secondly, it may be possible to quantify this intangible 

value steaming from the project but it’s a very difficult manoeuvre to do well (Myers, et al., 1997, p. 16), and 

the risk is that if you quantify intangible or even tangible non-financial measures, these will be conceived as 

“fluffy funny money”174 or “paper money”175. The empirical evidence showed that in the LEGO Group, 

employees are generally reluctant towards financial measures176 and the informants explained the reluctance 

with unwillingness to be made responsible for actual budget reductions, for instance177. However, informants 

also state that converting intangibles to quantified measures is possible if the effort is made178 and that even 

though intangibles may not be convertible into financial value it may still be meaningful to take an efficiency 

approach and let top management make a strategic decision of whether it is “fair to spend 10 million DKK on 

this project if it makes our consumers more satisfied?”179 However, the process of converting intangibles into 

something quantifiable or even into financial measures is bureaucratic and for this reason not an obvious choice 

in practice 180 . Finally, a last approach to enable efficiency assessment is the standardization approach 

mentioned in the previous section (section 10.3.3).  

On the other hand, there are different effectiveness approaches to success, where the primary goal is not to get 

benefits to exceed costs but where the primary goal is to achieve a target of benefits. There are several 

formalized examples of methods for assessing success from an effectiveness perspective. These are benefits 

management or benefits realization management, and the Balanced Scorecard. Morris describes benefit 

management as “the measurable improvement resulting from an outcome” (Morris, 2013, p. 84). Benefits 

management – which is strongly associated with value management (ibid., p. 189) – is often broader than a 

financial calculation and benefits can include outcomes of “change which is perceived as positive by a 

stakeholder” (Breese, 2012, p. 342). Methods for benefit management are described in both IS literature – for 

instance the IS-impact model (Gable, et al., 2008) and business management literature in general, for instance 

the Balance Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). Most effectiveness methods such as the IS-impact model or 

the Balanced Scorecard do not include costs but in theory there is nothing that prevents from doing so. De Wit 

(1988, p. 164) suggests doing exactly so. However, there is very little guidance on how to the assessment of 

the project as either a separate or aggregated assessment, i.e. how to compute theanswer to whether the given 

project was a success. One method is to assign to one success criteria the role of the ultimate success criteria, 

such as Ballantine (1996, p. 8), another is to create a hierarchy of success where certain criteria had higher 

weight (Shenhar et al., 2001, p. 702, and de Wit, 1988, p. 167). 

The literature is divided on whether to use one or the other approach. The six articles defining success and 

success criteria that were included in the previous section (see Table 15 in section 10.3.2.4 – Process versus 

product) are, for instance, not very explicit on how to assess input and output, as is generally the case (cf. 

DeLone & McLean, 1992, and Sabherwal et al., 2006). This is illustrated in Table 19 which shows how only 

one of the articles is explicit (Baccarini, 1999) while the others are very vague on the issue. Since there is no 

mentioning in the other articles of ROI or similar methods, it does seem to imply that they lean towards an 

effectiveness approach by default. However, this conclusion is very ambiguous since there are no descriptions 

of how an overall evaluation of project success is to be calculated across the different success criteria. It seems 

                                                      
174 (Interview F, p. 2, l. 16-19) 
175 (Interview C, p. 5, l. 22-24) 
176 (Interview F, p. 1, l. 23-25) 
177 (Interview C, p. 21, l. 6-8) 
178 (Interview E, p. 7, l. 21-23) 
179 (Interview G, p. 13, l. 19-23) 
180 (Interview F, p. 1, l. 17-19) 
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that the literature concentrates on defining the proper success criteria and leaves out to a high degree the 

question of how to assess these criteria.  

Table 19. Assessment methods in PML and ITPL  

  

Direct citation Authors evaluation  

Project 
management  

de Wit (1988) No clear statement Effectiveness 

Cooke-Davies (2002) No clear statement Effectiveness 

Baccarini (1999, p. 26)  “A synonym for success is 
effectiveness, i.e., the degree of 
achievement of objectives...” 

Effectiveness 
 

IT project 

Thomas & Fernández (2008) No clear statement Effectiveness 

Espinosa et al. (2006) No clear statement Effectiveness 

Gemino et al. (2008) No clear statement Effectiveness 

The case organization, LEGO, is also ambiguous about how to do the actual assessment. In the prioritization 

process, that is prior to the project is initiated, intensions of taking an aggregated efficiency approach is 

mentioned. One of the informants states that in the 2014 project prioritization process one of the business 

verticals required the project briefs to include a cost-benefit assessment181. However, looking into the 2014 

process, this did not turn out to be the case, since only 20 % of the briefs had stated quantified benefits – and 

only 40 % of these had actual financial benefits. 15 % did not state any benefits while the rest included 

declarations of intent to either increase productivity or consumer satisfaction etc.182 In fact, the prioritization 

process seems to depend on an effectiveness assessment of the outcome of the project. When projects are 

evaluated post hoc in the LEGO Group it is instead through an aggregated effectiveness approach. Success 

criteria are evaluated separately and the results are accumulated in an score index going from 0-200183 where 

100 is on target. Weights are imposed in order to emphasise certain criteria over others, such as quality184, also 

to make priorities clear in case the success criteria conflict185: quality, cost and time are not independent 

measures – the project manager is often forced to trade-off one for the others (Gemino, et al., 2008, p. 181). 

The LEGO Group seems torn between the need for standardization of success assessment for cross-comparison 

as well as the need for computing one answer the question of degree of success which is necessary for the 

purpose of the bonus program and on the other hand the willingness to invest in the assessment process. The 

efficiency approach will allow the organization to create clear expectations to the performance of the projects, 

while the current approach, the effectiveness approach leaves for greater uncertainty. 

Thus, different approaches to assessing success has different advantages and definitely different outcomes. 

The efficiency (ratio) approach is ample in the pursuit of cross-comparison of projects both in the early 

prioritization process as well as for post hoc evaluation of projects and it gives a general answer to the degree 

of success, however, the process is time and resource consuming if an actual ROI is performed. The 

effectiveness (absolute) approach of looking at the degree of achieving the goals on the different success 

criteria is less bureaucratic and maybe also more nuanced since less approximations and assumptions has to 

be made. There is also both pros and cons to aggregating or assessing success criteria separately. They both 

introduce some complexity to understanding the concept of success. With this knowledge it is, however, 

possible to choose the most appropriate assessment method for the purpose of the PhD study. Firstly, since the 

purpose is to create a framework for defining success in order to compare project success and learn from these 

                                                      
181 (Interview E, p. 3, l. 22-25) 
182 (Document: Consolidated presentation of [business vertical] project briefs) 
183 (Document: Project PMP KPI) 
184 (Interview G, p. 14, l. 3-6 and Interview C, p. 13, l. 22ff, Interview A, p. 6, l. 6-7) 
185 (Interview B, p. 14, l. 32) 
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results, we want the information to be as rich and informing as possible. Therefore a separate approach should 

be applied. Secondly, as the LEGO Group does not perform any efficiency assessments of the projects it would 

be a very large and complex task to perform for instance a ROI in the scope of the PhD study. This would 

include a significant task of collecting and appraisal of non-financial and non-quantitative success measures 

and this calculation would inevitably become subjective to a degree where it might not be relevant to the 

organization. And for these reasons an effectiveness approach is taken. Thus, the assessment method utilized 

in the framework is a separate-effectiveness (absolute) approach where parameters are evaluated on by one 

and no one overarching answer to the question of ‘was this project a success?’ is provided. 

 The 4x5 Framework 
Having now established that the framework for evaluating success in IT projects should include four 

parameters which should be evaluated as separate-absolutes, the time has come to outline the framework. One 

issue still persists, however: the issue of time. The traditional approach to evaluation of projects is to compare 

the initial estimate to the final result186 (see for instance Flyvbjerg et al. (2005, p. 132) and (2002, p. 281) or 

Standish Group, 1999, p. 6) where estimates at t0 and tf are compared. There is, however, no clear definition 

of what constitutes initial estimates. Definitions of the concept of initial estimates are equally distributed 

between 1) estimates as they are at the idea stage, 2) the more detailed estimates from the stage of the 

developing of the project plan, and 3) estimates from the even more detailed specification/requirements stage 

(Gemino, et al., 2008, p. 183). I suggest, however, that instead of discussing what estimates are the correct 

ones or the most important ones, we should understand the implication of them and include all of them or at 

least the ones that have practical implications. This still, however, does not solve the issue of project estimates 

changing over time187 (Gemino, et al., 2008, p. 182).  

To account for the effect of time, Stockdale & Standing (2006, p. 1096) argue that instead of comparing the 

project at two points in time the evaluation should include all the various stages of the project. It seems obvious 

to follow this thought since from the dialogue with the informants it became clear that the fact that different 

project processes are dependent on each other without necessarily being able to affect the quality of each other 

was something they saw as a real challenge when it comes to evaluation success. One informant considered an 

example where the project participants delivered as it was formally required by them but without the project 

achieving the overall goal: “Then something was missing from the project [requirements]… Is it a success 

then? No, not on that parameter anyway. … To the little group [of specialists in the project] the project was a 

success but in the bigger perspective it is a disaster.”188 And this type of story is something that is mentioned 

by other informants, for instance: “We have experienced it before - I think it was last year – that a project was 

conducted, closed and scored really high on the success criteria that were defined. But what they delivered 

was shit.”189 What the informants outline is the puzzle that project participants can do a great job but the project 

can still be an overall failure. One informant suggests more clearly the nature of the problem: “Is it fair that 

for instance a project of 30,000 hours has to get a poor score because someone spent only 2 hours before the 

project on the estimation? I don’t think that is fair.”190 Others suggest the complex challenge of how it can be 

necessary and fully legal to change estimates over time, but that it seemed counterintuitive to get a good project 

                                                      
186 It should be noticed that in practice there are certain problems of working with ‘actual’ numbers, since they are most often not 

objectively measurable and can be manipulated by for instance allocating hours spent on the project on other projects that have excess 

budget/hours (Eveleens & Verhoef, 2009, p. 937).  
187 As it was stated bluntly by one informant: “There will be changes. There always are!” (Interview A, p. 13, l. 39) 
188 (Interview F, p. 11, l. 33ff) 
189 (Interview C, p. 11, l. 26-28) 
190 (Interview G, p. 14, l. 32-33) 
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score if changes had been made.191 They felt that changes were sometimes the only reason that the organization 

was able to reach its goals192. 

If we base the evaluation framework on the project lifecycle we will be able to identify what processes were 

successful and take into account the changes made to estimates over time. The lifecycle perspective is not to 

be confused with a stakeholder perspective, since the latter would focus on actors personal motivation for 

instance (see section 10.2.2 – Stakeholders above). Instead the lifecycle perspective takes as a point of 

departure the development of estimates and the results and relates them to the objectives of different phases of 

the project. In the following sections I will elaborate on how the specific lifecycle perspective affects the 

definition of success. I will start out by identifying five success types based on four different phases as well as 

an overall measure of success next in section 10.5.1 – Identifying phases over the project lifecycle, and in the 

following subsections these success types are discussed in more detail. The framework is finally summed up 

in the last section, 10.5.2 – Summing up The 4x5 Framework. The framework is here illustrated based on the 

LEGO case but it is generic and can be applied in any organization using a similar stage-gate project model.  

10.5.1. Identifying phases over the project lifecycle 

Basically, the idea of the lifecycle perspective is to evaluate the success of multiple phases by comparing what 

makes sense and has practical relevance, whether it be the initial estimates, changed estimates, and results. To 

find out, what estimates are relevant, we can use the LEGO Project Model. The model developed from this 

point on is, in other words, rather LEGO-specific, but the approach is generic. 

In Figure 52, the project life cycles is illustrated from a LEGO process perspective, starting from the initial 

project definition (stage 1); over the prioritization process; going on to the detailed project planning (stage 2); 

the actual project process (stage 3 and 4); and, finally, when the product is implemented and the product is 

handed over to daily operation, the project is closed and evaluated (stage 5). The project idea193 includes the 

first initial estimates of the parameters, that is, positive-impact (PI), positive-project (PP), negative-project 

(NP) and negative-impact (NI). If the project is included in the project portfolio after the prioritization process 

has been conducted, the detailed plan for the project194 is laid out and new, more detailed versions of PI, PP, 

NP, and NI are estimated – that is, the estimates go through their first iteration. When these estimates are 

approved, the project is initiated. During the project it may be necessary to change the estimates for reasons 

we have discussed in previous sections. The estimates then goes through a number of change-iterations, where 

the estimates are adjusted. The final of these changes, we label the last approved estimates. When the project 

is closed down, the first results can be collected195 for PP and PI which are connected to the project process. 

The final results are available when the long term benefits and the operational costs (PI and NI) are measurable 

some time after project closure196.  

                                                      
191 (Interview A, p. 13, l. 14-16) 
192 (Interview A, p. 12, l. 37) 
193 Described in the Project Brief (see Document: Project brief). Project briefs are collected once a year and are included in a yearly 

portfolio prioritization process.  
194 Described in the Business Case (see also Document: USER GUIDE for Business Case development) 
195 Described in the Project Closure Report (see Document: Project Closure Report) 
196 Long term benefits and costs are not formally registered in CIT. 
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Figure 52. Success types illustrated based on the LEGO Project Model 

 
Based on this illustration, I identified five practically relevant ways of comparing estimates and results over 

time, i.e. five success types. The criteria of relevance regarded whether it was possible to define the phase or 

task which the comparison could be said to reflect. The five successes are estimation success (1) which 

indicates how successful the process of defining the project brief was (evaluates stage 1), planning success (2) 

which indicates how successful the project has been planned in detail (evaluates stage 2), project management 

success (3) which indicates whether the project was managed according to the estimates given (evaluates stage 

3 and 4), value capture success (4) indicating the organizations ability to capture the value produced by the 

project, and finally, overall success (5) indicating whether the initial project idea was actually implemented.  

The five success types are based on the fundamental idea of success being constituted by performance and 

expectations to this performance. This is easily translated into project management, value capture, and overall 

success, since for these three types of success we compare estimates to actual results. Estimation and planning 

success needs a little further explanation. The underlying idea for these two success types are, that the outcome 

of the process of definition the project in the idea phase are estimates of how the project will look like – the 

expectation. These estimates are then revised in the business case, and these revised estimates can be viewed 

as the performance of the process of defining the initial idea, since if the business case estimates differ 

significantly from the project brief estimates, the project brief has not predicted what the project would look 

like. The phase has not been a success. The same argument goes for planning success, where the expectations 

are the estimates of the business case, and the performance is the final approved business case. Again, if the 

business case has gone through significant changes, the phase has not been a success. The logic is listed for all 

five success types below in Table 20. 
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Table 20. Five success types 

 
Success type 

 
Expectation 

 
Performance 

 
When is a performance a success? 

Estimation  Initial estimates First iteration estimates When first iteration estimates equal initial 
estimates 

Planning  First iteration estimates Last approved estimates When last approved estimates equal first 
iteration estimates 

Project 
management 

Last approved estimates Short term results When first results equal last approved 
estimates 

Value capture Last approved estimates Long term results When final results equal last approved 
estimates 

Overall  Initial estimates Short and long term 
results 

When final results equal initial estimates  

Dependent on what phase is evaluated, what type of success is evaluated, the result of a given project evaluation 

will differ. This approach visualizes how a poorly planned project (low planning success) can easily be 

managed well (high project management success), or that a well-managed project may not be able to actually 

contribute with value to the organization (low value capture success). By allowing for differentiation between 

the phases we get a much clearer view of how the project has performed – and if something has gone wrong, 

we can see where. Of course, if the tasks of estimating, planning, and managing the project are not successful, 

then the project is not likely to capture much value, and it must be acknowledged that the phases are dependent 

on each other.  

The lifecycle approach creates a relatively complex output, since there is not one but several success types, 

and these should be calculated for each parameter, with the exception of project management and value capture 

success. Project management success is only relevant for project parameters, while value capture is only 

relevant for impact parameters. This I will elaborate on in the following sections where each of the five success 

types are described in more detail. 

 The definition and planning success 

Definition success is the evaluation of the quality or precision of the initial estimates included in the project 

brief. The project brief is the first high-level description of the project and it is used in the LEGO Group in the 

portfolio prioritization process. The brief includes estimates of the four success parameters, and it is short, 

covering one page, and often only few resources have been spent in the preparation of the document. Definition 

success is then based on how well these estimates correlate with the business case estimates. If there is a high 

degree of correlation between the two sets of estimates, the phase of defining the project idea is successful. 

The underlying assumption is that if the project is described well then a business case fairly similar to the 

project brief, albeit much more detailed, can be created. If, however, the estimates of the brief for some reason 

are not realistic the business case will reflect this and differ from the brief. The business case includes much 

of the same information and estimates as the project brief but in much greater detail and the organization 

usually spends more resources on planning the project in this phase.  

Planning success is similar to definition success, since this is also evaluated based on comparing estimates. 

Planning success is the evaluation of the phase where the project is planned to a level of detail by which it can 

be managed. After the approval of the business case, the project is initiated. However, during the project  

changes are made to the estimates and the business is updated, often several times. We include only the last 

approved update of the business case. The original business case estimates are then evaluated against their 

correlation with the last approved business case.  
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Both success types are based on evaluating correlations between estimates at different points in time (as 

opposed to the other three success types which are evaluated based on results), and they reflect the work of 

estimators197, and are therefore quite similar. Due to their similarity they are handled jointly in this section. In 

the literature the concept of estimation usually refers to the estimation of cost but can be applied to all input 

resources of the project (Morris, 2013, p. 135) as well as outcome, I argue, since expected output is also a 

forecast. Thus, estimates refer to all four parameters. In the LEGO Group, different methods for estimation of 

budgets and risk are used as is best practice (ibid.) in the planning phase198 and respondents express enthusiasm 

around the quality of the formal processes used199. I will not go into detail about this process, but continue with 

a focus on how success can be defined for these two phases, the definition success and the planning success, 

also illustrated in Figure 53. In the following, these are treated as the same process until they are finally 

summed up separately. The question is, what information do we gain from scrutinizing definition and planning 

success? 

Figure 53. Definition and planning success 

 

Starting with the planning phase, that is, where the detailed and more thorough estimation of the project is 

carried out, DeMarco expresses estimation success with the following statement: “Success for the estimator 

must be defined as a function of convergence of the estimate to the actual, and of nothing else” (DeMarco, 

                                                      
197 I denote the role of the person(s) responsible for estimating, the estimator, even though there may be several people involved. 

Estimator is merely used as a generic term. It is not only the person(s) doing the actual estimations of time, budget, scope, and quality 

who are responsible but also the executives defining the overall business expectations (Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, p. 27).  
198 See the Active Risk & Opportunity Planning - AROP document introducing the risk assessment method of the LEGO Group. 
199 (Interview A, p. 11-12, l. 38-10) 
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1982, p. 21, original accentuation). I disagree, however, and propose the following definition: success for the 

estimator must be defined as a function of convergence of the initial estimate to the final estimate, and of 

nothing else. If DeMarco’s definition is utilized, the estimator is not only responsible for forecasting the needs 

of the organization (benefit) and the cost of the project but also for the process of conducting the process itself. 

In other words, if the project is poorly managed, the estimator is held responsible for the inept capability of 

the project manager. What we seek with the separation of successes into phases is exactly to avoid this sort of 

muddling of concepts, and to create a way to evaluate the estimation effort as isolated from other phases as 

much as possible. The estimator is responsible for estimating the organization’s needs and the resources 

necessary to fulfil these needs. The same can be said for the estimator designing the estimates in the project 

brief – if the detailed plan of the project (the business case) is designed in a way that is not optimal (low 

planning success) this does not necessarily have anything to do with the quality of the initial estimates. This is 

why we should separate successes.  

Both phases are essential for the project success in that the information is used when the project is prioritized 

in the project portfolio and later the business case has to be approved before the project can be initiated. Thus, 

it decides the life or death of the project. It also affects the initial expectations to the projects scope which, due 

to path dependency, are difficult to change significantly later in the process. In other words, it affects the 

projects chance of becoming a project management success. If there is great difference between initial 

estimates and later estimates this is, all other things being equal, a sign that the definition or planning phase of 

the project is not of high quality. 

Of course, one of the primary challenges to achieve definition and planning success is that estimates are created 

at a point in time where uncertainty is very high (Savolainen & Ahonen, 2012, p. 459), as was discussed in 

section 10.2.3.2 – Internal features over time. The task of forecasting is inherently problematic, since the 

human brain is troubled with being too optimistic, such as proposed by Kahneman and Tversky in their 

prospect theory (1979a), and with ignoring distributional data from similar events, the planning fallacy (1979b, 

p. 2.2). Software project estimations are burdened with being even harder to understand and visualize than 

other types of projects200 and are characterized with a gradual refinement (Morris, 2013, p. 135). This is also 

one of the reasons why we should distinguish between the phases and evaluate success separately – to embrace 

the nature of projects. Another challenge to the estimation process is that the role of the estimator is often 

undertaken by specialists with little connection to the project (Morris, 2013, p. 136) or upper level 

management, that is, the wrong people for this task since they do not have the necessary planning insight 

(Savolainen & Ahonen, 2012, p. 459) and the result is flawed estimates. In the LEGO Group these errors are 

sought corrected by letting the business case (in the planning process) go through a challenge session that 

ensures that it takes more than just a good salesman to get a business case approved201. However, other 

structures opposes this positive incentive, such as that the performance measures for the estimators are focused 

mostly on their ability to create business cases in the time scheduled for this activity, not the quality of these202. 

If the definition phase is not successful, that is, if initial estimates are very different from first iteration 

estimates, it may indicate that the work put into creating the initial description of the project idea has not been 

adequately thorough: not enough time has been invested in clarifying either the needs of the organization (the 

scope and required benefits) and/or the resources needed. An unsuccessful estimation process indicates that 

the portfolio priority process has been done based on flawed or imprecise data and the outcome of the portfolio 

                                                      
200 See also Chapter 9 on characteristics of IT projects – and (Interview B, p. 10, l. 5-6) 
201 (Interview B, p. 6, l. 19-28) 
202 (Interview E, p. 2-3, l. 37-2) 
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process is, thereby, less likely to be optimal, which is the goal of this process. Forecasting is crucial (Eveleens 

& Verhoef, 2009, p. 934). Knowing that a project is unsuccessful on this or another success type provides 

some of the answer to how the organization may improve this phase. Increasing the effort in defining the 

project in the brief is a way of increasing the likelihood of success, both defined as definition success as well 

as in general for the project. We help identifying where the project is challenged (Wilson & Howcroft, 2002, 

p. 236). 

If the planning phase is not successful, i.e. if the first iteration estimates do not fit the last approved estimates, 

it bares the same conclusion as with the success of the definition phase. It bares evidence to the fact that an 

inadequate amount of resources have been spent on outlining the specific needs of the organization (benefit), 

the product that will fulfil this need (quality), as well as the costs of the project (the schedule and resources). 

A successful planning phase has adequately uncovered the needs of the organization and visualized the road 

to realization of these needs, and in a successfully estimated and planned project there is no need for going 

through more iterations of estimates. As has been discussed several times, however, changes are likely to arise 

during the project, and it may not be fair, in practice, to expect a planner or estimator to be able to foresee 

every strategic move of the organization as well as every external impact on the organization (external project 

feature change, see section 10.2.1 – Contingency). But it is the purpose of this success type not so much to 

judge the estimator in question for his or her lack of ability to foretell the future, but to visualize where the 

project went wrong, if it did go wrong. If a project is unsuccessful in this phase, it provides us with some clue 

to where to look for the cause: is the project environment very volatile, and why so? Is it something that can 

be mitigated or is it something that we – in the future – should take into account?   

 Project management success 

The project manager is responsible for managing the project (stage 2 to 4), and he does so based on the first 

iteration estimates stated in the business case. If for some reason these estimates cannot be met, the project 

manager can be forced to apply the steering committee for changes to the estimates – these changes are 

reflected in the planning success. We assume that there are three possible reasons for changing the estimates: 

1) poor estimates, 2) external impact (for instance a change in the context of the project), and 3) poor project 

management. In theory, the steering committee would not approve new estimates solely due to poor project 

management, and thus changes are due to reason one or two which means that then the  project manager is not 

as such accountable for the changes to the estimates203. What the project manager is accountable for is the 

realization of the last approved estimates, and this is project management success, as is illustrated in Figure 

54. Project management success reflects the correlation between the short term result and the final estimates, 

i.e. did the project perform satisfactorily on the positive and negative project parameters, such as cost, time, 

scope?  

                                                      
203 However, as we will see in Chapter 12 there is evidence that this assumption is mostly theoretical – in practice, not many projects 

are completed with poor project management success, which may be due to very skilled project managers, but which may also indicate 

that changes are approved regardless of the cause.  
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Figure 54. Project management success 

 

A general assumption is, then, that it is the responsibility of the project manager to use the allocated amount 

of resources or less, while achieving the results that were expected or more since higher benefit and lower cost 

than expected is preferable (here we take the view of the organization as such). It is within the field of IT 

project research a well-established practice to describe cost- and time-overruns as poor performance, while 

describing the rest of the projects, that is, those who do not overrun time and cost as good performance. Poor 

performance is, in this perspective, performance that delivers below expectations while performing to the target 

(Kulk et al. (2009, p. 911) suggests that making the target is to be within +5 % and -2 % from the target) or 

over-performing is a success. But are even greater cost savings equal to even greater project performance? Is 

the scale on which we evaluate projects a direct proportional one? Not necessarily, for two reasons. Firstly, 

this approach conflicts with the idea behind the project prioritization process. If the estimates do not equal the 

actuals it means that the prioritization and portfolio planning processes are based on imprecise data (since the 

estimates do not match the actuals). If more functionality is produced within the given resource frame, 

potentially the resources spent for producing this extra functionality could have been used for something else 

of higher priority. From a portfolio perspective, this is therefore not optimal.  

Secondly, another challenge to this approach relates to the overall purpose of targets: if targets and estimates 

are set to drive the project, then deviations from target (fewer cost, more functionality, e.g.) defeats this 

purpose. Then the objective of the process becomes different from reaching the targets of the project. In the 

LEGO Group, the project participants are rewarded for spending less of the budget, that is, an outstanding 

score is given if less than 70 % of the budget is spent. However, this conflicts with other incentives and control 
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structures in the organization, such as the budget process, where the organization tries to forecast resource 

expenditure in order to be aligned with financial audit processes204. It seems, it is difficult to argue that these 

outstanding projects can be anything but successes but actually there is reason to dispute this statement. By 

some of the informants this exceeding expectations is overproduction205, that is, unnecessary production equal 

to when the IT specialists overdo their work in eager: “’We could also do this – that’s really awesome’, because 

they look at it from an IT perspective and say … ‘they can probably use this in a while even though they don’t 

ask for it in the requirements specifications now’206. The argument seems to be, that if we perform above target 

on quality we have potentially spent too many resources on the task, resources that could otherwise have been 

allocated to other more important tasks.  

Thus, independent of the quality of the definition and planning phases, the project management phase, that is, 

the actual steering of the project based on the last approved estimates, can be done successfully or 

unsuccessfully. What defines a successful project management phase, is that the estimates of cost are equal to 

the actual short term result, and that the estimated benefit are equal to the actuals.  

 Value capture success 

If the project management phase is the first step – or one half – of a project related to the output, the value 

capture phase is the second step and second half, where the potential value, which is created during the project, 

is captured by the organization. This phase is evaluated by value capture success which reflects whether the 

project performed satisfactorily on the positive and negative impact parameters. Where project management 

success can be evaluated immediately after implementation (stage 4) the value capture success can be evaluated 

only some time after implementation (stage 5). The success of the value capture phase is therefore the 

convergence of the last approved estimates to the long term result, as it is illustrated in Figure 55. 

                                                      
204 (Interview C, p. 12, l. 10-13) 
205 (Interview B, p. 10, l. 23) 
206 (Interview B, p. 6, l. 11-13) 
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Figure 55. Value capture success 

 

As the value capture phase is the evaluation of the organization’s ability to realize the potential value created 

in the project, the project manager alone cannot be made responsible for this success. If the organization does 

not choose to utilize product – because a decision is made not to use it (intendedly) or if user training is not 

prioritized (unintendedly), for instance – and the project therefore does not deliver the long term benefit that 

were promised, this cannot be blamed on the project as such. But one could argue that the project should have 

foreseen active resistance in the organization or the need for information around the project to induce the 

organizations use of the product. There is a tendency in the literature to hold the project manager more broadly 

responsible (see e.g. Shenhar & Dvir, 2007, Koskela & Howell, 2002, and Jugdev & Müller, 2005). On the 

other hand, such mitigation/stakeholder management/change management plans should be described as 

deliverables in the project itself (a positive-project parameter) – and if the project was successful from a project 

management perspective, the project is less responsible for the value capture process.   

Again, though, the objective of this framework is not to point fingers at the project manager (or more broadly 

the steering committee and other project responsible) – the objective is to enable finding the source of failure. 

In this case, if a project is not successful in the value capture phase, then there is an indication that the project 

product is either not actually reflecting the need of the organization (which points back towards the planning 

success) or that the implementation has not been adequate (which may reflect back on project management 

success). We can use this information to investigate what causes the misalignment of implementation plan and 

–need and react based on this knowledge: if it is due to external impact, that is, for instance that the receiving 

part of the organization has made a strategic decision not to use the project product, how can we make sure 
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that this decision is reversed or – in the future – how can we make sure that this decision is not made at 

all/reaches the project before implementation (in case, the organization decides not to use the product, the 

project should be terminated immediately)? 

 Overall success 

Overall success is the fifth and final success type and is evaluated based on whether we achieved the initial 

idea of the project. Why is this comparison and not for instance the comparison of the first iteration of estimates 

and results included as a success type? Because the initial estimates in the projects briefs are the 

operationalization of the organization’s overall strategy, as it was also discussed in Chapter 1. A project could 

be a great success with regards to its own strategy – even though it has not in any way contributed to the 

implementation of the organizations strategy. It is the distinction between doing the project right 

(implementing project strategy) and doing the right project (implementing organizational strategy). The 

discussion of success is continued in 0 below – what needs to be said is that in order to make sure that projects 

are really contributing to organizational success some form of ‘higher power’ or control mechanism has to be 

in place, to make sure that projects are aligned with strategy. That control mechanism is often project portfolio 

management (PPM). The goal of PPM is to “maximize the value of the portfolio [of projects] in terms of some 

company objective (such as long-term profitability, return-on-investment, likelihood of success, or some other 

strategic objective).” (Cooper, et al., 1997, p. 19) In other words, implement the strategy (Meshendahl, 2010, 

p. 808) (Morris & Jamieson, 2005, p. 7). 

A project portfolio is a set of projects which compete for the same resources and is carried out by the same 

parent organization (Meshendahl, 2010, p. 807). Project portfolio management is the processes of evaluating, 

selecting and prioritizing new projects based on their estimated (and delivered) cost and benefit, to enable the 

organization to initiate the best projects, de-prioritizing existing projects, and allocating resources to active 

projects  (Cooper, et al., 1997, p. 16) (Blichfeldt & Eskerod, 2008, p. 358) (Morris & Jamieson, 2005, p. 7). 

The value proposition of PPM is that it increases benefits to the organization (Meshendahl, 2010, p. 807) or at 

least that it delivers benefit that would not have been delivered had projects been managed independently 

(Morris & Jamieson, 2005, p. 7). The logic behind this value proposition is that if the projects in the portfolio 

continuously are being evaluated, the use of resources will be relatively more optimized (ibid.). It is, in other 

words, an attempt to optimize the use of resources. However, whether a portfolio is actually optimized is 

impossible to know for certain. Optimization implies that any other alternative would have been less good, but 

this statement or hypothesis cannot be tested since the other projects were not done207. Since we can never 

know the result of the projects that we did not do it is impossible to state whether the use of resources was 

optimal. When evaluating the success of must-do projects in the portfolio we can instead 1) look at the success 

of the projects that were actually done and 2) make a relative (to the alternative approaches) optimality of the 

spending of resources208. We are not to talk of optimality as such but to talk of likelihood of optimality. 

                                                      
207 As Goldthorpe notes it is not possible for a unit to both exposed and not exposed to treatment in the same experiment (Goldthorpe, 

2001, p. 5). The statistical solution in this case would be to divide the sample into two groups, one exposed to treatment (a specific 

value on a certain variable) and another control group. This, however, is not meaningful in this case since the purpose is not that of 

interference but of description. 
208 What the definition of project does not solve is the question of which projects are to be included in the portfolio. In the organization 

of Corporate IT there has been an ongoing discussion of ‘what is a project and what is merely a task?’ (see e.g. Interview D, p. 11, l. 

12) especially with regards to what projects should be included in the project portfolio. The issue is that many small-scale projects are 

not included – or managed – in the portfolio which ties up resources and blurs the overall overview of the work done in the organization 

(Blichfeldt & Eskerod, 2008, p. 361). However, the limited resources for administering all projects and general reluctance towards 

increased bureaucracy makes inclusion of all projects impossible (ibid. p. 363). The organization therefore has to select, based on a 

different criteria, what projects are and what are not included. Currently, this is done based on the number of man-hours estimated, and 

all projects with an estimate of +600 are included in the portfolio (Interview D, p. 13, l. 25-35).  
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It is instead proposed that a successful portfolio 1) is one in which the average project is a success, 2) makes 

use of inter-project synergies, 3) fits the business strategy, and 4) balances the different types of projects 

(Meshendahl, 2010, p. 808) (Teller, et al., 2012, p. 600). This may very well be, but if we are to take the 

departure of projects being the cornerstone of strategy implementation and following from that that a 

successful portfolio is implementation of strategy, knowing that project strategy may not be aligned with the 

parent organization strategy then we must make an amendment to the first notion of the average project being 

a success which underlines that success is to be understood from the perspective of the organization and the 

strategy. In that case, we need to understand success in the project not from any perspective but from the parent 

organization’s perspective. We cannot view the success of a project based on the objectives of the project but 

based on the projects ability to help the organization’s strategy implementation. Thus, the responsible 

managers must ensure that projects in the portfolio that does not conform to the organizations strategy are 

terminated (Unger, et al., 2012, p. 675). This means that senior management has to get involved in the projects 

– the implementation process – and they are often reluctant to do so, leaving the projects to lower-level 

employees. (Hrebiniak, 2006, p. 13) 

But how do we evaluate whether a project is a success in this context? I suggest that this would be overall 

success. The objective of the portfolio prioritization exercise is to make sure that resources are spent optimally 

-  do the right projects (see also Blichfeldt & Eskerod, 2008, Cooper et al., 1997, and Killen et al., 2012). A 

large amount of projects are proposed209 but since resources are scarce only a subset of the proposals can 

receive funding, and project briefs must, therefore, be compared in order to assess which will provide the 

greatest value to the organization (Eveleens & Verhoef, 2009, p. 934). To evaluate whether this process 

achieves optimality is difficult, since there is no way of comparing the outcome of the actual portfolio to the 

alternative (could-have-been) portfolios, since they did not materialize. However, what is possible is to assess 

the accuracy of the data on which the prioritization was based on by comparing initial estimates and results, 

and this is illustrated in Figure 56.  

                                                      
209 (Interview D, p. 6, l. 1) 
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Figure 56. Overall success 

 

One of the key elements in portfolio management is the prioritization process, that is, the process of securing 

the optimal use of resources on projects. In the prioritization process, precision is key as it was in project 

management success. Producing higher benefit that estimated is not good, seen isolated from this perspective, 

since this potentially means that less resources could have been spent on the project while still achieving the 

necessary amount of benefit. The extra amount of benefit might be very important to the organization, but it 

may also be purely nice-to-have, and if this is the case, the resources spent on creating this extra value could 

(perhaps) have been utilized to other, more important purposes, creating other need-to-have value. If the initial 

estimates are good predictors of the final result, the organization is able to direct project resources to the 

projects that will provide greater value, and optimize use of resources. (Thomas & Fernández, 2008, pp. 738-

739) And of course, overall success is dependent on all of the other phases in the project life cycle – the quality 

of definition, planning, project management and value capture phases are paramount (Eveleens & Verhoef, 

2009, p. 934).  

The problem is, that the prioritization process is conducted at the point in time where least is known about the 

project and its context. This is a great challenge to overall success. However, the challenge is not reduced by 

the fact that often a limited amount of work is put into collecting knowledge of the project and context for the 

project brief in this phase, given that many of the briefs will be discarded. The detailed and thorough work 

starts in the business case210. With this measure of overall success it will, however, be evident, if more work 

is needed in the initial phase, that is, if there is great difference between the initial idea and the actual outcome. 

                                                      
210 (Interview D, p. 16, l. 3-4) 
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It is a weighing of considerations of optimal use of resources – the more that is known, the greater chance of 

getting it right211 but the more is also wasted if the project idea is never turned into a project. In the LEGO 

Group, the number of suggestions for project ideas has been rapidly increasing212, and the need for clear and 

well-founded documentation becomes even greater in order to be able to assess all of these ideas against each 

other and prioritize213. A task, that is not highly formalized in the IT organization214. If the process of following 

up on the portfolio should be extended to projects are closed – if projects are  to be considered strategic assets 

and not merely operational assets of the organisation it needs to continuously link the project to the impact on 

strategy (Jugdev & Müller, 2005, p. 20, and Shenhar et al., 2001, p. 700). 

10.5.2. Summing up The 4x5 Framework 

The previous section on parameters (section 10.3) outlined four generic parameters regarding the positive and 

negative effects of the project and the impact of the project on the organization, while the four sections above 

outlined how we are to evaluate these parameters over the project lifecycle in order to take into account the 

factor of time and include different stakeholder perspectives via focusing on success in different tasks. The 

section on parameters told us to look into ‘what are the immediate positive and negative consequences of the 

project and what are the positive and negative impacts on the organization?’ The section on success types, on 

the other hand, told us that the framework should look into different phases of the project such as ‘how well is 

the process defined, how well is it planned in detail, how well was it managed, was the expected value capture, 

and did we overall achieve the goals we set out to achieve from the beginning?’. This is illustrated below in 

Figure 57. In Table 21 it is illustrated in table form how a project is evaluated. All four parameters are evaluated 

based on four success types: definition, planning, overall, and dependent on whether the parameter is related 

to the project or organizational impact managing or value capture success, respectively. Thus, the answer to 

the question of ‘was this project a success?’ is answered from 16 perspectives. This framework is generic but 

and can be utilized in any organization that follows a project model similar to the stage-gate model of the 

LEGO Group, but it needs further operationalization before it can be practically applied. Later, in Chapter 12, 

we will see this table exemplified for the sample of projects (showing averages), but firstly, in the next chapter, 

The 4x5 Framework is operationalized.  

Table 21. The 4x5 Framework’s 16 success evaluations  

   
Organizational impact 

 
Project 

Success type  Positive Negative Positive Negative 

Definition X X X X 

Planning X X X X 

Managing   X X 

Value capture X X   

Overall X X X X 

 

                                                      
211 (Interview B, p. 13, l. 25-29) and (Interview G, p. 3, l. 2-4) 
212 A 30 % increase in project demand from 2013 to 2014 from the marketing business units (Interview D, p. 6, l. 22), even though a 

lot of tasks are introduced through unofficial channels and thus, do not count in the statistics (Interview B, p. 2, l. 16ff) 
213 (Interview E, p. 3, l. 15-21) 
214 (Interview LPE II, p. 11, l. 33-35) 
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Figure 57. Summing up the 4x5 
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…man slipper bolden, og så håber man, den rammer, ikke?215 

 

                                                      
215 (Interview E, p. 1, l. 29) ”… you release the ball and you just hope for it to hit the target, right?” 
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  The frameworks 
In the previous segment on Design, the two frameworks, the Extended Diamond Approach and The 4x5 

Framework were conceptualized theoretically. In this segment, the Application segment, the generic 

frameworks are operationalized into practically applicable instruments and applied in order to achieve the 

research objective as stated in Chapter 1. This chapter focuses on how the frameworks are operationalized into 

measurable variables (the instruments) and used for the quantitative phase of data collection. Stockdale & 

Standing (2006, p. 1091) notes how frameworks for evaluating the success of information systems are often 

challenged in the schism of being generically applicable while being sufficiently detailed to actually be applied. 

Hopefully, Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 was successful in providing a thorough discussion of two generically 

applicable frameworks, while this chapter will provide a description of how the generic and theoretical 

frameworks have been operationalized and thus provide guidance for application of the frameworks in practice.  

The chapter consists of two sections, one explaining the specific operationalization of the empirical indicators 

of the EDA into instruments 1 (section 11.1 – The Extended Diamond approach), and one explaining how the 

4x5 Framework is operationalized into instrument 2, for application in the LEGO Group (11.2 – The 4x5 

Framework).  

 The Extended Diamond approach 
The Extended Diamond Approach was operationalized into a questionnaire based on the empirical indicators 

described in section 9.2.2 – The Extended Diamond Approach. The questionnaire is available in the appendix 

(Instruments) and consists of 30 questions or items. In the questionnaire, the items were not structured 

according to the eight dimensions, since I, the researcher, made the decision that this approach did not make 

sense – some of the questions then seemed out of context and the overall impression was confusing. Instead, 

the items were grouped in four groups relating to 1) an overall introduction to the project, 2) questions 

regarding the process, 3) questions probing the technology, and finally 4) questions regarding the organization 

of the project, see appendix. Not all questions were posed to all respondents, some of the questions depended 

on the answers given to previous questions. If the respondent had stated that no end users were affected in item 

1.5 (How many users were intended to be directly affected by the outcome of the project in their daily work?), 

then question 1.6 (How would you characterize the novelty of the processes introduced by the project - from 

an end user perspective?) and question 3.4.b (How would you characterize the novelty of the IT system from 

the perspective of the end users?) were not presented to the respondent. In the data analysis phase the project 

would then by default be given the lowest score. In the appendix it is stated when items are dependent on the 

score of other items.  

No data was missing on any of the items, due to all items being mandatory, i.e. it was not possible for the 

respondent to progress if he/she had not answered the question. Five of the 30 questions were not utilized, 

however, since they during the data collection process proved unreliable. This regards question 1.4 regarding 

the official LEGO priority of the project (strategic impact), question 2.1. regarding the origin of the idea for 

the project and question 4.3 regarding the relationship between IT and Business project manager (product 

novelty), question 2.4 regarding the project management model (process technology), and question 2.3 

regarding the number of identified tasks (organizational complexity). In the following sections, I will outline 

the operationalization of the eight dimensions, the items that were initially designed to reflect the dimension, 

and which of these were actually included in the operationalized version of the dimension. If more items were 

used to indicate one dimension, an index was computed based on the item scores. All dimensions, whether 
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they were measured as index or by one item, were then transformed into scales of 1 to 10, i.e. if a question 

included four answering options (1, 2, 3, and 4), then they would be given the scores 1, 4, 7, and 10, where 

one would always be the lowest with relation to the overall dimension. The number of categories on the index 

was determined by the number of categories on the index, so that projects would be given a score of either 1, 

5.5, or 10 for a dimension with three project types, or 1, 4, 7, or 10 for a dimension with four categories, for 

instance. This was the data, that was used in the data analysis process.   

11.1.1. Pace 

The pace dimension was operationalized based on one item, question 1.1 (How would you characterize the 

time pressure in the project?), where the core of the operationalization was the concept of time pressure. Four 

answer categories were designed to reflect the four project types included in the dimension. The categories (in 

bold in Table 22) were labelled no real time pressure, some time pressure, significant time pressure and 

extreme time pressure, where some of the additional text from the description of the empirical indicator was 

added as a helping text under the category. The operationalized item (see column two below) thus came very 

close to the wording of the empirical indicator (column one). 

Table 22. Operationalization of pace  

 
 
 
Empirical indicator 

 
Item 1.1 - How would you 
characterize the time pressure in 
the project? 

 
 
Original 
score 

 
1-10 
scale 
score 

The regular project: no real time pressure, since 
missing the deadline is not critical. Projects can be 
pushed aside for more pressing tasks. 
 

No real time pressure.  
The project could be pushed aside for 
more pressing tasks. 

1 1 

The fast project: some time pressure, focus is on 
meeting schedule. 
 

Some time pressure.  
    There was focus is on meeting 
schedule. 

2 4 

The time-critical project: significant time pressure, 
the project is characterized by a specific 
completion date which cannot be postponed and 
failing to meet deadline means failing the project. 
 

Significant time pressure.  
Missing the deadline was critical and 
failing to meet deadline meant failing 
the project. 

3 7 

The blitz project: extreme time pressure, 
characterized by an as-soon-as-possible delivery 
date, often projects started as a reaction to a crisis 
situation. 

Extreme time pressure.  
Project was characterized by an as-
soon-as-possible delivery date 

4 10 

 

11.1.2. Strategic impact 

The empirical indicators of the strategic impact dimension consisted of two elements, one of activity  and one 

of vitality. The dimension was operationalized into two questions reflecting these two elements, item 1.2 

reflecting the activity, and item 1.3 reflecting the vitality, and a third question 1.4 reflecting the LEGO Group’s 

prioritization of the project. The latter, it was discussed in section 9.2.2.2 – Strategic impact, could be relevant 

to add as it was expected to reflect the organization’s assessment of strategic impact. However, it was 

concluded based on the data collection interviews216 that question 1.4 did not measure the dimension of 

                                                      
216 The quantitative data collection phase, see section 8.2.2.2 – Completing questionnaires. 
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strategic impact. Below in Table 23, the two items are listed as is the score given to the answer categories: an 

indirect-vital project would score one point on the first item and two points on the second item.  

Table 23. Overview of strategic impact items  

 
Item 1.2 What type of activity was the 

project intended to support? 

 
Item 1.3 Was the project vital to the main end 

user group's ability to perform the activity? 
Item 
score 

Direct activity  - adding to the value chain of 
production, logistics, design or sales. 

    Many activities in OP (moulding, packing, 
warehousing), and MA (shop.lego.com, 
BrandRetail, call centers). 

Yes, vital  - it was a need-to-have project. 
An example of a vital project is an upgrade project 
for a system which otherwise will reach end of life 
or end of support. 

 

2 

Indirect activity  - administration, maintenance. 
    Many activities in BE (processes in IT, HR, 

Corporate affairs, Legal affairs, Corporate 
Finance) and administrative tasks done by all 
employees (e-mailing, file sharing, time 
registration etc.). 

No, not vital  - it was a nice-to-have project. 
    E.g. if the end user can perform activity with 

current setup. 
1 

Based on the two scores, an index was computed, summing up the points (both items having equal weights), 

and the index was then transformed into a 1-10 scale. This is illustrated in relation to the empirical indicator 

of the scale in  Table 24. 

Table 24. Operationalization of strategic impact  

 
Empirical indicator 

 
Original index score 

 
1-10 scale score 

The low impact project: affecting indirect activity, and is not vital 
to the customer’s ability to perform this activity. 
 

2 1 

The competitive project: affects a direct activity but is non-vital, or 
affects an indirect activity for which the projects is vital. 
 

3 5.5 

The business-critical project: affects direct activity, and is vital to 
the survival of the organization. 
 

4 10 

 

11.1.3. Novelty 

The empirical indicators of product novelty were the degree of change to the product (modification, next 

generation, new), the end users (IT or business), and the origin of the idea (IT or business). These three 

elements were operationalized by measuring how familiar the user was with the product or similar product 

types (item 3.4.b How would you characterize the novelty of the IT system from the perspective of the end 

users?), if the idea came from the business or from the IT department itself (item 2.1 Where did the idea behind 

the project come from?), and whether the business took ownership of the project and acted as the primary 

project lead (item 4.3 What was the formal relationship between the business lead and the IT project manager 

in the project?). The dimension ended up only consisting of the former, since most respondents would say that 

the project idea was a joint venture between IT and the business and that the categories for answering question 

2.1 (which did not include such an option) were not meaningful. When respondents were asked to justify their 

answer to question 4.3, they would not be able to recognize their own organization in the examples given 

because the projects were organized with more than two project managers, some with more business project 

managers, others with several project managers in the IT department and so forth. If the project did not involve 
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end users outside IT, and/or if the project was a change process not including any software or hardware 

elements, the item was not presented to the respondent and the project would score 1. Therefore the dimension 

was only measured on 3.4.b, see Table 25. 

Table 25. Operationalization of product novelty 

 
 
 
 
Empirical indicator 

 
Item 3.4.b - How would you 
characterize the novelty of the IT 
system from the perspective of the 
end users? 

 
 
 
 
Original 
score 

 
1-10 
scale 
score 

Derivative product project: product modification 
or extension, clear product requirements. End 
user is placed inside the IT department and 
suggested by IT, or end user is placed in the 
business and the project is suggested by the 
business. 

Low novelty  
The user is highly familiar with the 
product or an earlier version of the 
product. 
For instance in a project concerning an 
upgrade of the SharePoint platform. 

1 1 

Platform product project: a next generation of 
existing product family, extensive investigation 
of setup and careful planning necessary. The 
project is suggested by the IT department or the 
business with the primary customer located in 
the business, i.e. the end user is outside the IT 
department.  

Medium novelty  
The system is new to the user but the 
user is familiar with a somewhat similar 
system. 
For instance in a project concerning the 
implementation of the Acronis tool (new, 
but resembles the functionality of 
Dropbox). 

2 5.5 

Break-through product project: product is new 
to users, they do not know how to use it. 
Requirements must remain flexible until user 
feedback is available, many iterations. Project 
suggested by the IT department and the 
customer is placed in the business.  

High novelty  
The system is new to the users who 
have no or limited knowledge of its use 
or purpose. 

3 10 

Process novelty was defined with empirical indicators of the degree of change to the process (modification, 

next, new), and the impact on the organization (the affected number of end users). The dimension was  

operationalized with two items, item 1.6 (How would you characterize the novelty of the processes introduced 

by the project - from an end user perspective?) indicating the degree of change, and item 1.5 (How many users 

were intended to be directly affected by the outcome of the project in their daily work?) indicating the number 

of affected end users. However, as data was collected it became obvious that the categories of item 1.5 was 

not designed optimally. All respondents eventually said, that their project was in the highest category. The 

item categories were designed with a main statement such as A small group of end users directly affected, 

followed by a help text such as A single unit or function (up to 15 people). The respondents were very focused 

on the number of people stated in the categories which became decisive for them to choose category. And all 

projects would, stated the respondents, affect around or above 1000 people, which was the latter category. This 

item is not included in the operationalization since there is some evidence pointing towards the item not being 

reliable. The operationalization is illustrated in Table 26. Again, if the project did not involve end users outside 

IT the items were not presented to the respondent and the project would score 1. 
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Table 26. Operationalization of process novelty 

 
 
 
 
Empirical indicator 

 
Item 1.6 - How would you 
characterize the novelty of the 
processes introduced by the project - 
from an end user perspective? 
Consider how the project will affect 
the daily work and processes of end 
users in the business. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Original 
score 

 
 
 
 
 
1-10 
scale 
score 

Incremental process change project: a process is 
modified and the project is characterized by high 
knowledge of users habits and skills (clear 
training requirement) and by affecting existing 
users or few users.  

The project was intended to introduce no 
or minor modifications of existing work 
processes. 1 1 

Next generation process change project: these 
projects include more severe processual change, 
either because it involves a new process (which 
is, though, similar to other processes), or 
because it involves more people (for instance an 
entire department). More extensive 
investigation is necessary to understand users 
habits, skills and knowledge etc.  

The project was intended to introduce 
new processes, but processes similar to 
other work processes. 

2 5.5 

New core process project: introduce a 
completely new process and a radical change. 
Includes extensive and unknown training 
requirements, and affects a large number of 
users. 

The project was intended to introduce 
new processes and hence radical 
change for the users. 3 10 

11.1.4. Technology 

The product technology dimension was characterized by two elements of empirical indicators: one of software 

and one of hardware. It was measured with two items, item 3.6 (Overall, how would you characterize the 

software technology used in the project?) and item 3.6.b (Overall, how would you characterize the hardware 

technology used in the project?), respectively, see Table 27. These questions were only presented to the 

respondent if the project included software technology (i.e. was not only a change management project), and 

question 3.6.b was only presented if the project also included implementation of hardware technology. 

Otherwise the project got the lowest score per default.  
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Table 27. Overview of product technology items  

 
Item 3.6 Overall, how would you 
characterize the software technology used in 
the project? 

 
Item 3.6.b Overall, how would you 
characterize the hardware technology used in 
the project? 
Virtualization of hardware (e.g. loadbalancers) 
is not equipment and hence not classified as 
HW. 
NB. See IT Infrastructure Analysis (Q2). If 
required HW equipment is not in the LEGO HW 
portfolio, it can be characterized as "new" or 
"unknown". 

Item 
score 

Well-known.  
E.g. a project adding a new SAP system build on 
well-known SAP technology, such as ABAP. 

Well-known. 
1 

Well-known but with unknown elements. Building 
familiar products but using other new software 
technology (such as new OS or new database 
technology). 
E.g. a project adding new SAP system built on new 
technology. 

Well-known but with unknown elements. 

2 

New to organization. Introducing new platforms, 
technology stacks etc. 
E.g. projects implementing new lego.com platform 
(Sitecore) or new file sharing platform (Acronis), 
which are new in a LEGO context. 

New to organization. 

3 

New to world. Developing own system. 
E.g. COMBI2.0. 

New to the world. Developing own technology. Very 
rare in LEGO context. 

4 

Based on the score on the two items, an index was then computed as an average and rounded up or down to 

the nearest integer, see Table 28.   

Table 28. Operationalization of product technology  

 
Empirical indicator 

 
Original index score 

(average) 

 
1-10 scale score 

Low-tech project: hardware and software technology well-known 
in project team. For instance when adding a similar system to a 
system family in the current setup. 

1 1 

Medium-tech project: technology well-known, but elements of 
unknown technology. For instance adding a system built on 
different technology to a system family. 

2 4 

High-tech project: technology is new to the organization but exists. 
For instance, introducing a new platform. 

3 7 

Superhigh-tech project: technology developed in the project 
alongside the product, very rare. 

4 10 

Initially, the dimension of process technology consisted of two empirical indicators: one focusing on the degree 

of innovation in general and one focusing on the degree of technical development. This was operationalized 

into three questions: item 2.2 (How would you characterize the degree of innovation to be done in the project?), 

item 3.7 (How much development was done internally by the organization?), and finally item 2.4 (What was 

the project management approach in the project?), which was intended to reflect the process (the organization 

is used to applying a linear approach and an agile approach would therefore be a new, unknown mind-set for 

the project team, thus increasing process novelty). However, during the data collection it became evident, that 
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many of the respondent had difficulties placing the projects in one or the other categories of item 2.4. Many of 

the projects were implemented through an overall waterfall project model approach albeit with a significant 

agile element. Therefore the data collected with this item was not reliable and was not included in the 

calculation. In Table 29 the items and the scores are listed, where question 2.2 reflects the innovation process 

of the project where item 3.7 relates to the specific technology development. Question 3.7 was only presented 

to respondents if the project included a software element and otherwise the project would score low on this 

item. 

Table 29. Overview of process technology items  

 
Item 2.2 - How would you characterize the 
degree of innovation to be done in the 
project? 

3.7 How much development was done 
internally by the organization? 

Item 
score 

No or very little innovation was scheduled for the 
realization phase. 
Build to print solution, e.g. rebuild existing 
product. Very rare in IT projects. 

The solution was planned as a pure Commercial-of-
the-shelf (COTS) solution. A purchased "plug and 
play" system, or very little integration work 
necessary. 
E.g. if Google Docs was implemented as a file sharing 
standard. 

1 

The realization phase was designed as an 
incremental innovation process. 
Some development and testing, e.g. improving or 
modifying existing products (for instance to verify 
compliance with infrastructure). 

The solution was a COTS system where some 
integration work was needed. 

2 

The realization phase was designed as an 
innovation process. 
Development of new product, longer periods of 
design, test and re-design. 

The solution included a COTS system but required 
major integration work/significant elements of self-
development work.  
E.g. A new SAP system integrating with the existing 
SAP setup. 

3 

The realization phase was designed as a radical 
innovation process.  
Long periods of design and test were necessary 
since the design was difficult to predict and the 
necessary knowledge was very different from 
existing knowledge. 

The solution was self-developed.  
E.g. the Combi 2.0 or BICF projects. 

4 

The items were computed into an index with the same method as was applied for the product technology 

dimension. The overview is given below in Table 30. 
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Table 30. Operationalization of process technology  

 
Empirical indicator 

 
Original index score 

(average) 

 
1-10 scale score 

Low method uncertainty project: process is known, no design 
work, ‘build to print’. Pure COTS solution, e.g. through predictive 
approach. Very few IT projects in this category. 

1 1 

Medium method uncertainty project: incremental innovation 
process, some development and testing, improvements and 
modification of existing products. Self-developed solution or COTS. 
Predictive approach. 

2 4 

High method uncertainty project: development of new product, 
long periods of design, development, test and re-design, 
predictions are difficult. Most likely self-developed solution and 
adaptive approach. 

3 7 

Superhigh method uncertainty: while the mission may be clear, the 
solution is not. Most likely self-developed solution and adaptive 
approach. 

4 10 

 

11.1.5. Complexity 

The system complexity dimension was initially defined in generic terms by Shenhar & Dvir and it was 

necessary to make the operationalization much more specific to ensure reliability and validity of the 

questionnaire, see the discussion in section 9.2.2.5 – Complexity. The approach was to measure system 

complexity based on how the project impacted the existing IT environment (item 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4), the scope 

or functionality of the system based on the original definition by Shenhar & Dvir (item 3.5), and the internal 

complexity of the system (item 3.8.1, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12). Only where the items were relevant to the 

project were they presented to the respondent, i.e. if no GUI was implemented/developed, item 3.12 was not 

presented. If the items were not presented, the project automatically scored the lowest score on this item. In 

Table 31 below, the four items with three categories are listed with their scores, and in Table 32 four items 

with four categories of where one is a ‘don’t know’ category are listed. These four items were assigned a ‘don’t 

know’ category due to their very technical nature of which the project manager could not be expected to be 

able to answer. With regards to the ‘don’t know’ answer, it gave a middle score of 2 (out of 3), since there is 

nothing indicating that the project would be of low or high complexity and the middle score is therefore 

assigned for the project not to affect the sample towards higher or lower scores. Finally, one question, item 

3.2, provided a multiple choices option, see Table 33. Here the respondent was asked to indicate where on the 

technology platform the project had a significant effect, whether it was in the presentation layer (i.e. what the 

users see), on the application layer, or in the infrastructure layer. Any of these layers would give one point 

with the maximum score being 3.   
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Table 31. Overview of system complexity items (I) 

 
3.3 How much was 
the IT system 
expected to rely 
on/be integrated with 
other data sources 
and systems? 
NB. See IT 
Infrastructure Analysis 
(Q5). 

3.4 What was 
the effect of the 
IT system on the 
infrastructure? 
NB. See IT 
Infrastructure 
Analysis (Q4). 

3.5 How would you 
characterize the IT system? 

3.12.1 How would 
you characterize 
the complexity of 
the GUI of the IT 
system? 

Item 
score 

Low complexity The 
system will integrate 
with no internal or 
external systems. 

The project does 
not affect the 
existing 
infrastructure. 

The IT system is one entity, 
performing one function.  
E.g. an app providing an 
overview of physical locations 
of the organization, or the 
Acronis application which 
performs one function: secure 
file sharing. 

Low complexity 
Simple input forms, 
report generators or 
simple graphic user 
interface builders. 

1 

Medium complexity The 
system will integrate 
with some internal or 
external systems, and 
integration is relatively 
simple. 

The project has 
some effect on 
existing 
infrastructure.  
E.g. new network 
capacity is added, 
new lines set up 
etc. 

The IT system involves a 
collection of entities that 
perform multiple functions to 
satisfy an operational need.  
E.g. a project regarding 
shop.lego.com, which performs 
multiple functions in order to 
serve the need for online D2C 
sale. 

Medium complexity 
Simple use of widgets 
set, widget set 
development. Simple 
voice I/O multimedia. 
 

2 

High complexity The 
system will be highly 
integrated with several 
internal or external 
systems, and integration 
is complex. 

The project has 
significant effect 
on the existing 
infrastructure. 

The IT system is a large 
collection of entities that 
perform multiple functions 
with a common purpose. E.g. 
the project covers 
implementation of several 
systems, such as implementing 
IT on a new factory site. > 
 The Horizon project or the ESB 
(Enterprise Service Bus) project 
are specific examples. 

High complexity 
Complex dynamic 
graphics, multimedia, 
virtual reality. 

3 
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Table 32. Overview of system complexity items (II) 

3.8.1 How would you 
characterize the 
reused code? 

3.9 How would you 
characterize the 
complexity of the 
control operations of 
the IT system? 

3.10 How would you 
characterize the 
complexity of the 
computational operations 
of the IT system? 

3.11 How would 
you characterize 
the complexity of 
the data 
management 
operations of the 
IT system? 

Item 
score 

Low complexity Strong 
modularity, high 
cohesion, low coupling; 
clear match to project 
application; self-
descriptive code. 

Low complexity Non-
nested or straightforward 
nested structured 
programming operators. 

Low complexity Simple or 
moderate expressions (SQRT). 

Low complexity 
Simple arrays, simple 
queries. 

1 

Medium complexity 
Reasonably well-
structured with weak 
areas, moderate 
correlation with project 
application; moderate 
code commentary 
(description). 

Medium complexity 
Nested, simple call-backs, 
homogeneous distributed 
processing, single 
processor soft real-time 
control. 

Medium complexity Statistical 
routines, multivariate 
interpolation, differential 
equations. 

Medium complexity 
Multi-file input and 
single file output, 
complex queries, 
complex data 
restructuring. 

2 

High complexity Very 
low cohesion, high 
coupling, spaghetti 
code; poor match to 
product application; 
obscure code, missing 
documentation. 

High complexity Re-
entrant and recursive 
coding, complex call backs, 
heterogeneous distributed 
processing, single 
processor/disrupted hard 
real-time control. 

High complexity Difficult 
structured or unstructured 
numerical analysis, simple or 
complex parallelization.  
E.g. involving business 
intelligence, machine learning 
in BW and big data projects. 

High complexity 
Distributed database 
coordination, search 
optimization, highly 
coupled dynamic 
relational and object 
structures. 

3 

Don't know Don't know Don't know Don't know 2 

 

Table 33. Overview of system complexity items (III) 

Item 3.2 - Where was the primary effect of the project 
on the enterprise platform? 
Select one or multiple choices. Item score 

Presentation layer +1 

Application layer +1 

Infrastructure layer +1 

Based on the scores, an index was computed. The original index was a 8-28 scale (with eight being the lowest 

possible score, and 28 being the highest) which was then transformed into a three category index (1-10 scale), 

see Table 34. 
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Table 34. Operationalization of system complexity  

 
Empirical indicator 

 
Original index score 

 
1-10 scale score 

Assembly: an IT system of one entity, performing one function, 
affecting one of the layers of the platform, characterized by low 
software complexity, and little integration.  

8-14 1 

System: an IT system involving a collection of entities that perform 
multiple functions satisfying one operational need, affecting one or 
several of the layers of the platform, characterized by medium 
software complexity, and some integration. 

15-21 5.5 

Array: an IT system of a large collection of entities with multiple 
operational need and one common purpose, affecting several 
layers of the platform, characterized by high software complexity, 
and high degree of integration. 

22-28 10 

The organizational complexity dimension was defined based on four empirical indicators of number of tasks, 

number of units involved, whether the project was part of a program and if the project participants were 

working globally. The indicators were operationalized into four items, item 2.3 (How many tasks were initially 

identified (detailed WBS)?), item 4.1 (How many different organizational units were represented in the project 

team?), item 4.2 (Where were the project team members located physically?), and item 4.4 (Was the project a 

part of a program?). During data collection it quickly became evident that there is no agreed upon definition 

of work break-down structure and no agreed upon level of detail. The question was therefore not reliable and 

the item was not included in the calculation. In Table 35 the scores for the three items included in the dimension 

are showed. Item 4.2 and 4.4 only have two categories, but the highest score of these were weighted so that 

they would count for as much as item 4.1. 

Table 35. Overview of organizational complexity 

 
4.1 How many different 
organizational units were 
represented in the project team? 
Not including test users for pilots etc. 

4.2 Where were the 
project team members 
located physically? 

4.4 Was the project a part 
of a program? 

Item 
score 

Single unit/entity. 
E.g. CIT TECH End user solutions 
employees only. 

Same geographical area. No 
1 

Several units. 
E.g. CIT TECH employees. 

  
2 

Large amount of units. 
E.g. CIT employees from different 
verticals. Including business. 

Different geographical 
areas - team working 
virtually. 

Yes 
3 

An index was computed based on these, resulting in a 3-7 scale, which was transformed into a 1-10 scale with 

three categories, see Table 36. 
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Table 36. Operationalization of organizational complexity  

 
Empirical indicator 

 
Original index score 

 
1-10 scale score 

Low: Carried out by a single unit or entity that performs a single 
function, the number of activities or tasks range in the tens. Project 
may be a stand-alone project, and project team is working from 
same geographical area. 

3-4 1 

Medium: several units involved, with more documentation and 
contraction, with special administrative staff, and tasks are in 100s 
to a few 1000s. Project may be a part of a program and team may 
be working virtually. 

5 5.5 

High: large amount of units involved, tasks in 1000s. Project is part 
of a program. Project team is working virtually. 

6-7 10 

 The 4x5 Framework 
The 4x5 Framework, as it is described in the last part of section 10.5 – The 4x5 Framework, includes four 

generic parameters evaluated at five different points in time. In this section, the generic description is 

operationalized into a LEGO specific data collection instrument. The process of designing the EDA-

questionnaire was based primarily on theoretical considerations about the eight project dimension which were 

then operationalized into items that would reflect the theoretical construct. Contrary the process of 

operationalizing, the 4x5 is bounded by what documented data is available from the organization, and this 

design is, therefore, more bounded than the EDA operationalization was. This operationalization has to take 

as the departure the theoretical constructs of the four parameters as well as the data available. As it was 

previously stated in section 8.2.2.1 – Document analysis, the documents used for the data collection of data 

for The 4x5 Framework are the three templates that are filled out for all projects: the project brief, the business 

case, and the project closure report, where the latter indicates both the final approved business case estimates 

and the short- and long term results. The parameters are operationalized based on two criteria: 1) that the 

information in the documents can be said to reflect the parameter, and 2) that the information is available in 

all the documents, that it is consistently measured over time. In the following sections, the four generic 

parameters are operationalized. 

11.2.1. Positive-project 

The three documents all include one piece of information that can be said to reflect the positive consequences 

of the project: the objectives. As this parameter is not homogeneous (see also section 10.3 – Parameters) it 

cannot be directly compared across projects. Therefore it is standardized through quantification: counting. The 

descriptions of the objectives – and the deliverables217 –  is in the project brief stated as bullets. The researcher 

would go through these to verify that they indeed did reflect what appeared to be different objectives, 

milestones, or deliverables and count the number of bullets. It would then be this list of bullets that would 

constitute the comprehensive description of what was to be produced in the project. The list of objectives in 

the business case was then investigated and counted with the same method. The researcher would look for 

objectives or deliverables that matched the list in the project brief, and the number of objectives that would 

reoccur in the business case were counted. The number of reoccurring objectives was then divided by the total 

number of objectives in the project brief, and the result would indicate the percentage of reoccurring objectives, 

the objectives definition success. This is also illustrated in Figure 58. An objection to this approach of 

quantification may be that it is very different to which degree of detail the projects have defined objectives – 

                                                      
217 The organization does not have a clear-cut definition of what characterizes an objective and what characterizes a deliverable – the 

two are often treated as the same and are therefore counted as the same, cf. (Interview 0) and (Interview G, p. 16, l. 3-4)  
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one project has two high-level objectives (project (i)) while others have up to 11 detailed objectives (project 

(c)) in the business case – so how can we compare them on this parameter? We can compare, because we 

compare the ratios in the projects, not the absolute numbers. We only compare if what was expected (which 

may differ from project to project in the level of detail) to what is performed. 

Figure 58. Objectives successes 

 

The next success type is objectives planning success. Here we compare the number of objectives in the business 

case (expectation) to the number of objectives matching the business case in the project closure report 

(performance), and in objectives project management success we compare the number of objectives in the 

project closure report (expectations) to the number of these objectives that were achieved (performance). 

Finally, the same is done in objectives overall success where the objectives of the project brief are compared 

to the number of these objectives that were achieved.  

Objectives success ranges from 0 % to 100 %, i.e. if all the expectations are met (such as, if the business case 

includes all the objectives stated in the brief), the project scores the maximum score of 100 %, and if none are 

met, the project scores 0 %. This measure does not take into account if anything is added to, for instance, the 

business case which was not included in the project brief. That is, if the project was completely redesigned in 

the business case, and many objectives were described here but none of them would match the project brief, 

then the project would score 0 %. This may seem unfair, since this score suggests somehow that the project 

has no objectives, but this is not the case. The scoring system is designed this way due to the definition of 

success as a match between expectations (in this case the brief) and the performance (in this case the business 

case). If none of the objectives of the project brief reoccur in the business case, the business case does not live 

up to the initial expectations, and the project should score low on this success type.  
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11.2.2. Negative-project 

The negative consequences of the project were documented through two elements in the three templates: cost 

and duration. Let us begin with duration. This parameter needed no post hoc standardization, since for all 

projects it is measured in the number of days from the initiation to the end. It varied a little how the concepts 

of start and end date was defined in the projects, and efforts were therefore made by the researcher to 

standardize this into the start date being the day the project initiated stage 2, while the end date was the end of 

stage 4 (gate 4). The difference between estimates or between estimates and result was calculated as a 

percentage, the logic being that larger projects will have a relatively larger margin of error and would, in the 

sample, thus weigh higher if the measure was not transformed into a relative one. The dates were then 

compared and the duration computed, as is illustrated in Figure 59, and the scale includes from 0 % to (in 

theory) ∞ %. Duration definition success was the relative difference between the initial estimates of start and 

end date and the first iteration in the business case, duration planning success was the difference between the 

last approved estimates and the original business case estimates, duration project management success was 

the difference between the last approved estimates and the result, while duration overall success was the initial 

estimates versus the result.  

Figure 59. Duration successes 

 

The aggregated results as presented in Chapter 12 are based on averages of these success types, for instance, 

duration overall success for the sample is 120 %, meaning that on average the result is 20 % above the initial 

project brief estimate. This does not sound as an alarming statistic, but in fact the average covers large 

deviations in both directions from the target, i.e. projects where the duration has been dramatically over- and 

underestimated. For instance, if two projects score 50 % and 150 %, respectively, the average is a perfect 100 

%, which indicates high success, albeit the real picture is different. Therefore, to support the average duration 
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score, a normalized duration average score is calculated. For the normalized score, the duration success score 

is converted to illustrate the distance from the target, i.e. the absolute value from 100 %, |duration| . In the case 

of the two projects with 50 % and 150 % duration success, these projects would score 50 % and 50 % (150 % 

- 100 %) normalized, and following this the average is 50 %. In Chapter 12 the normalized score is used to 

indicate whether the average duration success scores reflect the sample well with regards to deviation from the 

target of 100 %. 

The other negative consequence of the project is the cost, the resources spent. In the templates this is listed as 

internal resources, i.e. the work done internally by the organization either measured in hours or DKK (the 

latter is based on the former transformed by an average hourly rate on internal hours, 540DKK), out of pocket 

cost, i.e. what is spent on external consultants, licences, travel expenses etc., and investments, including 

equipment. These three cost elements are pooled together, and the four successes are calculated based on the 

same method as the duration successes. This is illustrated below in Figure 60. Also the average cost of projects 

in the sample is in Chapter 12 supported by a normalized cost average to illustrate the degree of deviation of 

the sample.  

Figure 60. Cost successes 

 

11.2.3. Positive-impact  

The positive impact of the project on the organization is indicated by two elements in the templates: one 

indicating financial benefits and the other indicating non-financial success criteria called effect success criteria. 

Firstly, we will look into financial benefits. The financial benefits are in the project brief stated as “total benefit 

in DKK”, where in the business case the estimates becomes more detailed and is divided into revenue, i.e. 

what the organization will earn as a result of the project, cost saving, i.e. what costs can be removed from the 
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budget, and cost avoidance, i.e. future expected costs that can be avoided. The reliability of the latter is 

relatively uncertain since it is difficult to render probable. The financial benefits are calculated with the same 

method as the cost parameter, which is illustrated in Figure 61. 

Figure 61. Financial benefit successes 

 

After having collected data for the projects in the sample it was, however, clear that there was not enough data 

to calculate financial benefit success. Only two projects had initially estimated the financial benefit, and only 

one of these continued to follow up on this benefit. Therefore, it has not been included in Chapter 12. 

Effect success criteria were the other parameter measuring positive impact of the project. The effect success 

criteria denotes the quantified positive effects that are not financial, and this parameter is evaluated with the 

same method as the objectives parameter, i.e. by comparing the number of effect success criteria. This 

parameter is therefore also evaluated according to a 0 to 100 % scale. Effect success criteria definition success 

is calculated as the number of effect success criteria in the project brief that reoccur in the business case. Effect 

success criteria planning success is evaluated as the number of effect success criteria in the business case that 

reoccur in the project closure report, and effect success criteria value capture success is evaluated as the 

number of effect success criteria that are achieved, i.e. where the target of the success criteria in the project 

closure report is reached. Finally, effect success criteria overall success is evaluated as the number of success 

criteria in the project brief that are achieved. This is illustrated in Figure 62. 
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Figure 62. Effect success criteria successes 

 

11.2.4. Negative-impact  

Finally, it was not possible to trace any negative impact of the project on the organization in all three document 

templates. The closets parameter is the operational cost of the project, and this is only stated in the business 

case as an estimate, while not included in the project brief or the project closure report. For this reason, and 

for reasons that will be discussed in section 12.2.1 – A general overview, this parameter cannot be evaluated 

with the current data available and is therefore not included in the evaluation in Chapter 12. 

11.2.5. Overview 

The previous four sections operationalized the four parameters into five parameters or success criteria of 

financial benefit, effect success criteria, objectives, duration, and cost. In Table 37 below the equations for 

calculating the success types are listed. This way of evaluating success for a given project enables comparison 

of success across projects, regardless of the specific definition of success for any given project in The LEGO 

Group. 
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Table 37. Operationalization of the 4x5 – calculation of success types 

   
Organizational impact Project 

  Positive Negative Positive Negative 

Successes Financial benefits 

Effect 
success 
criteria 

Operational 
cost Objectives Duration Cost 

Definition 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝐵𝐶

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑓

% 
𝐸𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐶

𝐸𝑆𝐶𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑓

% 
- 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝐵𝐶

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑓

% 
𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐵𝐶

𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑓

% 
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐵𝐶

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑓

% 

Planning 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑃𝐶𝑅

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝐵𝐶

% 
𝐸𝑆𝐶𝑃𝐶𝑅

𝐸𝑆𝐶𝐵𝐶

% 
- 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑃𝐶𝑅

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝐵𝐶

% 
𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑃𝐶𝑅

𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐵𝐶

% 
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝐶𝑅

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐵𝐶

% 

Managing    𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠√

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑃𝐶𝑅

% 
𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒√

𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑃𝐶𝑅

% 
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡√

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝐶𝑅

% 

Value capture 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡√

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑃𝐶𝑅

% 
𝐸𝑆𝐶√

𝐸𝑆𝐶𝑃𝐶𝑅

% 
-        

Overall 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡√

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑃𝐵

% 
𝐸𝑆𝐶√

𝐸𝑆𝐶𝑃𝐵

% 
- 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠√

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑃𝐵

% 
𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒√

𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑃𝐵

% 
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡√

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝐵

% 
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  Results 
The research objective of this dissertation is to “conceptually define and operationalize the concepts of 

‘success’ and ‘IT project’ and normatively create a framework that allows for cross-project comparison of 

success for the purpose of investigating IT project success in the LEGO Group.” In the Design segment above, 

the concepts of success  and IT projects were defined and two generic frameworks for characterising IT projects 

(the Extended Diamond Approach), and evaluating success in IT projects (The 4x5 Framework) were designed, 

see Chapter 9 and Chapter 10, respectively. In the previous Chapter 11 the generic frameworks were applied 

to the specific context of The LEGO Group and operationalized into two quantitative instruments for collection 

of data. In this chapter, it is time to complete the last part of the research objective, to investigate IT project 

success in the LEGO Group.  

As it has been stated, the analysis is based on a pilot which includes a small and non-representative sample of 

nine projects, and the analysis and interpretation is done by the researcher without formal input from 

practitioners, albeit the researcher has been present in the organization on a daily basis and informally 

discussed the issues of the analysis with the practitioners at LEGO. The implications of this setup are several 

and they must be taken into consideration throughout Chapter 12: the analysis is not representative for IT 

projects in LEGO as such, and the interpretation is based on a single perspective on the organization (the 

perspective of the researcher), and this implies that the suggestions for learning which are also presented in the 

chapter are not to be understood as actual suggestions for actions. The pilot is not an attempt to come up with 

specific learnings for the organization or as a practical usability test of the framework, but it is an illustration 

of the value proposition of the framework. It is, however, also important that the reader understands that 

including a group of practitioners in the analysis would not have increased the degree of truth in the results 

and interpretations, since the results would still be subjective. The potential positive impact form including 

input from practitioners would be that the interpretations would be triangulated, but as practitioners also have 

their personal and conservative beliefs (see Chapter 4) this approach also entails a risk of the interpretation 

being hijacked by the practitioners agendas, i.e. that they would not be open to new interpretations or insights 

brought up by the data. However, no matter what approach is taken to interpretation it is not possible to 

generalize to the portfolio of IT projects at LEGO in general since the sample is non-representativeness and 

when taking this into consideration, the question of the impact of including or not including practitioners in 

the interpretation is of no real issue with regards to generalizability.  

In this section, the primary purpose is from different perspectives to answer the question of ‘how does LEGO 

perform in IT projects?’ based on a sample of nine projects218. We revisit the three research questions from a 

LEGO perspective and start out in section 12.1 – What characterizes IT projects at LEGO? (RQ1) by utilizing 

the Extended Diamond Approach to characterize the sample of projects. Then, in section 12.2 – What 

characterizes success in IT projects at LEGO? (RQ2) the success of the projects in the sample are evaluated 

based on The 4x5 Framework. In section 12.3 – Using the frameworks to do cross-project comparison (RQ3), 

the two frameworks are combined, and it is visualized how they can be utilized by the organization as input to 

understanding trends and tendencies in project planning, selection, management etc.  

 What characterizes IT projects at LEGO?  
In Chapter 9 a framework for characterising IT projects was developed, the Extended Diamond Approach. In 

this section, the results of a pilot of the framework is presented. The sample of nine IT projects conducted in 

                                                      
218 See section 8.2.1 – Sampling of cases - projects. 
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the LEGO Group have been analysed, and in the following four sections the sample is characterized on the 

eight dimensions separately and the results discussed. The idea of the EDA is to be able to group projects in 

reference classes, i.e. projects that are in some way similar, and to identify commonalities within and 

differences between the groups on the success types. The eight dimensions of the EDA can be used in two 

ways, either as indicators of reference classes directly, such as that for instance high paced projects can be 

compared to low paced projects, or the dimensions can be used to identify and describe projects that are similar 

on several dimensions, i.e. typical projects or ‘arch type’ projects. In section 12.1.1 to 12.1.4 the projects are 

analysed on the separate dimensions, while in section 12.1.5 – Arch type projects a further analysis of the 

projects’ scores on the eight dimensions is used to identify some overall trends across dimensions in the sample 

which is used to defined four arch type projects.  

The reason why these two approaches (both the individual dimension analysis and the arch type analysis) are 

included here to define possible reference classes is that both approaches have disadvantages. Firstly, if we 

use all eight dimensions to characterize a given project and to try to find other projects which are similar to act 

as reference class, we risk that there is no exact match and therefore no identified reference group: with this 

method there are 15,552 possible combinations of the dimensions and therefore 15,552 possible reference 

classes. This challenge will decrease as the reference sample, i.e. the group of projects to be compared to, is 

increased. But the challenge will persist since the population of projects is significantly smaller (approximately 

100 project per year) than the number of dimension combinations. As the sample is, however, fixed at nine 

projects the approach is very likely to discard information about projects that are not completely similar but 

close to – it is too fine-grained in a way. Therefore, this approach cannot be recommended with the current 

setup since the perspective becomes too limited. Secondly, using only one of the eight dimensions for defining 

the reference class is also not necessarily sufficient. It solves to a certain extend the problem of the number of 

possible reference classes (the possible number of reference classes is limited to the number of categories on 

the dimension, but this approach emphasises the selected dimension and ignores others and there is hence a 

real risk of distorting the picture of the projects. If there is valid theoretical reason for focusing on one 

dimension, this risk can be tolerated but as a general approach it cannot stand alone since it does not account 

for the entire picture of the projects. This perspective, therefore, also becomes too fragmented.  

The arch type approach is a middle ground between including all or only one dimension. ‘Arch types’ are 

constructed based on some key characteristics of the projects, i.e. selected dimensions, selected categories on 

these dimensions, and recurrent combinations of these, which are chosen based on relevance with regards to 

the specific sample. With this approach we get a more holistic and less fragmented picture and we are not 

limiting the number of projects in the reference class significantly. The arch type approach, however, has other 

disadvantages. Firstly, the arch types cover a lot of variation which is not accounted for in the analysis since 

arch types are similar on some but not all dimensions, and this unaccounted for variation may be of significant 

importance in understanding the projects. Also, as we will see later, the arch types are inductively based on 

the sample that is available and the arch types will most likely change over time as more projects are included. 

The approach is therefore volatile and deeply dependent on the sample’s characteristics which makes it more 

complicated to work with in practice. Finally, it is possible to take a completely different approach to 

characterizing projects: a deductive approach, where theoretical considerations are used for designing project 

types. This would oppose the overall idea of the PhD study, however, since we are looking for trends – not 

testing hypotheses as such. We want to try to understand the trends in the projects – not define the trends.   

Regardless of whether we utilize one or the other approach, the characterization of the projects can be used to 

identify reference classes, and these reference classes are used later in section 12.3 – Using the frameworks to 
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do cross-project comparison, where the results from the Extended Diamond Approach is combined with the 

results of the 4x5 Framework in order to compare success in different reference classes. 

Firstly, however, we will look into the findings from the use of the Extended Diamond Approach. In Figure 

63 below, the sample of projects are illustrated with regards to the eight dimensions of the Extended Diamond 

Approach. The figure illustrates the distribution of the projects across the dimensions. Overall, the trend is that 

the projects are generally characterized by medium pace, high strategic impact, low-to-medium novelty, low 

product technology, and medium process technology, low-to-medium system complexity, and medium 

organizational complexity.  

 

Figure 63. Characterization of the sample Figure 64. Characterization of the nine projects 

 

 
 

The nine projects are depicted separately in Figure 64, with the coloured area indicating their characterization 

on the eight dimensions. The figure visualizes that even though there are some overall trends the projects are 

quite different from each other and there are no obvious similarities.  

In the next four sections, the sample will be characterized with regards to eight dimensions impacting urgency 

and uncertainty (see also section 9.2.2 – The Extended Diamond Approach). Firstly, pace and strategic impact 

are reviewed in section 12.1.1 on urgency below. Following this, the three overall elements contributing to 

uncertainty, that is novelty, technology and complexity, are reviewed: the product and process novelty 

dimensions in section 12.1.2, the product and process technology dimensions in section 12.1.3, and the system 

and organizational complexity in section 12.1.4. The sections consist of a short presentation of the data and 

considerations and reflections about the distribution of projects on the dimensions. Again, the reflections are 

based on the researchers experience and informal dialogue with practitioners in LEGO.  

12.1.1. Urgency 

A project’s urgency is affected by two dimensions: pace and strategic impact. The pace-dimension measures 

the urgency regarding making the schedule and deadline, and it consists of four categories: regular, fast, time-
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critical, and blitz projects, while the strategic impact-dimension measures the relative importance of the project 

to the parent organization and consist of three categories of low, competitive, and business-critical projects. 

Below in Table 38 the frequency distribution of the sample of projects is listed with the colouring indicating 

the concentration of projects. 

Table 38. Urgency dimensions (sample distribution) 

  
 
Low                                                                                                                 High 

 Regular Fast Time-critical Blitz 

Pace 0 4 5 0 

  Low  Competitive Business-critical 

Strategic impact 1 3 5 

With regards to pace, the regular category is characterized by no real time pressure and by the fact that this 

project can be pushed aside for more pressing tasks. Interestingly enough, none of the sample projects fell in 

this category. This may make sense since the projects have been through a prioritization and selection process 

and therefore should be projects that have relatively high relevance and therefore also should have relatively 

high pace-urgency. Another explanation is that data was derived from interviews with respondents who were 

all project managers and thus responsible for the projects and they may therefore not have been inclined to 

indicate that the project was of lesser importance. In other words, the data may reflect more that the 

measurement method, i.e. the construction of the item, is not completely reliable (can be impacted by 

subjective opinion).  

No projects were characterized as blitz projects, i.e. characterized by extreme time pressure, an as-soon-as 

possible delivery date, and a crisis situation. This is probably partly due to the fact that none of the projects in 

the sample or in the sample frame actually are characterized by extreme time pressure. Projects with this sort 

of pressure are handled outside the formal and rigid project portfolio process, as – for instance – initiatives or 

smaller projects that are not carried through the full official planning and portfolio process. It is important to 

notice that the respondents were asked to characterize the pace as it was perceived in the earlier stages of the 

projects, and even though no projects initially started out as blitz projects then maybe some of them turned 

into ones. The respondents were asked to evaluate the project pace based on the initial picture of the project 

but many of them requested that they could indicate their thoughts on the project after the fact, since in most 

cases the original expectations to the project were very different from the actual result. This leads us to 

conclude, that if the EDA and the 4x5 are implemented in the organization as a tool for monitoring project 

success with the objective of learning and improving based on the trends, it could be interesting to follow the 

development of the project on the dimensions. For this research, the relevant information was about how the 

project was perceived in the beginning of the project, since this is the information which is used in the portfolio 

and planning processes, which are the processes this research study seeks to help improve: new projects about 

which the organization only knows the initial expectation and not the result, are to be compared with other 

projects based on their initial expectation and actual result, to understand how the new project is likely to 

progress based on how the old projects progressed. As there would be great uncertainty connected to ask 

respondents to account for the projects’ characteristics at different points in time this was not done in the PhD 

study, but it is a consideration for future research: it would be interesting to not only monitor success across 

time but also monitor the development of the project with regards to the dimensions. As it was stated in section 

10.2.1 – Contingency, projects evolve, and a logical conclusion from this is that the characterization of the 

projects, such as the one above in Figure 64, is also only a snapshot.  
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With regards to strategic impact, then the majority of projects are placed in the highest category, business 

critical projects, and are therefore critical to business survival. Looking into the data it is evident that all 

projects driven out of departments in Corporate IT connected to the two main verticals most closely connected 

to the value chain, Operation (producing the product) and Marketing (designing and selling the product), are 

business-critical projects. Projects driven out of the other verticals, Business Enabling (supporting the primary 

verticals) and Technology (operating the IT environment), have lower strategic impact since the organization 

can either function without the projects or since the projects support only supporting processes – not the value 

chain itself. The strategic impact dimension was also compared to the internally used LEGO-categorization 

for prioritization and it was clear that the LEGO prioritization level does not reflect the strategic impact 

dimension, as it was suspected in section 11.1.2 – Strategic impact. With regards to the LEGO categorization 

the sample includes seven L2 projects (critical for business continuity) and two L3 projects (critical for strategy 

execution). The two L3 projects (projects d and g) thus rank lower in the formal prioritization, but they are 

actually evaluated as being business-critical projects in the EDA since they are of vital importance to direct 

activities. It was, therefore, the right decision not to include the LEGO prioritization in the operationalization 

of the strategic impact dimension (see also section 11.1.2). 

The two dimensions of strategic impact and pace originally was one dimension in the Diamond Approach. I 

argued, however, that the dimension entails two elements and have therefore treated them separately. The 

underlying thought behind this separation is that the two elements may co-vary but that they do not necessarily 

do so. The data shows that there is good reason for separating the dimensions: there is no correlation between 

strategic impact and pace, as is shown in Table 39. Higher impact is not related to higher pace – business-

critical projects and time-critical projects are equally fast and strategic impact is a great source of urgency in 

the project sample while pace is only a moderate source.  

Table 39. Strategic impact and pace 

  

Pace 

Strategic impact Regular Fast Time-critical Blitz 

Low  1   

Competitive   3  

Business-critical  3 2  

12.1.2. Novelty 

The project’s uncertainty is affected by several factors, including the novelty of the output of the project. The 

novelty dimensions denote how “new” the project outcome is to the end users, here separated into one 

dimension of product novelty, i.e. the system itself, and one of process novelty, i.e. the process changes 

following from the project. Product novelty ranges from low to high in the categories derivative-, platform-, 

and break-through projects, while the other dimension of process novelty ranges from incremental to next 

generation to new core process projects. Below in Table 40 the frequency distribution of the sample of LEGO 

IT projects is listed with the colouring indicating the concentration of projects. 
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Table 40. Novelty dimensions (sample distribution) 

  
 
Low                                                                                                                 High 

  Derivative Platform Break-through 

Product novelty 5 3 1 

  Incremental Next generation New core 

Process novelty 4 4 1 

Most projects have very low product novelty (derivative projects) or the product resembles something known 

to the users (platform). With regards to process novelty, projects are also mostly implementing incremental 

change or next generation change in processes. One reason for the relatively low number of  break-through 

and new core projects may be related to the primary purpose of the organization which is not to develop new 

IT systems but to produce the core product (physical bricks). The role of IT is not to change the primary process 

but to support and incrementally improve them. Therefore, a lot of best-of-suite and systems with familiar 

features or technology are implemented, and processes are improved but not significantly changed. It may be 

an indicator that the systems and processes currently utilized in the LEGO Group are considered by the 

company to be approaching best practices already. The end users do not have the need for new, totally different 

IT systems and processes – they need improvements to what they already have. And this is connected to the 

fact that the project ideas are for the most part ‘born’ in the business and initiated by the business, albeit in 

cooperation with CIT.  

In the Diamond Approach novelty was treated as one dimension but here it is separated into two. The 

fundamental assumption for this division was that the two dimensions may co-vary (for instance, a break-

through product is likely to lead to some form of process change) but that they are not necessarily correlating. 

In Table 41 the correlation between the dimensions is visualized. In most cases novelty on both process and 

product is aligned – there are four projects which are low on both product and process novelty and three 

projects where both are at a medium level. The four low novelty projects are an infrastructure project (b) which 

was not intended to directly affect the end users, an upgrade project (i) also mostly focused on other layers 

than the user interface, project (e) which was a project that regards development and implementation of a 

replacement IT system, but where the system was modelled to completely resemble the old system, and finally 

project (d), which is what is labelled a cookbook project and regarded a project where something similar had 

been done many times before but this time at a new location. These four projects indicate that the product and 

process novelty dimensions are highly correlated and this finding could make us question whether it is 

necessary to treat novelty as two dimensions and not merely as one. 

Table 41. Product and process novelty 

 Process 
Product Incremental Next generation process New core process 

Derivative 4  1 

Platform  3  

Break-through  1  

However, there were also two examples in the sample which highlighted the necessity of separating the concept 

of novelty: project (c) and project (f). Project (c) regarded a change management project intended to change 

all users’ behaviour (new core) while not implementing any big product changes (derivative). This project is 

an example of an IT project that does not involve development or implementation of technology but is rather 

focused on the use of technology. Another project where there was a difference between process and product  
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novelty is project (f), which involved the implementation of a new system with new functionality. The product 

was completely new (break-through, while the processes to some degree resembled what the end users were 

accustomed to (next generation). 

Concluding this section of novelty, it is evident that product and process novelty is generally not a great source 

of uncertainty in the projects in the sample (generally low scores) and that the two dimensions often co-vary. 

However, the analysis of the projects also show that this is not true for all projects and that for some projects 

it is very relevant to separate the concept in two dimensions in order to really capture the nature of the project.   

12.1.3. Technology 

A second element affecting the uncertainty of a project is the technology used in the project. The two 

technology dimensions regard the product (the system) and the development process, respectively, and they 

are both divided into four categories varying from low to super-high. In Table 42 below, the distribution of the 

projects on the two dimensions is illustrated.  

Table 42. Technology dimensions (sample distribution) 

  
 
Low                                                                                                                 High 

  Low  Medium High Super-high 

Product technology 5 2 2 0 

Process technology 0 6 3 0 

For a majority of the projects (five) the product technology (measuring the IT department’s familiarity with 

software and hardware) is low, that is, the technology used is well-known. Some of the projects in this category 

in the sample (project (c), for instance) do not include any product technology as such (i.e. systems, hardware, 

coding etc.). This suggests that the decision from section 9.1.3 – What is an IT project? on how to define the 

concept of an IT project is the right one, since we have defined it as concentrating on projects involving the IT 

organization – the people – not on the technology itself. If we had defined IT projects by the technology some 

of the low product technology projects would not belong in the population, and that would be counter intuitive 

in the case organization, LEGO, at least, because these are viewed as being IT projects.  

For the process technology dimension (a measure of the degree of innovation in general and technical 

development of the project) the majority of projects (six) are characterized by moderate innovation. It is 

relevant to notice that there are no projects with low process uncertainty, which are projects almost without an 

innovation process (built-to-print) and without technical development (COTS). This, however, may be due to 

the nature of projects which is defined as ‘not being routine’, see also section 9.1.1 – What is a project?, and 

as including a number of uncertainties. The question is if it really is a project if no innovation or development 

is done? It may be worth to consider removing – or at least redefining – the lowest process technology category 

since this category is theoretically (projects must include a minimum of innovation) as well as empirically (no 

projects in the category) challenged. It is not the case, however, that relatively low-technology projects do not 

exist, though. Table 43 illustrates how medium-process and low-product technology projects are the most 

common projects. The table also illustrates that there is some degree of co-variation between the two 

dimensions and that there is a tendency for projects to be either high on or low on both.  
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Table 43. Product and process novelty 

 Process 
Product Low Medium High Super-high 

Low  5   

Medium  1 1  

High   2  

Super-high     

What this table also illustrates is that there are no super-high-tech projects with regards to either process or 

product. This may be due to the fact that LEGO is not foremost an IT organization but a toy production 

company, and that there is no reason for the organization to be front runner and invent new hardware or 

software technology from the bottom, nor to set off to conduct radical innovation processes in the digital 

sphere. This may also reflect that the organization wants to utilize the advantages of implementing pre-

developed products as opposed to in house development: upgrading, maintenance, support etc. is much more 

cost-efficient for the organization if it is not done entirely internally since this requires a significant amount of 

expensive in-house capabilities. Also, this explanation can be transferred to explain the process technology 

dimension since radical innovation is more risky than more incremental innovation. The organization’s needs 

are relatively standardized compared to other production firms which enables the organization to ‘borrow’ 

ideas, architecture and components from other sources, not having to start from scratch. This would not be the 

case in very specialised organizations such as, for instance, NASA where it is likely that no solution or 

architecture exists on the market, and where radical innovation may therefore be necessary.  

Summing up, the technology dimensions reflect how the organization is not a front-runner organization 

developing the software and hardware technology of tomorrow but rather relies on well-known technologies 

and projects where the process of achieving the end goal is relatively clear from the beginning. Thus, product 

technology is not a great source of uncertainty, while process technology is a medium source of uncertainty. 

12.1.4. Complexity 

Finally, the last element affecting project uncertainty is complexity. The complexity dimension defined in the 

Diamond Approach by Shenhar and Dvir was in the Extended Diamond Approach split in one dimension 

relating to the system itself (the complexity of the design of the system and the integration to other systems) 

and one dimension relating to the complexity of the project organization (the people involved in the project). 

In Table 44 below the distribution of the projects on the two dimensions is illustrated. 

Table 44. Complexity dimensions (sample distribution) 

  
 
Low                                                                                                                 High 

  Assembly System Array 

System complexity 4 5 0 

  Low  Medium High 

Organizational complexity 0 7 2 

The majority of projects involve medium complexity, and projects are complex due to their integration with 

other systems and their general effect on the existing infrastructure. Complexity did not so much stem from 

complex components of the systems (i.e. the code or the computational operations of the system). Complexity, 

in other words, seems more a question of relation and integration to the surrounding environment than of the 

system itself. No projects were categorized as containing very high system complexity (array). This may reflect 
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what is also stated by Shenhar & Dvir in their original definition that array projects are very rare. Within the 

area of IT only comprehensive projects implementing for instance new ERP systems would fall in this 

category. If the organization would, for instance, choose to implement a different back-bone vendor than SAP 

(of which the organization currently have 30+ systems implemented including two core systems) this would 

fall into the array category. However, the organization would most likely implement such a change as a 

program of projects and not a single project (Maylor, et al., 2006) – which is what it currently does with large 

initiatives. Few projects are, therefore, likely to fall in this category, but with the operationalization of the 

dimensions it is, however, possible for projects to score high on the different items that construct the 

dimension, and there is therefore not theoretical nor empirical grounds for removing this category.  

The majority of projects are also of medium organizational complexity and no projects fall in the low 

organizational complexity category, for a list of reasons. Firstly, most projects that are run through the whole 

LEGO Project Model are big and can usually not be carried out by one, single unit, which is one of the items 

of the operationalization of the organizational complexity dimension. Secondly, and in relation to the 

operationalization as well, most of the projects are carried out in tight collaboration with the business and per 

definition more departments work on the project. Thirdly, the organization is to a high degree global and the 

project teams are therefore mostly global (working virtually) which will increase their organizational 

complexity score. One could therefore question whether the low category is relevant in the LEGO setting but 

again there is not concluding evidence against the existence of low complexity projects, they are merely rare. 

What the data does show is that there is good reason for separating the complexity dimension in two, there is 

no clear correlation between the two dimensions, as Table 45 illustrates. 

Table 45. System and organizational complexity 

 System 

Organizational Assembly System Array 

Low    

Medium 3 4  

High 1 1  

 

Concluding, it can be said about the sample that system complexity as well as organizational complexity are 

sources of uncertainty in the projects. 

12.1.5. Arch type projects 

In the four sections above we characterized the sample of projects for each dimension – the projects are more 

likely to be of medium organizational complexity we learned, for instance. All of the dimensions above can 

be used to define reference classes against which a closed project can be evaluated or a new project be 

estimated. However, as it was also stated earlier, choosing only one dimension to define the reference class 

gives only a fragmented perspective on the project. In this section we will try to characterize projects across 

the eight dimensions and find some trends – we will look for arch types; projects that share some characteristics 

on a set of dimensions. We are not attempting to define reference classes based on all dimensions since this 

will leave for no reference projects in the reference class (as long as the sample is not significantly bigger and 

more diverse than it is currently as it was stated previously). This conclusion supports the notion from section 

1.1 – Non-defined concepts: that there are many subgroups of IT projects and that there may be one overarching 

characteristic (the development life cycle and the implication of the IT organization) but that they in their 

nature differ significantly. When looking at the overview of the nine projects in Figure 64 above there are no 
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apparent common denominator and no apparent set of dimension to group the projects by. To gain a more 

holistic overview therefore, I suggest that we look for typicalities in the sample, i.e. that we look for projects 

that are alike albeit not similar: we define arch type projects.  

This can be done by Principal Component Analysis (PCA), see also section 8.2.3.1 – Principal Component 

Analysis. As we saw in the sections above, there is good theoretical (as well as empirical) evidence for 

extending the Diamond Approach from four to eight dimensions since they are separate – projects do not score 

high on both novelty dimensions, for instance. We have no theoretical expectation that can be used in a 

deductive approach to identify reference classes since we don’t expect any of the dimensions to correlate as 

such. We are therefore forced to take a more inductive approach, and the PCA can help do this. 

The PCA219 shows that based on the sample the eight dimensions can be grouped in four dimension-groups 

that correlate in across projects, i.e. projects in the sample tend to score alike on the four groups of dimensions. 

A component of system complexity, strategic impact, and the two technology dimensions (labelled the venture 

component); a component including product novelty and pace (labelled the ease component), and two 

components consisting of organizational complexity and process novelty, respectively. The statistically 

defined components are only meaningful if there a meaningful theoretical understanding of or explanation of 

the components is available. With regards to the first component, I have labelled this, the venture component. 

The idea is that the component reflects that high impact projects have a tendency to be complex and build on 

unknown technology and processes, i.e. it could be said that the component reflects a tendency for the 

organization to venture into unknown and complex territory when the project affects core processes 

significantly. With regards to the second component, I have labelled this the ease component, since the 

combination of product novelty and pace suggests that the more familiar the users are likely to be with the 

product, or if there is no technical product, then the project is less pressured for time – the organization is more 

at ease, less hurried. In Figure 65 below, the four components are illustrated. 

Figure 65. The four PCA components 

 

The implication of the PCA is that the sample’s characteristic tendencies have been visualized. Having defined 

the components we can rate the nine projects in the sample according to their score on them. Below in Table 

46, the projects are ranked on a low-medium-high scale. Project a), for instance, scores medium on venture, 

                                                      
219 To do the factor analysis all dimensions have been standardized to a 1-10 scale. The factor analysis was conducted in SPSS, see 

section 8.2.3.1 – Principal Component Analysis where it is also stated how the sample violates some of the assumptions of PCA. 

However, since the PCA is used for describing the sample and no extrapolation is done, that is, it is not suggested that the results reflect 

the entire population of IT projects at LEGO, the violations are ignored.  
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ease, and process novelty, but high on organizational complexity. No other project has the exact same 

combination on the components. 

Table 46. Grouping of projects on PCA components 

  
 

Venture 
 

Ease 
 

Process novelty Organizational complexity 
Low B, C C, E B, D, E, I - 

Medium A, D, G, H, I A, B, D, G, H, I A, F, G, H B, C, D, F, G, H, I 

High E, F F C A, E 

 Note: all project scores on the dimensions have been converted to a 1-10 scale. “Low” is characterized by an 
average score of 1-3 on the dimensions of the factor, “medium” is 4-6” and “high” is 7-10.  

Based on this overview we are able to identify an initial list of possible, mutually exclusive arch types. It is an 

initial list because it fits the projects in the sample but may not necessarily fit all other projects. In the case that 

a new projects are added to the sample this may change the picture, and if a new project is to be compared to 

the sample but does not fit any of the arch types, it is necessary to re-investigate the sample on the basis of the 

characteristics of the new project and identify a new reference class that is similar to the new project. In the 

list in Table 47 below, I have outlined a set of different constellations of projects where the projects have 

similar characteristics on the components. This list is not final and if more data was added to the analysis it 

would be possible to further validate it, remove and/or add new arch types.  

The current list is not a mere referring of the groups that can be identified statistically – another criteria for 

making the groups was that it was possible to somehow identify something in the projects that ‘made them a 

group’, i.e. that it was possible to come up with a theoretical definition of the group which was meaningful in 

relation to the PCA components.220. Based on this ‘meaningful group characteristic’ I have created labels for 

the groups: complex routines, new tools, low-profile, and backbone flagships.  

Table 47. Initial list of LEGO IT project reference classes 

Reference class name Projects 
 

Venture 
 

Ease Process novelty Organizational complexity 
Complex routines D, I Medium Medium Low Medium 

New tools A, G, H Medium  Medium  Medium  

Low-profile C, B Low   Medium 

Backbone flagships E, F High    

One arch type is defined by sharing characteristics on all four factors (labelled complex routines) while the 

others are characterized by similarity on fewer dimensions. Below there is a description of the four arch types. 

Complex routine projects includes a cookbook project and an upgrade project. The complex routines are 

characterized by approaching routine tasks, i.e. by being similar to something that has been done before (low 

process and product technology), but also of relatively high system complexity (integration to other systems), 

and high impact (severe consequences if the projects are not done). They are, in other words, scoring a middle 

score on the venture component. The projects are often of high pace maybe due to the interpretation of the 

projects as routine “go-do” projects as well as tight deadlines due to external circumstances (high season, for 

instance), but of low product novelty – they do not present anything new to the users. Thus, these projects 

score a medium on the ease component. Following the fact that the projects do not present anything new to 

                                                      
220 The constellation A, D, I and C, G, H does not have sufficiently in common on a more detailed level for a meaningful description 

of them as a group and it is therefore not included. 
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users, the projects score low on process novelty, and finally, the projects are handled with a relatively non-

complex organization.  

New tools projects are projects where a new application or tool is implemented in the organization for end 

users to utilize. New tools are characterized by some novelty since they implement new ways of working (both 

on process and product) and of relatively low time pressure, most likely due to focus on the quality outcome 

of the project and not time, and therefore score a medium on the ease component. The venture component is 

medium since the impact of the projects is very high, while complexity and technology is medium to low.  

Low profile projects are projects that are characterized by well-known technology, low complexity and 

relatively low impact on the organization’s value chain. These are projects that are related to incrementally 

improving the organizations ability to perform its primary activities without new technology – these are low 

venture projects. The projects are also organized in a relatively simple way.  

Backbone flagships are projects that are impacting some of the core processes of the organization, with high 

system complexity, new technology, and high impact.  

Thus, we have now defined four arch type projects that can be used as reference classes for other projects. 

Again, it should be noted that if more data is added to the sample the process would have to be repeated with 

a new PCA and a new analysis.  

 What characterizes success in IT projects at LEGO? 
In the previous section it was visualized how the nine projects in the sample could be characterized using the 

Extended Diamond Approach framework. In this section, the projects will be further characterized, now with 

regards to their level of success. This is done by using the 4x5 Framework developed in Chapter 10 and 

operationalized in Chapter 11. The projects are evaluated on four parameters related to the positive and 

negative impact of the project on the organization and the project itself, respectively. All four parameters are 

evaluated based on how the projects evolve from project idea to the detailed business case (definition success), 

to final business case (planning success), and to result (value capture and managing success, respectively), as 

well as the overall development from idea to result (overall success).  

With this multi-perspectival approach to evaluating success we get a detailed and rich picture of the projects 

over time, and we are free to define the concept of success more holistically as it was discussed in Chapter 10. 

Success is not merely ‘achieving the goals’ since the goals change over time and consequently the evaluation 

must reflect and take into account this change. Ideally, the goals set for the project in the initial idea phase are 

the ‘objectively’ right goals to use as benchmark, but this is only true if the reality of the project does not 

change. However, reality does change – for instance, when the project is planned new evidence may come to 

light that was not available in the definition phase, and it may be only reasonable to changes the goals 

accordingly. The reality visualized in the early phases of the project may not necessarily reflect what the project 

actually encounters as it moves along, and so the goals may change yet again.  

This section firstly provides a general overview of success in the organization (12.2.1 – A general overview), 

and is followed by a detailed review of the results in section 12.2.2 – A closer look at the parameters. Finally, 

the five success types are evaluated holistically in section 12.2.3 – The five success types. Both the general 

introduction and the detailed reviews are structured in a way that firstly presents and discusses the results, and 

secondly lists suggestions for ‘learnings for the organization’ that are based on the discussion. The results are 

evidence-based but the learnings are not as such – they are instead the illustration of how to apply the 
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framework in practice, i.e. how to interpret and work with the framework in a way that provides input for 

improving project planning and selection based on evaluations.  

The interpretation is based on the researchers knowledge of the organization which is constituted by four years 

of affiliation with the organization, including discussion with practitioners in the organization about the topics. 

As was stated previously the suggested learnings are not directly transferrable actions, since they are built on 

a non-representative sample and since they have not been validated by any of the practitioners in the 

organization. This is not to say that they are without significance or relevance – it is to stress that they are 

biased towards the perspective of the researcher. To ensure that they represent warranted assertions they meed 

to be exposed to greater scrutiny by other stakeholders with knowledge of the organization. The reflections 

must be understood as input to a process of deliberation in the organizstion and thus as such as a ingredient in 

supporting organizational learning. 

12.2.1. A general overview 

The 4x5 Frameworkhas been utilized to evaluate the success of the sample of IT projects from LEGO. Below, 

in Table 48 the results from the evaluation of the sample are listed. The four parameters are indicated as 

columns with sub columns of the six specific success criteria (financial benefit, effect success criteria, 

operational cost, objectives, duration, and cost), and the five success types are indicated as rows. The table 

indicates the percentage of the former estimates converging with either the latter estimates (definition and 

planning success) or results (managing, value capture, and overall success), see also section 11.2 – The 4x5 

Framework. For instance, on average only 33 % of the effect success criteria measuring organizational benefit 

defined in the project brief (former) recur in the business case (latter), which indicates a rather low definition 

success for this parameter. On the other hand, 95 % of the objectives stated in the final business case (former) 

are achieved at the end of the project (latter), indicating a high managing success for this parameter.   

Table 48. 4x5 successes 

  Organizational impact Project 

  Positive Negative Positive Negative 

Successes 
Financial 
benefits 

Effect success 
criteria 

Operational 
cost Objectives Duration 

Normalized 
duration Cost 

Normalized 
cost 

Definition - 33% 1 - 80% 1 90% 1 87% 168% 3 25% 

Planning - 76% 2 - 62%  141%  51% 99%  66% 

Managing     95%  100%  100% 86% 2 83% 

Value capture - 38% 2 -         

Overall - 0% 1 - 73% 1 120% 1 62% 131% 3 26% 

Note: n = 9 except 1) n = 6; 2) n = 8; 3) n = 5, 4) n = 4                   

 

Effect success criteria and objectives are evaluated based on a 0-100 scale, where 0 indicates that none of the 

former effect success criteria/objectives recur in the latter. For instance, two effect success criteria have been 

defined in the project brief for project (i) but none of these are stated in the business case. This does not mean 

that there are no effect success criteria in this business case – it merely indicates that there are no reoccurring 

criteria, instead only new criteria are listed. This also explains why a project can score zero on effect success 

criteria definition success while scoring 50% on planning success. What this indicates is that none of the 

criteria listed in the project brief was stated in the business case, but that 50% of the criteria that were stated 

in the initial business case were also stated in the final business case.  

Duration and cost are, on the other hand, evaluated on an infinite scale. This means that success rates can be 

from 0 to above 100. These success rates are also shown in normalized versions in column seven and nine (see 
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section 11.2.2 – Negative-project).  The success rates are calculated by absolute values, that is, the rate 

indicates the distance to the target (100%) irrespectively of whether the former estimate is higher or lower than 

the latter estimate/the target. Without the normalization, large deviations from the target to both sides may 

equal out each other and depict a seemingly good coherence – a good success rate – even though projects are 

on average far from the target. Cost planning success is a good illustrator. The success rate is 99 %, i.e. very 

close to target and from this number we might conclude that on average project costs are almost not adjusted 

during the project implementation and realization stages. However, the normalized cost success rate is 66 %, 

which means that on average the budget in the initial business case is 33 % from target (the final business 

case). The 99 % thus cover the fact that projects deviate both above and below the target. Duration definition 

success is, on the other hand, an example of where normalization is not necessary since the unstandardized 

score is an average success of 90 %, meaning that projects are on average overestimated time-wise in the 

project brief with 10 %. The normalized score is 87 %, very close to the 90 %, which indicates that most 

projects are actually. 

As far as possible the analysis has been conducted on the entire sample (n = 9). In some cases, however, data 

has not been available for all projects. No project brief was made for projects (b), (d), and (h), and therefore 

definition and overall success cannot be assessed for these projects (n = 6). These success types are not 

evaluated for the cost parameter for project (e) either since the project brief for this project did not provide any 

budget estimates (n = 5), and for project (g) the final result of the evaluation of the costs was not finished (n = 

4).  Finally, project (d) did not have any effect success criteria, which is why it is not included in the evaluation 

of this parameter (n = 8).  

Only two out of nine projects are estimated to contribute with financial benefits, and only for one of these were 

the financial benefit consistently tracked. Due to the low number of cases, this success criterion is not included 

in the evaluation. Often this success criteria has high attention, and it has also gained increased focus in the 

LEGO Group221. However, there are several explanations to why only a small percentage of the sample have 

specified the expected financial impact. It may be due to the department of Corporate IT being a supporting 

function, enabling the business and the processes of the primary value chain. It can be difficult to directly 

identify for supporting functions such as IT the financial benefit stemming from the specific projects (Petter, 

et al., 2012, p. 365). Another possible explanation is how project managers fear to be made liable for estimated 

cost savings, since these are supposed to be deducted from the operational budget in the next financial year222 

Such an incentive may make project managers less inclined to state cost savings. Also, stating financial benefits 

does not particularly seem to be an advantage for a project brief in the project portfolio process, that is, there 

is no evidence that projects with financial benefits are prioritized over other projects. This also implies that 

there is little to no reason for including financial benefits in a project brief in general. As a consequence of 

data scarcity, effect success criteria is the only element included in the analysis which measures  the positive-

impact parameter.  

In continuation hereof, success regarding the success criteria operational cost, which feeds into the negative-

impact parameter is not calculated either. This success criteria is not traceable in the data as it was also 

discussed in section 11.2.4 – Negative-impact, since it is only a mandatory element of the business case – it is 

not included in the brief or the project closure report. Six of the nine projects had, though, estimated operational 

cost: two projects estimated both out-of-pocket and internal resources (on average a yearly expenditure of 10 

% of the entire project cost), while two reported only internal resources (on average 18 % per year) and two 

                                                      
221 (Interview E, p. 3, l. 22-25) 
222 (Interview C, p. 21, l. 6-21) 
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reported operational out of pocket costs (4 % on average). On average the projects’ yearly operational costs 

are  estimated to be 12 % of the project costs, and over a period of eight years the operation of the average 

project product will be as expensive as the project itself! Adding to this significant point, this estimate is low, 

since the estimates of operational costs are not based on a holistic view of the projects impact on the 

organization (especially the part of the organization that does the maintaining and support has not been 

included). A realistic guess of the cost of ownership would be far higher. Regardless of the specific numbers 

it is evident, though, that operational cost are not insignificant, but they cannot be included in the analysis as 

data is not available over time.  

Now, having reviewed the general success scores and having focused on the lack of data about financial benefit 

and operational cost, we can reflect on how this information could be put to use by the organization in the 

process of understanding own practices and improving them. As it has previous been stated these reflections 

are done by the researcher and are based on a non-representative sample. They should therefore not be 

understood as literally as learning points for the organization. They are instead suggestions made by the 

researcher to illustrate how the framework can be utilized for reflection. Following the analysis above, the 

application of the framework has already provided learnings for the organization, namely 1) the organization 

should be interested in tracking the operational cost since they are most likely substantial, and if the 

organization is interested, it must change the project model to include estimates of operational cost in all 

templates. 2) The current setup does not favour that financial benefits (in the form of increased revenue or cost 

savings) are included in the business case. If the organization wants to increase focus on the financial aspects 

of the projects’ impact, this should somehow be emphasized and a change of practice (not transferring savings 

directly to budget cuts, for instance) should be considered. 3) If the organization does not act on any of these 

two insights and takes no action, then the effect success criteria are the only measures of the project’s impact 

on the organization. It is the only aspect by which the organization tracks if the project actually had the intended 

effect. This leaves out the negative consequences of the project which is an obvious challenge as was just 

stated, but it has other drawbacks as well. Relying on effect success criteria is not a solid basis for evaluation: 

in six of the eight projects for which effect success criteria were stated, there were examples of criteria that 

could not be measured at the time of evaluation. Of all the effect success criteria in the sample only 26 % were 

actually measured in the evaluation stage. The rest were not evaluated. The effect success criteria does, 

therefore, not give a full picture of the projects’ success if the organization does not improve the process around 

effect success criteria and evaluate a much higher percentage.  

12.2.2. A closer look at the parameters 

Having been presented with the average overall picture of success in the sample, it is time to do a more detailed 

investigation. In the following sections we will look more closely at the four success criteria that outline three 

of the four parameters of IT project success. The sections provide more detailed results and conclusions, and 

these are discussed continuously in order to not merely conclude the state of affairs but also to try to understand 

their causes. This is not to identify success factor but to understand the story behind the raw numbers. Finally, 

the reviews are concluded with learnings for the LEGO Group.  

 Positive-impact (effect success criteria) 

The first criteria we will look into measures the positive impact of the project on the organization. In LEGO 

this impact is measured via the effect success criteria and the success levels for this criterion is shown in Table 

49. The table illustrates how successful the nine projects are on an average on the four success types. On an 

average, only 33 % of the effect success criteria defined in the project brief reoccur in the business case 

(definition success), 76 % of the effect success criteria defined in the business case reoccur in the final business 
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case which the project is evaluated against, and 38 % of the effect success criteria in the final business case 

are actually achieved (value capture success). The latter means that the rest of the criteria are either not 

measured or not achieved. Finally, on average none of the effect success criteria stated in the project brief are 

achieved (overall success) and following this there is no overlap between what was initially defined and 

prioritized and what has actually occurred.  

Table 49. Effect success criteria successes 

   

Organizational impact 

  Positive 

Successes Effect success criteria 

Definition 33% 1 

Planning 76% 2 

Managing   

Value capture 38% 2 

Overall 0% 1 

Note: n = 9 except 1) n = 6; 2) n = 8. 

 

In Figure 66 below, the four success types are illustrated for the effect success criteria parameter. The columns 

indicate success for each of the nine projects for each of the four success types. This detailed overview gives 

a better understanding of what is behind the average numbers. If we start by looking at the average definition 

success of 33%, then behind this number are three projects that haven’t had any effect success criteria defined 

in the project brief (project e, f, and i), and three briefs with various success above 33 % (project a, b, and g). 

What we can actually conclude from this is that the majority of projects in the sample are defined and 

prioritized without clear direction for what positive impact the project is expected to have on the organization. 

Remembering the discussion of projects being the operational part of strategy (see also Chapter 1) this is 

alarming since when goals are not defined for projects the prioritization of projects is done on the basis of how 

the individuals (the ones doing the prioritization) interpret the objectives of the project and the less that is 

written down and formally defined, the more room for individual interpretation. This relates to the discussion 

of stakeholders in section 10.2.2 – Stakeholders, which outlined that individuals cannot be assumed to by 

default align their thoughts, and they are thus likely to make different interpretations. Consequently, projects 

are prioritized no a very unreliable foundation.  
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Figure 66. Effect success criteria. Performance as a percentage of expectations for different success. 

 
Note: projects not included in the sample are greyed out. 

Moving on to the next success type, planning success, which measures what happens to the estimates as the 

project is implemented, the average 78 % planning success rate covers that four projects maintain the success 

criteria (measures and targets) throughout the project and do not change them from the business case to the 

end of the project (project e, g, h, and i), while one project changes all criteria (project c), and three keep 

between 60 and 80 % (project a, b, and f). The projects are quite consistent with regards to effect success 

criteria as the projects are being implemented and are therefore successful on this success type. 

With regards to whether the projects manage to achieve targets on the specified success criteria (value capture 

success), the story is a bit more ominous. The 38 % average covers two projects which achieve none of the 

targets, one project achieves below 20 % of targets (project h), three achieve around half or two thirds of the 

targets (project b, c, and f), while only one project manages to achieve all targets (project e). These statistics 

show that the projects are challenged with achieving the goals that are set. As it was discussed in section 12.2 

– What characterizes success in IT projects at LEGO?, a part of the challenge is actually to evaluate the effect 

success criteria. Projects are generally challenged in setting goals that comply to the ‘m’ and the ‘t’ of the 

SMART goals regime (see e.g. Richman, 2011, p. 65), i.e. setting goals that are measurable at the time where 

it should be measured.  

The final success type, the overall success, reflects to what degree the initial idea (project brief) and the actual 

result correlate. The conclusion from Figure 66 is – in short – they do not. The effect success criteria defined 

in the project brief are not achieved in any of the projects. As the value capture success shows, then this is not 

because the projects in general do not achieve effects. Other effects but the ones defined in the project brief 

are achieved.  Again, this should be cause for reflection, since if none of the intended impacts of the projects 

are achieved, what does that say about the quality of the portfolio prioritization process? Then this process is 

based on unreliable information and it is not likely that the portfolio is optimal.  

Having now inspected the data in greater detail and contemplated what is the cause for and the history behind 

the numbers, it is time to outline what learnings can be drawn from this discussion. Firstly, it is very interesting 

to notice that there is no overlap between the initial idea and the results. Overall, the organization is not true 

to the initial project idea. This might be because the initial idea was not sound and that the organization should 

consider improving the definition phase, or it might be because the organization is not ensuring that it adheres 
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to the initial idea throughout the project and should consider increasing the focusing on this aspect. The 

explanation is probably a bit of both – if we are not good enough at making well-thought out and consistent 

descriptions of the end goal of a project in the beginning of the projects then the goals are not as likely to be 

of high quality as if more time and resources had been spent on developing them, and it is therefore difficult 

to steer according to them.  

Secondly, it is evident that in general a lot of change is occurring in projects from brief to the final business 

case, however during the project the effect success criteria are mostly unchanged, which seems a success (high 

planning success). However, when we look at the value capture success and overall success statistics which 

are not fantastic, the thought might cross one’s mind that there has been too little change to this parameter 

during the project. There might be a real need for the organization to adjust the effect success criteria as the 

project progressed, since the context changes or the internal features of the project becomes more clear. It 

might be the right thing to do to lower expectations, and it crosses one’s mind that there may be too much 

conservatism around the effect success criteria because as we will see later the data suggests that there is 

apparently no problem in changing the targets and measures of other parameters. Perhaps the organization 

could benefit from adopting a more agile approach here as well. It might be worth it to sacrifice some planning 

success for some value capture success.  

Thirdly, to improve both value capture and overall success the organization may want to put more effort into 

designing the effect success criteria in general, since a significant part of the problem seems to stem from the 

organization not being able to actually measure the impact. As many of the success criteria have not been 

measured it is difficult to estimate but it seems that the problem actually doesn’t stem from issues with 

delivering value as promised but from measurement challenges. In Chapter 1 it was stated that one of the more 

practical arguments against evaluating success is how it is perceived as being a difficult task. The current data 

supports this notion. The LEGO Group is challenged with regards to measuring success. The conclusion is 

overall – no matter how you put it – rather depressing, when taking into account the vast amount of resources 

put into IT projects. The organization should consider working more focused with effect success criteria and 

their timely measurability. 

Fourthly, based on the sample it is evident that the organization does not excel in defining the project goals in 

the project brief. For many projects, the brief contains descriptions of the background, of specific project 

deliverables and of a schedule, but not of specific goals describing what the project is to achieve. It is 

interesting that the projects are prioritized and feed into the project portfolio (or not!) based on the project brief 

and if there is no definition of what impact the project is actually going to have on the organization, this also 

indicates that the portfolio prioritization is not optimized. 

 Positive-project (objectives) 

The second parameter of the 4x5 Framework is the project-positive parameter which indicates the positive 

consequences of the project as such. In LEGO this is indicated by the objectives of the project or the specific 

deliverables planned for the project, and the success level for each of the four success types is listed in Table 

50 below. On average, 80 % of the deliverables described in the project brief are recurring in the business case 

(definition success), while only 62 % of the deliverables of the initial business case is kept until the end of the 

project (planning success), but 95 % of the deliverables of the final business case are delivered (managing 

success). Overall 73 % of the deliverables stated in the project brief are delivered by the project (overall 

success).  
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Table 50. Objective successes 

  Project 

  Positive 

Successes Objectives 

Definition 80% 1 

Planning 62%  

Managing 95%  

Value capture   

Overall 73% 1 

Note: n = 9 except 1) n = 6. 

 

What the average picture suggests is therefore that when the business case is written the writers stay true to 

the initial idea and plan (high definition success), but that during the project these deliverables are significantly 

adjusted – changes are made to the project as it moves along (medium planning success). Making changes to 

the business case can be the right thing to do – it depends on the circumstances as it was discussed in section 

10.1.2 – A semantic definition of success. If the circumstances of the project has changed, a change to the 

project may be the only right solution. It is, however, interesting to see that the level of managing success is 

very high (the projects deliver 95 % of what they promised), and comparing this to the knowledge about the 

large number of changes that are approved, the idea springs to mind that changes are a way of adjusting goals 

to fit what is actually achieved. That is, if the project will not be able to deliver, then lower targets are approved 

as a change.  

When looking at the detailed picture in Figure 67 below, other interesting findings are visualized. Firstly, 

regarding definition success what is interesting is that most projects are very true to their initial deliverables (a 

100 % overlap with the business case) while two are struggling (project a and c). When looking into the data, 

it is evident that what these projects “suffer from” is broad, vision-like statements of deliverables in the brief 

that are then translated – but not directly – into concreate measures in the business case. It seems that the briefs 

are quite high-level and broadly scoped and that in the business case the goal have become more clear and 

structured and the scope has been adjusted.  

Planning success is less clear, and it may seem a paradox that projects such as (e) and (f) are able to have a 

100 % overall success (convergence between results and project brief objectives) while the planning success 

is below 100 %. The reason for this is, when you look at the documents, that a lot of extra deliverables and 

elaboration of the previous deliverables are added in the first business case (in project (f) around eight 

deliverables are defined in the project brief, where this is expanded due to elaboration and a clarification of 

scope in the business case to 16) and these are then refined again in the final evaluation but in most cases they 

overlap with the project brief (in project (f), the number of deliverables was decreased to 15 in the final business 

case – of which 12 overlapped with the initial business case – and they covered all initial eight deliverables 

from the brief).  

With regards to managing success, it is clear that the only reason for this success type not being 100 % is that 

there is one project which delivers only around 60 % (project a). What is interesting is that this project is the 

only project that has been conducted (and evaluated) by an external project manager. It is suggested by the 

respondent223 that this external project manager is probably the only one true to the idea behind the project 

closure report and tries to objectively state whether all project deliverables have been delivered. As the 

                                                      
223 The respondent headed up the project as project manager but the project was closed by an external project manager.  
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respondent suggests224: if some deliverable is not met, there is a good reason for it, and the project manager 

will in most cases argue this reason in the evaluation (turning the “not delivered” conclusion into a “delivered” 

and thus increasing managing success), or the project manager will make sure that this deliverable is removed 

from the list of mandatory deliverables (and thus decreasing planning success). An example of the former is 

project (e) which after project initiation was split into several projects where one project included the 

development of the solution as well as implementation in one site. The other projects then covered 

implementation on the other sites. In the project closure report, however, the deliverable “develop and 

implement on all sites” is ticked off as completed successfully – with a note that the project is split up and that 

this project actually has not delivered the entire scope of the deliverable.  

The 73 % overall success covers great differences in the six projects. Four projects deliver or almost deliver 

all of what was suggested in the project brief (projects e, f, g and i), while project (a) and (c) struggle and 

affects the average negatively. This statistic is quite promising – most of the projects are very sharp on 

deliverables in the beginning, and it seems that when doing the final evaluation they are true to the objectives 

described in the brief.  

Figure 67. Objectives. Performance as a percentage of expectations for different success. 

 
Based on these data it is possible to extract a couple of potential learnings for the organization. Firstly, the 

findings suggest that the organization as a general rule adapt the list of deliverables to what is actually achieved: 

almost all projects undergo significant changes during the project (low planning success) but almost all projects 

achieve all deliverables (high managing success). This tendency may be an indicator of the organization being 

good at managing projects and poor at planning projects. However, this explanation is probably only partly 

true. It was discussed in section 10.5.1.2 – Project management success, that we can separate the responsibility 

of the estimator and the project manager into planning and managing success, respectively, based on a 

theoretical assumption: that estimates are only changed during the project due to poor planning, not poor 

management. However, this assumption is theoretical and is probably challenged in practice. There is reason 

to believe that the organization reacts to evidence of poor performance during the project by adapting the 

estimates not matter if the reason is poor planning or project management. The LEGO Group focuses on project 

management success when evaluating success (see also section 12.2.3 – The five success types), but the 

                                                      
224 (Interview O) 
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organization needs to understand that the fact that project management success is very high does not mean that 

projects are very successful in general, because there is a high degree of change happening. There is, in addition 

to this learning, reason to look at the evaluation process itself because it became evident that the “spirit” of the 

evaluation template is not followed – deliverables that are not delivered are either being talked into having 

sort-of-been delivered or are removed. Thus, even if the organization becomes more critical towards the 

estimates, the results are not reliable – they are manipulated. Secondly, and following the previous, the 

organization might want to reconsider whether it is appropriate to adapt the objectives to fit the actual results 

to the degree that is currently the case and base the official project evaluation project management success.  

 Negative project consequence 

The last parameter that is covered in the 4x5 is the project-negative parameter which in the case of LEGO can 

be described by the adherence to schedule (duration) and the adherence to budget. Below the two success 

criteria will be described separately.  

12.2.2.3.a. Duration 

The duration success criterion, that is, the success criterion that measures the time elapsed from project start 

to project closure (gate 2 – gate 4, see description of the project model on page 96 and section 11.2.2 – 

Negative-project). As is shown in Table 51 below, on average the more detailed estimates (albeit not fully 

detailed estimate – the full estimates are done after project start) which are described in the business case are 

more optimistic than the initial project brief estimation, since duration is estimated 10 % shorter in the business 

case than project brief with no project prolonging the schedule significantly (definition success is 90 %). 

During the project, however, the schedule is prolonged, and the final business case is on average 41 % longer 

than the initial business case (planning success is 141 %). Without exceptions projects close on time (managing 

success is 100 %). On average the projects last for 20 % longer than what was initially estimated (overall 

success is 120 %).  

Table 51. Duration successes 

  Project 
  Negative  

Successes Duration Normalized duration 

Definition 90% 1 87% 

Planning 141%  51% 

Managing 100%  100% 

Value capture     

Overall 120% 1 62% 

Note: n = 9 except 1) n = 6.  

If we normalize the measures to instead evaluate how close to the target the estimates are in absolute numbers, 

the picture is slightly different. On average project brief estimates are 14 % from business case estimate, 

business cases are 49 % from final business case and managing success is 99 %, which is not that different 

from the above number. However, normalized overall success is significantly lower than the 20 % 

overestimation: on average  project results are 38 % from the initial estimates.  

When we open op the black box of averages it becomes evident that there are clear frequency trends in 

definition success, as it is visible in Figure 68 below. There is a general tendency for projects to either not 

significantly change their schedules from the project brief (project a, ,e, f, and i) or to scale down the duration 

(project g). No projects scale up the schedule in this phase. This might be due to the fact that the very detailed 

estimates and project plan is not yet done at this point in time (it is done after gate 2, i.e. after the approval of 
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the business case), and that the business case has to be approved in yet a formal process (in gate 1½) where 

significant (negative) changes to the project description might put the project at the risk of being stopped – and 

the writers of the business case might therefore be disinclined to increase estimates.  

Figure 68. Duration. Performance as a percentage of expectations for different success. 

 
For planning success, the picture is different. The main tendency is for projects to be significantly prolonged 

(with between 30 and 70 % from the initial business case). Only one project had the schedule shortened (project 

e) – but this was also shortened significantly (with between 40 %). Thus, the standard deviations are significant 

for this success type – the average does not really describe the projects well. One of the causes for this great 

change in schedule during the project may be the fact that the detailed estimation are done in this phase – and 

that the project managers and estimators therefore have to adjust significantly according to this new, detailed 

knowledge. And this implies that the organization has significant challenges with estimating the schedule in 

the definition and planning phases. The reasons for this is not necessarily because the organization is not skilled 

at estimating how long tasks will take, it is more likely that a lot of other factors affect the schedule, such as 

resource availability – if the organization is challenged in making sure that the right resources are available 

when the project needs them, the project can be delayed. This does not necessarily mean that the tasks take 

longer time (in actual hours worked) but that the project is dragged out (duration with regards to number of 

days).  

Management success is, again, a totally different story, but a story that is similar to the project management 

success story that was told about objectives: all projects are right on time according to the final approved 

business case which indicates that all necessary changes are being approved by the steering committee. Again 

changes are not bad or good. They can function as a way of aligning stakeholders expectations to the project 

in the way that the project explains “we promised you this, but it cannot be done – can we get some more time” 

and the stakeholders may be annoyed with this but will approve and will adjust their expectations to some 

degree. However, again, when the process is like this it is a dubious way of evaluating the project as such 

because it definitely does not reflect what has actually happened in the project.  

Finally the overall success is also a mixed picture. There are projects that over- and underperform from what 

was estimated in the initial project brief. And exactly the development in the projects is interesting to follow. 

In Figure 69 below, the estimates of duration from project brief, to business case, and finally to the final 
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business case are illustrated as a factor of the actual result. The projects are arranged to form the cone of 

uncertainty from a LEGO IT project perspective (see also section 10.2.3.2), showing an initial cone spanning 

from approximately a factor 0.6 to a factor 2 from the actual and narrowing in over time. The illustration 

visualizes that projects are either over-estimated or (mostly) under-estimated (with exception of project (g) 

that goes from being over estimated to being underestimated). There are no real improvements from brief to 

business case, the final business case reflects the actual result perfectly.  

Figure 69. Cone of uncertainty – duration 

 

Several learnings can be based on these insights. Firstly, the organization needs to pay attention to the 

significant changes to the schedule that are approved during the project (planning success). The organization 

needs to identify where in the process these changes are made (whether they are made in the detailed estimation 

done in the early phase of the project or whether the changes occur during the project as a result of delays due 

to unavailable resources, for instance). The changes may have just cause in that the detailed estimation is done 

in this period of the project, and that the organization learns a lot about the project in this period that was not 

known before, since the project briefs are so consistently over-estimated and the business case consistently 

under-estimated. Despite the underlying reasons, however, the organization needs to know whether the 

estimates are generally reliable, and, regardless, the organization has an issue with the quality of the project 

estimation.  

To improve on this parameter the root cause should be considered in order to identify areas for improvement. 

There are several possible causes, for instance plain, poor estimation technique. The prolongings of the projects 

could also be caused by delays that were not foreseen – for instance due to resource constraints or due to a 

change of the project scope or direction of the project. Project (a) is an example of the latter. The project 

objective was to implement a new end user tool but during the implementation the tool was evaluated as not 

fulfilling the needs of the end users and a new procurement process was instantiated, which prolonged the 

project significantly. Project (g) was delayed out of consideration to another project, which caused a change-

freeze in the environment which affected project (g). Thus, other projects and other initiatives in the 
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organization may affect the schedule. For an organization such as LEGO where there is a clearly defined high 

season period (up to Christmas, for instance) there is also the general seasonality of the company to take into 

account and since projects have limited leeway in the months up to high season.  

Second of all, and following the conclusion from the section on objectives, the organization needs to 

understand that project schedule is adapted to what is actually done (performance), and project management 

success is hence not an appropriate measure for evaluating project success alone.  

Finally, the organization might benefit from taking into account that the duration stated in the business case is 

very consistently underestimated – and with a very consistent rate. Aside from identifying the cause of delay, 

the organization could consider to generally challenge all schedules with this knowledge and for instance add 

40 % to the duration estimates in the business cases per default.  

12.2.2.3.b. Cost 

The second element of the negative-project parameter is the ability to adhere to budget. In Table 52, cost 

definition success is 168 %, i.e. the business case budget of the project is on average 68 % higher than the 

project brief budget (definition success). The budget is on average almost on target (99 %) during the project 

from business case to final business case (planning success), indicating that no changes are made, but then the 

actual costs are 14 % lower than the final estimates (managing success). On average, the projects were 31 % 

more expensive than initially estimated (overall success).  

Table 52. Cost successes 

  Project 
  Negative  

Successes Cost Normalized cost 

Definition 168% 1 25% 

Planning 99%  66% 

Managing 86% 2 83% 

Value capture     

Overall 131% 1 26% 

Note: n = 9 except 1) n = 5; 2) n = 8.  

If we normalize success and measure it in a way that indicates how close the first estimate was to the latter or 

to the result, we can see that for cost, definition success is on average 25 % (i.e. 75 % from target), planning 

success is 66 % (33 % from target), managing success is 83 % (17 % from target) and overall success is 26 % 

(74 % from target). This normalized measure indicates that for definition success, planning success and overall 

success, projects are on average quite far from their target. A lot of adjustment is done from brief to business 

case and again some adjustment is done during the project from initial to final business case.  

The overview of the four success types for budget adherence is given in Figure 70. With regards to definition 

success, there seems to be two types of projects: the ones where budget is not significantly re-estimated in the 

business case (project a and g) and the ones where the budget is increased with 50-200 % (project c, f, and i). 

For the underestimated projects it seems that the big difference between the brief and the business case are the 

internal resources and the out-of-pocket costs for externals and travel expenses etc. These are not explicitly 

stated in the project brief and are perhaps not always included in the estimates which would explain the 

significant underestimation. 
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Figure 70. Budget. Performance as a percentage of expectations for different success. 

 
For planning success the picture is more mixed but with less drastic outliers. There are projects where the 

budget is cut during the project, such as project (c), (e), and (f); projects where the budget is significantly 

increased (b and g), and projects where the budget is not altered (project a, h, and i). Again, the average 

planning success rate of 99 % does not reflect the sample since projects are either above (+50 %), on target, or 

below (-20 to -70 %). For many projects, in other words, changes to the project’s budget significant. For project 

(f), the definition of the detailed estimates was supported by an external consultancy company before and after 

approval of the business case which resulted in the significant volatility of the budget estimates over time.  

When it comes to managing success, the picture is different, though. All project costs, except from project (i) 

which is a little over budget, are below budget. It looks like changes are perhaps made deliberately to the 

estimates during the detailed planning and the project implementation stages to make sure that projects do not 

over spend. Increases to budgets are not a matter of course but the organization seems relatively inclined to 

assign more resources, which may be due to the current positive financial situation. 

Overall, projects are either underestimated (with up to 40 %) or overestimated (+75 %). When we look closer 

into the history of the projects, it is evident that a lot of adjustment is done. Figure 71 tells the story of the 

projects in more detail, illustrated as the cone of uncertainty. The budget of the business case is quite 

consistently (except from project b and i) a factor 1.5 and 3.5 of the actual result. The overestimation of project 

(e) was not due to overestimation as such but became overestimated as the project was significantly re-scoped, 

as it was previously described. Even though there is evidence that projects are initially underestimated (in the 

project brief), then this does not necessarily mean that these estimates are underestimated with regards to actual 

result. Project (c) was re-estimated in the business case to have much higher out of pocket cost and higher 

internal resource spend (causing the dramatic increase in estimate) but during the project these expectations 

were lowered again, to a level below the initial, even. Overall, though, it is evident that the projects are on 

average overestimated, and changes during the project often stems from increased need of internal as well as 

external resources. Also we can see from the figure that there is a slight tendency for briefs to be significantly 

lower than BCs (only project a is consistent). 
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Figure 71. Cone of uncertainty – budget 

 

The first learning is that definition success is generally low, and this is also illustrated by the normalized 

success measure: project briefs are on average 75 % from the estimates in the business case and 74 % from the 

result! Most project budgets are significantly increased from the brief to the business case. Thus, project 

portfolio prioritization is made based on estimates that is likely to dramatically increase as the project is started 

up (BC). Costs are systematically underestimated, and the organization need to be aware that maybe this is 

due to a structural difference between the brief and the business case (that the resource need is not fully 

estimated in the project brief – or it may be related to the fact that in the brief resources are stated as hours 

which they are not in the BC) or it is a sign that the project brief estimation process  is not thorough enough. 

If the organization wishes for budget considerations to have a high weight in the portfolio process this needs 

to be taken into consideration. A very practical implication of consistently underestimating project budgets is 

that the portfolio is likely to be significantly larger than expected and this means that the organization will 

have to remove some initiatives from the portfolio if it is not possible to add extra resources. As of now the 

organization is in a positive situation financially with high profits and extra resources can be added. The 

tendency is, however, something the organization must pay special attention to if the financial situation 

changes.  

However, the second learning is, that even though the project briefs are underestimated when compared to the 

business case, then the project briefs are not necessarily underestimated compared to the actual result – the 

result is just as likely to be over- as underestimated. This brings us to the second learning, namely that the BC 

budget is most likely overestimated. In five out of eight projects the business case budget is higher than the 

final business case and result. In three of eight projects, the budget is significantly cut during the project from 

BC to final BC. There may be many explanations for this. For instance, the significant decreases may reflect 

significant changes in scope during the project, or the systematic overestimation may be related to the 

organization wanting to be on the safe side and allowing for a buffer in the budget. 
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Learning number three, as we look into the details behind the increase and decrease of budgets, is that it looks 

like the culprits causing volatility of estimates are the internal resources needed and the out of pocket costs 

(where a large post is external resources). It is often stated in the project closure reports that the amount of 

internal or external resources was higher/lower than expected. It is usually not investments or licenses which 

are the problem but the estimation of man-ours that is the relevant issue. Thus, it seems that it is here the 

organization needs to focus to improve. 

12.2.3. The five success types 

The previous sections dissected success on the specific parameters for the five success types separately. Even 

though it is not possible, i.e. meaningful, to try to sum up the results into one, single evaluation or result as it 

was discussed in section 10.5 – The 4x5 Framework, it is possible to make a more holistic evaluation of success 

by viewing the 4x5 in its entirety. In this section, the five success types are evaluated across parameters. The 

sample is illustrated in its entirety in Figure 72 below. 

Figure 72. Overview of the five success types for the four parameters 

 

If we look into definition success it is clear that the initial estimates of most parameters change from the project 

brief to the business case. Only 33 % of effect success criteria reoccur in the business case. It looks better for 

the objectives where 80% reoccur in the business case. The duration of projects is on average shorter in the 

business case (90 % on average) with no projects increasing their duration significantly (also reflected as the 

normalized compliance of 87 %).  The budget is, on the opposite, increased dramatically from the project brief 

to the business case (168 %) for all but one project, also reflected in the normalized budget compliance of on 

average 75 % from the business case in the project brief. Thus, in conclusion, there is generally low coherence 

between the project briefs and the business cases, with the budgets being underestimated, duration being 

reduced, and effect success criteria not being sticked to. The objectives and deliverables are, however, quite 

consistent.  

We can learn from this conclusion across parameters that the organization, when doing the detailed planning 

of the project, focuses on adhering to objectives (what the project initially was intended to produce) and then 

adjusting the resources put into the project (primarily the budget). Overall, this also illustrates that the  

organization would benefit from increasing the focus on estimating resource need in the earliest phases of the 

project. Also, the organization seems to focus strongly on the output of the project (the objectives), but 

relatively ignore the long term impact. The definition success describes the reliability of the information which 

is the foundation of the portfolio prioritization process which defines what projects are put into the portfolio 

and what projects are postponed or rejected. The above described trends in the coherence between project brief 
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and business case suggest that the deliverables of the project brief (the output) is consistent and reliable (at 

least as far as the business case) but that the focus is primarily on output and not on the effect on the 

organization (the effect success criteria which are either non-existent or changed significantly) or the resources 

needed. Another element of portfolio management and the portfolio prioritization process is to assess the 

amount of resources that are necessary to conduct the projects. The estimates of the duration of the project is 

quite stable from brief to business case but the resource estimates are significantly lower in the project brief 

than in the business case. This is a sign that the portfolio process is based on unreliable data with regards to 

resource needs. Another area for improvement is therefore to strengthen the estimation process earlier on – 

that is – in the project brief process. This identifies an area for improvement for the organization with regards 

to the portfolio process: if the organization truly wants to do portfolio management and prioritize the projects 

that will benefit the organization the most, then more effort should be put into developing sound effect success 

criteria and sticking to these when developing the business case. It is counterintuitive to settle on the exact 

deliverables this early in the process: the objectives are the means to the end (the effect success criteria) and it 

should be the end goals that drive the objectives. The means should be flexible in order for the project to be 

able to achieve the end goals when reality changes.  

However, stating that duration and objective estimates are reliable based on the definition success is a limited 

interpretation of data. If we look into planning success the picture changes. During the project, that is, from 

the initial business case to the last approved business case, the effect success criteria and the budget appear 

more coherent and stable while duration and objectives are changed significantly. Duration is on average 

prolonged with 41 % (only one project becomes shorter and this is due to significant re-scoping of the project), 

and only 62 % of the original objectives reoccur in the final business case. Clearly, something is happening 

during the projects – and it affects the speed (duration) of the project as well as the scope negatively. It may 

be that there are issues with resource dependencies and with defining the project scope, i.e. that the key 

competencies are not available which causes delays, and that the organization is not able to deliver what it has 

promised which causes the projects to be downscaled. Project effect success criteria are more stable during the 

projects – for four projects these are not changed at all (albeit the deliverables are changed) and for the rest, 

they are changed but with significant reoccurrence (76 % on average). For the budget, even though there is on 

average a 99 % compliance with the initial business case budget, this covers actually both up- and downsizing. 

On average, the final business case budgets are 34 % from the initial business case budget.  

Then what does this provide us of learning? Well, it provides us with evidence that the conclusion from above 

about the estimated duration in the project brief being reliable is not true. What we can see when comparing 

definition and planning success is that all parameters are volatile, albeit in different phases. Effect success 

criteria and budget change significantly in the planning phase, while duration and objectives change during the 

project implementation. The organization needs to know that this is the trend – and to understand why – in 

order to be able to take this into account and make more reliable estimates. Thus, all of the four parameters are 

significantly changed from project brief to the final business case. And this shows that there is good reason to 

take into account that projects are volatile. The organization is not succeeding in defining projects in a way 

that is consistent over time.  

If we look into manging success, that is, how well the project is conducted according to the last approved 

business case, the picture is positive. There is overall good adherence to targets. What is interesting here is that 

the budgets are on average overestimated – most projects have 14 % higher budgets than actual costs. For 

objectives and duration, most projects comply with the last approved targets. This tells us two things: 1) that 

the organization takes precautions with regards to budget and would rather allocate too many than too few 

resources, which may again be a consequence of the general positive financial results through a decade, and 
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2) that the organization acknowledges that changes to the projects are necessary and that the organization takes 

formal responsibility for change and adapts estimates during the projects. Consequently, the results we saw 

with regards to planning success may be a consequence of the organization recognizing change and approving 

change.   

This, however, also visualizes another issue. Previously it was briefly discussed how managing success is not 

the most appropriate measure of overall project success. But in fact, this is exactly the approach of the 

organization. Table 53 provides an overview of how the portfolio of IT projects from 2014 was evaluated by 

the LEGO Group. The projects have been given a score from 0 to 200 where 100 is performing on target and 

200 is outstanding, for the parameters of budget, schedule and quality adherence. The evaluation is based on 

the final business case and therefore it resembles managing success in the 4x5 Framework terminology. The 

rating system is based on subjective evaluations done by the steering committee members 225 . From the 

evaluation of the portfolio from 2014 it is obvious that the overall picture of project performance in Corporate 

IT of the LEGO Group is quite positive as opposed to the results that are usually presented in the literature (cf. 

Budzier & Flyvbjerg, 2011). In fact, 96 % (47) of the 49 projects in the portfolio were rated on target or above 

and 7 of these were given an outstanding rating226.  

Table 53. Performance score for projects in the 2014 portfolio of CIT in LEGO 

Interval 
Total 
score Budget  Schedule Quality 

0 0 Above 30 % 0 
In excess of 2 weeks of delay 
of go-live / completion of key 

deliverables 
0 

Unacceptable high level op interruptions of 
business, poor risk mitigation, application 

not meeting scope and design is poor 
0 

25 0   0   0   0 
50 1   0   1   1 
75 1   0   1   2 

100 2 
On budget, 

contingency spent 
1 

Go live / completion of key 
deliverables on time +/- 2 

weeks 
18 

Business interruptions as expected,  risks 
are mitigated, system is working according 

to scope 
3 

125 14   11   3   13 
150 15 Contingency not spent 3   7   7 
175 9   8   4   9 

200 7 Below 30 % 17 

To achieve an outstanding 
score, the time metric must be 
very stretched and must have 

a business critical impact.  

6 

Exceptionally small interruptions of 
business, risks are mitigated and system is 

working outstandingly and scope surpasses 
expectations 

6 

Average score 140 163  128  139  

Total number 
of projects 

49 40  40  41  

Note: The total number of projects in the portfolio is 49, however, 9 were only rated on an overall basis (“total score”) and not on the three sub 
dimensions (“budget”, “schedule”, and “quality”). 

Starting from the right, 93 % (38 of 41) of the projects are delivered according to quality and 15 % (6) of the 

projects even delivered exceptional results and surpassed expectations. This 93 % success rate matches the 

result of the objectives managing success evaluation of the sample in the dissertation. For duration (schedule), 

the success rate in the large sample of the 2014 portfolio is 95 % (38 out of 40) which is a bit below but close 

to the duration managing success result of 100 % of the dissertation sample. Finally, for budget there is a 100 

% success rate in the large sample where the cost managing success rate is on average 14 % below budget and 

only one project was above. Also, 93 % of projects in the large sample have been completed according to the 

budget, of these 10 projects spend the allowed contingency buffer227 while 13 did not spend the buffer and 15 

                                                      
225 (Document: Project PMP KPI) 
226 (Document: PMP KPI Follow-up) 
227 Contingency buffer: A 15-25 percentage that is added to the estimated budget, based on the certainty of the estimate, over which 

the project manager has the right to disposal (Interview A, p. 5, l. 10-15).  
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project came in more than 30 % below the target. Actually, what is interesting is that in the formal evaluation 

scheme, projects are deemed outstanding (200) if they are achieved at 30 % below of their budget. In the 

sample of the nine projects, 3 out of 8 projects (38 %) of projects are 30 % below their budget resembling the 

large sample where 17 out of 40 (43 %) are 30 % below target! The informants in the LEGO Group view the 

budget buffer as a way of taking into account that not much time or effort is spent on estimation228 - they expect 

time, cost and scope creep and that is what the buffer is for229. In comparison, being 30 % below target is 

viewed as the limit for normal projects in risk-management models (Budzier & Flyvbjerg, 2012) – a bigger 

cost saving than this indicates abnormality. One informant also raises the problem of rewarding going so far 

below target, since it defeats the goal of planning in general230. If we disregard the question of whether this 

kind of over-performance is actually positive (cf. the discussion in section 10.5.1.2 – Project management 

success), it should be obvious that actually saving costs and managing the project with fewer resources should 

be regarded as a success, but the problem is, however, that often good project management is not the reason 

for the positive score. “[When we end up a lot under budget], in most cases it shows that the estimation has 

been too poor. It doesn’t give any account that you have done really well in your project.”231 Thus, it seems 

that the formal LEGO evaluation is reflected quite well by the managing success evaluation of the 4x5 

Framework – they overlap. But it has also been visualized above why this particular way of evaluating projects 

does not provide a holistic and covering picture of the project process and outcome as such. For instance,  it 

does not take into account that the planned effect on the organization (value capture success) is very poor – 

the projects cannot be shown to have the desired effect on the organization.  

Finally, however, there is the aspect of overall success, that is, how well the reality fits the project brief. The 

picture here is, that  the area within which the organization is most successful is achieving the objectives that 

were initially planned. 73 % of initial objectives are achieved. The other three parameters are less successful: 

projects are conducted with a duration on average 38 % from target, with an average of being 20 % overdue. 

Budgets were off target by 74 % on average with and average overspend of 20 %, and finally: none of the 

original effect success criteria are being met. When we compare these results to the CHAOS report by the 

Standish Group, which has been widely cited in the literature for horrific success statistics: 31.1 % of all 

projects are cancelled, 52.7 % are completed but on average 189 % over budget, with 200 % time overrun and 

with only 42 % of the functions specified, and this leaves a success rate of 16 % (The Standish Group, 1995, 

p. 2). The conclusion is that the LEGO Group is doing significantly better, still. Academic research has 

afterwards criticized these numbers but still find evidence that IT projects consequently underperform on the 

ability to adhere to schedule and budget, see for instance Budzier & Flyvbjerg (2011 and 2012), and Jørgensen 

& Moløkken (2006). In Budzier & Flyvbjerg (2011) you can find an overview of the Standish Group CHAOS 

reports as well as other studies of success rates in IT projects. When doing a rough average across the studies 

listed by Budzier & Flyvbjerg (2011), the conclusion is that projects on an average are 62 % above budget and 

endure for 66 % longer than scheduled. This is also significantly worse than the overall success in the small 

sample of LEGO IT projects.  

Concluding this discussion, regardless of the improvement suggestions in the previous sections, the 

organization can be satisfied with its work as such. Compared to the findings in other studies the overall 

success evaluation of the LEGO projects is significantly more successful: the average LEGO project budget 

overrun is 31 % (versus 189 % in the Chaos Report and 62 % in the studies listed by Budzier & Flyvbjerg, 

2011). The LEGO projects are still, however, on average 74 % from target, that is, they are very unreliable. 

                                                      
228 (Interview B, p. 13, l. 21-25) 
229 (Interview A, p 13, l. 5-6) 
230 (Interview C, p. 12, l. 15-17) 
231 (Interview G, p. 14, l. 24-25) 
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The average LEGO IT project schedule is overrun with 20 % (versus the 200 % in the Chaos Report and 66 % 

in the Budzier & Flyvbjerg studies) and  on average 38 % off target. Finally, LEGO projects are implemented 

with 27 % less functionality than estimated (versus 58 % in the Chaos Report). Thus, IT project in LEGO are 

uncertain more than they are underestimated.  

This leaves for several learnings: the organization is doing rather well on overall success in comparison, but it 

may benefit from spending more time on effect success criteria – also just because it is good project portfolio 

practice. The organization should also understand that projects are mostly underestimated with regards to time 

in the project brief, and that projects will be delayed during the project. Finally, the organization should 

consider revising its method of evaluation. Evaluating IT project success should not be done based on 

managing success alone since there is evidence that points to the fact that estimates are adjusted to fit what 

will be achieved – and does not reflect whether the project is a success regarding the initial idea and the 

intended impact on the organization. There is, thus, a weak link from the projects to the organization’s strategy. 

 Using the frameworks to do cross-project comparison 
In the previous two sections, the sample of IT projects have been characterized by the Extended Diamond 

Approach (section 12.1 – What characterizes IT projects at LEGO?) and the projects have been evaluated by 

the 4x5 Framework (section 12.2 – What characterizes success in IT projects at LEGO?). In this section, the 

two frameworks are combined. The purpose of this exercise is to compare project success across projects where 

the projects are not merely viewed as a homogenous group of projects but where we take into account the 

different characteristics of the projects. The purpose is two-fold which is also reflected in the structure of this 

final section which is divided in two: a section that focuses on how can we divide projects into meaningful 

reference classes that can be used for informing future project selection and planning, and a section that focuses 

on evaluation of projects and understanding the trends in the project sample. The former focuses on the ante 

hoc predictions and the latter focus on post hoc learning. 

Section 12.3.1 – Input for selection and planning of new projects (ante hoc) is an assessment of success in IT 

project reference classes. The assessment is an illustration of how the EDA and 4x5 Framework can be used 

as input when new projects are to be selected and planned. New projects can be compared to reference groups 

of past projects which function as estimators or predictors of the new project’s success. This information can 

be included in the portfolio planning process when evaluating new project ideas: projects that have reference 

classes with low success have relatively poor outlook and this information can be included in the deliberations 

about whether to go ahead with the project or not. Even the projects, which the organization decides to start, 

can be compared to the reference classes to mark the challenges in these projects, and the input can be taken 

into account when the projects are planned and estimated.  

To illustrate how the EDA and the 4x5 Framework can be applied a 10th project (project l) is used. This project 

is at the time of writing still on the idea stage and awaits the project portfolio prioritization process. For this 

project predictions are made with regards to its future success on the four parameters. This is done with two 

approaches: one simple approach built on the arch types and a more detailed approach applying regressions 

based on all eight dimensions.  

The purpose of section 12.3.2 – Detecting trends and tendencies (post hoc) is different. This section is not 

about trying to predict the future of a new project but to understand the projects of the past – the projects in 

the sample. The section focuses on testing a selection of hypothesis about the projects, such as: “When projects 

are high paced and thus urgent, are we then better at adhering to schedule?” Section 12.3.1 on selection takes 

an inductive approach in the way that it does not assume anything about the sample. Section 12.3.2 on 
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evaluation, on the other hand, is deductive, since the purpose of this section is to utilize the frameworks for 

testing predefined hypotheses about the sample. This approach can help answering some of the questions that 

follow from the results that are presented about the reference classes in the selection section. Questions of 

‘why?’.  

The next two sections exemplify how an organization can utilize the two frameworks for different purposes: 

for predicting the future and for reflecting on the past. It is illustrated how the EDA and the 4x5F can be used 

constructively to learn both post hoc for evaluation of what has happened in the sample, and ante hoc for 

selection of new projects. It is, again, necessary to be aware that the sample of projects is not large enough for 

significant results and neither is it representative, and consequently the conclusions can therefore not be 

generalised to IT projects in the LEGO Group in general. What the sections serve as are illustrations of the 

methods.  

12.3.1. Input for selection and planning of new projects (ante hoc) 

In this section, two ways of utilizing the EDA and 4x5 Framework are used to provide input to the selection 

and planning of new projects. Both methods require that the new project has been characterized beforehand 

with regards to the eight dimensions. The first method is called prediction by arch type table (section 12.3.1.1) 

and it is the relatively simpler one. This method is based on having diagnosed the project as one of the four 

arch types, and then predict the project’s successes based on this232. The second method is called prediction by 

dimension regression (section 12.3.1.2) and is more comprehensive than the simpler arch type method. It is 

based on the project’s characterization on all eight dimensions, which is entered into a regression equation to 

calculate the specific, detailed prediction for the new project. The benefit of the table method is that it is quick 

(if a reference group is available, cf. footnote 232), and that it does not feign a level of precision and detail 

which the sample, which the model is based on, does not possess. It is simple and reflects that prediction is 

not exact science – it merely gives a hint as to what to expect. The benefit of the regression model is that this 

takes into account all of the information that is given with regards to a specific project and does not force the 

project to belong to any one arch type.  

In the following, the two approaches are illustrated via a 10th project, project (l). The idea for project (l) came 

from CIT Technology (the operational department), and the project concerns the implementation of a new 

security feature, which is to be applied to all client computers in the organization, hence affecting most of the 

organization. The data from the project brief for project (l) is shown in Table 54 below. 

Table 54. Project (l) 

  Organizational impact Project 
  Positive Positive Negative 

 Effect success criteria Objectives Duration Cost 

Project brief 4 9  274 days 5.25 mDKK 

The project is characterized as being time-critical and of low strategic impact. The project is a platform project 

(product novelty) with incremental process novelty, and it includes medium project technology but high 

process technology. The projects is an assembly project (system complexity) and is designed with a medium 

                                                      
232 There are projects that will not fit any of the four arch types, as it was mentioned in section 12.1.5 – Arch type projects. In such a 

case the approach would instead be to go back to the components (venture, ease, product novelty, and organizational complexity) and 

identify a new group of projects which the new project is most similar to. This group can then be used as reference class. In such cases, 

the arch type approach is a little more complex and time consuming, since this implies recalculating the success averages of the new 

group.  
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complex organization, as it is illustrated below in Figure 73 below. The project, in other words, scores medium 

on the venture component, low on the ease component, and medium on product novelty and organizational 

complexity, respectively.   

Figure 73. Project (l) 

 

 Predicting by arch type table 

The arch type table approach is a simple method for looking up the project’s predicted success rates. When the 

new project’s arch type is known, the predicted success can be found in a table that has been computed based 

on the underlying sample of post hoc analyses of projects. Below in Table 55 the success rates of the arch 

types are listed.  

Table 55. Arch type average successes on the four parameters.  

Success Arch type Effect success criteria Objectives Duration Cost 

Definition Backbone flagships 0%  100%  105%  302%  
 New tools 83%  82%  74%  96%  
 Complex routines 0%  100%  100%  152%  
 Low-profile 33%  18%  83%  192%  

Planning Backbone flagships 83%  63%  101%  64%  
 New tools 92%  62%  160%  132%  
 Complex routines 100%  54%  146%  91%  
 Low-profile 33%  70%  146%  92%  

Managing/value 
capture 

Backbone flagships 83%  100%  100%  99%  
New tools 6%  86%  100%  57%  

 Complex routines 0%  100%  101%  103%  
 Low-profile 58%  100%  100%  85%  

Overall Backbone flagships 0%  100%  108%  239%  
 New tools 0%  61%  126%  58%  
 Complex routines 0%  100%  136%  171%  
 Low-profile 0%  18%  116%  56%  

Project (l) can be considered a complex routine project and should therefore be compared to this group. In 

Table 56 below, the predicted values of project (l) based on data from the project brief are shown. The business 
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case is most likely to have completely different effect success criteria than the ones stated in the project brief 

(definition success), the objectives, however, are likely to be reoccurring, as is the duration expected to be 

identical. The project cost, however, is expected to be increased from around 5 million DKK to around 8 

million DKK. During the project (planning success), changes to the business case are to be expected. The 

change in effect success criteria and objectives cannot be calculated since planning success as well as 

managing success for these two parameters are dependent on how the business case is designed. Since the 

project is still in the idea phase this information is, obviously, not available. The model can, however, predict 

the development in cost and duration: the cost is expected to decline somewhat (from 8 million to around 7.6 

million DKK) while the duration is dramatically increased from 274 days to 400 days. The expected project 

end is more likely to be postponed from November 2016 to April 2017.  

Table 56. Project (l) predicted based on project brief data. (Arch type). 

  Organizational impact Project 
  Positive Positive Negative 

 Effect success criteria Objectives Duration Cost 

Project brief 4 9  274 days 5.25 mDKK 

Business case 0 reoccurring All 9 274 days 7.98 mDKK 

Final business case - -  400 days 7.62 mDKK 

Actual result 0 reoccurring from PB All 9 372 days* 7.85 mDKK* 

Notes: *) calculated based on managing success (not overall success) since this is the least extreme and includes a larger 
sample. 

If we turn our attention away from the development in estimates and look at the predicted results, the model 

predicts that none of the effect success criteria will have been achieved after the project evaluation phase is 

concluded, but all nine objectives are likely to be achieved (or at least ‘ticked off’ as achieved, or discarded 

with good reason). If the project is kicked off on the first of March 2016 the project will end on the 8th of 

March 2017 and cost 7.85 million DKK.  

Thus, the arch type table approach can be used by portfolio managers, estimators, and project managers to 

point out the challenges to a new project by comparing the project to similar projects. These issues can, then, 

be raised early in the project’s life.  

 Predicting by dimension regression 

The previous section utilized a look-up table based on arch types, and this method was relatively simple. This 

section presents a more comprehensive method that bases the prediction of success on the projects 

characteristics on all eight dimensions. Regression equations for calculating success have been computed233 

based on the sample of projects and these are presented in the appendix Regressions. The regression models 

change with the sample on which it is based – both with regards to the values and the variables. It is important 

to notice that the current sample does not cover the entire range of categories on all dimensions (organizational 

complexity, for instance, does not come in the lowest category in the sample). This, therefore, additionally 

decreases the generalizability of the model, and if we wanted to predict the success of a new project which 

possessed a characteristic which is not currently in the sample, then using the model would be considered 

extrapolation.  

                                                      
233 The regression equations reflect regression analyses done in SPSS, see section 8.2.3.3 – Multiple regression. There are too few 

cases to say anything about the explanation power of the equations and their usability is therefore unknown. With more data, however, 

it would be possible to also say something about how well this model fits the data One of the reasons for the low number of variables 

in the equations is that there are very few cases in the sample and that they therefore are excluded by SPSS during the calculation of 

the regressions. The variety was simply too low to include all categories. 
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This method does not focus on one reference class of a subset of projects as such but bases its estimates on all 

projects and tries to identify the variance caused by either of the variables. In this way the entire sample 

becomes reference class. In Table 57 below, the predicted values based on regressions of the entire sample for 

project (l) are listed. In the grey rows the predicted value on the success types are listed, while the predicted 

estimates  of absolute numbers (based on the success types) are listed in the white rows. For instance, the 

objectives definition success is predicted to be only 18 % for project (l), and this means that only around two 

out of the nine objectives in the project brief are likely to reoccur in the business case.  

With regards to definition success, the model predicts that about one of the effect success criteria which are 

stated in the project brief for project (l) will reoccur in the business case, and that both the expected duration 

and cost decreased from 274 days to 227 days and from 5.25 million DKK to 4.36 million DKK, respectively. 

The model also expects changes to the estimates during the project (planning success). To predict planning 

success in absolute numbers for effect success criteria and objectives is not possible since these rely on the 

information in the business case. However, in general, it is expected that 69 % of the effect success criteria 

from the initial business case will reoccur, and that none of the objectives will. The latter is estimated to be -

52 % which is not possible (or meaningful) since the parameter is measured on a 0 to 100 scale, and this 

indicates that there are issues with getting the specific, small sample to cover the project against which it is 

tested. The duration and costs are expected to increase again from the initial business case to the final business 

case, to 388 days and 4.88 million DKK, respectively.  Finally, the project is expected to end with zero of the 

effect success criteria being achieved, with only 2 of the initial objectives being accomplished, with a cost 

significantly below the initial budget (3.76 DKK against the initial 5.25 DKK), and not on the 30th of November 

2016 but on the 16th of March 2017.   

Table 57. Project (l) predicted based on project brief data. (Regression). 

  Organizational impact Project 
  Positive Positive Negative 

 Effect success criteria Objectives Duration Cost 

Project brief 4 9 274 days 5.25 mDKK 

Definition success 33 % 18 % 83 % 83 % 

Business case 1 reoccurring 2 reoccurring 227 days 4.36 mDKK 

Planning success 69 % -52 % 179 % 112 % 

Final business case - - 388 days 4.88 mDKK 

Project management success  100 % 98 % 77 % 

Value capture success 38 %    

Overall success 0 % 18 % 171 % 116 % 

Actual result 0 reoccurring from PB 2 reoccurring from PB 380 days* 3.76 mDKK* 

Notes: *) calculated based on managing success (not overall success) since this is the least extreme and includes a larger sample. 

Thus, also the regression equation approach can be used by portfolio managers, estimators and project 

managers to point out the likely challenges to a project based on similar projects, and the approach enables 

that these issues are raised early in the projects life.  

If we compare the two approaches – the arch type and the regression approaches – it is evident that it matters 

a great deal to the conclusion whether one or the other is utilized. This is illustrated in Table 58. With regards 

to effect success criteria and duration, the two approaches are not very different, but when it comes to 

predicting objectives and cost, the method has significant influence on the result. The arch type approach is 

much more negative with regards to prediction of cost than the regression approach, but the trend is reverse 

with regards to objectives, where the prediction based on regression is less positive. It must be remembered 

when studying these examples and understanding them that the data sample behind the regression models is 
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very small and that the errors must be expected to be very high. However, a significantly larger sample would 

improve this deficit. And the organization would in this case be able to put more faith into the conclusions of 

the regression models. As the sample is increased, the predictions will approach each other but it is inherent in 

this type of prediction that the method impacts the result and they will not likely ever make identical 

predictions.  

Table 58. Comparing predictions for project (l) 

   
Organizational impact Project 

  Positive Positive Negative 

 Effect success criteria Objectives Duration Cost 

 Regression Arch type Regression Arch type Regression Arch type Regression Arch type 

Project brief 4 9 274 days 5.25 mDKK 

Definition success 33 % 0 % 18 % 100 % 83 % 100 % 83 % 152 % 

Business case 1 reoccurring 0 2 reoccurring 9 227 days 274 4.36 mDKK 7.98 

Planning success 69 % 100 % -52 % 54 % 179 % 146 % 112 % 91 % 

Final business case - - - - 388 days 400 4. 88 mDKK 7.62 

Management success   100 % 100 % 98 % 101 % 77 % 103 % 

Value capture success 38 % 0 %       

Overall success 0 % 0 % 18 % 100 % 171 % 136 % 116 % 171 % 

Actual result 0 reoccurring 
from PB 

0 2 reoccurring 
from PB 

9 
380 days* 372* 3.76 mDKK* 7.82* 

Notes: *) calculated based on managing success (not overall success) since this is the least extreme and includes a larger sample. 

This illustrates another point: the choice of model or approach is a strategic one. Projects are initiated because 

of strategic decisions about what must be done. The two approaches can provide input to this decision, but 

they cannot tell the organization whether or not to do the project. What they can do is to highlight when projects 

are more risky than average and they can highlight what areas that are at risk, as well as indicate some of the 

causes behind this (only indicate, though). The organization needs to discus and deliberate on this input in 

order to make sense of it. Based on this deliberation, it is possible to take actions and make decisions on to 

how to proceed. The model cannot guarantee that if the organization takes specific actions (e.g. towards 

scoping the project more realistically) that the organization will succeed with the project. What the approaches 

can do is highlight challenges, and it is up to the organization to decide what to do with this information. 

12.3.2. Detecting trends and tendencies (post hoc) 

The previous section, section 12.3.1, has been an illustration of how the 4x5 Framework and the Extended 

Diamond Approach can be used for predicting project success in the initial selection and planning phases of a 

new project. It was illustrated how prediction could be based on comparing the project to a similar group of 

projects – an arch type – or by a detailed calculation of the project’s chance of success based on regression 

equations. Both approaches are built on an inductive process that uses other, past projects as references to 

identify the risks of the new project.  

In the next section, we will use the 4x5 Framework and the Extended Diamond Approach in a more deductive 

manner. This section focuses on illustrating how it is possible for an organization to test hypotheses regarding 

‘how we are doing’ and ‘what is happening’, that is, for learning and not as above for predicting. This approach 

can be used when an organization wants to understand what is happening in the projects that are implemented, 

and clarify some of the assumptions the organization might have about its project management practice. The 

4x5 Framework and EDA can be used to test many different hypotheses. To illustrate this, I will test a small 

set of hypotheses that an organization might have regarding project implementation. I will take as the point of 
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departure some of the hypotheses that may arise from the description of project (b) in section 10.2.1.1 on 

contingency theory (see Figure 35 on page 136). 

Project (b) is an infrastructure project with very little impact on end users’ daily work (low novelty). The 

project was under a certain amount of time pressure since the existing physical setup was affecting the 

organization negatively and since the existing setup could not be maintained after a certain date (high pace). 

The technology used was well known (low project technology). The project should be finished on time, and it 

was important that the project was implemented without impacting the organization negatively. Budget 

adherence was less important as was the objectives (i.e. how to get there). We can define three hypotheses or 

assumptions based on this information: 

1. If a project is of high pace then we are more likely to be on schedule. The logic is that the high 

pace comes from a strategic need to adhere to the deadline and it could thus be expected that high 

paced projects are more likely to be on schedule since this parameter is emphasised. 

2. Low product novelty means less change to objectives over the course of the project. The logic here 

is that when novelty is low it will be easier to define the objectives since there are fewer unknowns 

and lesser uncertainty.  

3. Low product technology will increase the chance of completing the project on budget and to the 

schedule. Here the logic is again that lower uncertainty about the technology applied will make it 

easier to make more precise estimates earlier in the process and thus increase the ability to adhere to 

these estimates.  

These hypotheses are merely examples of assumptions that an organization may have about how projects are 

conducted. The frameworks enables organization to test these and to learn from what has been done rather than 

make assumptions. In the following, tests of the three hypotheses are presented. The tables present the 

difference between project groups’ success based on ANOVA analyses.  

 Pace & duration success 

The first hypothesis was an assumption about a positive correlation between a project’s pace and the project’s 

ability to adhere to the schedule. One may assume that the deadline for projects with high pace is relatively 

more important than for projects with lower pace, and, following from this, that the organization will have 

more focus on meeting the schedule for high paced projects than other projects. Alternatively, if a high paced 

project is pressured for time the organization may compensate by allocating more resources to the project. 

Table 59 illustrates the average planning and overall duration and cost success for two groups of projects, fast 

and time-critical, respectively. What the table illustrates is that the hypothesis is rejected: the duration is 

increased significantly more for higher paced projects than for lower paced projects. Duration planning success 

for low paced projects is 128 %, i.e. the duration is increased with 28 % from the business case to the final 

business case, while for high paced projects the increase is 51 %.  The overall success shows the same tendency. 

With regards to the supporting hypothesis, that the organization may increase the budget of the project more 

for high paced projects during the project, this is confirmed, but there is only a minor difference. The budget 

for low-paced projects is decreased with 7 % on average during the project, while the high paced project 

budgets are increased slightly with 3 %. The difference in overall cost success is greater and also confirms the 

supporting hypothesis.  

Concluding, high paced IT projects in the LEGO Group are less likely to adhere to the business case schedule 

than lower paced projects, while being more likely to have budgets increased significantly from the project 

brief. This should be food for thought for the organization: projects where the deadline is important are less 
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likely to be successful on this specific parameter. With this knowledge, the organization would benefit from a 

further investigation into what is actually happening in the projects, and contemplate whether there is 

something in the nature of high-paced projects that cause delays to a higher degree than low-paced projects – 

and if this characteristic can be helped and improved. 

Table 59. Duration and cost success by pace 

Success Pace-dimension Duration  Cost  

Planning Fast 128%  93%  

 Time-critical (higher) 151%  103%  

Overall Fast 87%  131%  

 Time-critical (higher) 153%  156%  

 

 Product novelty & objectives 

The second hypothesis is built on an assumption about the fact that low product novelty for users will make 

the task of defining objectives and deliverables relatively easier, since the factor of users’ needs does not play 

any role in the planning of the project. The assumption is that objectives are less likely to change during the 

project since uncertainty is relatively low. Table 60 lists the planning and overall objectives success for projects 

with different degrees of product novelty. The hypothesis is rejected for planning success where the opposite 

correlation exists. For low product novelty projects only 60 % of the objectives defined in the business case 

reoccur in the final business case. For overall success there may be some evidence supporting the hypothesis 

since derivative (low product novelty) projects have higher success than platform (medium product novelty) 

projects. However, it is still the break-through projects that have the highest (100 %) success.  

This is also an interesting finding. A possible explanation is that product novelty does not significantly impact 

objectives success. Another is, however, that because there is little user involvement in low product technology 

projects, the objectives are not as well-planned or planned to the same degree of detail as in higher product 

novelty projects. This source of uncertainty (a lack of precision) could affect the projects ability to accomplish 

the objectives. Regardless, the organization might want to look into what is actually happening in low product 

novelty projects versus higher product novelty projects to understand the effects and to enable a remediation 

of them.  

Table 60. Objectives success by product novelty 

Success Product novelty-dimension Objectives  

Planning Derivative   60%  

 Platform 62%  

 Break-through (highest)  75%  

Overall Derivative   73%  

 Platform 61%  

 Break-through (highest) 100%  

 

 Product technology & cost and duration success 

The final hypothesis was based on the assumption that if the product technology is low, i.e. the technologies 

used are well-known, then it will be easier to plan a realistic schedule, since the project team is more likely to 

know how to solve the problem, and to adhere to the budget, since it is less likely that the technology will be 

the cause of unexpected expenditure.  
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As it is shown in Table 61, the hypothesis is not supported for duration planning success nor for cost planning 

success. High product technology projects, where the technology is unknown, are more likely to be on schedule 

and on budget, while low and medium projects are likely to significantly increase their duration during the 

project and include a slight cost increase. With regards to overall success there are some interesting findings. 

Medium product technology projects distinguish themselves by significantly increase the duration from the 

project brief estimates to the actual time spend, while being significantly under budget. Also high product 

technology projects are interesting since they have high planning success (no budget or schedule increases) 

but with a significant cost increase (overall success). 

This again is cause for reflection on what are the causes then if the hypothesis does not hold? One explanation 

may be that there is a tendency to underestimate projects with low product technology uncertainty: they may 

be considered “go do” projects, while the reality is perhaps that the technology knowledge was actually not as 

high, or that other uncertainty factors has affected the project. It is otherwise interesting that the cost of high 

product technology projects are underestimated greatly in the project brief but not adjusted during the project. 

This could indicate that the project initially is underestimated, but that this underestimation is discovered in 

the detailed planning phase of the business case and then corrected. In any case, the result is interesting and, 

again, would benefit from being exposed to investigation in greater detail. There may be some characteristics 

of the projects that could explain the results.  

Table 61. Duration and cost success by product technology 

Success Product technology-dimension Duration  Cost  

Planning Low 149%  112%  

 Medium 159%  101%  

 High  100%  99%  

Overall Low 110%  114%  

 Medium 172%  58%  

 High  108%  239%  

 

Thus, we can conclude this section by stating the EDA and the 4x5 Framework can provide food for thought. 

If the frameworks are implemented in an organization such as the LEGO Group and new information is 

continuously added to the sample of projects on which the calculations are built, the frameworks can provide 

interesting and surprising insights. These insights can supplement expert knowledge about project practices in 

the organization and provide input for processes of learning and improving. 

 Discussion 
At this stage in the dissertation, we have set out to do what was intended – a framework for evaluating success 

in IT projects has been developed and tested on a sample of projects in the LEGO Group in a pilot. Before 

concluding the efforts in the final Conclusion segment it seems pertinent to recall the pragmatic philosophy of 

science and revisit what we are actually able to conclude based on the pilot in the light of the pragmatic PoS. 

Building on a pragmatic epistemology is, as was stated in Chapter 4, different from the more widely used post 

positivistic epistemology. Ultrashort, post positivism is deterministic and seeks to predict future events with 

objective findings that are directly applicable (Cresswell, 2003, p. 6; Remus & Weiner, 2010, p. 26). 

Pragmatism on the other hand, is non-deterministic and seeks to understand structures through findings that 

are both objective and subjective at the same time, but not directly applicable. Pragmatists would like to do 

what post positivists say they do (predict future events and produce objective findings) but pragmatists do not 

believe that they are able to. In the following, I will try to make the distinction more clear with regards to three 
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specific issues that have been brought up partly during the dissertation but have not been sufficiently addressed: 

a) to what degree can we generalize the findings of the dissertation, b) what are the implications of changes to 

data, and c) how can we evaluate the practical usability of the frameworks? 

In page 41, I summed up five headlines of pragmatism, which was 1) to focus on what we observe rather than 

contemplating what really is, 2) to acknowledge that research introduces change, 3) that research is not 

objective – it relies on interpretation, 4) that interpretation is not inducted but abducted, and 5) that theories 

approach being instrumentally true when they are functional. In the following, I will use the last four of these 

headlines to structure the discussion of the three issues.   

Issue a) regards how can we generalize the statistical findings of the dissertation beyond the limits of the scope 

of the nine project sample. This question has several dimensions of which I will try to cover the most pertinent 

ones. Firstly, we need to recap on the process of interpretation. Chapter 12 included presentation of statistical 

findings, interpretation of the statistical data, as well as reflections on the interpretation which was presented 

as suggested actions or learning points for the LEGO organization. Based on the pragmatic philosophy of 

science, what are we able to gain from interpreting and reflecting on the statistical data – what value is to be 

gained? Related to the first and third headline of pragmatism, we need to focus on what is observed – not on 

what is, and understand that research relies on interpretation. The statistical data is not objective findings that 

are directly applicable as may be the post positivist approach – instead data has to be interpreted to be 

applicable. And as the question of pure objectivity is off the table, since pragmatism suggests that knowledge 

is both objective (reality consists of structures) and subjective (they are experienced and interpreted differently 

by different people), there is no issue in the fact that the interpretation is done by the researcher alone and not 

by the practitioners as such. However, the question of reflection and learning is perhaps a different matter since 

if the practitioners are not participating in the reflection then no knowledge creation will take place in the 

organization and there will be no practical (cultural) impact. Also, with regards to the interpretation, truth in 

the pragmatic sense is the best ideas we currently have about the subject matter, and including more 

stakeholders in the process will most likely inform it and improve it. However, this does not change the fact 

that any person included in the deliberation will take as the point of departure their old beliefs and world view 

and this will affect their interpretation and reflection and thus subjectivity cannot be escaped. In other words, 

from a pragmatic viewpoint it is necessary to interpret the statistical data to be able to apply the findings, and 

the process benefits from including more knowledgeable people (e.g. practitioners) but no amount of 

viewpoints will provide objectivity.  

Secondly, with regards to generalization there are two obvious scopes beyond the nine projects that needs to 

be covered: the population of projects in LEGO and in other organizations. With regards to the former, the 

statistical results as well as the interpretations and learnings may be relevant in the LEGO context but the 

sample procedure does not support generalization since it was non-representative. The discussion that was 

outlined throughout Chapter 12 is, therefore, not generalizable beyond the sample. What is generalizable is the 

specific data collection method, the statistical methods as well as the method for interpreting and reflecting. 

With regards to the latter, generalization to other organizations, then the statistical methods as well as the 

method for interpretation and reflection is generalizable. The specific data collection method may be but this 

requires the organization in question to be able to deliver the necessary data input, i.e. data describing the four 

parameters at the same stages in the project process as the LEGO Group, i.e. around the idea phase, the initial 

business case, the last accepted business case, and the results. Regardless of whether the data foundation is 

present, comparison of data across organizations will demand a significant effort to understand the context of 

the organizations and to understand what is actually compared.  
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Issue b) regards how change to the data will affect the findings. It has been stated several times that if more 

data was added to the sample, the results and findings would change. This statement is based on the fact that 

the sample is small and based on a non-random sample. If the sample was significantly bigger and randomly 

sampled then adding more data from the same time period the results should not change. And this point brings 

us to an interesting issue: the framework is intended to be used for predicting project outcomes and to be 

utilized and updated by the organization over time. This means that the findings from the first use of the 

framework can affect the performance of the next projects (when we measure, we affect) which are conducted 

in the organization and thus change the overall trends in projects over time. This is not surprising as it is the 

objective to help improve project success in the organization, but it poses a methodological challenge which 

is related to the second headline of pragmatism: that research introduces change and that we cannot observe 

without affecting. This has several implications: firstly, we need to not evaluate the framework based on the 

ability to predict the outcome of particular projects since this is not the purpose of the framework. The purpose 

is to spot trends and thereby enabling the organization to react to these trends. Secondly, this means that when 

new data is added then a new calculation is necessary, i.e. new reference classes and regression models are to 

be defined since the trends may have changed. The question then arises regarding how to handle old and new 

data – new data will (all other things being equal) reflect the present (and the future) better. If a large amount 

new data is available then the old data could be discarded. However, there are not huge amounts of projects to 

build the statistical analysis on as only around 100 projects are completed every year and therefore a middle 

ground could be to keep the old data but let it weigh less in the calculation.  

The final issue, issue c), regards whether the framework is practically applicable. This issue strongly relates to 

headline five on pragmatism: that theories are (instrumentally) true when they are functional. As it was 

discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 pragmatism has a strong emphasis on practical consequences and 

illustrating how the framework could have practical consequences would indicate something about whether it 

has potential to become a reliable theoretical framework. We can evaluate the applicability from an academic 

albeit not practical perspective as the framework was not tested by practitioners. From an academic perspective 

the framework was successful in that it fulfilled the stated objective. It can be argued, however, that the 

framework is more conceptual than normative at the moment as a consequence of the framework still being 

developed. Previously it was outlined how the framework implied 15,552  possible reference classes which 

indicates that the framework entails significant complexity. I believe that this complexity can be minimized 

but this demands sufficient testing of the framework. I also believe that simplification of the framework may 

be necessary in order to get practitioners to engage.  

To this discussion belongs the question of how the framework could be incorporated in project portfolio 

management processes. The idea behind the framework was that success and failure tends to repeat itself and 

that if we could benchmark new projects against old, similar ones we would have a better chance of managing 

our project portfolio successfully. Portfolio management is about selecting and prioritizing projects on a 

medium and long term (Dye & Pennypacker, 2000) but projects are often not completed on time and it is 

difficult to know what projects will provide the most relative value (Blichfeldt & Eskerod, 2008). What the 

framework does is to provide input to the process of optimizing the portfolio by understanding project risk 

from an outside view where we are provided with statistical evidence rather than gut feeling. The framework 

is not an easy solution the problem of improving predictions but it could be made a valuable tool if sufficient 

effort was invested in increasing and updating data as well as interpreting and reflecting on the results.  
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 Your success is not final—nor is your failure.234 

                                                      
234 Ascribed to Adams, George Matthew, (1921) Finality, Trenton Evening Times, New Jersey, April 9, p. 5, col. 2 
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  Findings 
Investments in information technology are significant and seem to follow an ever-increasing trend in modern 

companies in general and in the LEGO Group specifically. Projects take up a substantial amount of the human 

and financial resources spent on IT – and for good reason: the project portfolio is one of the most important 

elements of strategy implementation in any organization. From this follows that IT projects should be 

immensely interesting from top management perspective since projects are extremely resource consuming and 

significantly affect the organization’s chances of survival. Failing in managing IT projects is potentially 

catastrophic while succeeding with IT projects can potentially ensure organizational prosperity. Based on this, 

it seems obvious that any organization would monitor IT project success very closely. However this is neither 

the case in the LEGO Group nor in general. Instead, organizations tend to take a very unstructured approach 

to evaluating IT projects. This in turn render impossible comparison of projects and aggregation of information 

on project success, and as a consequence it is very difficult to learn from the past and predict the future of new 

projects. 

The objective of this PhD dissertation was to remedy this issue by conceptually defining the concepts of 

‘success’ and ‘IT project’ and normatively create a framework by operationalizing the definitions allowing 

for cross-project comparison of success of an IT project to a reference class, which ultimately would enable 

both learning from the past and prediction of the future. The dissertation is built on the pragmatic philosophy 

of science and was conducted as a mixed methods study in two research strands, a qualitative strand developing 

the framework and a quantitative strand testing the framework. The contributions of the dissertation are 

theoretical, empirical, and practical, and it was a deliberate strategy to design the study in a way which did not 

merely inform academia and the research field of project management but also practice in the LEGO Group. 

Theoretically, the dissertation includes in-depth discussions of the nature of the two key concepts of success 

and IT projects and provides general definitions of the concepts as well as generalizable empirical indicators 

of them in the form of two frameworks, the Extended Diamond Approach (defining dimensions of IT projects) 

and the 4x5 Framework (evaluating success). Empirically and practically, the dissertation has contributed to 

both academia and practice with an operationalization and pilot of the generic frameworks for the LEGO 

Group. The result was empirical evidence of success rates in the LEGO Group which is input to the academic 

discussion of success rates in IT projects, but also to the case organization itself. The empirical and practical 

contributions are based on the results of the pilot and they are not generalizable per se. However, they still 

constitute a general contribution since the description of how the frameworks were operationalized and applied 

to the LEGO Group can function as a guideline for how the frameworks can be implemented in other settings 

within research or practice. Both practitioners and academics have been in need of a comprehensive, applicable 

approach to evaluating success in IT projects – and the EDA and the 4x5 provide them with a such. Evaluation 

of success in IT projects is still difficult, un-tangible, costly, complicated, and done with reluctance, as it was 

stated in Chapter 1, but the dissertation gives evidence to why and how the outcome of the evaluation makes it 

worth it in the end. 

Three research questions were defined to structure the process of achieving the research objective. In the next 

three sections, the three research questions are answered based on the discussions and the findings in Chapter 

9 to 12. Section 13.1 – What characterizes IT projects, 13.2 – What characterizes success in IT projects?, and 

13.3 –  A framework for evaluating success across IT projects, are all structured with a general conclusion to 

the research question, followed by reflections on the research question in the specific context of the LEGO 

Group. These latter specific reflections serve to sum up the practical contributions of the frameworks, i.e. some 

of the learnings that the frameworks provide the LEGO Group with. These specific reflections are also of 
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general interest since they constitute a practical illustration of how other organizations could benefit from 

implementing the frameworks. It gives evidence to how the frameworks can be used to learn and predict. 

Finally, in section 0 -  

Future work, it is outlined how the project management research community could advance through further 

studies building on the findings of the PhD dissertation. 

 What characterizes IT projects? 
The first research question of the PhD study was what characterizes an IT project? This research question 

included two fundamental questions of 1) what is common to IT projects that separates them from other types 

of projects, and 2) how do IT projects differ? The concept of an IT project was defined in section 9.1 – Basic 

definitions as “a temporary organization, working with the development and/or use of hardware and/or 

software for the processing and/or distribution of data, which through the development life cycle 

(conceptualization, feasibility, design, execution, commission, and in certain cases operation, maintenance 

and decommissioning) seeks to deliver a product, service, or other result as defined by the project’s 

objectives.” The definition illustrates what is common to IT projects. It is the element of working with the 

development and/or use of hardware and/or software for the processing and/or distribution of data which, 

then, separates IT projects form other types of projects. It is relevant to establish the meaningfulness of the 

underlying assumption that there is a group of projects that can be separated from other types of projects since 

these have something in common while being different from other projects. If this is not the case, there is no 

subject matter to investigate. With regards to how IT projects differ and the question of whether we can 

distinguish between sub-groups of IT projects, this question is relevant since the characteristics of a project 

determines the risk and opportunities of the project and impact how the project is optimally managed (Shenhar 

& Dvir, 2004, p. 1271). Distinguishing between different types of IT projects also enables us to define 

reference classes and attain information about similar projects which can significantly increase the quality of 

the estimates of new projects (Flyvbjerg, 2006), and improve prediction, as well as identify patterns in project 

management practice, and thus improve learning.  

The Extended Diamond Approach for characterizing projects was developed based on the Diamond Approach 

by Shenhar & Dvir (ibid.) and it includes eight dimensions for characterizing projects with regards to their 

urgency and uncertainty. Urgency is affected by the pace of the project, i.e. the time-pressure, as well as the 

strategic impact of the project on the organization. Uncertainty is affected by the novelty of the system or the 

changes to processes from an end user perspective, by the organization’s knowledge about the technology 

utilized, i.e. the hardware and software as well as the degree of innovation, and by the complexity of the 

organization as well as the system. 

13.1.1. What characterizes IT projects at LEGO? 

The theoretical and generic version of the EDA was developed in section 9.2 – A project is a project is a 

project or…? and in section 11.1 – The Extended Diamond approach it was illustrated how the generic 

framework was operationalized to fit the setting of the LEGO Group. The framework was then tested on a 

sample of nine IT projects in the LEGO Group, and the average project had high urgency but relatively low 

uncertainty. The average project was relatively high paced, that is, there was significant time pressure, and the 

project had high strategic impact on the organization, i.e. was business critical for LEGO. On the other hand, 

the dimensions affecting uncertainty mostly scored relatively low. Usually, the end user was familiar with the 

new technology if new information technology was implemented (low product novelty), and the project did 

not affect the processes of the organization significantly (low process novelty). The information technology 
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implemented was mostly well-known to the IT department’s specialists (low product technology), and the 

project would include a certain amount of innovation and development (medium process technology). The 

average project is characterized by medium system complexity indicating many or complex integrations to other 

systems, or that the system in itself was complex. Finally, the project teams were often global and working 

virtually as well as included several units, the project was a part of a program, and following from this the 

projects were often of medium organizational complexity. The sample is illustrated in Figure 74.  

Figure 74. Characterization of the sample of nine projects in the LEGO Group 

 

The sample, even though it is not representative of the population of IT projects in the LEGO Group, fits the 

profile of the company well. The primary purpose of the company is to design manufacture and sell LEGO 

bricks, and the role of the IT department is to support the primary value chain. To do this, Corporate IT does 

not need to be first mover on new technology or invent new ways of using technology – in fact this could put 

the primary value chain at risk. The IT department needs to do incremental improvements and implement 

thoroughly tested solution, not introduce radical change. The sample of relatively low novelty, low complexity, 

and low technology projects seems aligned with role of Corporate IT in LEGO, as the sample gives the 

impression of an IT department primarily conducting projects of relatively low uncertainty.  

 What characterizes success in IT projects? 
The second research question was what characterizes success in an IT project? This question was answered 

with a generic high-level definition of the concept of success in section 10.1 – Defining the concept of success. 

Success is “when performance on one or more parameters match the expectations to the performance on these 

parameters”. It was then outlined in section 10.2 – Three factors affecting the applied definition of success 

how the definition of success for a given project, i.e. the definition of the parameters and the expectations, is 

affected by three factors. Firstly, success is affected by the fact that projects are contingencies. They are 

characterized by a specific combination of internal and external features constituted by the projects 

characteristics on the eight dimensions and the context of the project. These affect the expectations to the 

project and hence the definition of success. Secondly, success is affected by stakeholders. Projects – and project 

success – are socially constructed constructs and they are thus highly affected by the multiplicity of 

stakeholders’ perceptions. And thirdly, projects are affected by the factor of time. The definition of success 
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changes over time as the actual (or perceived) internal and external features change, as stakeholders (or their 

opinions) change, and as progress (performance) is made in the project. This is illustrated in Figure 75.  

Figure 75. The three factors affecting the definition of success 

 

The concept of success in IT projects is, in other words, elusive and this complicates the process of designing 

definition of a framework for evaluating it. Based on the discussion of factors, however, three guiding 

principles were defined that were used as the primary guidelines for defining the framework. Firstly, the 

frameworks should take into account the contingency aspect of projects and was not to be built on a 

standardization of project success, i.e. a standard definition of specific success criteria for all projects. 

Secondly, even though it is not possible to align stakeholders’ goals it is necessary to take into account the 

perspective of multiple stakeholders in the frameworks to ensure a holistic evaluation of success. And thirdly, 

the framework had to take into account that the definition of success will change over time.  

The solution to the problem was to develop the 4x5 Framework. This framework is built on a post hoc 

standardization of project-specific success criteria into four parameters of success in IT projects. The four 

parameters are comprehensive and universally relevant since they cover the positive and negative 

consequences of the project itself as well as the positive and negative impact on the organization and are 

relevant for most – if not all –  projects. This approach ensures a standardized way of evaluating project success 

without relying on or affecting the specific definition of success for any project, since it relies on 

standardization of success criteria done after  the project has been defined and implemented.  

To ensure a holistic perspective on success and to take into account the factor of time, success is measured not 

as the comparison of the expectations at one point in time to the results, but as five comparisons of estimates 

from different points in time and results. Four of these reflects the success of different phases of the project: a 

phase of defining the project idea (definition success), a phase of planning the project in detail (planning 

success), a phase of managing the project (managing success), and a phase of capturing the value of the project 
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(value capture success). The fifth and final comparison includes the entire project and indicates the degree to 

which the project idea was actually implemented (overall success). This definition of success as five different 

types of success makes it possible for an organization not only to answer the question of did we do what we 

intended to do (overall success), but also understand what happened on the way from the idea was conceived 

until it was implemented: how well did we define the idea (definition success) based on which the project was 

prioritized in the portfolio process, how well did we plan the project (planning success) which indicates the 

quality of the estimates, how well did we manage the project according to the goals that were set (managing 

success), and did the organization achieve the value that was intended? (value capture success), see Figure 76. 

In other words, the advantage of the 4x5 Framework is that it is possible to distinguish between the success of 

different tasks or phases, and almost between different roles. If the noble role of  projects is to implement 

strategy, as was stated in the beginning of this chapter, then high value capture success is paramount, albeit if 

the project has not been managed according to the goals (managing success), then value capture success is less 

likely. The same goes for managing success – if the detailed estimates defining the goals of the project are 

poor (low planning success), then managing success is less likely. And finally, if the initial estimates of the 

project idea are unrealistic (low definition success), planning success is not likely. In other words, separating 

success types makes it less likely that the project manager is blamed for poor estimation or that the estimator 

of the detailed estimates is blamed for unrealistic expectations stemming from the project brief, but it also 

visualizes where if something goes wrong.  

The 4x5 Framework also makes redundant the discussion of which estimates are the right ones to compare the 

results against. To evaluate success the LEGO Group compares against the final approved estimates, however, 

these estimates do not tell the whole story and they do not necessarily reflect the initial project idea and the 

reason for including the project in the portfolio. On the other hand, the organization would probably evade the 

prospect of being evaluated against the initial estimates since they are often based on a very thin and uncertain 

background. The third option is to use the more detailed estimates which are calculated after the portfolio 

prioritization process, and on the basis of a much more certain and well-founded background. This is not 

optimal either, however, since these estimates are significantly changed during the project due to unforeseen 

changes in the internal or external reality or the perception of reality of the project. Consequently, to counteract 

the issues of any of the approaches we must utilize not one but all of them – we must take the holistic 

perspective of the 4x5 Framework and evaluate not success but successes.  
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Figure 76. The 4x5 Framework 

 

13.2.1. What characterizes success in IT projects at LEGO? 

The 4x5 Framework was outlined in a generic version in section 10.5 – The 4x5 Framework and then  

operationalized for application in the LEGO Group in section 11.2 – The 4x5 Framework. Of the four factors, 

only three were operationalizable, since it was not possible to find data to support measures of the negative 

impact of projects on the organization. The other three parameters were operationalized: the positive impact 

was operationalized by financial benefits as well as non-financial benefits under the headline effect success 

criteria. The positive consequences of the project itself was operationalized into a measure of objectives, while 

the negative consequences consisted of the time spent, duration, and the resources spent, cost.  

The 4x5 was tested on the sample of nine IT projects. The pilot illustrated some interesting trends and in the 

next section results that are related to the individual parameters Are presented but firstly I will outline a few 

general results. Firstly, the LEGO Group has, despite how success is defined, good reason to be proud of the 

sample of IT projects – the organization performs above average in comparison to the findings of most studies 

in the field. However, secondly, as it was stated above the formal evaluation method used in the LEGO Group 

corresponds to managing success and this approach leaves the organization with a distorted, narrow picture of 

project performance as it does not reflect how the projects perform according to the overall strategy. 

Implementing the 4x5 Framework shows that what was stated in the beginning of this chapter is true: the 

organization may focus on success in a structured way but the organization does not have insight into whether 

projects are implementing the strategy. A third, overall finding was, that the organization rewards projects for 

performing above target on the positive parameters and under target on negative parameters, i.e. for spending 

significantly less than the allocated budget, for instance. One of the interviewees identifies this behaviour as 
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over-performance, and it can be questioned whether over-performance should be rewarded as successful, for 

several reasons. For one, over-performance makes the project portfolio unreliable. If the resources which are 

allocated are not spent, this constitutes a problem for financial processes as well as the staff planning process. 

Also, if a project over-performs on the positive parameters, such as accomplishing more objectives than which 

were required, there is a risk of the portfolio being sub-optimal. The portfolio is – in theory at least – 

constructed in a way that maximises the output with the given input. If resources are spent on accomplishing 

objectives that were not a part of this calculation, there is a real risk that this extra output is sub-optimal, either 

it is not something that the organization needs, or the organization could have used the resources spent on 

producing the extra input on other tasks that were more relevant to the strategy. For either reason the practice 

of rewarding over-performance should be reconsidered. 

 Positive parameters  

The organization has a stated objective of tracking the financial benefits of projects. For the IT projects in the 

sample, however, only one project consistently tracked financial benefits and even for this project the actual 

evaluation of the result was not carried out in full. Thus, even though it is a strategic objective of the 

organization, it is not followed through – either no financial benefits are assigned to projects or they are not 

comprehensively evaluated. With regards to the assigning, then IT projects are, for structural reasons, i.e. IT’s 

supporting role in the organization, often only indirectly affecting revenue and it can be difficult to assign cost 

savings and cost avoidance to this type of projects. However, interviewees also suggested that there is general 

reluctance to explicitly state cost savings, for instance, as a success criteria since the estimate would be 

transferred to the budget of the department after project closure. This responsibility was not something project 

managers were willing to take on. Thus, the conclusion is, that the organization should consider whether 

assigning financial benefits to projects is really a strategic objective, and if so, the organization must 1) 

consider if and how the responsibility for the financial benefits are distributed, and 2) increase the focus by 

making sure that financial benefits are actually defined and tracked. 

Secondly, for non-financial benefits, the effect success criteria (ESCs), which are the second indicator of how 

the project is supporting the organization’s strategy, it was evident that there is no coherence between the 

initially defined ESCs and what the project delivers. The overall success on this parameter was on average 0 

%. This is a serious deficiency, and in order to ensure a stronger link between IT projects and the organizations 

strategy, more attention should be paid to remedying this challenge. Other findings from the pilot can be used 

as input on how to do so. For instance, several projects did not have any effect success criteria stated in the 

initial idea stage – which makes it difficult for the organization to prioritize the projects in the portfolio 

according to their potential impact on the strategy. The first advice would therefore be: define something. 

Another reason for the low overall success on this parameter is that many of the ESCs are not evaluated after 

project closure because they were not measurable at all or at the time. Thus, the second advice would be: define 

something, and do it SMART. And lastly, the organization is conservative with the ESCs during the project, 

i.e. reluctant in changing the ESCs as the project is implemented. ESCs are – in theory – related to the strategy 

and therefore indicate how the project should support the strategy and therefore there is  good reason for 

maintaining the initial ESCs. However, in cases where it becomes evident that the project will not be able to 

achieve the ESCs, then there may be good reason for changing them and sacrifice some planning success 

(success is no change) for value capture success (success is achieving goals). If the project is implemented 

with ESCs which are unrealistic this is demotivating for the project team, and the ESCs lose their status as 

guiding stars, i.e. what the project is to ultimately achieve. Thus, obviously unrealistic ESCs are not only 

negative in the sense that they will not be achieved, they can also have a demotivating effect and make the 

project perform even worse. 
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Thirdly, the positive consequences of the project, the objectives, have in general high success rates. This may 

be an indicator of the organization having placed more weight on the objectives than on ESCs for instance and 

of the organization emphasizing not where are we going but how are we going to get there. However, this is 

only a part of the explanation. Another factor causing the high managing success is that the results are often 

manipulated. Eight out of nine projects reported that all objectives had been achieved, but when looking into 

the data it was evident that objectives were also marked ‘completed’ even though they had been discarded. 

The only project where not all objectives were marked as accomplished was a project that was conducted by 

an external project manager, and this could be an indicator of how the culture around reporting on the projects 

is the issue. This is not to say that the manipulation is intentional or understood by the organization as 

manipulation as such, but the organization might consider focusing on how the objectives are evaluated after 

project closure to get a reliable picture. 

 Negative parameters 

Having covered the positive parameters, we turn to learnings from trends in the negative parameters. Firstly, 

operational cost are not tracked consistently in the LEGO Group and could therefore not be evaluated in this 

setting. However, in a larger context means that the organization actually has no indicators of how a project 

impacts the organization negatively. It is fair to ask whether operational cost really matter, but the answer is 

yes they do. All indications point towards operational cost being substantial but that they currently only exist 

in the organization as dark figures. It makes little sense to prioritize projects in the portfolio based on the 

immediate and direct cost of the project and not take into account the operational cost with this in mind. There 

is, therefore, a strong suggestion to the organization to look into formalizing this parameter as a part of the 

success evaluation process. 

On the negative-project parameter we find the aspects of cost and duration. We start out by looking at the 

latter. The duration is consistently reduced from the project brief to the business case, and then prolonged 

during the project implementation phase. The business case is underestimated to a degree where the project 

brief duration estimate – which is considered less precise – is on average closer to the actual result than the 

business case. There may be good explanations for this trend. For instance, between the estimates in the project 

brief and the business case lies the portfolio prioritization process and the staffing planning process. Thus, as 

the project has been accepted into the portfolio based on the project brief with duration X, the puzzle of 

planning all of the projects in the portfolio for the coming year and allocate the limited number of resources 

(people) available to the projects, begins. In this process, the organization often finds that resources are scarce 

and have a tendency to change the expectations to the project based on this lack of resources: “we can do this 

a little faster, can’t we?!” The project thus asks for X amount of days in the project brief but is only assigned 

X-y for the business case due to scarcity. Project briefs are perhaps even designed with this in mind when the 

project idea is presented into the portfolio process and the estimates may be slightly boosted. This would 

explain the overestimation of the project briefs relative to the business cases (definition success). What happens 

then is that the projects are initiated and reality strikes. Even though the project may have been assigned the 

right amount of resources and the right amount of time in the business case, external factors are likely to affect 

it. Other projects may affect the time schedule of the project either due to a technical interdependence or due 

to resource dependencies, or the project is paused due to high season in the company where very few changes 

to the IT environment are allowed. This would explain the consistent underestimation of the business case 

(planning success). Even though the sample is small, this is such a clear tendency that the organization should 

pursue understanding the correlations better in order to mitigate the negative effects. 
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Finally, the results on cost is a somewhat a similar story to the results on duration. The estimates of the idea 

phase are significantly underestimated compared to the business case. Some of the explanation is that not all 

elements of costs (such as investments in machinery or out of pocket cost for external consultants) are 

consequently included in the estimates in the project brief. This is, however, not the entire explanation because 

when looking into the detailed data, the external resources play a role but it seems to be the internal resources 

that cause the increase in cost over time. There seems to be some difficulties with estimating how many man-

hours the project is likely to take up. It is an obvious focus point for the organization to mitigate some of the 

uncertainty around estimates of cost. A second finding is related to the effect of the built-in buffer. Despite the 

project brief being less intensively prepared and founded as well as the fact that not necessarily all cost sources 

are included it is still the more reliable estimator of the actual spend in comparison to the business case. This 

is food for thought. It is most likely due to the fact that projects are assigned a buffer in the budget and thus 

overestimated but it does not change the fact that the budget is on average – and for most projects – much 

larger than the actual spend. This is also an area that would be interesting for the organization to look into. 

Finally, with regards to the project briefs, these are the basis on which the portfolio is constructed. As the 

organization is currently in a positive financial situation, the extra need for resources that arise and is allocated 

in the planning phase as well as during the project can be handled since there is financial leeway. However, 

should the organization one day find itself in a less favourable position this may not be a possible strategy to 

pursue, i.e. there may not be any extra resources when more are needed. The  consistent underestimation in 

this case may lead to sanitation of the portfolio, that is, the organization may be forced to pause or discard 

projects in the portfolio because there is not enough resources for all of them after all.  Although this is not the 

situation now, the organization may benefit from being forward-looking and consider how to handle such a 

challenge, should it arise. 

 A framework for evaluating success across IT projects  
Finally, the two frameworks, the Extended Diamond Approach and the 4x5 Framework were combined to 

investigate whether the two frameworks together enable the evaluation of success in IT projects while allowing 

for definition of reference classes and comparison across projects, which was the essence of the last research 

question. The objective of the exercise was to use the knowledge about projects that have been conducted to 

predict the outcome of future projects and to test assumptions about trends in project management practices. 

The 4x5 Framework allows for the comparison of success across projects, but adding to the equation the 

Extended Diamond Approach enables a more nuanced prediction of new projects and enables learning about 

trends on a higher level – we can identify not only how the organization performs on average but how the 

organization performs on average on specific project types, i.e. reference classes. Combining the EDA and the 

4x5 adds a significant amount of information to the prediction (ante hoc) and the detection of trends (post hoc).  

Firstly, with regards to prediction, the EDA can be used to identify groups of similar projects, arch types, based 

on their scores on the eight dimensions and compare a new project to the arch types, or the eight dimensions 

can be used directly via regression, to predict the likely outcome of the new project. Secondly, the EDA and 

the 4x5 can be used to test different hypotheses about how project characteristics affect success. An 

organization may have assumptions about how it is performing: that urgent projects are handled with special 

attention to deadline, or that uncertain projects are less likely to succeed, all other things being equal. With the 

combined frameworks, the organization is now able to test these with statistical data, and based on these tests 

identify whether the assumptions hold, and whether there are areas for improvement. For both purposes, 

however, it is important to notice, that the frameworks merely provide evidence to what has happened in the 

past. The interpretation of why as well as the decision of whether and how to act on the information is one that 
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must be done based on expert knowledge about the processes as well as strategic decisions. The frameworks 

are, in other words, instruments for retrieving information, not problem solving or decision making tools.   

In the next two sections, the application of the combined frameworks for prediction and learning in the case of 

IT projects in the LEGO Group are presented. 

13.3.1. Predicting success across IT projects in LEGO 

In section 12.3 – Using the frameworks to do cross-project comparison it was illustrated how the sample of 

nine IT projects from the LEGO Group could be used to predict a new project. The new project was an actual 

LEGO IT project in its idea stage, and the outcome of it was predicted based on the information in the project 

brief which was analysed with the arch type approach and the regression approach in section 12.3.1 – Input 

for selection and planning of new projects (ante hoc). The two approaches gave different testimonies to the 

future of the project, but were relatively consistent about predicting the result with regards to effect success 

criteria and duration: the project was likely to not achieve any of the ESCs and to end significantly later than 

estimated in both the project brief and the business case. The result with regards to objectives and cost differed 

between the two approaches, however. The regression approach was optimistic with regards to cost but 

pessimistic with regards to objectives where the arch type approach came to the opposite conclusion.  

Three learnings can be drawn from these findings. Firstly, on the parameters of which the two approaches 

agree, the conclusion is clear – the organization should take these indicators into consideration when 

progressing with the project. However, secondly, the great differences between the two models also indicate 

that the margin of error is big. The sample which the calculations are based on is very small and not 

representative to the population of projects in the IT project portfolio, and the results are therefore not reliable 

as such. Thus, even though the models agree, there may be good reason not to accept the results as face value 

but merely indicators of direction. If the sample was increased, however, the margin of error would decrease 

and the two models would also most likely approach each other. Thirdly, the discrepancy between the models 

is an indicator to the fact that choice of model matters – and the choice of model is strategic. There is no 

obvious right choice, it is not a given which one is better. As the sample increases the regression model may 

become more accurate since this model is built on more information, however, this also means that the 

precision relies to a much  higher degree on the EDA being an appropriate framework for characterising 

projects (a comprehensive set of independent variables). If the EDA – or the operationalization of the EDA is 

not a comprehensive framework then the accuracy or the quality of predictions may not increase significantly. 

The explanation power and value of the framework is something that only time and considerable test is able to 

show. The choice of method is also a question of convenience – the arch type approach may initially be much 

faster and less resource consuming while also being easier to comprehend. However, if more data is added to 

the sample, the analysis behind the arch types must be redone and new groups defined which is a rather resource 

consuming process.  

Finally, regardless of what model is chosen, the quality of the predictions can only be tested if the result is not 

affected by the prediction. If the organization is aware that a project is predicted to end up being significantly 

more costly than estimated, for instance, the organization can chose to take action to mitigate this risk (which 

is, of course, the point of implementing the framework). This action, however, makes it impossible to test the 

pure prediction. The value of the EDA and the 4x5 Framework can thus not be found by evaluating whether 

they are able to accurately predict the outcome of any given project but instead by evaluating whether the 

organization’s success is improved after implementation of the framework. And for the frameworks to provide 

value, a detailed understanding of the projects in the sample – and of how the three factors affecting success 

have affected the projects – is necessary to make good and useful predictions for new projects.  
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13.3.2. Learning about success in IT projects in LEGO 

In section 12.3.2 – Detecting trends and tendencies (post hoc) the two frameworks were used to illustrate how 

they can be utilized for testing hypotheses about project management practice in the LEGO Group. Three 

hypotheses were outlined as examples. The hypotheses were not based on assumptions made by the LEGO 

Group but constructed by the researcher. They were constructed based on the idea of the uncertainty-urgency 

levels and their impact on how a project is managed. The hypotheses regarded how high paced projects ought 

to have higher success with regards to duration, how low product novelty projects would be more likely to 

accomplish objectives, and how low product technology projects would be more likely to be completed within 

budget and schedule. There are many factors affecting success, as it has been stated several times, however, 

the assumptions are irrational: if a project is pressured for time, it is not unreasonable to believe that it matters 

to the organization that the project adheres to the deadline and is therefore more likely to be on schedule, for 

instance.  

All of the hypotheses were, however, rejected. Even though none of the tests were significant in a statistical 

sense due to the low number of projects in the sample, this is still evidence of several things. Firstly, it shows 

how projects are complex entities and that even the most advanced and detailed theory may not be able to 

explain the course of events. Secondly, it goes to show that what may seem obvious is not. It highlights how 

statistical evidence can help put assumptions and gut-feelings (or – in a slightly less charged wording – expert 

practitioner knowledge) into perspective. The results highlight exactly why the EDA and the 4x5 are 

warranted; we may assume that we are good at keeping deadlines when we have to, but evidence suggests that 

we are not, for instance. Thirdly, and related to the previous points, it also illustrates why the frameworks and 

the results cannot stand alone. We need expert practitioner knowledge to understand the evidence. We also 

need this expert knowledge to understand how the state of affairs can be improved – and we need executives 

to decide whether or not to improve. The latter is important to notice since the frameworks can provide a vast 

amount of statistical data about where the organization as such is challenged in implementing projects. It is 

not possible to act on all of this information, and some of the issues – and their countermeasures – may conflict, 

that is, what will solve one problem will make another worse. This means that in order to efficiently employ 

the frameworks choices must be made. 

 Future work 
The dissertation has outlined two frameworks for evaluating success in IT projects and illustrated the 

contributions of the framework with a pilot of nine IT projects from the LEGO Group. The pilot was thus 

limited to a very small and not representative sample of projects, and a further implementation of the 

frameworks in the organization on the entire project portfolio is an obvious area for future work in order to 

further test the frameworks. However, this work is not necessarily a straight forward process, and there are 

many other relevant questions that still needs to be answered. In this next section I will outline some ideas for 

future research based on the work done in this PhD dissertation.  

Firstly, as was stated, the frameworks could be implemented on the entire portfolio of IT projects in the LEGO 

Group. However, if we are to learn from the findings in the PhD study, the implementation of the EDA should 

not necessarily be limited to a one-off characterization of the projects included in the sample. As it was stated, 

the internal and external features of a project develop over time, and it would be relevant to include this 

development as an aspect in the EDA to inform the analysis of projects and their success over time. Are specific 

project types more likely to develop in a certain way over time, for instance, are high novelty projects more 
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likely to increase their complexity (or their perceived complexity) over time, and how does this again affect 

success? 

Secondly, if more projects are added to the sample over time, how should old and new projects in the sample 

then be weighed? Projects are expressions of the circumstances of their time and will reflect the organization’s 

project practice at the time they were implemented. Say, the organization does learn from the input stemming 

from using the frameworks and change certain practices around projects, then it can be questioned whether  it 

is relevant to predict new projects based on the old pre-change projects. This opens up research agendas 

dedicated to investigating whether they should be disregarded or they weigh less in the sample, and identifying 

the criteria on which this decision is made. 

Thirdly, the EDA and the 4x5 could be implemented in other organizations with a similar project management 

setup and a similar organizational setup of an in-house IT department. This would be an interesting exercise 

in itself, that is, to understand whether and how it is actually possible to implement the generic definition of 

the frameworks in a meaningful way in another setting. Fourthly, comes of course the test of whether results 

from different settings can actually be compared.  

Fifthly, it would be interesting to see whether the EDA and the 4x5 are applicable in settings that are not similar 

to the LEGO Group. The EDA and the 4x5 are designed for a stage-gate project management model but it 

would be interesting to research the possibility of implementing a similar approach in organizations with agile 

approaches to projects management. And taking this question even further it would be interesting to see how 

the framework could be implemented in a public organization setting, where the customer is to a much higher 

degree separated from the developing organization. 

These five ideas build on expanding the use of the EDA and 4x5 in new settings and testing the validity of the 

frameworks. Another approach to future related research is to relate it to other research branches. The PhD 

study was inspired by a lack of rigour in the definition and measurement of success in a large part of the 

literature on critical success factors. It would be immensely interesting to see the framework put to use in this 

type of research and connect the dots from the evaluation of success to the identification of factors affecting 

success. Pinto & Prescott note how critical success factors are contingent upon the different stages of the 

lifecycle (1988, p. 13) and combining the two approaches to research on project management thus seems an 

obvious area for further research.  

In conclusion, the dissertation have presented two frameworks, but the work done and presented in this 

dissertation is only the beginning. For the frameworks to truly prove their value, they must be exposed to 

further tests and be included in further research on how to improve project management practices.  
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Summaries 
English summary 

Investments in information technology are significant and seem to follow an ever-increasing trend in modern 

companies in general and in the LEGO Group specifically. Projects take up a substantial amount of the human 

and financial resources spent on IT – and for good reason: the project portfolio is one of the most important 

elements of strategy implementation in any organization. From this follows that IT projects should be 

immensely interesting from top management perspective since projects are extremely resource consuming and 

significantly affect the organization’s chances of survival. Failing in managing IT projects is potentially 

catastrophic while succeeding with IT projects can potentially ensure organizational prosperity. Based on this, 

it seems obvious that any organization would monitor IT project success very closely. However this is neither 

the case in the LEGO Group nor in general. Instead, organizations tend to take a very unstructured approach 

to evaluating IT projects. This in turn render impossible comparison of projects and aggregation of information 

on project success, and as a consequence it is very difficult to learn from the past and predict the future of new 

projects. 

This PhD dissertation remedies this issue by conceptually defining the concepts of ‘success’ and ‘IT project’ 

and normatively create a framework by operationalizing the definitions allowing for cross-project comparison 

of success of an IT project to a reference class, which enables both learning from the past and prediction of 

the future. Two frameworks are defined generically and then tested in practice in the context of the LEGO 

Group; the Extended Diamond Approach (EDA) for characterizing projects and dividing them into reference 

classes, and the 4x5 Framework for evaluating success in a standardized manner which makes cross-project 

comparison possible. The dissertation contributes on a theoretical level by conceptualizing and 

operationalizing the two key concepts, on an empirical level by adding to the academic discussion of IT project 

success rates by providing insight from the LEGO Group, and finally practically by illustrating how the LEGO 

Group can utilize the frameworks in the processes of predicting and learning. Evaluation of success in IT 

projects is with the EDA and the 4x5 still difficult, un-tangible, costly, complicated, and done with reluctance, 

but the dissertation gives evidence to why and how the outcome of the evaluation makes it worth it in the end. 

It is found in the study that the sample of IT projects studied is quite characteristic for an internal IT department 

functioning as support to the primary value chain in a production company: the projects are on average of low 

uncertainty but high urgency. The study showed that the organization takes a structured approach to evaluating 

success and is relatively successful compared to the results reported in academia in general, but the study also 

revealed areas for improvement. The most fundamental is, perhaps, that the link between the organization’s 

overall strategy and the projects is weak. The two frameworks were additionally used in combination to 

illustrate how it is possible to predict the likely success of new projects based on the sample as well as test 

hypotheses about the organization’s project management practice. 

Dansk sammendrag 

Der foretages i dag store investeringer i informationsteknologi og investeringerne er stigende. Dette gælder 

moderne virksomheder generelt og i særdeleshed den danske legetøjs producent, LEGO Koncernen. Projekter 

optager en væsentlig del af de menneskelige og finansielle ressourcer, der bliver brugt på IT – og med god 

grund: projektporteføljen er et af de vigtigste redskaber i strategiimplementering i alle organisationer. På denne 

baggrund er det naturligt at slutte, at IT projekter bør få stor opmærksomhed fra topledelsen, da disse projekter 

er ekstremt ressourcekrævende og i høj grad påvirker organisationens overlevelseschancer. At lykkes med 
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ledelse af IT projekter kan være med til at fremtidssikre en organisation, og det er potentielt katastrofalt at fejle 

på dette punkt. Det er derfor åbenlyst, at en hvilken som helst organisation burde monitorere succes i sine IT 

projekter meget struktureret og tæt, men det sker kun delvist i LEGO Koncernen såvel som i andre 

virksomheder. I stedet er organisationer tilbøjelige til at vælge en ustruktureret tilgang til det at evaluere IT 

projekter. Derfor er det umuligt at sammenligne projekter og aggregere information om projektsucces, og 

konsekvensen bliver, at det er meget svært at lære af tidligere projekter og forudsige fremtidige, nye projekters 

forløb. 

Denne Ph.d. afhandling er et bud på, hvordan problemet kan afhjælpes. Begreberne ’succes’ og ’IT projekt’ 

defineres konceptuelt og operationaliseres til en model, der kan evaluere projektsucces på en måde, som 

muliggør sammenligning af projekter, herunder med mulighed for at gruppere projekterne i referenceklasser. 

Modellen giver mulighed for, at en organisation kan lære noget om organisationens måde at lede projekter på 

samt at forudsige fremtidige projekters sandsynlige succesrate. Modellen udgøres af to generiske modeller, 

som i afhandlingen testes i praksis på et sæt IT projekter i LEGO Koncernen; The Extended Diamond Approach 

som anvendes til at karakterisere og inddele dem i referenceklasser, og The 4x5 Framework, som kan anvendes 

til at evaluere og sammenligne succes på tværs af IT projekter. Afhandlingen har med konceptualiseringen og 

operationaliseringen af de to nøglebegreber et teoretisk bidrag, men bidrager også på det empiriske niveau til 

det akademiske felts diskussion af succesrater ved at give indsigt i LEGO Koncernen. Sidst men ikke mindst 

er der et praktisk bidrag i illustrationen af, hvordan LEGO Koncernen kan drage nytte af modellerne til at lære 

om egen projektledelsespraksis samt til at forudsige udfaldet af nye projekter. Det er stadig udfordrende, 

uhåndgribeligt, dyrt og kompliceret at evaluere succes i IT projekter, når The Extended Diamond Approach og 

The 4x5 Framework anvendes, men afhandlingen viser, hvorfor dette bør gøres, og at resultatet af evalueringen 

er anstrengelserne værd. 

Afhandlingen finder i analysen, at de analyserede IT projekter er karakteristiske for en intern IT-afdeling, der 

fungerer som support til den primære værdikæde i en produktionsvirksomhed: overordnet set har projekterne 

lav usikkerhed men høj vigtighed. Analysen viser også, at organisationen har en struktureret tilgang til at 

evaluere succes og er relativt succesfuld sammenlignet med, hvad der ellers rapporteres i forskning på området 

generelt. Men undersøgelsen viser også, at der er områder, hvor organisationen kan forbedre sine processer. 

Det mest fundamentale fund er, at der er et relativt svagt link mellem organisationens overordnede strategi og 

projekterne. De to modeller bruges derudover i afhandlingen til at illustrere, hvordan det er muligt at forudsige 

nye projekters succes samt til at teste hypoteser om organisationens projektledelsespraksis. 
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𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡

+  (67%𝑥𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ)
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+  (−34%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦 +  (−8%𝑥𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 + (27%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 
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𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 83% +  (110%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦 + (150%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦

+ (70%𝑥𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 +  (27%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 
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Equation 6. 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 152% + (−19%𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑒 + (19%𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡

+ (−40%𝑥𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ)
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+ (41%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡−120%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+ (−40%𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 +  (−52%𝑥𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦

+  (−53%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 

 

Equation 7. 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 76% +  (1%𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑒 + (−18%𝑥𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡

+ (35%𝑥𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ)
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+ (−32%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡+16%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+ (35%𝑥𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 + (7%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 

 

Equation 8. 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 171% + (−115%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦 + (68%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦

+ (−114%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 

Objectives 

Equation 9. 

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 18% +  (−18%𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 + (100%𝑥𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+  (82%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦 + (100%𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 + (−18%ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 

 

Equation 10. 

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 48% + (−40%𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑒 + (92%𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡

+  (30%𝑥𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦 +  (38%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 −8%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+  (−62%𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 + (2%ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 

 

Equation 11. 

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 121% +  (−21%𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑒 +  (21%𝑥𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+ (−21%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 + −21%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦 +  (−21%ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 
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Equation 12. 

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 18% +  (−25%𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 +  (−92%𝑥𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+ (68%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦 + (107%𝑥𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 + (−25%ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 

Effect success criteria 

Equation 13. 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 33% + (−17%𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡

+  (−83%𝑥𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ)
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+ (67%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦 +  (−17%𝑥𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 +  (−17%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 

 

Equation 14. 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 98% +  (−31%𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑒 +  (2%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 − 98%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+ (2%𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚−35%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 +  (−33%𝑥𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦

+ (4%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 

 

Equation 15. 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 %

= 46% +  (21%𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑒 + (−46%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 + 4%𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦

+ (−29%𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚+113%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 +  (−67%𝑥𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦

+ (8%𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)𝑂𝑟𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 
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Interview guides 
Pilot interview – Business (non-IT) 

RQ Nr Question Theoretical function of the question 

Introduction The interview is about your experiences with IT projects. I am happy that you agreed to participate, 
because … 
Anonymity: your name and position will be anonymised. 
Recording: the interview will be recorded and parts of it will be transcribed. 
Time: the interview will last approximately one hour.  

What 
characterizes 
an IT 
project?  

1.1.a Have you participated in an IT project? – 
and which? 

The purpose of these questions is to:  

 Get the respondent to give specific examples 
of an IT project that he or she participated in. 

 Get the respondent to elaborate on the 
nature of this specific project and on his/her 
role (establish a context) 

 Get the respondent to explicitly elaborate on 
why this particular project is of interest in 
his/her opinion (it was a positive/negative 
experience, e.g.) – and mention other (if any) 
experiences of other kinds 

 Get the respondent to reflect on what 
constitutes an IT project in his/her view – 
and on how this project is different from a 
non-IT project. 

The context is established in order to be able to 
discuss general/principal questions on the basis 
of actual experience (concrete reflection). 

1.1.b What was the object of the project? 

 Was it business critical? 

1.1.c What was your role? 

1.1.d Why did you mention that project 
(elaborate on why this particular project is 
highlighted) – and have you any different 
examples? 

1.1.e What characterizes an IT project to you?  

1.1.f How are IT projects different from other 
types of projects? And can you give 
examples regarding processes, risks, 
outcome etc. 
(e.g. compare to projects initiated and 
carried out by your own organization) 
 
[OBS: should be a bit critical – there is no 
absolute truth that IT projects are a certain 
species of projects!] 

1.2.a What role did IT (the technology) play in the 
project? 

These questions probe the role of technology 
and users involvement in IT projects.  

 The idea is to get the respondent to reflect 
on how the technology as well as the 
information part (users) of IT has affected 
the outcome of the project. 

 And to give examples of projects with 
different characteristics and make the 
connection to that specific outcome. 

 
[I am to a high degree expecting “technology” 
to be one of the characteristics mentioned by 
the respondent as description of the IT project.] 

1.2.b Was there an element of 
development/adaption of technology in the 
project or was it primarily implementation? 
(e.g. development of new system >< 
implementation of Off The Shelf Product) 

1.2.c Did the product (as well as project) involve 
users, or was it more a technical/non-user 
related project? 
(e.g. a user facing change in our IT systems 
>< a purely back end change) 

1.2.d How did the change process go? (user 
acceptance) – why do you think? 

1.2.e Have you participated in other IT projects 
where the technology played a 
larger/smaller/different part? – and how did 
that affect the outcome? 

1.2.f What role did Corporate IT (the 
department) play in the project? – (e.g. the 
driver/initiator, team members, project 
manager)  

Focuses on sponsoring, ownership etc.  
 
[This is not something that I have read anything 
about being an issue as such, but I think it could 
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1.2.g Have you participated in other projects 
where CIT played a different role? – and 
what was your experience of that? 

be interesting to investigate what this does to a 
project.] 

1.2.h Are all IT projects alike or would you say 
there are different types of IT projects with 
different characteristics – and if so why? 

A general and open question probing the 
respondents experience of IT projects. 
Exploring attitudes on what differentiates IT 
projects. 

  Other subjects that could be of interest but 
where I don’t really know: 
Budget, who’s paying, size (time) etc. 

What is 
success in an 
IT project?  

2.1.a The project you mentioned earlier – what 
were the success criteria? 

 Time, budget, functionality, benefit, e.g. 

The questions are meant to exemplify the 
definition of success: 

 What was emphasized in the specific 
project and how were the goals exactly 
specified (looking into the quality of the 
operationalization of success / the 
concordance between definition and 
operationalization) 

2.1.b Were they formally defined and how (clear 
goals)? 

2.1.c Who defined these goals? Establish ownership of goals but also get an 
idea of the process of goal setting. 

2.1.d What role did these goals or criteria play 
during the project phase? 
(Were they bureaucratic straw men or were 
they actual management tools, e.g.) 

How did the success criteria affect the process 
of the project – both during the active phase 
(development) and during the operational 
phase (benefit realization) 

2.1.e What role have they played afterwards? 
(i.e. did you keep evaluating the project 
after implementation?) 

2.1.f Did you evaluate the project as a success or 
failure? And why?  

How was the actual assessment of 
FAILURE/SUCCESS done: 

 Was the example mentioned an example of 
success or failure and why – there is not 
necessarily a correlation from the official 
success criteria to the unofficial evaluation 
(how we talk about it in our department). 

 Was the business and IT department aligned 
on the assessment? They are not 
necessarily (IT are happy when the 
technology is at place – the business needs 
it to create value, e.g.). 

 What was the politics around the project 
(sometimes “we cannot afford to call a 
failure a failure”) – and sometimes blame 
has to be placed. 

2.1.g Did you rank the criteria as more or less 
important? 
(i.e. time is the main issue, whereas budget 
is secondary) 

2.1.h Did your (the business’) evaluation match 
the evaluation done by the IT department? 

2.1.i What impact did the evaluation have on 
you, on your department, on the IT 
department etc. 
(did it affect your directly through bonus, no 
impact, etc.?) 

2.1.j Have you participated in other IT projects 
where you had different success criteria, 
different emphasis on criteria? How was 
that/those project(s) evaluated 
(failure/success)? 

In order to bring up other/different examples. 

2.2.a Did you experience clashes between the 
goals – where the achievement of one goal 
made it difficult to achieve another? 

These questions are intended to highlight 
examples (if any) where it was obvious to the 
respondent that the achievement of one goal 
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2.2.b Was there an official recognition of this 
clash – and what justified the choice of one 
criteria over the other? 

was a problem for the achievement of a 
different. Also to make the respondent reflect 
of the choices made due to this clash and the 
effect of this choice. 2.2.c Have you experienced other situations 

where there were different clashes?  

2.3.a How did you measure the criteria? And why 
did you chose that measure? 

This is a further probing of Q 2.1.a and b on 
operationalization – “how are we actually 
doing”.  
And the second question elaborates on criteria 
that were formulated at the beginning of the 
project but were not followed up. There is a 
good chance that criteria such as “benefit” are 
not measured. 

2.3.b Were there any criteria that you did not 
measure and followed up? And why? 

2.4.a If you could decide: 

 What success criteria should be used in 
the specific project – and are these 
general? 

 How should the criteria have been 
measured? 

Finally I would like the respondent’s opinion on 
how to measure success. 

Debriefing Thank you for your participation – is there anything you would like to add to our conversation? 
Did our talk raise any questions or thoughts? 

 

Pilot interview – IT 

RQ Nr Question Theoretical function of the question 

Introduction The interview is about your experiences with IT projects. 
Anonymity: your name and position will be anonymised. 
Recording: the interview will be recorded and parts of it will be transcribed. 
Time: the interview will last approximately one hour.  

What 
characterizes 
an IT 
project?  

1.1.a What was the latest terminated IT project 
that you participated in?  
(it is OK if the project was cancelled – the 
important part is that the project has 
ended) 

The purpose of these questions is to:  

 Get the respondent to give specific 
examples of an IT project that he or she 
participated in. 

 Get the respondent to elaborate on the 
nature of this specific project and on 
his/her role (establish a context) – as well 
as the implicated departments (business) 

 Get the respondent to explicitly elaborate 
on why this particular project is of interest 
in his/her opinion (it was a 
positive/negative experience, e.g.) – and 
mention other (if any) experiences of other 
kinds 

 Get the respondent to reflect on what 
constitutes an IT project in his/her view – 
and on how this project is different from a 
non-IT project. 

The context is established in order to be able 
to discuss general/principal questions on the 
basis of actual experience (concrete 
reflection). 

1.1.b What was the object of the project? 

1.1.b1 Who was involved? 

 From the business 

 From IT 

1.1.c What was your role? 

1.1.d Why did you mention that project 
(elaborate on why this particular project is 
highlighted) – do you have other examples? 

1.1.e What characterizes an IT project to you?  

1.1.f How are IT projects different from other 
types of projects? And can you give 
examples regarding processes, risks, 
outcome etc. 
(e.g. compare to projects initiated and 
carried out by your own organization) 
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[OBS: should be a bit critical – there is no 
absolute truth that IT projects are a certain 
species of projects!] 

1.2.a What role did IT (the technology) play in the 
project? 

These questions probe the role of technology 
and users involvement in IT projects.  

 The idea is to get the respondent to reflect 
on how the technology as well as the 
information part (users) of IT has affected 
the outcome of the project. 

 And to give examples of projects with 
different characteristics and make the 
connection to that specific outcome. 

 
[I am to a high degree expecting “technology” 
to be one of the characteristics mentioned by 
the respondent as description of the IT 
project.] 

1.2.b Was there an element of 
development/adaption of technology in the 
project or was it primarily implementation? 
(e.g. development of new system >< 
implementation of Of The Shelf Product) 

1.2.c Did the product (as well as project) involve 
users, or was it more a technical/non-user 
related project? 
(e.g. a user facing change in our IT systems 
>< a purely back end change) 

1.2.d How did the change process go? (user 
acceptance) – why do you think? 

1.2.e Have you participated in other IT projects 
where the technology played a 
larger/smaller/different part? – and how did 
that affect the outcome? 

1.2.f What role did Corporate IT (the 
department) play in the project? – (e.g. the 
driver/initiator, team members, project 
manager)  

Focuses on sponsoring, ownership etc.  
 
[This is not something that I have read 
anything about being an issue as such, but I 
think it could be interesting to investigate 
what this does to a project.] 

1.2.g Have you participated in other projects 
where CIT played a different role? – and 
what was your experience of that? 

1.2.h Are all IT projects alike or would you say 
there are different types of IT projects with 
different characteristics – and if so why? 

A general and open question probing the 
respondents experience of IT projects. 
Exploring attitudes on what differentiates IT 
projects. 

  Other subjects that could be of interest but 
where I don’t really know: 
Budget, who’s paying, size (time) etc. 

What is 
success in an 
IT project?  

2.1.a The project you mentioned earlier – what 
were the success criteria? 

 Time, budget, functionality, benefit, e.g. 

The questions are meant to exemplify the 
definition of success: 

 What was emphasized in the specific 
project and how were the goals exactly 
specified (looking into the quality of the 
operationalization of success / the 
concordance between definition and 
operationalization) 

2.1.b Were they formally defined and how (clear 
goals)? 

2.1.c Who defined these goals? Establish ownership of goals but also get an 
idea of the process of goal setting. 

2.1.d What role did these goals or criteria play 
during the project phase? 
(Were they bureaucratic straw men or were 
they actual management tools, e.g.) 

How did the success criteria affect the 
process of the project – both during the 
active phase (development) and during the 
operational phase (benefit realization) 

2.1.e What role have they played afterwards? 
(i.e. did you keep evaluating the project 
after implementation?) 
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2.1.f Did you evaluate the project as a success or 
failure? And why?  

How was the actual assessment of 
FAILURE/SUCCESS done: 

 Was the example mentioned an example 
of success or failure and why – there is not 
necessarily a correlation from the official 
success criteria to the unofficial evaluation 
(how we talk about it in our department). 

 Was the business and IT department 
aligned on the assessment? They are not 
necessarily (IT are happy when the 
technology is at place – the business 
needs it to create value, e.g.). 

 What was the politics around the project 
(sometimes “we cannot afford to call a 
failure a failure”) – and sometimes blame 
has to be placed. 

2.1.g Did you rank the criteria as more or less 
important? 
(i.e. time is the main issue, whereas budget 
is secondary) 

2.1.h Did your (IT’s) evaluation match the 
evaluation done by the business’? 

2.1.i What impact did the evaluation have on 
you, on your department, on the business 
etc. 
(did it affect your directly through bonus, no 
impact, etc.?) 

2.1.j Have you participated in other IT projects 
where you had different success criteria, 
different emphasis on criteria? How was 
that/those project(s) evaluated 
(failure/success)? 

In order to bring up other/different examples. 

2.2.a Did you experience clashes between the 
goals – where the achievement of one goal 
made it difficult to achieve another? 

These questions are intended to highlight 
examples (if any) where it was obvious to the 
respondent that the achievement of one goal 
was a problem for the achievement of a 
different. Also to make the respondent reflect 
of the choices made due to this clash and the 
effect of this choice. 

2.2.b Was there an official recognition of this 
clash – and what justified the choice of one 
criteria over the other? 

2.2.c Have you experienced other situations 
where there were different clashes?  

2.3.a How did you measure the criteria? And why 
did you chose that measure? 

This is a further probing of Q 2.1.a and b on 
operationalization – “how are we actually 
doing”.  
And the second question elaborates on 
criteria that were formulated at the beginning 
of the project but were not followed up. 
There is a good chance that criteria such as 
“benefit” are not measured. 

2.3.b Were there any criteria that you did not 
measure and followed up? And why? 

2.4.a If you could decide: 

 What success criteria should be used in 
the specific project – and are these 
general? 

 How should the criteria have been 
measured? 

Finally I would like the respondent’s opinion 
on how to measure success. 

Debriefing Thank you for your participation – is there anything you would like to add to our conversation? 
Did our talk raise any questions or thoughts? 
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Instruments  
Instrument 1  

– the Extended Diamond Approach operationalized for LEGO. 

1. Impact of the project 

1.1 How would you characterize the time pressure in the project? 

(1)  No real time pressure.  

    The project could be pushed aside for more pressing tasks. 

(2)  Some time pressure.  

    There was focus is on meeting schedule. 

(3)  Significant time pressure.  

     Missing the deadline was critical and failing to meet deadline meant failing the project. 

(4)  Extreme time pressure.  

    Project was characterized by an as-soon-as-possible delivery date. 

1.2 What type of activity was the project intended to support? 

(2)  Direct activity  - adding to the value chain of production, logistics, design or sales. 

     Many activities in OP (moulding, packing, warehousing), and MA (shop.lego.com, BrandRetail, call centers). 

(3)  Indirect activity  - administration, maintenance. 

      Many activities in BE (processes in IT, HR, Corporate affairs, Legal affairs, Coporate Finance) and administrative tasks 

done by all employees (e-mailing, file sharing, time registration etc.). 

1.3 Was the project vital to the main end user group's ability to perform the activity? 

(1)  No, not vital  - it was a nice-to-have project. 

    E.g. if the end user can perform activity with current setup. 

(2)  Yes, vital  - it was a need-to-have project. 

    An example of a vital project is an upgrade project for a system which otherwise will reach end of life or end of support. 

1.4 What was the official LEGO priority level of the project?  

(1)  L1. Legal Requirements (required by law) 

(3)  L2. Business Continuity (critical for continuous operations) 

(4)  L3. Business Plan (critical for strategy execution) 

(5)  L4. Business Plan (mitigation actions possible) 

(6)  L5. Other (all other projects) 

1.5 How many users were intended to be directly affected by the outcome of the project in their daily work? 

       End users are employees in LEGO, usually outside IT, or consumers.  

(4)  No end users directly affected. This will be true for pure infrastructure projects. 

(1)  A small group of end users directly affected. A single function or unit (up to 15 people). 

(2)  Several groups of end users directly affected. E.g. entire department (up to 100 people). 

(3)  A significant proportion of or the entire organization directly affected. An entire business unit or the entire organization (up to 

1000s). 

[1.6 only relevant if Q1.5 was answered with 1-3:] 

1.6 How would you characterize the novelty of the processes introduced by the project - from an end user perspective? 
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       Consider how the project will affect the daily work and processes of end users in the business. 

(1)  The project was intended to introduce no or minor modifications of existing work processes. 

(3)  The project was intended to introduce new processes, but processes similar to other work processes.  

(4)  The project was intended to introduce new processes and hence radical change for the users.  

 

2. The project process 

2.1 Where did the idea behind the project come from? 

(1)  The project idea was suggested by the customer. 

     E.g. "The idea for developing a new packing system came from the logistic department (customer) who were experience 

problems with the current system." 

(3)  The project was suggested by IT.  

     E.g. "Initiative came from the IT department who saw a potential in a new technology or forsaw future requirements in the 

business." 

    NB. The initiative from IT may be based on unofficial input from end users. 

2.2 How would you characterize the degree of innovation to be done in the project? 

(1)  No or very little innovation was scheduled for the realization phase. 

   &#160Build to print solution, e.g. rebuild existing product. Very rare in IT projects. 

(2)  The realization phase was designed as an incremental innovation process. 

   &#160Some development and testing, e.g. improving or modifying existing products (for instance to verify compliance with 

infrastructure). 

(3)  The realization phase was designed as an innovation process. 

   &#160Development of new product, longer periods of design, test and re-design.  

(4)  The realization phase was designed as a radical innovation process.  

   &#160Long periods of design and test were necessary since the design was difficult to predict and the necessary 

knowledge was very different from existing knowledge. 

2.3 How many tasks were intially identified (detailed WBS)? 

(1)  10s 

(2)  100s to few 1000s 

(3)  1000s 

2.4 What was the project management approach in the project? 

(1)  A linear, waterfall approach.  

(2)  An agile approach. 

 

3. The technology in the project 

3.1 Did the project involve development, implementation, or modification of an IT system or IT infrastructure? 

(2)  Yes - software was implemented  

(1)  Yes - hardware and software was implemented  

(3)  No. The project was primarily abstract/process development/change management related. 

        An example of a project where an IT system is not implemented or developed is the Data Classification project.  

[Questions 3.2 to 3.12 only relevant if Q3.1 was answered with 1-2:] 
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3.2 Where was the primary effect of the project on the enterprise platform? 

       Select one or multiple choices. 

(1)  Presentation layer 

(2)  Application layer 

(5)  Infrastructure layer 

 

 

 

3.3 How much was the IT system expected to rely on/be integrated with other data sources and systems? 

         NB. See IT Infrastructure Analysis (Q5). 

(1)  Low complexity The system will integrate with no internal or external systems. 

(2)  Medium complexity The system will integrate with some internal or external systems, and integration is relatively simple. 

(3)  High complexity The system will be highly integrated with several internal or external systems, and integration is complex. 

3.4 What was the effect of the IT system on the infrastructure? 

         NB. See IT Infrastructure Analysis (Q4). 

(1)  The project does not affect the existing infrastructure.  

(2)  The project has some effect on existing infrastructure.  

     E.g. new network capacity is added, new lines set up etc. 

(3)  The project has significant effect on the existing infrastructure. 

[3.4.b only relevant if Q1.5 was answered with 1-3:] 

3.4.b How would you characterize the novelty of the IT system from the perspective of the end users? 

Please consider, whether there are any similarity to systems 1) in the LEGO IT environment or 2) systems that users are 

expected to be familiar with from their private life (e.g. Dropbox, Facebook, Google etc.). 

(1)  Low novelty  

    The user is highly familiar with the product or an earlier version of the product. 

     For instance in a project concerning an upgrade of the Sharepoint platform. 

(2)  Medium novelty  

    The system is new to the user but the user is familiar with a somewhat similar system. 

     For instance in a project concerning the implementation of the Acronis tool (new, but resembles the functionality of 

Dropbox).  

(3)  High novelty  

    The system is new to the users who have no or limited knowledge of its use or purpose. 

3.5 How would you characterize the IT system? 

(1)  The IT system is one entity, performing one function. E.g. an app providing an overview of physical locations of the 

organization, or the Acronis application which performs one function: secure file sharing. 
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(2)  The IT system involves a collection of entities that perform multiple functions to satisfy an operational need. E.g. a project 

regarding shop.lego.com, which performs multiple functions in order to serve the need for online D2C sale. 

(3)  The IT system is a large collection of entities that perform multiple functions with a common purpose. E.g. the project covers 

implementation of several systems, such as implementing IT on a new factory site. > 

The Horizon project or the ESB (Enterprise Service Bus) project are specific examples. 

3.6 Overall, how would you characterize the software technology used in the project? 

     NB. See IT Infrastructure Analysis (Q3). 

(1)  Well-known.  

     E.g. a project adding a new SAP system build on well-known SAP technology, such as ABAP. 

(2)  Well-known but with unknown elements. Building familiar products but using other new software technology (such as new 

OS or new database technology). 

     E.g. a project adding new SAP system built on new technology. 

(3)  New to organization. Introducing new platforms, technology stacks etc. 

     E.g. projects implementing new lego.com platform (Sitecore) or new file sharing platform (Acronis), which are new in a 

LEGO context. 

(4)  New to world. Developing own system. 

     E.g. COMBI2.0. 

[Questions 3.6.b only relevant if Q3.1 was answered with 1:] 

3.6.b Overall, how would you characterize the hardware technology used in the project? 

    Virtualization of hardware (e.g. loadbalancers) is not equipment and hence not classified as HW. 

     NB. See IT Infrastructure Analysis (Q2). If required HW equipment is not in the LEGO HW portfolio, it can be 

characterized as "new" or "unknown". 

(1)  Well-known. 

(2)  Well-known but with unknown elements.  

(3)  New to organization.  

(4)  New to the world. Developing own technology. 

     Very rare in LEGO context. 

3.7 How much development was done internally by the organization? 

(1)  The solution was planned as a pure Commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) solution. A purchased "plug and play" system, or very 

little integration work necessary. 

     E.g. if Google Docs was implemented as a filesharing standard. 

(2)  The solution was a COTS system where some integration work was needed.  

(3)  The solution included a COTS system but required major integration work/significant elements of self-development work.  

     E.g. A new SAP system integrating with the existing SAP setup. 

(4)  The solution was self-developed.  

     E.g. the Combi 2.0 or BICF projects. 

[Questions 3.8 to 3.12 only relevant if Q3.7 was answered with 2-4:] 

3.8 Was the plan to reuse code from other systems when developing the system? 

(1)  Yes.  

(2)  No.  

[Questions 3.8.1 only relevant if Q3.8 was answered with 1:] 

3.8.1 How would you characterize the reused code? 
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(1)  Low complexity Strong modularity, high cohesion, low coupling; clear match to project application; self-descriptive code. 

(2)  Medium complexity Reasonably well-structured with weak areas, moderate correlation with project application; moderate 

code commentary (description). 

(3)  High complexity Very low cohesion, high coupling, spaghetti code; poor match to product application; obscure docde, 

missing documentation. 

(4)  Don't know 

3.9 How would you characterize the complexity of the control operations of the IT system? 

(1)  Low complexity Non-nested or straightforward nested structured programming operators. 

(2)  Medium complexity Nested, simple call backs, homogeneous distributed processing, single processor soft real-time control. 

(3)  High complexity Reentrant and recursive coding, complex call backs, heterogenious distributied processing, single 

processor/disrupted hard realtime control. 

(4)  Don't know 

3.10 Howw would you characterize the complexity of the computational operations of the IT system? 

(1)  Low complexity Simple or modrate expressions (SQRT). 

(2)  Medium complexity Statistical routines, multivariate interpolation, differential equations. 

(3)  High complexity Difficult structured or unstructured numerical analysis, simple or complex parallelization.  

    E.g. involving business intelligence, machine learning in BW and big data projects. 

(4)  Don't know 

3.11 How would you characterize the complexity of the data management operations of the IT system? 

(1)  Low complexity Simple arrays, simple queries.  

(2)  Medium complexity Multifile input and single file output, complex queries, complex data restructuring. 

(3)  High complexity Distributed database coordination, search optimization, highly coupled dynamic relational and object 

structures. 

(4)  Don't know 

3.12 Was a GUI developed? 

(1)  Yes 

(2)  No 

[Questions 3.12.1 only relevant if Q3.12 was answered with 1:] 

3.12.1 How would you characterize the complexity of the GUI of the IT system? 

(1)  Low complexity Simple input forms, report generators or simple graphic user interface builders.  

(2)  Medium complexity Simple use of widgets set, widget set development. Simple voice I/O multimedia. 

(3)  High complexity Complex dynamic graphics, multimedia, virtual reality. 

 

4. Organization of the project 

4.1 How many different organizational units were represented in the project team? 

    Not including test users for pilots etc. 

(1)  Single unit/entity. 

     E.g. CIT TECH End user solutions employees only.  

(2)  Several units. 

     E.g. CIT TECH employees.  

(3)  Large amount of units. 

     E.g. CIT employees from different verticals. Including business.  
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4.2 Where were the project team members located physically? 

(1)  Same geographical area. 

(2)  Different geographical areas - team working virtually. 

4.3 What was the formal relationship between the business lead and the IT project manager in the project? 

    How was the organization designed in the business case? 

 

 

Business lead ranked above IT project 

manager 

 

 

 

Business lead ranked alongside IT 

project manager  

  

 

 

Business lead subordinate to IT project 

manager 

 

 

 

No business lead 

 

 

 

(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  

4.4 Was the project a part of a program? 

(1)  No. 

(2)  Yes. 
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Instrument 2  

– the 4x5 Framework operationalized for LEGO. 

The project briefs, business cases, and the project closure reports are made available to the PhD assessment 

committee.  
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List of documents 
The documents in this list have been made available to the PhD assessment committee. 

a. Success Criteria Definition 

Describes guidelines to understand the concept of “objectives” and “success criteria” in projects in the 

LEGO Group. Official document.  

Origin 2012, pptx., 3 pages. 

b. Business Requirement Documentation  

Describes a business process and the connected master data processes – describes the solution, 

functionalities and design. Official document.  

Origin 2012, docx, 9 pages.  

c. Strategic Prioritization Principles 

Describes a 0 to 5 scale for prioritizing projects and initiatives in the organization due to their relative 

importance. Official document.  

Origin 2013, pptx, 1 page.  

d. Project PMP KPI 

A template for defining Key Performance Indicators for project participants. Official document.  

Origin 2013, pptx, 1 page.  

e. USER GUIDE for Business Case development 

A guide for how to create a business case.  

Origin 2014, docx, 8 pages. 

f. Consolidated presentation of [business vertical] project briefs 

An overview of the project briefs that were included in the 2014 project prioritization process for each of 

the four CIT verticals, that is, project ideas coming from a specific business area of the LEGO Group.  

Origin 2014, pptx, varying no. of pages. 

g. PMP KPI Follow-up 

An overview of project evaluations from 2011-2013. Last updated January 2015. Extracted from formal 

list of project evaluations. Not official document. 

Origin 2015, xlsx.  

h. Project brief 

A template for describing a project idea in one page with short statements of background, purpose, 

objectives and dependencies; an overall project plan in quarters, success criteria and resources estimates. 

Official document. 

Origin 2004, modified since, pptx, 2 pages.  

i. Project Closure Report 

A template for reporting on project results, to be filled out at project closure. Official document. 

Origin 2012, docx, 7 pages.  

j. Introduction to LEGO Project Model 

A presentation describing the overall idea behind the LEGO Project Model as well as describing the model 

and the different stages, the tasks included in and the templates relevant for each phase and stage gate. 

Official document. 

Origin 2004, modified since, pptx, 13 pages.  

k. Business rules – IT definition of a project 

A guide for determining whether a project should be subject to the full LEGO Project Model and Business 

Case template, based on the projects characteristics. 
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Official document.  

Origin 2009, modified 2013, docx, 2 pages. 

l. Business case 

A template for defining the business case, a storyline describing the why and the what, the timeline, the 

success criteria, and the financial estimates.  

Official document. 

Origin 2014, docx, 2 pages. 

m. Active Risk & Opportunity Planning - AROP 

The document introduces the internally developed risk assessment method of the LEGO Group.  

Official document. 

Origin 2008, updated 2010, pptx, 31 pages. 
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List of interviews 
The sound files, transcripts and notes have been made available to the PhD assessment committee. 

  
Date 

 
ID  

 
Interviewee # 

 
Sampling category 

 
Description 

 
Files  

Pilot 
interviews 

25.10.2013 A 1 Project manager (IT) See Interview Guide appendix DM450088 
Transcription 

11.11.2013 B 2 Project manager 
(business) 

See Interview Guide appendix DM450089 
Transcription 

Explorative 
interviews 

01.10.2014 C 3 Project manager (IT) See Interview Guide appendix DM450091 
DM450092 
DM450093 
Transcription 

10.10.2014 
25.10.2014 

D 
E 

4 Project specialist See Interview Guide appendix DM450094 
DM450095 
Transcription 

30.10.2014 F 5 Project specialist See Interview Guide appendix DM450096 
Transcription 

30.10.2014 G 6 Project specialist See Interview Guide appendix DM450097 
Transcription 

26.11.2014 H 7 Project manager (IT)  See Interview Guide appendix 20141126_140309 
Transcription 

Validating 
interviews 

12.05.2015 I 8 Project manager (IT) Data collection on project a) (was 
reviewed with respondent after 
completion of framework) 

DM450104 
Notes from interview 

22.05.2015 J 6 - The instrument was discussed in 
general 

20150522_140643 
Notes from interview 

26.05.2015 K 9 Technical specialist The instrument was discussed with 
focus on IT technical aspects 

DM450105 
Notes from interview 

26.05.2015 L 10 Technical specialist The instrument was discussed with 
focus on IT technical aspects 

DM450106 
DM450107 
Notes from interview 

03.06.2015 M 1 - The instrument was discussed in 
general 

DM450108 
DM450109 
Notes from interview 

03.06.2015 N 11 Project manager (IT) The instrument was discussed in 
general 

DM450110 
Notes from interview 

03.06.2015 O 8 - Data collection on project (a) (was 
reviewed with respondent after 
completion of framework) 

DM450111 
Notes from interview 

Data 
collection 
interviews 

08.06.2015 P 3 - Data collection on project (b) and (c) DM450112 

08.06.2015 Q 11 - Data collection on project (e) DM450113 

09.06.2015 R 12 Project manager (IT) Data collection on project( f) DM450114 

10.06.2015 S 13 Project manager (IT) Data collection on project (h) DM450115 

10.06.2015 T 14 Project manager (IT) Data collection on project (d) DM450116 

10.08.2015 U 15 Project manager (IT) Data collection on project (g) DM450117 

 


